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The Renaissance integrated amplifier - packed full of dpa innovations that redefine integrated amplifier perfrmance.
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magine being able to perceive subtle nuances and delicate details; and then
exhilarating dynamics and power.

I

magine high performance electronics, advanced innovative design and
construction.

I

magine all of the above but at an affordable price. Impossible? Not after you
have experienced the Renaissance Integrated amp, CD player or DAC. Which
explains why Hi -Fi World recently said of the integrated amp " the new
Renaissance is difficult to beat in its composure, clarity and openness. It has a
gentleness born of refinement, with superb stereo staging and imaging. I'd rate
it very, very highly for serious listeners."

Renaissance - affordable High- End reborn
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Features
Although ahuge number of widgets
won't be your reason for spending
£350-550 on aCD player. almost all
of the machines here have everything you might need to load.
search, program and play your
discs from the comfort of your chaise
longue. The exception is the Musical
Fidelity CDT, which has only the
absolute basics, and needs the
hands-on touch to make it work.
All the other players here, excepting the Harman Kardon, are fairly
minimal when it comes to fascia features, but more than make up for it
with the controls on their remote
handsets. In terms of usability, the

Micromega Stage 1has one significant plus over the others. Thanks
to the in-house control software
which drives its Philips CDM12.4
transport mechanism, it can prescan discs and give ultra-fast track
access. The transport allows twinspeed playback which can be used
for high-speed dubbing on adouble- speed cassette deck. Even
Micromega's allowed the odd gimmick! Add aheadphone socket with
electronically controlled volume level
stored in memory for future use, and
this is clearly a well-equipped
machine, finely balanced between
equipment and sonic prowess.

Appeal

we tested them with

Tr -k, rflui; appeal of all of these CD
players must lie in their sound, but
there are other aspects to their
design that build on their userappeal. And if sheer style counts for
you, it's the Micromega that takes
top honours through acombination
of design and engineering. For a
start there are the looks, with the
player, especially when display off is
used, blanking down to aplain black

box. Then there's the transport,
which pre- reads the compact disc
and gives the fastest track access
time we've ever encountered. But
the biggest plus is the Stage concept itself, allowing effortless and
cost-effective upgrading while you
wait as it were, and giving you the
option to turn this excellent £ 450
machine into astorming £800 player as funds allow.

Rock

Classical

Vocals CI

All rounder

There's afairly clear divide here
between players that rock and those
that don't. If we wanted to major on
anything from dance to grunge, the
Musical Fidelity and Orelle players
wouldn't be our first choice, while
those from Rotel, Kenwood and
Harman are borderline. For our
money, it's atoss up between the
established Arcam Alpha 5and the
newly-arrived Micromega Stage
1. The Arcam is fast, gutsy and
detailed, but for bass clout and sheer
presence he Micrnmecrl 1- 5

This depends on the type of classical music you like. For example,
Musical Fidelity's CDT gives strings
and small chamber ensembles a
lush, relaxing sound, at the expense
of some presence. When it comes
to making the power, scale and
attack of asymphony orchestra in
your front room, without losing sight
of the finer details, the choice must
be between the Arcam and
Micromega machines. Of these
two the latter is hard to beat provided your system has aweighty sound.

Vocal projection is essential for good
sound, and we're all too aware when
avoice is being hurled at us. So the
Kenwood is marked down for its exuberance, while the Musical Fidelity
recesses vocals on busy tracks, and
the Harman has an over-fizzy treble.
The Orelle flatters poorly recorded
vocalists, but if arecording is OK,
the Arcam and the Micromega offer
the most consistent view. On both
vocals sound clear, but the
Micromega underpins vocalists
with abetter-weighted, band.

It depends on your system, since
the overall sonic honours here are
closely-fought between the Orelle,
Arcam and Micromega. Orelle's
CD480 is agreat-sounding player
if you like arefined sound without
deep bass, while the Arcam is
thrilling with rock and classical
music, as long as you use asightly mellow sounding system. But the
Micromega is the best-sounding
£450 player you can buy, having all
the Arcam sound, plus a bigger,
richer bedrock of bass.

least expensive machine we looked
at, the Kenwood, is abit of acracker within its own field of competence.
Of the others, the Ratel, Harman and
Pioneer are good, but we have
doubts whether they quite justify
their price tags, while the Musical
Fidelity is so quirky aproduct that
price probably won't be afactor for
potential buyers.

The leaders here are the ones
you may have spotted so far on this
page - the Arcam, Micromega and
Orelle. The Orelle has auseful £50
price advantage over the other two,
and its smooth, system- friendly
sound will win alot of admirers. The
Arcam, meanwhile, is well-built, finesounding and easy to integrate into
awide range of systems.

But it's the Micromega that
takes the prize again, being wellbuilt, having asuperb sound and,
of course, offering asuperb value
for money. It also has non-wasteful
means of upgrading the player itself
to abetter machine with a simple
exchange of circuitry. Your head will
tell you it's asensible buy. We think
your heart will rather like it, too!
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Value for Money
With quite awide Juco spr eaU if
this group, you'd expect the value
for money part of our test to be quite
simple, with the least expensive
players scoring over the pricier models here. But it doesn't quite turn out
like that...
In fact, the stand- out players all
come from the middle of the group's
price range, although one of the
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*Just as this goes to
press, we learned that
Audio Research will
launch its Spacial
Defnition five-hannel
music reproduction
technology at the Las
Vegas CES in January,
asystem intended for
'pure music', not just
for home theatre.
There'll be afull report
next month.

dozen years ago, when we
heard of Japanese audiophiles
who connected asingle triode
to amassive horn loudspeaker, we
dismissed their efforts as irrelevant
lunacy. Although we knew that,
across the channel, the French hi-fi
writer and designer Jean Hiraga was
also advocating systems using the
simplest possible valve amplifiers
(and had built single-ended solid
state designs), we were still concerned with getting the best from
our Bextrene cones and moderatepowered amplifiers. Horn- loaded
loudspeakers had been forgotten,
regarded as unnecessary with plenty of transistor watts available, and
too coloured. We tended to think of
'dynamic range' as the not-so-great
difference between the loudest sound
cut on an LP and the softest that
could be perceived through the
noise, and were generally content
with the ' British sound', which (having departed somewhat from the
BBC ideals) tended to be soft and
warm, not to say thick.
Looking across the Atlantic, we
could see big, solid valve amplifiers
that could drive modern speakers,
transistor amps which wouldn't blow
up no matter what you did to them,
big systems that actually sounded
big. In the end, this kind of equipment worked best in the spacious
rooms of American middle-class
homes: it's worth noting that the
Studio used at his London home by
Absolute Sounds owner Ricardo
Franassovici [see ' Potpourri] measures 9.25m long,7.2m wide and
3.1m high, apretty large room by
UK standards!
Then began the valve revival
(which KK always claims to have
started). Later, the Japanese enthusiasts' minimalist triode philosophy
was exported (not to say exploited)
notably in the form of the Ongaku,
thanks to Audionote distributor Peter
Qvortrup. But now, even quite
respectable audio figures are embracing single-ended triode amplification.
It might seem that the writing is
on the wall for the makers of all
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those suitcase-sized solid-state amplifiers, whose raison d'etre of is to drive
wardrobe-sized speakers of relatively low sensitivity. Three years ago,
that is, before world recession caught
up with Japan, that country was one
of the key markets for the American
high-end specialists. Today, enthusiasts in Hong Kong and Taiwan still
have apassion for those American
brands which, in asmall apartment,
provide wall-to-wall amplification.
But the whole Far East situation will
change with the emergence of China
[see page 58] as both consumer and
producer.
There is still abig enough market
for the best-known high-end brands
to survive, though. Customers with
large houses and commensurately
large bank accounts may want home
theatre, but they still want the best.
And there will always be enthusiasts
for pure audio.
Despite the strongly-mooted need
for a future high-quality recording
standard [see page 601, the current
hi-fi scene is amazing in its sheer
diversity. There are massive, all-balanced-working systems and there are
tiny ones connected by single strands
of minimalist wire. Just as in loudspeaker design there are still to be
found sealed boxes, transmission
lines, horns, ribbons, electrostatics,
so there are all kinds of amplifiers.
There are high-powered, complex
bi-polar transistor designs and there
are low-power valve amplifiers; there
are ' zero feedback', and high-feedback designs. There are designs
using ultra-expensive components
and designs using cheap components, where it is claimed that
topology is all, and that component
quality hardly matters.
The diifferent schools all claim
some unique ability to bring the listener closer to the music. Yet there
is no doubt about the strength of the
current valve revival. Is this mere
steam-engine nostalgia, the feeling
that valves are more 'alive' than their
sterile solid-state successors, or is
there more to it? Will there always
be some parts of the music that
other devices (massed MOSFETS
or beefy bi-polars) cannot reach?
BE ASUBSCRIBER!
Owing to shortage of space (well,
actually a mistake by the Editor)
there is no subscriptions order form
in this issue. Intending subscribers
should call the Subscriptions Hotline
on 0181-646 6672, or fax 0181-648
4873, or in the USA and Canada
call toll-free ( 0800) 688 6247.
Subscription rates are given in the
small print on the left of this page!
For back issues and binders, call
Sarah Elsey on 0181-686 2599.
Steve Harris
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Krell Reference 64 Digital Processor
The Reference 64 had aterrific sense of
pace and rhythm... The music had a
power and drive heard only from a
handful of products. Moreover, the tempo
seemed faster and more upbeat through
the Reference 64, further adding to the
sense of the music's forward propulsion.
Robert Harley, Stereophile, January 1994

Krell DT- 10 CD Transport

If your system needs alittle more life,
drive and immediacy, the Krell DTIo CD
Transport will probably be just the ticket.
Robert Harley, Stereophile, January 1994

Krell KSA-100S Power Amplifier

With the KSA-100S, Krell has
brought agood measure of the quality
of the upper stratosphere of
audiophile amplifiers down to an
approachable price.
Martin Colloms, Hi Fi News & Record Review, April 1994

Krell KSA-300S Power Amplifier
There was no superfluous warmth or

richness, but neither was the sound
hard, edgy, electronic
or cold in any way. It
was fast, airy and
transparent, images
properly sized within
asoundstage that was
tight, wide and deep.
TJN, Stereophile, January 1994

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SVV20 ODE
Telephone

081-947 5047

Facsimile

081-879 7962

Krell KSA-50S Power
Amplifier
...the KSA-50S keeps its head and remains
firmly in charge. Those who like their music
loud and assertive, but absolutely clean and
controlled, will find this amp the answer to
aprayer.
Jimmy Hughes, Audiophile, January 1994
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views
for £490.
So if you buy this year's ' flagship'
the 3520 for £ 1000, it will soon be
£700, or less when they withdraw it
for yet another new model.
I'm off to buy aconventional top
class hi-fi amp to upgrade my new
system. No way will it be aDenon.
M Gayle, Dorset

'I had a
nasty shock
when I
switched to
amovingcoil. As I
lowered the
cartridge
towards the
gauge the
balance arm
shot up and
clamped
itself to the
underside
of the
cartridge'

SHURE FIRE WARNING
Dear Sir, Iwas intrigued to see the
Shure stylus gauge featured on the
Accessories page. Iused this gauge
abut 15 years ago and it worked
fine with Shure cartridges but Ihad
anasty shock when Iswitched to a
moving-coil.
As Ilowered the cartridge
towards the gauge the balance arm
shot up and clamped itself to the
underside of the cartridge and Iwas
only able to release it by gingerly
sliding the arm towards the front of
the cartridge until the magnetic
force lessened. The stylus had of
course been fully retracted but fortunately was not damaged. After
that Iswitched to aMichell gauge.
Maybe since that time Shure
switched to anon-magnetic arm
but if not — moving-coil users
beware!
G JCraig, Herts
Ken Kessler responds:
Mr Craig has an older version of
the Shure styles gauge: the problem
does not arise with the current one
sold by the Accessories Club, which
is of antimagnetic material. Ihave
subjected my most treasured cartridges to intimate contact with a
Shure gauge without problems.
DENON AND ON AND ON
Dear Sir, Iwon't buy Denon again.
Why? After haying paying £730 for
the AVC 3020, it is now being sold

Roger Batchelor of Hayden
Labs ( Denon's UK distributor)
comments:
Just to clarify the situation, the
AVC-3020 was launched in
September 1992 and was Denon's
first AV amplifier in the UK. Only
recently has this model been discontinued. It is not our normal policy to change models rapidly but to
allow aproduct time to establish
itself in the market. We are all too
aware of the pitfalls of changing
models too swiftly and losing the
benefit of good reviews.
Once amodel has been deleted,
then it is entirely up to dealers individually to decide when to stock a
new model and what to do about
stock of adiscontinued line. We do
not recommend alower retail price.
The recommended price of the
AVC-3020 was still £729.99 on the
last Denon retail price list on which
it appeared (April 1994).
IN OVER OUR HEADPHONES
Dear Sir, Each month Iturn to
'The Good HiFi Guide' in the
hope that just one page might be
given over to headphones. These
are reviewed regularly and there is
an ample choice available with
obvious demand over awide price
range. Because some are actually
referred to as ' ear speakers' acase
could surely be made for their
inclusion as asupplement to the
loudspeaker section.
Will 1995 issues add this one
extra page for all the readers and
listeners out here?
D Greatorex, Cheshire
TELLING US BLACK IS WHITE
Dear Sir, May Irefer you to Martin
Colloms review of the ConradJohnson PV10AL, [
HFNIRR
October 1994]. In the paragraph
`Sound Quality' he tells us that the
US mains cable colour coding is,
'white for brown (live) and white is
for blue (negative)'.
David Ruffell, Heatherdale
Audio, West Sussex

71/11 111111111111MIUM
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Guilty as charged. The US coding is
black for live, white for neutral — Ed.
OVER THE BOUNDING MAINS
Dear Sir, Until recently, Ihave been
happy and content listening to the
system which Ihave gradually built
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up over the last couple of years, the
sound quality of which Ihave found
to be all that Irequire. The system
comprises aSony X77ES CD player, Audio Research LS!, Chord
SPM 1200 amps and Celestion
SL600si speakers together with the
SL6000 sub-woofers driven by
Denon 6600 monoblocks. Although
it has received mixed reviews in the
past, Ihave found the Celestion
6000 system to give aspacious and
natural sound with excellent imaging and large 3D sound stage with a
smooth relaxed treble, unlike the
over-bright tweeters that are engineered into so many of today's
speakers. The system is supplied by
adedicated main spur.
Over the last couple of months I
have noticed what Ican only
describe as aharsh, steely and
piercing distortion; in the upper
mid-range on high pitched female
vocals and guitar and so on when
the sound seems to leap out of the
speakers and is almost painful at
high volumes.
At the same time, Ihave noticed
that the sound stage appears vague
and that complex passages seem
muddled, almost as if the sound is
out of phase somewhere.
At first Isuspected distortion in
the amplifiers and tried anumber
of things to try and locate the problem — anew valve in the LS1,
removing the pre-amp and connecting the CD player direct to power
amp without any significant
improvement. Next, Iused aset of
headphones plugged directly into
the CD player and noticed that the
distortion was still evident.
This surprised me as Ihave just
had the player serviced and fully
tested, and when Iheard the same
effect on my daughter's player I
realised that the fault did not lie
with the equipment. The fog in my
brain suddenly lifted — the mains
electricity supply!
Iimmediately remembered that
several weeks before, the Electricity
Board had arrived to replace the
overhead lines that supply my
Victorian house from apole across
the road. They removed the separate live and neutral lines, which
apart from getting tangled in a
storm once had caused no problems over the years, and replaced
them with anew hi-tech' lightweight cable incorporating both live
and neutral in asingle co-axial
cable, the very latest technology the
man proudly assured me.
Inow have astrong suspicion
that the mains supply is actually the
culprit causing the audible distortion in the sound. Could the new
cable be causing an out of phase
condition? Can anybody give me
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STEVE BOXHALL AUDIO, CAMBRIDGE, CAMBS • 0223 68305
M.A.F., BURTON ON TRENT, STAFFS • 0283 530550
BRENTWOOD MUSIC, BRENTWOOD, ESSEX • 0277 221210
RECITAL, FULHAM, LONDON • 071 731 0340
LINTONE AUDIO, GATESHEAD, TYNE & WEAR • 091 477 4167
MOREGATE ACOUSTICS, ROTHERHAM, YORKS • 0709 370666
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views

READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries. Letters
seeking advice
will be answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.

advice on who to contact in order
to carry out the technical checks on
the mains supply?
Iintend to ask the Electricity
Board, but Ican't imagine ateam
of boffins arriving complete with a
van-load of gear just because my
music system sounds abit rough!
Has any other reader experienced a
similar problem?
R M Hopkins, Cheshire
John Nelson comments:
It would be unscientific and also
discourteous to dismiss Mr
Hopkins's suspicions out of hand.
However, from the point of view of
classical electrical engineering theory, there is no obvious causal connection between achange in the
parameters of the electricity supply
cables and achange in the reproduced sound quality. Certainly
there is no such thing as an ` out of
phase condition' in this context,
and it is difficult to think of any
useful technical checks.
There must be many factors
which are more likely to cause a
gross change in reproduced sound
than aminor alteration to the
prospective source impedance of
the mains supply — which is all that
can have resulted from asupplycable modification of the type
described. Such achange must
either be due to achange in the
reproducing system itself or atemporary change in the listener. From
an electronic engineering point of
view there must be thousands of
possible causal factors which one
might investigate before blaming
the mains supply.
Iwould be tempted to suggest
that Mr Hopkins first looks elsewhere for the cause of the perceived
deterioration in sound. On the face
of it, the nature and quality of the
main cables seem likely to be more
or less irrelevant. Any assertions to
the contrary (by those who claim to
able to be able to hear the differences between different types of
mains cables) have never been substantiated by double-blind tests.

Julian Vereker of Naim offers
another perspective:
Everything that we do to our hi-fi
systems affects the way that they
sound; some of these things are
simple to measure while others are
not so straight forward.
When we were designing the
Naim loudspeaker cable, we specified all the parameters that we
thought were controllable in manufacture, but when we came to listen
to some music on asystem using
the new cable, we were somewhat
alarmed to note that the sound was
rather ` phasy' — lacking in acoherent soundstage.
This was such an obvious characteristic, we felt sure that we would
be able to measure something. But
we looked from DC to 500kHz
(down to - 140dBV) then up to
500MHz and down
to - 100dBV at low currents, high
currents, low voltage and high voltage and we could not find anything
different in any respect between this
new cable and the old design or in
fact the new cable and our current
loudspeaker cable, NACA5.
We also listen to mains cables of
the same specification from different manufactures for the same reasons. We know they make adifference but have not yet been able to
measure anything of consequence.
So we specify exactly which mains
cable the moulded lead manufacturers may use when supplying us.
Ifeel that if one cannot be scientific it pays to be pragmatic.
YOUNG PEOPLE'S MUSIC
Dear Sir, Just ashort note. Your
music reviews ignore ambient/electronic recordings. Isuggest you
begin with Pete Namlook's Air. Use
that as abenchmark. It would even
make the Wilson Audio X-1 sit up
and take notice.
Derek Potter, Essex

aassic
\ange-P

THE ART OF
NATURAL
STEREO
Nothing creates natural stereo
like apairof Spendors.
Because they are apair.
Each unit is specially doped to
deliver aconstant and neutral

We also like Syzygy's Morphic
Resonance and most things by the
Aphex Twin (though he's often primitively recorded) — Asst Ed.

response throughout its
frequency range.
It's then matched, to within
0.5dB, with another producing
the saine response.

NEXT MONTH: as well as afull report from the Las Vegas CES
show the March issue features the story of the British- built Avantic
amp, a 1950s classic reborn, along with afull lab test on what may
be simply one of the best power amplifiers in the world, ConradJohnson's Premier 8a. An in-depth review of phono
pre- amplifiers covers Nairn, Audiolab,
Kinshaw and Michell. Heading apacked
Record Review section is an interview
with pianist Grigori Sokolov, plus reminiscences of Jascha Heifetz. There's also a
chance to win an Audionote amp in an
exciting £ 3000 competition. The March
issue goes on sale Friday, 10 February.
Don't miss it!
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These units, along with a
matched set of other
components, is haw apair of
Spendor loudspeakers deliver
stereo more akin to musical
observation than reproduction.

spendor
Please contact
Michael Stevens & Partners Ltd
Invicta Works, Elliot Road. Bromley. Kent BR2 9NT
Telephone 081480 7299
for aSpendor Classic Range brochure

THE
WORLD'S
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AUDIO
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GRIFFIN'S
CUBICON
Electronics designer Paul Griffin has returned to hi-fi with the introduction of his Cubicon amplifier
and an extra-wide dispersion speaker, intended for home-theatre applications as well as pure audio
use. Both are manufactured by Coles Electroacoustics, best known for its professional sound
equipment including ribbon microphones, headphones and speakers.

,

The man behind the Cubicon: Foul
Griffin developed and marketed his own
hi-fi products in the 1970s and 1980s,
including speakers, active speaker systems
and turntables, and has also worked
extensively as a designer of industrial
electronics

NEAR IN
THE UK

Metal- cone
speakers from
US specialist
NEAR (
New
England Audio
Resource) are
becoming
available in the
UK. Among the
11 models
which will be
handled by
distributor
Picture The
Sound is the
£429 ' baby'
Model 10M- B
reviewed by Ken
Kessler
['Headroom',
Dec " 941 but
the largest is
the £8000
Model 50MeCOR, a
three-way
floorstander.
The speakers
incorporate
NEAR's own allmetal driver
technology and
also use the
company's
patented
Magnetic Liquid
Suspension.
Contact Picture
The Sound on
(01483)
454991.

Described as ' a new and
superior
type
of
stereo
amplifier', the Cubicon is built
into a neat case measuring
150x150x180mm overall. It is
based on an integrated circuit
from Thomson, giving singlestage amplification with a
nominal power output of at
least 40W/ch.
The simple topology and
direct connection (there are no
tone controls or complex
switching) are said to give
'quality way beyond that
possible by more complicated
amplifiers'. In addition to the

usual high- impedance ( 50kohms) input for line-level
sources such as CD players, a
low impedance ( 24 ohms)
option will accept inputs
directly from the headphone
outputs of portable CD or tape
players, or TV sets. Retail price
is £495.
Although it can be used with
other 4-8 ohm speakers, the
Cubicon l's built-in bass
equalization gives an upperbass lift and a steep roll-off
below 50Hz to suit the
Cubicon 2, acompact sealedbox design. The bass unit is a

A SUB FROM SEQUENCE

WHARFEDALE'S BIG ONE

More bass is now available for
users of Sequence slim- line
speakers. Like the Sequence 20,
30 and 40 full-range speakers, the
SW12 sub-woofer can be wallmounted, or placed on the floor.
Just 100nun (4hi) deep, the SW12
contains two rear-firing shielded
180mm
drive- units
in
a
compound
twin
bass- reflex
alignment ( ports at the side),
with adjustable high-pass filters
(none, 65, 90 or 160Hz) and
variable bass reflex tuning (35 or
50Hz). Available with black or
beige grille, it retails at £299.90.
Further details from distributor
May Audio Marketing (UK) Ltd,
(01943) 864930.

Wharfedale has launched the biggest
box yet in its moulded-baffle Modus
Music speaker range. The Modus
One-Three is a large three-way
floorstander and uses a novel
'staggered tuning' cabinet design,
claimed to combine good bass
extension with speed of attack. The
59 litre enclosure is divided into two
compartments, the lower one tuned
by the front port to give an extended
bass
response.
The
upper
compartment is tuned by arear port
to a higher frequency to deliver
`punch' in the upper bass region.
Bass/mid units are new Wharfedale
170mm ( 6.5in) long-throw units,
while ( as with the other Modus
models) the 19mm soft-dome
tweeter is housed in a separate
'globe' moulding, which can be
rotated to point the unit at the
listener. The cabinets are Black Ash
vinyl covered with anthracite
coloured mouldings and come with
removable floor spikes. Bi wiring
terminals are fitted. Price of the
Modus One-Three is £439.95 per
pair. Wharefedale International Ltd,
(0113) 260122.
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EVENTS
30 JANUARY-3FEBRUARY Midem
'95, the international music market,
Cannes. Contact 0171-528 0086.
24 -26 FEBRUARY 1995: The Marriot
Hotel hosts the Bristol Hi-fi Show.
Tel: 0222 228 565.
23 JULY-25 JULY British Music Fair,
National Hall, Olympia, London.
Contact 0181-907 8314.
7-10 SEPTEMBER The HiFi Show,
Ramada Hotel, Heathrow, London,
sponsored by HFNIRR. Contact
Janet Belton on 0181-686 2599.

FEBRUARY

WU

A hundred lucky
readers may receive
free copies of
Whaifedak's home
theatre guide

Coles 5000, with elastomerdamped cone and super-rigid
glass-filled
nylon chassis,
mounted in the ` end' to
eliminate resonances, while the
tweeter is the well-known Coles
4001G 20mm dome, which
gives very wide dispersion.
The
speakers
measure
150x150x 320trun and retail at
£295/pair.
A third new Griffin design,
the £995 Stratos speaker, will
follow
soon.
For
more
information
on
Cubicon,
contact Coles Electroaconstics,
Tel (01992) 466685.

The Wharfedale Guide To
Home Theatre by Stan Curtis
explains the technicalities of
cinema and home theatre
sound and describes how to put
systems together. Apart from
promoting Wharfedale's Modus
range, the 50-page paperback
contains much useful
information, such as the
standard pin allocations for
the mysterious SCART
connector. Price is £ 1.99, but
we are giving away 100
copies to the first readers to
write in with a self
addressed A4 envelope
bearing a stamp.

Il

Going down the
tubes with Audio
Innovations

AUDIOLAB ADDS DIRECT-COUPLED PRE-AMP

INNOVATIONS PHONO STAGE
Audio Innovations has added an affordable stand-alone
phono stage to its valve amplification range. The £299
P1 Phono Amplifier is based on ' simple yet elegant'
valve circuitry, using double triodes in anode follower
configuration, with passive equalization and agenerouslyspecified dual mono power supply section. The Pl will
accept moving-magnet cartridges direct, but movingcoils will need an external step-up ( such as Audio
Innovations' own Ti or T2 transformers). Dimensions
are 250x295x95mm and shipping weight is 4kg. Contact
Audio Components Ltd, (01305) 761017.

A more ' purist' design than the
well-known 8000C, Audiolab's
new 8000Q pre- amplifier is a
direct- coupled design with no
capacitors in the signal path.
Based on Audiolab's proprietary
Zq technology, first seen in the
800OPPA phono pre- amp, the
8000Q includes microprocessorcontrolled
logic,
automatic
muting and remote control
functions. Retail price is £ 999.90.

Describing
the
sound
as
'magnificently
natural
and
open... with superb resolution of
detail and dynamics' and as
having ' nothing added and
nothing taken away', Audiolab
calls the 8000Q ' the most
significant advance in hi-fi
amplifiers since the original
Audiolab
8000A'.
Contact
Cambridge Systems Technology
Ltd, ( 01480) 52521.
What? No
capacitors?

MISSION WINS TWO AWARDS
Mission Group of Huntingdon has
received two industry awards.
Commerce Business Magazine
named Mission Company of the
Year for the East Anglian Region,
an award sponsored by chartered
accountants Pannell Kerr Forster.
Technical director Henry Azima
collected this award at the National
Motorcycle Museum, Birmingham,
while sales director David 1
Marchant accepted another award
for ' Manufacturer of the Year' in
the first Manufacturing Industry
Achievement Awards, Judges cited
the commercial acumen and
technical development which has
helped Mission double its operating
profit in the past two years, and
were impressed by the company's

highly automated factory, which
was described as ' close to ideal'.
They noted that sawdust from
cabinet production is extracted at
source and burned to produce 95%
of the company's energy. The
Manufacturing Industry
Achievement Awards are sponsored
by Omron Electronics and are
organised by the publisher MorganGrampian. A total of 14 category
trophies were presented at the
MIAA inaugural dinner on 23
November 1994.
Commenting on the two awards,
David Marchant of Mission said ' We

MAC INTEGRATED
New from McIntosh Laboratory is the MA6800 solidstate integrated amplifier, combining a 150W/ch
stereo power amp with afully remote controlled preamplifier. McIntosh `Autoformers' allow correct
speaker matching for 2, 4 and 8 ohm loudspeakers,
with peak current capability of 55A. Distortion (THD
and IM) is quoted as less than 0.005%. Features
include eight inputs, with separate listen and record
circuits (each also with its own signal-processing loop
with front-panel bypass switch) to allow recording one
programme while listening to another. Retail price
will be around
£3500. Contact
the UK
distributor, MP!
Electronic of
Guildford, on
(0483) 454993.

are proud and pleased to be
regarded as a model of excellence,
particularly in an industry where
British products lead the world.'

New sequence SWI2
subwoofer flanked by
Sequence 20 speakers

BRIEFING
AIWA (UK) Ltd has
been awarded the
BSS 750 quality
standard
accreditation. This
accreditation of the
sales and service
group follows the
award of the BS5750
standard to Aiwa's
manufacturing and
assembly plant in
Gwent.
AUDIO COUNSEL,
0/eihani-bascd hi-fi
retailer, has opened a
second branch at 14
Stockport Road,
Cheadle SK8 2AA,
tel 0161-428 7887.
Brands stocked
include Lltrn, Naim,
Rega, Arcam, Royd
and Mission.
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CEDAR Audio's DH- 1,
offering real-time hiss
removal processing for
professional users is now
available through HHB.
Tel 0181-960 2144.

REFERENCE Recordings'
CDs, LPs and cassettes
are now distributed in
the UK by May Audio
Marketing (UK) Ltd,
tel (01943) 864930

HARBETH'S HL Compact 7 TECH LINK now offers a
speaker has won a
range of inexpensive
Component of the Year
source and speaker
Award '94 from the
switching boxes, from
leading Japanese hi-fi
the ,‘11.95 TX- 105
magazine, Stereo Sound.
Input Expander to the
CSS-4IMk II four-way
NC is to create another
speaker switch and
155 badly needed jobs in
TPA2 stereo pre-amp
Scotland with a ‘9.2m
(seen below). Tel
expansion of its East
0181-771 8388.
Kilbride TV and monitor
plant, which will now also
produce large TVs and
audio products, including
jVC Adagio mini-systems.
The East Kilbride plant
opened in 1988.

FLOORSTANDERS
FROM B&W
First seen at Live ' 94, B&W's P
Series speakers are now available.
The largest, P6, bears a close
resemblance to the 800 Series,
with its distinctive top- mounted
tweeter and Kevlar midrange unit.
The external tweeter is said to
produce an open and clear image
while usual bass response to 26Hz
is claimed. Price is £999/pair. The
P5 is just 10% smaller, with
conventional in-the-cabinet tweeter
mounting, but again has aKevlar
mid unit and Cobex bass cone,
and costs £ 799.

e

Smallest of the range, the P4 [ to be reviewed next month] is a
£599 two-way model, in which the same tweeter and Kevlar
bass are used, but here the latter functions as abass/mid,
loaded by afolded pipe inside the cabinet, acting as a
tapered reflex port. This is said to make the cabinet almost
radiation- free, with the benefit of clear and potent bass
extension. For more information, contact B&W UK, ( 01903)
750750.
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SHOW REPORT
DENON'S AFFORDABLE ALPHA

Denon has announced that
its
Alpha
processor,
claimed to create ' an
analogue replay signal of
near 20-bit quality' from
16-bit
CD,
is
now
included in an affordable
CD player, the £ 350
DCD-1015. The Alpha
processor, first seen in the
£5600 DAS1 stand-alone
DAC, generates additional
data to interpolate four
extra bits below the Least
Significant Bit to produce
'an ultra-smooth 20-bit
waveform'. An 'intelligent'
digital filter allows musical
high-frequency information

to pass while blocking
digital noise. The effects
are said to show best when
music fades in and out of
silence
according
to
Denon, while vocals and
acoustic music in a live
ambience are said to show
the benefits very clearly.
Other features of the
DCD-1015
include
programming facilities,
index and peak search,
optical and coaxial digital
outputs, and digital pitch
control (± 12%). For more
details please contact
Hayden Labs direct on
(0753) 888447.

ORELLE'S 'OPEN WINDOW'
D/A CONVERTER
A new separate DAC unit from Orelle boasts
18- bit, 8-times oversampling conversion,
direct coupled design with the shortest
possible signal path, and passive filtering
with output buffer. The £ 379 DA188 also
features non-magnetic aluminium chassis,
gold-plated sockets for input and output,
with both co- axial and optical ( Toslink)
inputs provided. Claimed to provide sound as
natural ' as if you were looking through an
open window', the DA188 is said to provide
an ideal upgrade path for owners of budget
CD players. Orelle Hi Fi, 0181-810 9388.

TEAC VRDS CD TRANSPORT
Resembling a transport- only version of the VRDS7 player, the £ 500 TEAC T-1 CD player contains
a centre- mounted VRDS drive mechanism with
green-coloured overhead turntable, and has ahighrigidity, copper-plated chassis. The multi- function
remote provides off/dimming for the display and
20- selection programming. Optical and co- axial
digital outputs are provided. TEAC UK Ltd, (0923)
819630.
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BUDAPEST
.r

he hotel in Budapest is full of
music. This room sounds
good; ' Black Magic Woman'
by Santana is pounding out of it. I'm
in Hungary to cover the annual hifi show — an exclusively High End
Show for the second year running
— at the prestigious
Atrium Hyatt. Normally
the honour would fall to
Ken Kessler but Ken's in
China having far too
much fun with the valve
amps and nymphets (see page 60).
Heading down the hotel corridor
in search of exciting new audio
equipment Ifind Istvan Csontos's
Merlin
Audio
displaying
a
Voyd/Ongaku/Audio Note E system
which makes Copland's Billy the Kid
sounded silkily beautiful.
No
surprises there, then. Elsewhere
L'Auditeur has
some
tasty
components
designed
by
Valvet
in
Hamburg. These
slimline boxes are
reminiscent of a
Moth amplifier
combo of several
years ago, except
here the finish is
severe
metal
(apparently based on equipment
cases used in German hospitals) and
feature a DAC, a battery power
supply, apassive pre-amp and Class
A mono
blocks.
Also
from
L'Auditeur is the native Hungarian
integrated transistor amplifer, the
12W Class A Monitor from Pointe.
For aFrancophone approach to the
art you might prefer the Audiomat
Prélude line integrated amplifier and
the Tempo! (the exclamation mark
is theirs) DAC. Further down the
corridor Sound Arts (love that
umlaut, guys) has some seriously
stylish stands, tables and accessories.
The CD rack looks like ared cobra
about to strike — and it also holds
CDs. The equipment tables also put
UK products to shame in terms of
sturdiness, simplicity of design and
style. This brightly coloured and well
engineered kit is manufactured at a
big factory just outside Budapest
airport. Moving right along, Mellom
Audio was offering its own-brand
Hungarian loudspeakers and amp
while Penna & Poor KFT has
serious cable and a clip-together
plastic toy sitting on top of the hi-fi

which, thankfully, isn't claimed to
improve the sound of anything. The
nice people at the oddly named
Alisca Orange also have a major
league cable on offer, seven strands
in this one, plus the impressive and
rather elegant Asp End integrated
amp. Audio Art boasts
Jecklin Float headphones
and, wearing them, the
prettiest girl at the show
who wasn't a blonde.
Vinyl is very much in
evidence, most of it second hand
and at premium prices. And, sadly,
the room with Santana's ' Black
Magic Woman' blaring
out
of
it
turned out to
be
merely
selling CDs.

The
equipment
tables put
UK products
to shame in
terms of
sturdiness,
simplicity of
design and
style

Audio Art
models Floats in

ook

style (left); Asp
End integrated

amp (above)
and Valvet kit
from L'Auditeur
(right)

Sound Art's cobra
CD rack (left) and
Audiomat's French
integrated amp, the
Prélude and DAC,
the Tempo
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the new improved Arcam Alpha 5 system
Close your eyes and see the difference between Arcam's new Alpha

Recommendation in the 1994 What Hi-Fi? Awards.

5system of hi-fi components and anything else in its price range.

Finally, feast your ears on the new Alpha 5Plus CD player - quite

Ignore the fact that the Alpha 5amplifier is our best 'budget

simply, the best value high performance CD player ever produced by a

audiophile' amplifier ever, outselling all others in the UK for the past

UK manufacturer. Over the past year the critics have heaped praise on

year. Don't be tempted by its attractive styling or aprice tag which

its predecessor, the Alpha 5CD player, calling it " the player to beat"

looks too good to be true. Just listen, and discover for yourself aquality

(What Hi-Fi?) and "standing head and shoulders above the rest" ( Hi -Fi

of sound that can only be described as exceptional.

News)*. Now, thanks to new master clock circuitry, the 5Plus sounds

Next, try the Alpha 5FM tuner. Again, don't let its surprising

even better and once again sets the standards for other CD players to

affordability seduce you. Instead, listen to broadcast sound that is

match.

natural, clear and dynamic - qualities which gained it aclass leading.

Just listen. Close your eyes, open your mind, and see the light.

*If you already own an Alpha 5 Cl) player, we'd be happy to update ir to full 5 Plus specibcatinn.

Please call our service dep.mnaent at the number below during office hours for full details and prices.

ARCAM
For more

information,

including the nearest place you can listen to Arcam, complete the coupon and post it to:

Arcam, Pembroke Avenue, Waterbeach, Cambridge CB5 9PB, England. Or telephone: (01223) 440964 (24 hours). Fax: (01223) 863384
Please send me infonnation and reviews on (Once rict, boxes):
Arcam CD players

Title

0

Arcam tuners

Please send me abrochure with details of all your products
Arcam amplifiers I:

Arcam's cassette deck

Arcam speakers

D

AudieCtuest cables

l• list NatIK

Address

ln Australia: Swim.* Audio Pty. Ltd., P.O. Box 139, St. Ives, N.S.W., 2075. Tel: (61)2

Postcode

440 8755.

Fax: ( 61) 2 440 8441. In Canada: EtnerAd Audio Resources, Sussex P.O. Box 19016, 720 Spadina Avenue, Sniff

WM, Toronto, Ontario, M.55 3C9. Tel: ( 416) 596 7657. Fax: ( 416) 596 717 t. In Noe Zealand: Amain, Audio, 587 Mom , Eden Rd., Auckland. Ti'!: (09) 369 9000. Fax: (09) 638 8888. In South Africa: Hi- I5
Specialists, Durban Road 155, Renville. 7535. Td: (021; 946 1441. Fax: (IQ 1) 946 4364. In USA: Audioltylux Corporation, P.O. 381, Higb1aud Lakes,

07422. Tel : (201)764.8958. Fax: (201)764-8479.
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technology

DiscoVision
Associates
says it ' uses
patents as
an offensive
weapon to
collect
money'. And
this winter:
better quality from DCC

ness as usual. And this business is
persuading every company in the
world with an interest in optical
disc recording to take out alicence.
The big breakthrough came in
1988 when Philips took a licence
from DVA to press CDs at its own
plants. Other manufactures, who
pay royalties to Philips and Sony
under their own patents, saw this as
a sign that DVA's patents were
legally strong. Needless to say
pressing plants that thought their
licence from Philips/Sony gave
them carte blanche were not
pleased to discover that DVA's pursuing them and out for cash. At
least two more companies, ORC of
lien Ivisited a new CD
pressing plant recently I Canada and Thomson of France,
now also claim royalties of around
asked the management
2% on parts of the CD system.
whether they had taken a licence
Most companies sign quietly, to
from DiscoVision Associates yet.
avoid legal costs and save face.
They looked blank. But they won't
Nimbus tried to argue that DVA's
stay blank for long.
patents were legally invalid, because
Ask Technicolor, the latest comPhilips had demonstrated its own
pany to get hit. DVA has just sued
very similar system in Eindhoven in
Technicolor's factory in California
September 1972 and September
where the company's Videocassette
1973, which was earlier than the
division now also presses CDs. And
October 1973 date when DVA filed
this follows afamiliar pattern. DVA
its patents in the USA. Nimbus also
waits until a company has got past
argued that its CD pressing process
its teething problems and is sucis different from the video disc syscessfully geared up for mass protem described in DVA's disc
duction. Then its lawyers pounce.
patent. But DVA's British patents
DVA is delightfully frank about
BP 1489 774 and BP 1493 114
its policy.`Most companies use
won the day. In 1992 Nimbus
patents defensively, so that they
agreed to sign up.
don't have to shut down their proDVA is now a hugely profitable
duction lines when they fmd somebusiness. A staff of 50 at an office
one else has patented the process',
in Irvine administers 1400 patents
says David White, Supervising
on all aspects of laser disc technoloLicensing Attorney with DVA in
gy. All the major manufacturers of
Irvine, California. ` DVA uses
CDs, video Laser Discs, players,
patents as an offensive weapon to
recorders and blank recordable
collect money.'
discs now pay aroyalty.
DVA was formed in 1979 when
DVA initially asked for a royalty
MCA (the Music Corporation of
of 3% on every CD pressed, and
America which then owned
1.5% on players. From 1January
Universal Studios) and computer
1995, the price was due to go up to
giant IBM, pooled their pioneering
5%. Factories now charge between
work and patents on laser video
70 US cents and $ 1to press aCD,
disc technology. MCA had begun
so DVA earns several cents on
work on laser beam recording in the
each. Well over 1billion CDs are
late 1960s, while Philips was worknow pressed each year round the
ing on similar technology in
world.
Holland.
The
Dutch
and
DVA sued Technicolor on three
Californian engineers worked indepatents, USP 5003 526, 4 500 484
pendently through the seventies to
and 4 893 297. These cover a
perfect what we now know as Laser
method of pressing blank plastics
Disc video. DVA built a factory in
discs with a hot die, and storing
Carson, California, to press video
digital code on a disc as a spiral
discs for the US market.
track of variable-length pits and
DVA's plant earned apoor repulands. Some of the patents date
tation for pressing quality. In late
back to 1968 but have only recently
1981 Pioneer bought the plant, gutbeen granted by the US Patent
ted it and it now produces high
Office. So they will remain in force
quality LD pressings for the USA
until year 2008. Although MCA's
and Europe. DVA withdrew from
early work was all on video discs,
manufacturing but retained the
patents and made abusiness out of the patents were cleverly drafted to
cover all types of optical disc
policing them. In October 1989
Pioneer bought DVA for $ 200 mil- recording and readout.
`All we need is one claim of one
lion, but left DVA to continue busi-
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patent to stick' says David White.
'But because we do not know what
production process Technicolor is
using we have sued on three
patents, which all CDs infringe.'
HIGHER FIDELITY WITH DCC
11\ en betore 1)(lV. \vas launched,
Decca's engineers in the UK had
found that the PASC compression
coding system DCC has a better
dynamic
range
than
CD.
Conventional Digital-to-Analogue
Converter chips do not do the
PASC coder/decoder justice. With
16 bit DACs, noise floors become
just perceptible. With 18 bit DACs
the noise floor becomes inaudible.
Decca's digital tape recorders
have always had 18 bit capacity.
But it was not until 1992 that
Analogue-to-Digital converter chips
could deliver the full 18 bit signal.
For more than a decade Decca's
tapes recorded 16 bit code with 2
bits of padding. Now the tapes
record 18 bits, and the company is
using 20 bit optical disc recorders.
The extra two bits provides headroom for copying, editing and the
future when 20 bit converters are in
use.
At Decca, the 18 bit source signal from the 20 bit disc recorder is
reduced in level by amassive 40dB
before it is fed to the PASC
coder/decoder. The output from
the PASC codec and DAC is then
boosted by 40dB before delivery to
the monitor speakers. This is equivalent to grossly under-recording a
music tape and then cranking up
the amplifier volume to disco levels.
The music reproduces at normal
level but any noise and distortion is
grossly exaggerated.
This test shows up any granular
noise added by the DCC's DAC.
NB switching to adirect feed from
the 20 bit source provides a reference point. On the evidence of ears,
18 bit DCC is very similar to the 20
bit master disc.
Decca, DG and Philips will
release 30 DCC recordings from 18
bit master tapes over the next year.
The portable DCC-170 recorder
has 18 bit A/D converters and an
18 bit digital output. Unlike Mini
Disc, which can withstand jogs only
during playback, the DCC portable
can be shaken and stirred while
recording. At the asking price of
around £ 250 it is very probably the
best audio bargain on the market.
But too much talk of 18 bit delivery
risks confusing the target market.
Think of it as a bonus that comes
free for those who know what it
means. And watch for reviews of
the DCC-170. Fingers crossed that
it is not too good to be true.
Barry Fox
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??

The
Audio Room

(
1

Hi-Fi Consultants

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

Pure

0784 458176 / 081 893 4485

Happy New Year to All Our Readers

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17.EL WENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB F loB 33 7d8 1 70"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

CONTACT US ON 0582 36561 (Day) 29560 (Eve after 7pm)

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AO

And to make it even happier and more
musical, call us to discover the bargains to
be had at our massive New Year SALE!
Selected items at 50% off list price. Call
for details and make the year start with
some extra style!
Arion Acoustics, Audio Innovations, Audio Note,
C.A.T., Credo, Kinshaw, Lumley Reference,
Triangle, YBA, Impulse, Lumley Monitor,
Townshend,
Counterpoint,
Audi oMeca,
Micromega, Graham, Pro-Ject, Wilson/Benesch,
Ortofon, Transfiguration, Cogan Hall, Goertz,
Isolda, Lieder, Revelation, Silver Sounds, XL0,
Appollo, Base, Frameworks

Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon, Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)

5minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAIM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

And Have aGreat 1995!
Pure

Sound and The Audio Room, covering London and the South- East

The complete works of Martin Grindrod.
Martin Grindrod - an electronic engineering graduate
and still ayoung man - would shrink from being
called agenius.
But his personally conceived and designed total hi-fi
system - AVI - has won the ears and eyes of the
listening world.
Comprising apre-amp, two monoblock power amps,
aCD

player and atuner, the AVI system stacks up to

little more than 12" in height. And £3,596 in money.
It is simple perfection at any price. And truly the one
o

system that does complete justice to undisputed
musical genius, as composed, performed and recorded.
Call 0453 752656 for details.
There sno doubt this would
be my first choice.''
Richard Charnley,
'Audiophile' March 1994.
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radio
than not a Pythonesque parody of
what an arts programme should be.
Why must everything Radio 4
touches be reduced to bite-size? Or
so it seems to me; Iawait other
views with interest.
Come the revolution, when Iam
installed as Controller Radio 4, I
shall personally devise and present
aprogramme which revels and glories in science and technology. I
shall also ask Mr Brian Sewell to
take
over
as
Kaleidoscope...

'Am Ialone
in finding
Radio 4's
current
output to be
narrowly
focused,
metropolitan
and smugly
complacent?'

,cem to have devoted rather alot
of space in recent columns to
technical material and not to
have had very much to say about
the radio programmes themselves.
This is an accurate reflection of
the balance of correspondence
received from readers so far; you
seem as a group to be more interested in — and exercised by —
matters such as tuner and antenna
performance rather than what you
actually listen to.
For instance, the total number of
correspondents with something to
say about the Proms was two,
whereas about 20 letters and E-mail
items raised issues about tuner
specifications and so on.
Don't get me wrong; Ican happily write about those things until the
Second Coming. But in asense this
is your column rather than mine:
what balance would you like to see?
Perhaps a short digression into
programmes might be at least permissible. No radio programme can
work without the active involvement and imagination of the listener, just as no novel can work unless
the reader is prepared to suspend
disbelief for aperiod.
Given that we are all different,

John Nelson can be
contacted via
CompuServe
(100014.636) or
Telecom Gold
(83,1NL601)
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and have inner lives that are unique
to each of us, there seems little
point in detailed discussions as to
whether this or that radio station
appeals to us or not; de gustibus non
est disputandum.
For example, if Ihappen to say
that most of the BBC's local radio
output strikes me as parochial in
the worst sense of the word, featuring unintelligent, uninteresting presenters filling up the aether with
uninspiring material, Ihave no way
of knowing whether Iam voicing a
widely held belief. Am Ialone in
finding Radio 4's current output to
be narrowly focused, metropolitan
and smugly complacent?
Why on earth is there no halfdecent science programme on the
air? Come to that, why is there no
half-decent arts programme? To my
ears, Kaleidoscope is more often
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presenter

of

IMPORTANCE OF ANTENNAS
On the subject of technology, Mr
W R Sellers of Carnforth raised a
couple of interesting questions in
respect of the item that appeared in
my column in the November 1994
issue concerning antennas.
Agreeing with the proposition
that the antenna is in fact the most
important part of any radio system,
he said '... for the home listener,
only one antenna above the roof
can be contemplated. Yet the listener may want good reception in
several rooms.
'There seem to be three possibilities: multi-room installation at considerable cost; headphones to pick
up signals from one receiver (perhaps using US-marketed FM headphones at 72.5MHz); or alternatively a multiple-outlet amplifier at
the coaxial terminal of the one
antenna. Iunderstand this is needed because the signal strength is
divided between the number of
receivers attached.
'The question is, what quality is
lost by this amplification stage and
does it offset the advantage of sharing agood antenna signal?'
The first possibility is unnecessarily elaborate, and the second is
decidedly illegal in the UK. There
are frequency allocations available
for uses such as this, but 72.5MHz
is emphatically not one of them; it
is more or less in the centre of the
mobile part of the PMR ' low band',
which is exceedingly heavily used. I
suspect that the Radio Investigation
Service would take avery dim view
indeed of FM headphones appearing in this portion of the radio spectrum! The third alternative is the
correct one to adopt.
The amplifier needs relatively little gain but needs to be designed in
such away that each tuner ' sees' an
antenna source impedance of 75
ohms, with high isolation between
each output port.
There will be no effect on sound
quality although there could be a
small reduction in signal/noise
ratio; a good deal depends on how
carefully the amplifier has actually
been designed. Ihave not had occa-

sion to test any units of this general
type, but Isuspect that many of the
cheaper items will suffer from the
usual defects of commercial RF
pre- amplifiers — too much gain
and relatively poor strong- signal
handling. Many of the lower-cost
items seem to be intended for both
AM and FM broadcast use, which
almost certainly implies broadband
amplifier circuitry.
This is exceptionally difficult to
design well, and almost by definition cannot be done cheaply. Offhand, my advice would be to select
one which is clearly designed for
FM use only and to look carefully
at the specification sheet to see
what degree of out-of-band rejection is claimed.
The amplifier should have selectable gain, and the instructions
should also clearly state that the
minimum gain setting consistent
with proper performance should
always be used.
This brings up the related question of antenna pre- amplifiers.
Accepting that the BBC's VHF
coverage is generally good, which I
do, there remain locations where
the field strengths of FM transmissions are not high.
A pre-amplifier mounted at the
masthead can certainly help, provided that it has been well
designed. Some years ago the
`GASFET' ( an acronym for ' gallium-arsenide field-effect transistor')
came into prominence as a lownoise device, and many amarketing
man rushed to inform us that a
GASFET was the thing to have in
the front-end of aBand II tuner or
antenna pre-amplifier. This is certainly not the case.
The GASFET is at its best at
much higher frequencies than
100MHz — many of them are optimised for several GHz — and they
are apt to be quite noisy at lower
frequencies. They are difficult to
match into and can prove tiresomely vulnerable to overvoltage transients and static. For various reasons it can also be awkward to
obtain good strong-signal handling
with GASFET amplifiers.
So any masthead amplifier for
Band II which makes a feature out
of containing a GASFET is ipso
facto not well designed and should
be avoided. Modern FETS such as
the BF981 are much better at Band
II frequencies, especially when used
in aquasi-cascode configuration.
Ah, the cascode; happy memories
of the 'bomb-proof VHF front-end
of yore, with an E88CC double triode doing the necessary. No-one
worried about gain compression
and intercept points in those days!
John Nelson
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fyou enjoy the touch of injection-moulded plastic, you'll probably go to pieces when

buying loudspeakers

IThe Castle customer never falls for fools mate and his strategy allows

the choice of seven handcrafted models in nine real wood veneers before making an important
move

1To play the game, advance to your local Castle dealer or contact us for his position I

r

CASTLE
Castle Acoustics Limited, Park Mill, Shortbank Road, Skipton, North Yorkshire BD23 217, England. Tel. (
07561 795333 Fax. (
0756) 795335

COMPETITION

T

echnics has put a lot of
effort recently into the
development of good-soundmg, affordable amplifiers and CD
players. So it goes without saying that the company's flagship
models are something special!
Our First Prize system includes a
100W per channel power amp, aversatile pre- amplifier of the highest
quality, and state-of-the art CD player. Taking the power amplifier first,
the SE-A2000 uses Technics latest
'Class AA' output stage configuration. MOSFETs (metal oxide semiconductor field-effect transistors)

W IN1.
TECHNICS
TOP LINE-UP
RULES

1) This competition is open to
UK readers only.
All entries must be
on the entry form
provided. No
other correspondence should be
enclosed with the
entry form.
2) There will be
no cash or other
alternatives to the
prizes offered.
The winners will
be the first correct
entries opened.
3) Employees of
Link House Magazines and associated companies, and
of Panasonic/
Technics and its
agents will not be
eligible to enter.
4) Entries must be
received by first
post on 24 Februray, 1995, when
judging will be
carried out. The
Editor's decision
will be final and
binding. No correspondence will be
entered into
regarding the
competition.
5) The prizewinners will be notified by post, and
the results will be
published in the
May 1995 edition
of HFN/RR.
6) Entry forms
received become
the property of
Link House
Magazines Ltd
7) Entry to the
competition
implies acceptance
of the rules.

share some of the desirable characteristics of vacuum tubes; but bipolar transistors are usually best solution for producing high power. So
here ahighly-linear MOSFET output stage is combined (by the ` Class
AA' bridge circuit) with ahigh-current bi-polar transistor output stage.
Other technical features of the SEA2000 include its R-core power
transformer, more efficient than EIcore or toroidal types at eliminating
magnetic flux leakage. High-grade
capacitors and specially developed
resistors are used, while twin-mono
construction ensures minimum
crosstalk. Retail price is £ 1050.
Matching the SE-A2000, the SUC2000 stereo control amplifier, again
based on an R-core transformer, has
Virtual Battery Operation: a reference voltage generator is used to
charge a capacitor which acts as a
battery, leaving the signal circuit free
of the usual power-supply noise contamination.The Technics Hybrid
Construction Base (THCB) is a
multi-layer damping system which
prevents both internal and external
vibrations from affecting the performance of components. Damping
rubber (as used in Technics turntables) is sandwiched between iron
plates. With comprehensive facilities,
the £700 SUC2000 has both moving-coil and moving-magnet phono
input stages, and full remote control.
Finally, the SL-P2000 CD player
has Technics latest three- chip S-

Advanced MASH ' 1-bit' DAC. As
in the SUC2000, the power supply
has Virtual Battery Operation and an
R-Core transformer. The transport
uses Technics' Digital Servo II system to help give clear sound and stable imaging. The mechanism is
mounted on silicon-gel insulators in
addition to THCB multi-layer construction (using anti-vibration rubber between a steel-plated chassis
and steel-plated base). The 46-key
remote control has 20- key direct
access. Retail price is £ 1000.

RUNNERS-UP PRIZES
In • addition to the
exciting main prize
described above, ten
runners-up will receive
a copy of Venetian
Vespers, with music by
Monteverdi and his
contemporaries, asuperb DG Archiv
recording sponsored by Technics.
The double CD, a 1993 Gramophone
Award winner, retails at over £25.
HOW TO ENTER
Tick what you think are the correct
answers and send your completed
entry form to Technics Competition, Hi -Fi News & Record
Review Editorial, Link House,
Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA, to
arrive by Friday, 24 February, 1995.

THE QUESTIONS
1. Technics' 1994-5 Class AA output
stages use which kind of devices?
a) valves
b) MOSFETs only
c) bi-polar transistors only
d) MOSFETs and bi-polars
2. Which aspect of the SE-A2000
ensures minimum crosstalk between
channels?
a) Class AA operation
b) twin mono construction
c) R-Core transformer
d) output power meters
3. Which of the following benefits
results from Technics' R- Core transformer design?
a) higher voltage
b) cooler running
c) low flux leakage

4. Which material is NOT used in the
damping and isolation system?
a) silicon gel
b) copper plating
c) steel plating
d) anti-vibration rubber

THE ANSWERS
1)

2)
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4)

Name
Address

Daytime telephone number

d) better damping
If you would prefer NOT to receive further direct mail, please tick this box
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Advertisement
From HI- Fl NEWS Nov. "94 pages 34- 37

This Month: Support for Tim's
claims about modem tube
reliability
by David Chessell

Tim's Tips ?
November 23, 1994 / Volume 1

We agree with Tim
You probably read Tim De Paravicini's
glowing speech on single ended amplifier design in
News Novenber'94.

D-

reliable FL519 (another rare tube) in the hope
of some satisfaction for their customers.

Tim: " And diabolical performance"
We agree!

300B tubes

The current production of

are very linear in operation ( real

We at Alema must whole heartedly agree
with his statemans . and we all should be proud

triodes are the most linear amplifying devices
available) and as such can faithfully reproduce

that Tim has the stature to publicly admit the prob-

incoming

lems of audio design specifically those concerned
with tubes.

source
without
distortion.

"rim: " II..s.igning our single-ended amplifier
has provat more difficult than Ifirst imagined".

toriously difficult to drive effectively and thus a
poorly designed driver stage will be faithfully

signals

from

a correctly

introducing

applied

agree! "SINGLE

ENDED"

The specifications for the Amplifier as pub-

However the tube (and all triodes) is no-

DTim: " Surely no customer wants to be spending hundreds of pounds on new output valves
every couple of months ?."

lems multiply, on top of that throw in a decent
triode and some designers steer dear as very
few circuits work correctly.
i-Tim: " The first major problems were the reliability and quality of current production triode
tubes."

change their output tubes outside the warranty
period ( I year for ROD tubes in our designs

We agree! Not only triode tubes but find-

Midi respect to triodes ,hundreds of thousands has been spent improving the quality of
the current production, even then a percentage
must fail.
The "RELIABILITY" of components lies
in the hands of the manufacturer and the
designer.

backed by the tube manufacturer).
Fortunately they will be in production for
years to come, the EL509 on the other hand is
already becoming scarce and prices have already doubled

from some suppliers since

Tim's glorious artide. They will become collectors rarities in the future
Tim: "Enhanced triode mode operation"
We agree! The method used in Tim's de-

Midi careful design tube life (all tubes)
can be extended dramatically.

signs enables the PL509 to operate a form of
pseudo triode mode operation , avoiding the
problem of the low screen grid voltage rating

Through the diligence of manufacturers
and distributors ,through a burning in period

when compared to the anode voltage.

along with extensive testing in the static and
dynamic states, rogue tubes can be eliminated

the EL509 and should not be classified as an

and returned to source . They

should

never

reach the end user ,you the customer.
With experience and technical knowledge
we have in the last 3 years supplied thousands
of reliable tubes to our customers, we are currently running a long term reject rate below
0.5% this including customers with over 5000
hours use without loss of emissions (tube life)
Tim: " I)rivcri hard in single aided mode

This is only an " ENHANCED" mode for
enhancement over a true triode or even a pentode designed for audio use (
not TV use) when
operated in a property designed circuit.
DTim: " Iturned to conventional tetrodes and
pentodes. Sadly ,as was the case with the
above-mentioned triodes, none could deliver the
goods in either power or longevity.
We agree !

the same old nugget single

these tubes give 10 watts but with poor reliability"

ended dass " A" and push pull dass " A" DC
operating parameters are similar, poorly de-

- " only afew hundred hours use"

signed amplifiers do not work in any manner .

We agree! The 300B tube has a design
parameter for long term operation or maxi-

quite easily be made to last for longer periods

mum operation as a single ended class " A"
audio amplifier.

ning of the tubes but this type of industrial am-

When over driven in a poorly designed
circuit the life expectancy reduces dramatically.
When the curves of currently available
300B are plotted and studied for long life operation the maximum out should be 7 watts (low
distortion > 1% no feedback audio use).
When " DRIVEN HARD" beyond suitable
design parameters (over voltage or over cur-

Class " B" amplifiers on the other hand can

where in-between would be quite reasonable but
these figures should be the absolute maximum
without feedback for audio use Fortunately he
right channel is better
A new SINGLE TUBE 300B design we
worked ai recently, operating within long life
conditions measured fully, returned the following
results without feedback into 8ohms 20hz to
20khz
7Watts< 1%
13 Watts <5%
21Watts < 15% maximum output
Form amplifier without feedback this shows
remarkable linearity , the lack of feedback also enables the true dynamic contrasts of the music to be
portrayed fully with a true to life spacious sound.
The addition of feed back would reduce the distortion dramatically and also assist the driving of
difficult loads with some sonic losses.
From current production and receiving world
wide acclaim especially in Japan (probably the
largest

SE triode market in the world) comes the

small but dynamic 300B S.E. stereo retailing in the
U.K for £995 . 00 inc. as a 1input power amplifier
and £ 1250.00 with full line level inputs. the results
were similar to those above with <2% distortion
at 7watts without feedback , agood result for what
can be classed as abudget priced 300B amplifier.
Fully burned in and dynamically tested 30013
super or titanium tubes are available from Audion
dealers with the brand name R.O.D. (Research on
dynamics) these tubes carry a 1year return to base
warranty when used with approved circuit designs
or a3month guarantee as standard.

(20,000 hours minimum) due to the under runplifier
should
not
be
used
for
audio
amplification except in large auditoriums i.e.
football grounds
where sound reinforcement
is a requirement and the sonic qualities of high
end audio are unnecessary.
Tim : "
It's cheap and lasts for ages."
We agree! the EL509 is cheap (well it was

puD10.
.
1
1
EST. 1987

last year) and lasts for ages when used as a

rent ) any tube becomes unreliable even a light

class " C" or dass " D" operation as it was in-

bulb, and life expectancy becomes unpredict-

tended to be used as a switch producing a saw,

able, in the worst case as low as " ONLY A
FEW HUNDRED HOURS". This is a world

tooth wave form in tv sets. Even then ages did
not last so long as tv engineers after constantly

wide problem of poorly designed amplifiers.

replacing

20

feedback single aided amplifier but generally a
feedback amplifier of any description can re§olve
figures closer to 0.005% at all frequencies quite
easily depending on the amount of feedback some-

only gave us the left channel circuit maybe the
We can only agree! we would be idiots if
we did not, but 3years with the 300B triode we
have yet to find a customer which has had to

ing reliable consistent components of any description is a " MAJOR PROBLEM" even
capacitors and resistors.

open to apublic forum for discussion.
lished , At 13 watts full power <2% at 1Khz <5%
at frequency extremes would be reasaiable for ano

am-

plifiers are the most difficult to design properly. To produce one with full frequency response
and low distortion without feedback the prob-

main (
he would not give it to afriend) it becomes

excessive

reproduced with " DIABOLICAL" results.
We

As Tim De Paravincini has heal so gracious
to enter the amplifier EAR 859 into the public do-

them turned to the slightly more

FACT NOT FICTION
ALEMA U.K. 25 MONTEHOR1'.. ROAD
HOVE BN3 1RD SUSSEX ENGLAND
Dealer enquiries 01273 722250 fax
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Run down
to Tandy's
and ask for
the biggest
(smallest)
bargain in
audio...

Call me baby driVer:
a view of Tandy's
Lineeum-based
Genexxa LX5

111111 ,1111.1
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ecause of the austerity of the
1990s (now the five-year-old
New Austerity), I've been
made to feel guâty, nay, unclean for
reviewing andeor preferring hi-fi
equipment on the high side of
expensive. My philosophy? Life's too
short to waste on garbage. Oh, and
because I'm American and not
British, I harbour no resentment
whatsoever for those with more
money than Ihave. What Iresent
are those with more money but no
taste...
Anyway, it's been the recent policy
of this magazine to go down-market,
to cover more midfi even though
that's already the focus of most of
our competitor; you'd think the UK
could support at least one magazine
dedicated to the quest for excellence.
Whatever the reasons — reader or
retailer backlash against the highend, the dearth of high- end
advertisers, cowardice in Croydon
[Good Lord, what an absurd notion
— Ed], Ihave been forced to set my
sights lower than Iwould wish to
do. Still, Irefuse to compromise and
so have restricted myself to one type
of product: brilliant good performers
with tiny price tags. Or, to put it
another way, my new role at
HFNIRR is to hunt for bargains.
Which is why Iwent ga-ga over the
NEAR speaker in December's
'Headroom'. Now I'm about to go
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risk of incurring the wrath of THX
acolyte-nerds. Whichever way you
slice it, the Optimus PRO LX5 is a
ridiculously generous bargain. Less
refined overall than its dearer
Linœum equivalent, true, but still a
Image. They asked me to review a giveaway.'
And Imeant it. It's so-o-o close
speaker from Radio Shack, or Tandy
to Linreum's own baby that you have
as it's known in the UK. The
to think long and hard about paying
speaker was a compact called the
a whole lot more for bi-wiring,
Optimus PRO LX5 and selling for
slightly richer bass and non-cartoon
$300 per pair (£200). Normally, I'd
styling. And visitors to my studio
have shrugged and said something
have concurred with this, dazzled to
like, ' But house-brand speakers from
a man and woman by the wee
multi-billion-dollar multiples usually
Tandy's performance. And this
suck'. Not wanting to succumb to
includes the owner of a pair of
my prejudice, Ireminded myself that
Conan-cabinet Linœum LFXes.
Radio Shack has a portable CD
So I made a phone call to my
player for sale in the USA which
local Tandy shop, with fingers
earned serious praise from Stereophile
and The Absolute Sound. Ifigured I crossed but expecting nowt. After
all, Tandy (UK) doesn't import the
had nothing to lose. And when

ga-ga over aspeaker which costs —
no, no. Iwon't tell you yet. That
can wait.
Here's what happened: Ido some
reviewing for an American home
theatre magazine called Sound &

Editor Mark Horowitz told me that
it uses the Linœum tweeter, Iwas
hooked. And sure enough, the PRO
LX5 does bear that novel tweeter,
the same unit worn by the £ 600£1200 per pair Linœums reviewed
here in October 1992 and in revised
form in November 1993.
Radio Shack has paired the
Linœum tweeter with a highcompliance 4M bass unit operating
from around 90Hz up to 2.5kHz,
housed in a neat 10x6x6in metal
enclosure fitted with proper goldplated, multi-way speaker terminals.
The matt-grey finish and mesh cage
at the top give it a Power Rangers
high-tech look, in itself enough to
make walnut-clad audiophiles avert
their gaze. Tandy doesn't cite the
speaker's sensitivity, but 50W RMS
is the maximum amplifier power
rating and an 8 ohm impedance
means easy matching. As you'll find,
it's worthy of the same calibre of
amplifier as would be used for

same portable compact disc player
which had American high-enders in
such a tizzy; so why should we in
the Third World be offered a
wonderful speaker named the
Optimus PRO LX5?
We're not. Here it's called the
`Gene= LX5' and — if Idescribed
the same speaker to Jim and Roy at
the Canterbury branch and they
were given the correct prices by head
office — we're looking at the biggest
bargain ever in the history of audio,
short of stealing asystem. They told
me, twice in fact because Icouldn't
believe my ears, that the Genexxa
LX5 costs £60 per speaker, or £ 120
the pair — in other words, 40% less
than in the States!
What Iwant you to do is run, not
walk down to your local Tandy
shop. If the Genexxa LX5 does
indeed bear the Linœum tweeter
under a black cage, the speaker is
grey and there's a polyprop 4in

woofer and two tiny ports behind
the black grille, then it's the same as
the Optimus and you should... buy
'ern! (Actually to spare poor retailers
an invasion of grille-ripping HFNIRR
readers we just rang Rod Davies at
Tandy and have confirmed that the
British model is indeed identical to
the American and does possess the
Linœum tweeter; only the name is
different.)
Use the speakers as remotes, for
surround sound set-ups or back-ups,
or — if you're on atight budget —
for main speakers which won't
embarrass you among snotty friends.
These speakers are truly the
giveaway of the century.
And they're going to nuke the
sub-£400 sector. Sorry, Mo, Farad,
Gordon and the rest of the BFA
speaker-building membership. A less
cultured fellow than myself might be
tempted to say you've just been
at the sides, in pseudo-THX
manner, will work like a indecently assaulted with abaseball
bat.
Ken Kessler
dream. And Isay that at the

LS3/5As, Sonus Fabers, KEFs,
Tannoys, Missions, what have you.
This is not the kind of speaker you
expect to find in ashop which also
sells radio controlled cars and
portable phones and is one of a
gazillion branches. But here's what
I wrote in conclusion to the
review in Sound & Image:
'At $ 300 per pair, this
speaker is a giveaway: fast,
crisp, articulate and musical.
Indeed, it's so inexpensive
that you could make aterrific
Pro- Logic surround-sound
system with three pairs plus
any sensible subwoofer, using
three PRO LX5s across the
front, two at the back and
keeping one as a spare. And
so surface- covering is the
dispersion that I'll bet apair
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Together for the first time in one showroom...
Mark Levinson — No.31, No.35, No.38, No.23.5. On permanent demonstration with...
FINAL 1.2 ELECTROSTATICS — by far the best electrostatic we've heard.
Proceed PAV — regarded as the best home entertainment processor
The quest for perfect sound ends here. The best in music.
A fantastic environment. A remarkable sound.
A service based on advising and informing.
Kraft — probably the best hi-fi showroom in the UK

Mark Levinson — Avalon — Proceed
Linn Hi Fi & Linn Knekt — Martin Logan
Nakamichi — Acoustic Energy — Stax
Sennheiser Orpheus — Bose — B&W
3fully equipped listening rooms
Personal demonstrations. Home demonstrations
Home theatre & multi- room consultation
Professional installation
Custom-made hi-fi furniture
0% finance facilities

KRAFT
1Montpelier Street — Knightsbridge — SW7 1EX
081-581 8877 — 10am-7pm, or by appointment

"A fantastic experience to walk through your door,
you provide the service, enthusiasm and attention
to detail that's so often lacking these days"

"Here, at last, is asubwoofer which
doesn't compromise any of the
LS3I5A virtues — not the imaging,
not the mid-band realism, not even
the ' invisibility'"
(Ken Kessler, Hi Fi News & Record
Review — October 94)

SWISSTONE ELECTRONIC LIMITED
310 COMMONSIDE EAST, MITCHAM, SURREY CR4 1HX
TEL: 0181-640 2172 FAX: 0181-685 9496
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black box
strongly
governed
by
safety
legislation, the LVD (Low Voltage
Directive) regulations concern the
harmonisation of some mains wiring
practices that have historically been
used as 'non-tariff trade barriers. A
more globally obvious effect may be
the improved shrouding of some
amplifier outputs; any equipment
capable of outputting over 34V peak
(over say 60W into 8ohms or 120W
into 4 ohms, after allowing for
loading sag) is implicated. For

Prophets of
doom have
forecast
dire effects
when the
EC's EMC
regulations,
come into
force in
January ' 96.
Will it really
be so bad?

example electrostatic speakers and
other panels with open live surfaces.
Nonetheless, Julian Vereker cautions
that the LVD regulations remain
`extremely subject to interpretation'.
n 1 January
1996, EC
The EMC regulations harmonise,
directives (yawn) that affect
but also go well beyond, existing
audio, concerning electronic
radio interference standards. EMC
equipment safety (LVD)
and
sets limits for RF and even
ElectroMagnetic
Compatibility
microwave and audio frequency
(EMC), will become compulsory.
noise that's radiated, or conducted
The majority of makers who have
in mains, input, control or output
taken the new ' single market'
cables, as well as immunity to a
regulations seriously are nearly all in
similary wide range of conducted
the UK and Germany. Elsewhere in
and radiated frequencies. Magnetic
Europe, ignorance and apathy reigns,
field radiation and immunity to
with certain EC countries begging
spikes and ESD are even covered.
for further delay. Since more
For the maker, getting equipment
'derogation' is unlikely, inaction by
through the tests is one thing.
makers is potentially suicidal.
Keeping
it
profitable
and
Without meeting these regulations,
manufacturers cannot legally affix a manufacturable without degrading
the audio quality is another.
'CE' (European Compatibility) mark
EMC
certification
is
not
and may ( after Dec ' 95) be
compulsory, but it remains a wise
imprisoned and fined and have their

U

goods withdrawn and barred ECwide. In the UK, the Department of
Trade
and
Industry
expects
competing makers or traders to
report on noncompliant equipment.
An Australian maker has called it a
'real sh*te fight'.
Many audio engineers have a
similar reaction. After hearing
predictions from normally sober
electronics designers about the EC's
technical regulations triggering world
economic collapse, Iwas fortunate

Julian Vereker of
Naim Audio, who
chaired the BFA
committee on EMC:
'What appears
draconian will level
out. EMC is actually
a desirable attempt to
make electronic parts
be good neighbours.'

enough to get a positive and
unusually knowledgeable response
from Naim's Julian Vereker.
Vereker has spent two and ahalf
years communicating with authorities
and companies around Europe to get
some sense on the issue.
He says ' There is nothing
magically different (in the LVD And
EMC regulations) from everyday
laws. There is nothing absolute, and
the approach needed is much softer
than
worded.
What
appears
draconian will level out. EMC is a
actually adesirable attempt to make
electronic parts be good neighbours.
It's had ahuge, amazing effect on
computer design; today you can put
aVHF radio (receiving a99.8MHz
signal) next to aPentium processor
(clocking at 100MHz).'
For domestic audio, where mains
cables and wiring are already
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safeguard for a maker. It's also
expensive because in practice it has
to be performed by approved test
houses, and the costs run into
millions, so daily fees can be £ 000.
As with a similary priced top
recording studio, the well prepared
can cover their requirements in afew
days solid work.
WHO'S GOING TO SUFFER?
Strictly speaking, anyone who
modifies or just tweaks audio
equipment is a manufacturer as
regards EMC, and would need to
re-certify the equipment or at least
be very certain it met the regulations.
But if the goods are not placed on
the market (being your own) and are
anyway the only one(s) then in the
UK the DTI states that EMC is not
arequirement. This exception does
not apply to real manufacturers
though, however small or bespoke
their output.
The
UK's volume
makers,
certainly Arcam, Linn, Naim and
QUAD, have by now no more than
an ongoing headache with EMC. At
Arcam for example, ayear ahead of
'CE day', they are now getting CD
players and other digital products
ready to pass the RF emissions tests.
This measured approach is possible
having all taken the legislation
seriously some years ago when it was

first scheduled. These makers
worked in co-operative venture with
the UK trade association, the BFA
(formerly FBA), and a committee
chaired by Vereker spent £ 00,000
to find out how to deal with it. They
even managed to get the general,
'generic' EMC specification changed,
so hi-fi and other makers could set
sensible, practical limits on RF
immunity, rather than compulsorily
meeting the idealistic specification
which would have required heavy,
sonics-defeating RF filtering.
SONIC IMPLICATIONS
As regards the sonies of finely tuned
equipment, the effect of meeting
EMC by adding components or
`improving' grounding is generally
degrading. Even in the Chicagoan
depths of electronic smog, listeners
have reported that whereas EMC
procedures reduce or remove explicit
interfering noises, the quality of the
music reproduction is still harmed.
One exception ( at least in some
engineers' experience) is suppressing
the RF generated by bridge rectifiers,
either with suitable shunt capacitors,
or by changing to faster rectifiers. If
the RF environment is clean, and
the changes to meet EMC simple,
sonics may be unchanged, but the
owner may still have paid £ 100 or
more for the privilege.
TURN ON, TUNE IN, TWEAK OUT
It is gratifying that anumber of the
tweaks familiar to DIYers are used
to achieve EMC. For example, the
fact that even 50/60Hz rectifier
diodes generate RF noise (for
instance at about 900kHz for chunky
35A bridges) is now recognised. In
my APS-02 power supply design
[HFNIRR, Nov 1989], Ispecified
RF filtering to ward this off from the
DC power lines. However, EMC is
more concerned with not having it
radiated back into the mains supply.
This can be achieved by drop- in
mains filters, but their effect on
sonics is disreputable. A far better
approach is to suppress at source,
partly by upgrading to faster but
soft-recovery diodes. There can be
problems here in sourcing parts with
adequate surge current and voltage
ratings, and also practical packages.
Most fast diodes expect to be PCB
mounted, and may need individual,
isolated
heatsinks.
RF
noise
suppression
is
achieved
by
connecting suitably rated, high
current-capable 1OnF capacitors as
close as possible to the bridge or
diode leadouts. Four capacitors are
needed, one across each diode.
Connecting just two capacitors
across the AC or DC ports outright
is not the same, and likely less
effective.
Ben Duncan
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AGAINST ALL
QUADS ?
N

Unlike SCSI
units, the
Quadlink can
work out its
own setup
automatically.
No programming is
required and
components
can be hitched
up in a multiroom system
without
problems. If
you fit more
than one of
the same
component
then you have
to tell the
system which
is which,
otherwise it is
all ' plug and
play'

ot every day does a new
product emanate from that
arch conservative manufacturer, Quad Electroacoustics.
When this product is a new
integrated amplifier which eschews
current dumping — for so long the
backbone of every Quad transistor
power amplifier design — then the
hi-fi world really sits up and takes
notice.
And when this new amplifier
promises to be the first in along line
of products that will take Quad into
the next century with an integrated
intelligent data-bus control system,
then even the doubters, cynics and
heavy sleepers snap awake and pay
attention.
Right, let's start with a physical
description of the new amplifier. Still
keeping to the 'midi' width that has
characterised Quad wares since the
22 control unit, the 77 is similarly
slimline and uses a new diecast
casework that will be standard for
all the proposed 77 series products.
Edges are slightly rounded, and the
grey textured finish adds to the
softness of the design. Against this
the shiny fascia panel stands out in
relief and features a row of seven
push buttons with alarge red LED
display of volume level and balance
on the right. Each button has an
LED at its centre to show selection.
The displayed colour changes from
red in manual mode to green when
under remote control. The blankness
of the top surface is relieved by
square indentations and a deeply
notched rear end (ouch).
This latter profile is more than just
visual art. Stack several 77 units
above
each
other
and
the
aforementioned notches cleverly hold
cables firmly in place, routing them
to the right inputs and outputs. As
usual with Quad amplifiers, there is
only one pair of speaker sockets on
the rear, and no provision for
headphones. A row of gold plated
phono socket inputs and outputs is
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handset.
Having
a
central
microprocessor brain of its own, it
can not only recognise which
wth a golden history is
components are in a77 system, but
can also adapt itself to the command
unveiling a combination
structure of each new product. The
idea is that the handset will
of new products which
accommodate, and keep in line, any
source or control unit that Quad
are aimed squarely at
introduces to meet changing market
trends
and demands
in
the
unforeseen future.
the future
In its basic format the Quadlink
bus is rather like the SCSI bus used
by PETER 1 COMEAU
on advanced PCs. Each system unit
is plugged into a daisy-chain of
cables in any order you like, to form
upstaged by a 15 way D- type
a bus carrying balanced analogue
`Quadlink' data bus socket which, in
and digital audio signals, digital
a complete 77 system, will add
command signals and HT for low
additional inputs to the two source
powered units. One unit (usually the
and one tape provided.
amplifier) acts as amaster, with the
others becoming slaves in the
QUADREMOTE
command protocol. The master unit
The man/machine interface has
acts as an interface to the remote
always been aproblematical one, all
control, providing an address for
the more so since domestic
commands to be passed to and from
technology has proliferated, with a the slave products which act like
corresponding increase in the
remote terminals.
number of remote controls lying
Unlike SCSI units, however, the
around in the average home. In fact,
system can work out its own setup
being baffled by the variety and
automatically. No programming is
diversity of handset design is one of required, and components can be
the most common problems faced
hitched up in amulti-room system
by the consumer. In its most familiar without problems. If you fit more
form this syndrome manifests itself than one of the same component
as grabbing for the remote control
(for example several 77CD players)
and furiously trying to adjust the TV
then you have to tell the system
with it — until you realise that what
which is which, otherwise it is all
you're holding is actually the handset
'plug and play'. Input sensitivity is
for the VCR (or the hi-fi) and that
set for line inputs at 300mV, though
the TV control has been cunningly
this can be re-programmed to either
hidden under the sofa by your cat.
100 or 775mV separately for each
So it comes as no surprise to learn
input by using the remote handset.
that the Quadremote handset is
Considering all this complexity of
central to the 77 series design. This
function you would expect the
optional remote control links the
remote handset to be chock full of
units together in an intelligent
buttons, divided up in the usual
manner using Quadlink. Quadlink
multi-component fashion into areas
and Quadremote are the backbones
for amplifier, tuner, CD and so
of asystem which is designed to be
forth. Instead Quadremote has only
'future proof'. Quadremote is much,
ten buttons and a large rotary
much more than just a learning
control. The buttons flank an LCD
The British hi-fi firm
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window which shows the commands
available for the system with amenu
structure, and displays the status of
the active component. Thus each
unit need only be fitted with a
simple numeric LED readout to save
component cost.
From the moment of switching
on, the remote interrogates the
system to find out what components
are connected and what they require
in the way of user commands and
functions. Each component answers
back, also informing the remote of
its status. Thus you can connect and
disconnect any 77 unit, switch the
products on and off manually, and
the remote will be kept up to date.
Initially the handset display allots
each
button
with
a source
component — amp, CD, tuner,
tape and so forth depending on what
is in the system. Pressing akey then
remaps
the
buttons
to
the
commands for the corresponding
unit. Thus pressing ' CD' will
designate six of the buttons to Play,
Open, Pause, Next, Previous, and
Program. One button is always set
to ` Escape' to return to the source
menu, another marked ' Options'
moves between the menu options
and ' Control'
accesses
the
commands for the source. You will
notice there is apparently no direct
track selection for CD or frequency
adjustment for Tuner. This is where
the rotary control comes in.
Normally this is set to control the
volume of the amplifier. Select aCD
function, however, and the control
switches to dynamic command of
numeric track selection, or switch to
Tuner and you can tune stations
with it. The knob is velocity sensitive
too. Move it slowly and the numbers
increase or decrease adigit at atime,
move it fast and the numbers fly by.
Two way communication in this
digital age is almost instantaneous,
but is still time consuming and
battery flattening for the remote to
carry out continuously. Thus
Quadremote only ` talks' to the
system every now and then. For the
rest of the time the bus master unit
(the product which takes control of
the bus with the other units as
slaves)
keeps
control
of all
operations. The master unit always
'knows' what is happening in the
system and can update the remote
handset when it next logs in.
Being intelligent, the handset can
also log in when it expects something
to happen. Thus the handset will log
the duration of aCD track, and will
talk to the master unit as soon as the
track ends so that it can update its
display to give the new track
information. CD play progress, track
numbers and times, and tuner
frequencies and so on are shown
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Powered from
NICAD
batteries, the
handset clips
into a cradle
for recharging
from the
amplifier.
Charging from
flat takes
about four
hours and a
full charge
should last a
month

continuously at the top of the LCD
display. Volume and other rotary
control adjustments are shown on
the display as acurved bar graph.
About the size of a paperback
book,
the
Quadremote
sits
comfortably on atable top with its
operational surface angled towards
the user. Powered from NICAD
batteries, the handset clips into a
cradle for recharging from the
amplifier. Charging from flat takes
about four hours and afull charge
should last amonth. If you like you
can drop the handset into the cradle
every night (the remote monitors the
charging cycle to avoid battery
memory effects), or leave it till the
batteries run down and then
recharge. If left to go completely flat,
the handset will re-learn all the
system commands when charged up.
Overall the Quadremote solution
to the man-machine interface seems
plausible enough, and retains the
simplicity
of
function
that
distinguished the previous Quad
handset. Initially the menu system
will take alittle bit of acclimatisation
before you can switch from function
to function with ease, but the
learning curve is faster than poking
around minuscule keys with tiny
legends that typify the usual system
remote.
Naturally all this functionality only
works with a complete 77 series
system. There is no backwards
compatibility with previous Quad
products. But forwards compatibility
is not in question. The remote has
no preconceived idea of what
products will be in the system, it
simply adapts itself to any new 77
units plugged in to the bus. With
such an open ended command and
signal structure over an intelligent
bus system there is no limit to the
products that could be introduced.
Quad is already committed to a
77 CD player for release in February
1995, closely followed by an
analogue RDS tuner. After that it
has been intimated that multimedia
products would be looked at closely,
so an AV surround sound system
could be on the cards and disc
storage
systems
are
under
consideration. At this stage it is
probably best not to ask too many
detailed questions, but it does seem
that if there is amarket need, Quad
will provide the product to fulfil it.
TECHNOLOGY
Internal layout has been carefully
developed to isolate the analogue
amplification from the digital section
via PCB layout. The circuitry
includes amicroprocessor and logic
area, digitally controlled input
switching and volume control,
surrounded by the two power

amplifiers built from discrete
components. In addition the AC
transformer, a massive 350VA
toroid, uses separate secondaries for
the power amplifier, analogue input
and digital control power supplies.
Several levels of filtration and
regulation
ensure
no
digital
interference passes through the
power supplies. The analogue power
section features atotal of 40,000 µF
of reservoir capacitance.
Inputs are selected via low
impedance
CMOS
switches
operating in the virtual earth line to
ground unrequired inputs, and the
signal fed to OP275 op amp buffers.
All bus signals are balanced line, and
converted to single end within the
input stage. Volume is digitally
controlled through a Crystal gain
control IC. The overall bandwidth
is limited by a 56kHz Bessel low
pass filter with full protection from
RF Interference.
Although the traditional listening
test takes little part in Quad's design
process, there is evidence that the
real world has definitely been taken
into account during the development
of the 77 amplifier. Thus typical
loudspeaker loads have been
analysed, and the power amplifier
section contains some interesting
features which take account of peak
current requirement and recovery
from transient overload.
Optimised Class B operation from
a fully complementary design has
taken the place of current dumping.
Not that the latter has been forsaken
for future Quad power amplifiers, it
is simply that restrictions of internal
space and cost have forced a move
away from current dumping for this
integrated unit. The input stage
features complementary symmetry,
with differential error correction from
the feedback loop, feeding avoltage
stage with balanced current supply.
If the amplifier is overdriven the
resulting excess current output from
the error correction stage is dumped
through a simple diode network,
thus avoiding saturation of the
voltage driver. Recovery from
transient overload should therefore
be accomplished quickly and cleanly.
Output is via complementary pairs
of bi-polar devices. There is no
output fuse or relay protection, just
aseries inductor to block RFI. The
main microprocessor receives signals
from temperature and voltage rail
sensors, and in the event of ashort
circuit or other fault condition
reduces the gain to shut down the
amplifier.
SOUND QUALITY
Starting from cold the 77 exuded an
aura of calm confidence, gradually
working up to aspirited rendition of
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AMPLIFIERS
musical works after an hour of warm
up. (This warm up period is reduced
if the amp is left on standby, where
voltage levels are maintained in the
driver
stages
to
optimise
performance.) It quickly became
apparent that the amplifier was
largely character free, exhibiting no
apparent distortions or colorations
and relaying the musical content of
discs without emphasis of any part
of the audible spectrum.
For committed Quad users, this
is all one needs to know. The
amplifier behaved impeccably into a
wide range of speaker loads, and
drove speakers of at least medium
efficiency to listening levels which
are quite enough for domestic
situations. But there is more to
amplifier performance than just evenhanded behaviour, as regular readers
of this august journal may have
gathered [That's enough toadying —
Ed]. Though the 77 does not add
anything to the audio signal passing
through, does it reveal what is
recorded in its full glory?
Well, judging by the accuracy of
the stereo image, the 77 was indeed
remarkably clean and precise about
its transmission of the audio signal.
The soundstage was both broad and
deep, and opened up on simpler
recordings to reveal ahigh level of
ambience retrieval. What was more,
everything was kept in its place; it
was quite easy to pick out individual
performers in an orchestra or choir,
and one's attention could roam at
ease between musical parts — the
loudest performer never dominated
the group.
Dynamically
the
77
was
expressive, showing no sense of
strain or compression at low to
medium listening levels. Drive it
hard and the sound begins to clamp

noises, like coughs at alive concert,
could be clearly discerned while
minor instrumental intonation was
blurred. Overall this gives asynthetic
feeling and casts a haze which lies
beneath the main output and below
which all the minuscule details that
add the final touch of reality to the
soundstage are lost.
Almost despite this, the music that
flowed from the 77's output sockets
was inspiring and energetic, and
raised listener appreciation of the
musical realisation while heightening
the emotional response. It was thus
easy to forget the hi-fi and
concentrate on the music, helped by
the even handed approach to all
musical styles and a coherent
performance across the whole
audible frequency bandwidth.
CONCLUSION
A warm welcome, then, to the first
of what could be many Quad 77
products. As astand alone amplifier
there are few reservations and many
plaudits for the clean, character free
sound, and trouble free performance
into awide range of speaker loads.
But there are operational caveats if
you are thinking of mixing and
matching between manufacturers.
For a start the restriction of two
sources plus tape is abit ridiculous
in this day and age of multimedia,
and
much
of
the
clever
microprocessor control will be
wasted. Secondly, the operation of
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Fig 1. Quad 77: frequency response at half
power
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Fig 2. Quad 77:

distortion spectrum from
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Fig 3. Quad 77: intermodulation distortion
spectrum from 19/20Hz input full power

the amplifier using just the front
panel
switches
is
slow
and
undignified, for example the gain
control is tardy in reaction if you
hold down one of the volume
buttons, and selecting the right

button is not easy in dim lighting.
Thus both the optional remote
handset and the addition of further
77 components are necessary to
down, but without any hardness or
make the most of this amplifier.
grittiness despoiling the good natured
Using the Quadlink bus removes the
behaviour. Not until obscene
restriction on sources (you can add
listening levels were reached was
as many as you like, and wire the
there any suggestion of spiky clipping
whole house up with 77 series
distortion.
Timing
was
also
products in an integrated system),
uncompromised
whatever
the
and facilitates their control via the
listening level, and the 77 managed
informative display and menu
to retain excellent control over
command
system
of
the
rhythmic drive no matter what type
Quadremote.
of music was selected.
Iget the feeling that the future of
In terms of true transparency, the
Quad 77 products may lie in the
77 only revealed the compromises
hands of the consumers. For
inherent in any integrated amplifier
example there is no tone control or
fitted with digital remote control.
filter system (though the amplifier is
While the soundstage was free of the
so impeccably behaved I did not
speakers, there was apoint at which
the illusion of depth stopped, a miss these) or turntable input. Both
of these could be provided, the latter
foreshortening
of
the
stereo
as an add-on box, the former as a
perspective which smeared the
77 pre-amp, if enough requests are
`window' through which we were
received. Whatever the requirement,
peering into the recording. Minor
the 77 bus system should be able to
detail was muddled into a sort of
accommodate it. We look forward
grey background out of which sprang
to the future with interest.
transient effects. Thus offstage
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Test results

Quad 77

Power output
Rated power
One channel 8 ohms
Both channels 8 ohms
Both channel 4 ohms
Both channel 4 ohms ( pulsed)
One channel 2.2 ohms

1kHz
84W(19dBWe)
19dBW
18.5dBW
14d8W
17.5d8W
12.5dBW

20Hz
lictlz 201d4z
Distortion/noise CD 101dB -102dB-98dB
Crosstalk CD input -88dB
Input overload CD >28dB >28dB >
28a3
Distortion
at rated power -86dB -86dB -82d8
Distortion and noise
at OdBW ( 1W/8ohms)-89dB -89dB -86dB
Instantaneous peak current ±11A
DC offset (
L/R)
5mV/5mV
Inputs
CD, tuner, tape. Quadlink bus
Preamp ouput
775mV/850 ohms
CD Input impedance/sensitivity 300mV/33k ohms
Dimensions (whd):
321x300x65mm
Typical price inc VAT: £595 (amp)
£275 ( remote)
'where OdBW=2.83V or 1W into 8 ohms

LAB REPORT
Some difficulty
was encountered
in measuring the
cbntinuous power
output ratings, as
the central
microprocessor
insisted on
shutting down the
amplifier to
standby whenever
the pre-clipping
point was
reached! For
music signals this
is unlikely to
happen even at
high listening
levels, as full
power can be
delivered for up to
three seconds
before the
microprocessor
acts. It is thus
difficult to be
definitive about
the actual power
ratings, and we
have taken the
liberty of
including pulsed
power
measurements to
indicate the
amplifier's speaker
driving capability.
These suggest that
the 77 maintains
an average output
level of 18dBW
into 8and 4ohm
loads, and the
Ilamps peak
current capability
will help good
speaker control.
Distortion and
noise figures were
beyond reproach;
mild second, third
and higher order
components show
the excellent
balance of the
Class B design.

Supplier:
Quad
Electroacoustics
Ltd
Ridgeway House,
Ridgeway Close
Lightwater
Surrey
GUI8 5XU
Tel 0276 451166
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BIG
SPENDOR
Released in celebration
of Spendor's 25th
Anniversary, the SP9Il
is the company's biggest
speaker yet, and its first
floor-stander
by

With Spendor
designs,
enclosure and
driver quality
are accorded
almost equal
importance. If
the drivers are
not up to
scratch, then
no amount of
effort paid to
system design
or enclosure
build can
advance their
performance
beyond a
certain point.
Likewise, a
great drive
unit can only
be as good as
the enclosure
which
supports it

MARTIN

COLLOMS

S

ince the launch of its first
model,
the
free- space
broadcast
monitor
BC1,
Spendor's accent has been on quality
and not quantity. Back then, in
1969, the BC1's cabinet and main
driver were the most highlydeveloped on the market, and this
showed in the low coloration, tonal
accuracy and clarity of the sound.
Its subtlety and inner balance
reflected
the
finely-pitched
judgements of the driver and system
designer, the late Spencer Hughes,
co-founder (with his wife Dorothy)
of Spendor Audio Systems. His
legacy has been continued in recent
years by his son Derek.
A substantial piece of furnituregrade cabinetry, the new SP9/1
speaker stands an impressive 1.1m
tall and weighs over 52kg ( 1151bs):
definitely atwo-man lift.
Primary specifications show that
this is intended to be a serious
speaker. What do you get for your
£3200? A true three-way model with
a large, high power bass unit; an
above average sensitivity of 90dB/W
and a 125W power handling leading
to agenerous maximum sound level
of 110dBA at one metre. The
impedance load is uncompromised
at 8ohms, and its closely toleranced
40Hz to 20kHz frequency response
promises good bass extension down
to 30Hz in a typical room. The
design is intended to be placed in
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free space, critically aligned with
local boundaries for the best overall
sound and stereo focus.
TECHNOLOGY
The SP9/1 has along pedigree and
its primary engineering resource is
the well established stand-mounted
monitor, the S100. In the transition
from stand mount to floor position
the system has grown considerably.
Its reflex alignment has been shifted
down to provide greater bass
extension and power handling while
alignment has been optimised for the
cabinet's frontal slope and altered
local boundary characteristics.
For the bass range, 30Hz to
600Hz, Derek has chosen Spendor's

own 12in ( 310mm) unit, adriver of
heroic build with amassive magnet
and a very rigid cast alloy frame.
The high power 44mm voice coil
uses atemperature-resistant Kapton
former. In contrast to many other
bass drivers the critically-damped (by
hand) Bextrene cone of this unit will
operate well into the midrange, and
has served well in a two-way
application with a 34mm tweeter.
Here, it is just coasting to the chosen
crossover point.
The hand-coated polypropylene
cone of the midrange unit has an
effective range well beyond the
600Hz to 41cHz range asked of it: a
miniature bass unit in its own right,
this operates cleanly for four octaves
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in the bass.
The SP9/1 delivered the large
power envelope expected of awell
breathe. Fortunately it has ample
designed three-way of this price and
power reserves to drive bigger rooms
size. When properly located, it had
to realistic sound levels.
good focus (though a step behind
Next, the effect of the floor spikes
narrower or smaller systems.) In
was assessed. Spiking had apretty
general, depth was also ` good' to
major effect on focus and depth, on
`very good', particularly in the
bass rhythm and attack as well as
province of the mid and treble. In
overall coloration.
the lower mid, the big driver didn't
Next came assessment of the
sound so agile and here the
grille, and Iagree with the designer
impression of depth was more
here; leave the grille off for critical
clouded. Stage width and height
listening. Thankfully none of the
were
fine
drivers is particularly susceptible to
The SP9s
although once
acasual finger attack!
sounded like
again, narrower
Historically speaking Spendor have
old friends, in
fronted designs
taken aneutral position with regard
that they
can provide a
to multi-wiring, although in recent
certainly carry
greater
years they have gone in for multiple
a fair measure
impression
of
entry with the usual bridging straps
of the Spendor
stage width.
for normal use. As befits ahigh end
legacy; and
This Spendor
speaker, the SP9/1 comes equipped
Spendor
was
quite
with triwire terminals, and both this
transparent
always gets
and the single-wired connection were
certain major
through the mid
examined. Good results were
areas right
and treble, way
obtained with single wiring so use of
above the norm
the triple mode is not anecessity.
but not eclipsing the achievement of
With the set-up trials finally
the Monitor Audio Studio SE, to
completed, the spiked, triwired and
name one alternative. Lots of detail
grille-less speakers were put to work.
was present and in vindication of its
The SP9s sounded like old friends
`Programme Monitor' calibre, this
in that they certainly carry a fair
speaker could deal with awide range
measure of the Spendor legacy, and
of programme without falling over.
Spendor always gets certain major
Ivalue that level of consistency.
areas right. There is a fundamental
Fed mainly classical programme,
accuracy of tonal balance and
the SP9/1 performed very well, from
frequency response uniformity which
piano (despite atouch of phasiness
is the province of the true monitor,
a reference for judgement of and `wood' sound in the lower
register) to orchestra at full blast.
programme quality. Although not
Singing voice was respectably
entirely free from coloration, the
accurate, with amild chestiness on
SP9/1 was inherently neutral,
some low pitched female
even tempered and tolerant
vocals but nevertheless
of system components,
beautifully
which
meant
that
articulate, with
it
was
easy to
properly placed
set up and use.
'lips
and
Nonetheless, its
teeth'. With
performance was
some
complex
and
SOUND QUALITY
speakers,
multi-layered
Power amplifiers used were the
you can find
and I found
Meridian 605, Naim NAP250 and
your
Orelle SP150,1ater supplemented by that it was not
favourite
as easy to judge
an EAR 859 SE and the Musical
singer
has
as the simpler
Fidelity A1000. Analogue sources
miraculously
two-way
SP2/3,
incl uded
the
Linn
LP 12/
acquired
false
[1e7eRR May 1994].
Armageddon/ Naim Aro /Naim
teeth but not so with
Many
programme
Prefix/Koetsu Rosewood Signature
the Spendorl
excerpts were replayed with
Digital was sourced from the
On rock material the SP9/1
great accomplishment and the
Accuphase DP-70V augmented by
proved less satisfactory, more
speaker demonstrated awide, well
the Wadia 16CDP. For single
obvious than in the equivalent
controlled bandwidth from extreme
wiring, short lengths of van den Hul
treble down into the deep bass, a situation using the SP2/3. Fed fast
Revelation and Siltech ribbon proved
bass percussion, associated with well
solid 26Hz in room. That well tuned
worthwhile. In tri wiring, Chord
timed, dynamic lines in the mid
12in bass driver could take a real
Flatline gave good results, but Naim
range and firm rhythms, this speaker
pounding; there was no compromise
NAC4 delivered the most bass.
appeared to stumble and trip over
This is alarge loudspeaker with a of the dynamic range in the bass. Its
open, free, linear quality was a itself. The SP9/1 sounded less well
broad front and, as anticipated,
timed and rhythmic than the SP2/3,
optimum results were achieved at a marked uplift over the usual
but it also has to be said that this
weakening heard with smaller
larger than usual spacing, 10-12feet
aspect of sound has never been
systems which inevitably sound
or more if possible. Given the
Spendor's
forte.
The
rather
somewhat strained when driven hard
powerful bass output possible, the

outside the system design range.
Built for Spendor by ScanSpeak,
the soft fabric dome tweeter is a
version of arenowned recipe on the
19mm size. It will work down to
2kHz (with care) and when used
from 4kHz its high linearity and
power handling are assured.
A possible disadvantage of tweeter
placement near the centre of a
speaker is areduction in 'air', since
less off-axis treble energy is directed
at the ceiling compared with a
tweeter near the top of acabinet.
The 110mm unit is fitted with a
shorter voice coil to optimise its
performance for mi- range duty, is
loaded by a 9.5 litre sealed,
acoustically damped chamber.
Built to a high standard of
precision, SP9/1
tweeters are
calibrated to an 0.5dB sensitivity
tolerance and are matched to an
adjustable crossover with 0.5dB
settings for sensitivity using an autotransformer, this following a BBC
tradition and ensuring consistency
of tonal balance in the critical mid
treble transition.
All sections of the crossover use
damped 12dB/octave second order
electrical networks, with film
capacitors and low saturation iron
dust inductor cores.
The main enclosure contains a
105 litre volume, tuned to 27Hz by
an effective 90mm diameter, 160mm
long ducted port located on the front
panel, the exit flared to minimise
audible distortion due to exit
turbulence at high power levels.
The real foundation for this
enclosure is the massive 54mm thick
front baffle, alaminate composed of
three 18mm boards. Vibration is so
well controlled at this point that
coupled resonance problems in the
rest of the enclosure were found to
be strongly reduced.

Towers ofpower.
The Spender SP9/Is
are heamveights
beaudfuLly fashioned
from red wood
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SP9/1 is obviously at its best in
larger rooms, where it has space to
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WILSON AUDIO
SYSTEM 5
Good advice and the best equipment - get

ACOUSTIC ENERGY

it together at The Listening Rooms. We are the

APOGEE eARCAM
AUDIO RESEARCH

London specialists for systems' building. Our

AUDIOLAB • AURA

35 years of combined experience let us get the

BOSE e CELESTION

details right-down to the last plug and cable.

CLASSÉ AUDIO

Our two fully equipped listening rooms

DENON e EPOS e KEF

give you the chance to relax and listen to some

KRELL `e. LEXICON

of the world's finest hi-fi equipment. We offer

LINN •:* MARANTZ

home installation, full export and credit

MARTIN LOGAN
MERIDIAN •.:* MICHELL

facilities and can design and install quality

MISSION

multi-room and home cinema surround systems.

MONITOR AUDIO

At Listening Rooms, we know how to help

NAKAMICHI

you choose exactly the right system equipment

NEAT PElilt

- whatever your budget. Because we only stock

PINK TRIANGLE

the best - you only get the best.

PIONEER • QUAD

jai

listening
W,'ro um

REL
MICROMEGA

SME

SONUS FABER

STAN

SYSTEMDEK
TANNOY
WADIA

THETA
YAMAHA

O

The legendary Wilson Audio Tiny Tot/Puppy combination, considered by high end

audiophiles the world over to be the best, is now even better! You will never have to
161 Old Brompton Road London SW5 OU. Tel 071-244 7750/59 Fax 071-370 0192

buy another speaker in your life. Come and beer sshy.

Monday-Saturday 10am-6pm. Nearest tube: South Kensington or Gloucester Road

Precision Audio Tubes
Please enquire or any tube types not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock.
RETAIL PRICE LIST
Golden Dragon High Quality Pre- amplifier Tubes
6AQ8/ECC85
£6 50
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81
£6.95
NEW:NEW :NEW
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82
£6.95
KT66 Super £65.00 pair
12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83
£6.95
KT90 £65.00 pair
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88
£10.95
KT9OLX £75.00 pair
6SN7GT/ECC33
£8.95

Golden Dragon Special Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
E81C,C-U1 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E82CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E83CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E88CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise

Golden Dragon Triodes

Golden Dragon Power Tubes

2A3 4 Pin
2A3 Octal
211
811A
845
805
Golden Dragon 3006 Range
3008 Super
4.300B
4.300B LX Super

Singles

Per Matched Per Matched
Pair
Quad
£22.50 £50.00 £ 100.00
£22.50 £50.00 £ 100.00
£28.50 £60.00 £ 120.00
£11.50 £25.00 £50.00
£36.50 £75.00 £ 150.00
£36.50 £75.00 £ 150.00

£79.00
£84.00
£124.00

£160.00
£170.00
£250.00

£320.00
£340.00
£500.00

£10.50
£10.50
£9.50
£14.50

24 Hour Answering Service. Cash with order of Access - Visa I
- Mastercard

EL34/6CA7
EL34L ( Laminated EL34)
EM L (Special Quality EL84)
6L6WGB
KT66
KT88 ( New Design)
KT88 Super ( Laminated)
KT88 Special (Gold Plated)
6L6GC
6550A
6550A Special (Gold Plated)
50CA10
807

We have avast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and
vintage types. A 50 page booklet of valves available is updated monthly and can be provided at acost
of £2.50 per copy including U.K. postage or you may telephone our Sales Desk for a prompt quotation.

Per Matched Per Matched Per Matched
Pair
Quad
Octet
£25.00 £50 00 £ 100.00
£29.95 £60.00 £ 120.00
£12.50 £25.00 £50.00
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
£25.95 £52.00 £ 104.00
£57.95 £ 116.00 £232.00
£67.95 £ 136.00 £272.00
£67.95 £ 136.00 £272.00
£19.95 £40.00 £80.00
£42.95 £86.00 £ 172.00
£64.95 £ 130.00 £260.00
£84.95 £ 170.00 £340.00
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
Prices exclude VAT and Carriage.
Please add carriage charge of £2.50
for UK orders and VAT at 17.5%

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., sprin ghead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll
Sales Desk 0474 560521 Fax 0474 333762
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LOUDSPEAKERS
restrained quality of these speakers
is in part associated with this loss of
timing. Dynamic peaks and dynamic
expression were also somewhat
muted and bass had asoftened edge.
In isolation, and even with the
reservations
concerning
rock
material, this was a more than
satisfactory speaker, thanks to the
purity and the clarity of its mid and
treble registers. It was only when
comparisons were
made with
dynamic rhythmic speakers such as
the KEF R105 Ill, Naim SBL and
DBL or Tannoy Definition 700, that
the SP9/1
exposed.

shortfall

CONCLUSIONS
The SP9/1,

was

clearly

LAB REPORT
Almost predictably
on target, the
SP9I 1sensitivity

sound neutrally

Blackman Harris

balanced.
The bass was
genuinely extended

weighted the result

was within 0.3dB

to 30Hz, -6dB,

of the high
90dBIW
specification. The

and this speaker
will reach 27Hz

impedance curve
provided further
good news and
showed amean
value of II ohms
in the mid treble

under atypical
room loading. Up
to 50W of pure low
frequency input
was tolerated
showing good

frequency loading.
That big port

notably clear. At
lower frequencies

bass, for an
overall rated value

didn't impart
significant

the decay was
complex, probably
due to real delays

distortion.

represents afairly
kind amplifier

elegant cabinet quality finish, suited
to larger spaces and rooms. If its
performance is to rise above the

loading,
particularly for
this class. System

Examining the
family offorward
responses [Fig 2]

ordinary, then it must be well set up
— critically placed and spiked, with
grilles detached, used with good
cable, and preferably tri-wired.
Check also the tightness of the driver

reflex resonance
was seen at 27Hz
on this graph,
agreeing closely
with the peak port

mountings ( use only firm finger
pressure on the Allen key, though).

output at 28Hz.
Few resonances

The best can be made of the
speakers' limited rhythmic capability
by using low resistance cable and a
fast taut amplifier such as the Naim
NAP 135 or NAP250. The latter's
nominal 70w per channel went a
long way with the SP9/1 thanks to
its kind amplifier load rating and
high 90dB/w sensitivity. High sound
levels were attained, even in the
larger listening room. This is a
powerful loudspeaker with a clean
output extending to the low bass; no
subwoofer is required.
Notwithstanding
its
polite
performance on rock and heavy
percussive material, that deep vein
of inner quality, tonal accuracy,

emanated from the
port — alittle at
50Hz, 20dB
below rated level

in the lateral
plane, as well as
above and below
axis, the most
variation was due
to listener or
microphone height.
Below axis that
small suckout
developed at the
lower crossover
(B) while above

the fine integration
in the lateral
direction. Given

small tweeter
dome, but was not
of much audible

the expanded

significance.

standard on less rhythmically
demanding classical material. Many
sounds — voice, acoustic guitar —

orchestra at a
realistic level.

toleranced

engineering and fine build quality.
If it's of any help to you, this
speaker's sonic quality is nearer to

bass-mid range,
the frequency
response was very

response, decay of
overall energy with

nearer ± ¡ dB!

time, the upper

expression but trying to view it

With such

dispassionately I feel the SP9/1

accuracy no
reliable comment
can be made, this

unweighted curve
was not very good,

a panel

speaker,

an

Speaking for myself, Iwould have
liked more bass rhythm and dynamic

represents a lot of good speaker for
the money, and strongly urge those
interested to try it out.
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speaker should

18kHz was
associated with the

response (top trace); impedance, 2 ohms/div,

{Ile

81.

Fig 4: Spendor SP9/1: MLSSA wateelall
display of energy decay, 50dB dynamic
range, 0.2ms rise time

(just audible) and
the smooth treble,
with the correct
upper range roll-off

while the best of
the mid treble was

of

electrostatic or magnetic than say a
Naim SBL or Tannoy D700.

î

extended bass, its
slightly forward
upper mid range

50Hz to 18kHz,

that

. 1,

for its even and

or 'house curve'.
Moving on to the
energy/time

accurate
measuring ± 2c1B

La

large enclosure like
this one.

well

II

especially for a

Fig 3shows the
room averaged
response, notable

design,

LÉ

resonance at

vertical scale for
this graph, these
were good results,

words, full

optimum
integration of the

an

base line zero (lower trace)

150W power
handling and low
distortion, the
SP9I 1will be
capable of

little close for

(solid trace); 15° vertical (dotted trace); 30°
lateral (dashed trace); 45° lateral (long dash)

small, hidden

short `horn'
loading on the

On axis at 1m
[Fig IL which is a

Fig 2: Spendor SP9/1: response at 2m, axial

Fig 3: Spendor SP9/I: room averaged

compared well with

107dBA in a
typical listening

dotted traces, individual drivers)

output occurred
with time. A

sensitivity, fine

maximum sound
levels of around

response

1m (dashed, neasfield correction;

region quietened
down after a
millisecond while
other more complex
changes in the

point (A). These

upper crossover

on axis at

filter risetime, the
4kHz to 6kHz

Given the good
loading, high

room; in other

careful

display, 60dB
amplitude, 0.2ms

innocuous.

and considered

Fig I: Spendor SP9/1: Frequency

in the three way
crossover.
On the more
frequency selective

axis another, less
severe one
appeared at the

clarity, smoothness, low distortion
and integrity all resulted in a high

were delightfully natural, distancing
the SP9/1 from the crowd.
It measured as smoothly as it
sounded, the lab results showing

an interesting
result. There was

ohms in the upper

of 7ohms. This

largest

11111.1

•

waterfall display
the 30dB
amplitude 0.1ms
filter setting gave

linearity and
effective low

creation to date, offers a floorstanding, high power monitor of

Spendor's

was well up to
standard.
Moving onto the

some congestion in
the 4to 6kHz
range while the
range above was

with an absolute
minimum of 5.6

SPENDOR SP9/1

and at this point
inexplicable.
Conversely, when

Test results

Supplier:
Spender Audio
Systems Ltd,
Station Road
Industrial Estate,
Hailsham, East
Sussex
BN27 2ER
Tel 01323 843474

Spendor SP9/1

Recommended amplifier
25-150W
power per channel
freespace
Recommended placement
43Hz - 19kHz
Frequency response,±3dB (
2m)
30Hz
Bass rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
27Hz
Bass extension (
typical in room)
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.83V) at 1m
90dB/W
Approximate maximum
107dBA
sound level ( pair at 2m)
Impedance
(typical, minimum
7 ohms/
ease of drive)
5.6 ohms/very good
Forward response uniformity
excellent
Dimensions 1
1100x370x440mm
Typical price per pair inc VAT) £3200
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BACK WITH
Mc COR MACK
The
McCormack's
drop- in
loading is
purely manual,
with no
artificial aids,
no springs,
and,
mercifully, no
servos

W

hen Volkswagen dropped
the Beetle, it ended agreat
post-war love affair. When
Crystal Semiconductors retire its
Delta Sigma chip, it's unlikely DAC
designers will lament the loss with
dismay equal to that of VW owners.
And yet this chip has now become
almost as ubiquitous as the
brainchild of Dr Porsche.
The latest DAC to use the Crystal
is Steve McCormack's DAC-1 from
California. Allied with the SST- 1
Digital Drive, the pairing is yet
another hint that the latest digital
designs from the US are well worth
listening to. Maybe the odd
earthquake concentrates the mind
more than agentle English shower.
Like the Conrad-Johnson duo, Bill
Conrad
and
Lew
Johnson,
McCormack's interest in hi-fi
developed from home hi-fi building:
in his case, Dynaco kits, in 1971.
He is almost — but not quite — a

The respected
American brand
McCormack is back in
this country with a two
box CD player
by ERIC

BRAITHWAITE

stranger to the UK, since the
electronics like the Line Drives have
made only sporadic appearances.
In the case of the new CD duo,
both transport and DAC are full
width, with extended fascia plates in
US rack-mounting style. Finished in
an unusual battleship grey-cumairforce blue, the oddest element of

the Digital Drive transport is its toploading system. A sliding door in the
top hides a Philips CDM12
mechanism. Although far from
possessing the build quality of the
CDM-9 Pro, the CDM12 has
achieved some sonic success, notably
in the hands of Mike Elliott at
Counterpoint with his DA 10
[HFNIRR Aug 1993]. In the hands
of McCormack, it has been
'extensively modified' with new data
buffering and output line buffer
circuits. In turn, the DAC-1, while
using Crystal DAC and acquisition
chips in astandard implementation,
also utilises C-MOS gate buffering
of inputs ('helpful in reducing jitter')
and an in-house designed power
supply for the analogue output stage.
But back to the other oddity
involved in the McCormack's dropin loading. This is purely manual,
with no artificial aids: no springs,
and, mercifully bearing in mind
Roksan's top- loader which in my
hands at least proved sometimes
unwilling to go into lift-off, no
servos.
However,
since
the microprocessing is standard, the display
still includes an ' Open/Close'
message. Leave the drawer open
while playing a CD, which is
permissible if the magnetic clamp is
plonked on the disc, and the display
loses track and insists the drawer is
open when it's closed. While this is
retrievable
by
pressing
the
Open/Close command on the
remote, at £ 1500 — or even $ 1500
— alittle more engineering elegance
and less hair shirt pragmatism would
have been welcome.
At least the benefits of retaining
most of the microprocessing ' as is'
allow the digital Drive to be fully
programmable.
In common with the current run
of transports from Audiolab,
Meridian and Arcam, the SST- 1
Digital Drive offers a variety of
linking options. there are two coaxial outputs, one AES/EBU and
AT&T optical. On balance (sorry!)
the AES/EBU is just preferable —
judged by linking the SST- 1 to a
Meridian 563 converter because the
McCormack DAC-1
was not
similarly equipped.
The AT&T, however, certainly
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sounded sonically superior to co-ax
and light years away from the usual
doll's house hosepipe.
The sound of a DAC, and more
so when one is as transparent as the
DAC-1 turned out to be, varies
between the extremes of dissection
and vivisection. In other words,
detailed but dead or detailed but
alive. We'll avoid characterising
particular examples, but McCormack
has gone for non-invasive surgery,
and musically speaking, created a
living organism.
I've always been afan of the fairer
sax, but it is an instrument most
digital equipment has an antipathy
for. Not the McCormack. Like the
Conrad-Johnson,
it gives the
instrument its full rasping throaty
flavour and an impression of bigness.
The DAC-1 has an affinity for jazz:
Bill Bruford's Earthworks live CD,
John Scofield's What We Do and
Miles Davis' In A Silent Way ended
up being played straight through.
Particularly striking with this
combination was the strongly
authentic sound of percussion.
Listening to the overture of John
Eliot Gardiner's latest Don Giovanni
on Archiv, the sound of the skin
timpani being hit was unmistakably
real, with the timbre heard in live
performance.
Equally enlivening was the
multifarious drumming, ' acoustic'
(as it says on the sleeve) and
otherwise of Bill Bruford on his
Earthworks live CD Stamping
Ground. Quite startling — on
everything from forceful kick drums
to snares to rim shots and plangent
bell-like harmonics on chordal drums
— in its tautness and definition.
Rhythmically and melodically, the
combination gave no cause for
complaint, though the multibit
Sugden SDA-1 [
HFNIRR May
1993] had the edge in terms of
cohesive timing.
Melodically and rhythmically, the
McCormack pair had an extremely
fluid line. A problem with the
Crystal DAC, however, does appear
to be its bass or mid-bass
performance, as Steve McCormack
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acknowledged in atelephone
conversation. Quad
managed
to
disguise it, if
no
t
entirely
ameliorate it, in
the ' 67
CD
player [
HFNIRR
April 1993] as has
Select Systems in its
tiny Dacula. Meridian
has
perhaps
come
closest to perfection with
aslightly more controlled,
deeper bass in the 563. Put
simply, abeat appears to lag behind
arhythm held in the mid and upper
frequencies. It was somewhat
indeterminate on Linda Ronstadt's
'Heartbeats', for example, marking
time rather than keeping it. But the
guitar was pure and superbly clean
with every string perfectly tuned.
The McCormack set up pulled off
the trick of keeping Bob Dylan (on
his back-to-folk 'Good As IBeen To
You') physically more in touch with
his guitar than through the Audiolab
8000DAC, which tended to pay
more attention to the position of
head, instrument and microphone
placement than homogeneous musicmaking. Most marked on this and
jazz recordings was the vivid
impression of musical clubbability:
that analogue-like sensation of having
real live players playing in front of
the listener's chair, sharing the same
cigarettes and bottles of Becks —
though not, in the case of Miles,
some of the other substances he had
a penchant for. Thanks to a more
forward presentation than some
other DACs, but without the central
vocal or instrumental image heading
for the listener's lap in the way of
DPA, the McCormacks produced a
marked sense of physical engagement
with the players.
It is this mid-range clarity where
the Crystal lives up to its name. This
was immediately remarked on by a
visiting listener for both the Meridian
500/563 and McCormack Digital
Drive and DAC-1. So much so that
it can be disconcerting. Digitally
remastered analogue recordings
failed to have some tell-tale string
coarseness smoothed over. While the
BP0 on Barbirolli's EMI Mahler 9
had a silkier violin tone via the
Meridian DAC, the woodwind
sound,
noticeable
on
other
recordings, was very full and solid.
A bassoon often disappears in
orchestral recordings, becoming
merely a series of indeterminate
grunts and groans: but not on the
McCormack, where there was no
doubt the bassoonist was full-time
and hadn't just popped in to blow

just acouple of notes at random.
It was just this sense of
cohesiveness that made Barenboim's
piano areal pleasure in the old, but
still exciting, EMI recording of
Mozart's Piano Concerto No20 with
the ECO. The DAC-1 relayed with
superb clarity the pressure of
Barenboim's fingers on the keys.
One of the most difficult tricks for
even high-end hi-fi to pull off is to
reproduce asostenuto, for example.
The McCormack system proved
adept at giving an insight not only
into the mechanics of playing — a
guitarist's fingers squeaking on the
fretboard or an orchestral player's
intakes of breath — but the
inflections, the intonation.
On individual vocals, too, this was
obvious; on choral works less so.
Victoria's 1605 Requiem had a
wonderfully numinous churchy air
to it. There was a slight degree of
graininess to tenor voices; boy
sopranos had more spitchiness.
CONCLUSION
A word that figures seldom in the
Braithwaite lexicon is ' synergy', yet
the McCormack DAC-1 and Digital
Drive
do
make
music
very
effectively. Despite the dollar/sterling
price ratio, their qualities put them
firmly in the same stall as their
British counterparts. McCormack
was keen to point out that both
DAC and transport are mid-price in
the US, but Iwould rate the DAC
some way above its British price
equivalents. McCormack explained
that he chose the Crystal Delta
Sigma, inevitably, partly because of
cost constraints, but also because of
qualities he values. ` Though later
multi-bit DACs have better bass
slam and rhythm,' he said, ' and
multi-bit is superior in bass power,'
the Crystal in turn is superior in
'harmonic balance'.
The combo vindicates his choice
beyond question: somewhat better
in this aspect than the Mission
DiscMaster/DacMaster; and very
close behind the excellent Meridian
500/563, which has the edge in bass
definition and depth, both of middlebass frequencies and stage depth,
that is. 'A greater sense of musicality
in terms of harmonic richness,
smoothness
and
top-end
transparency' was how he described
what he was aiming for. Icouldn't
describe it better. Even the Delta
Sigma's odd trademark of an almost
syncopated beat in the lower
registers does not detract from that
great strength.
Both the Crystal Delta Sigma and
the Philips CDM12 mechanism may
be like a VW Beetle in their
ubiquity, but in aMcCormack box
they have the style of aPorsche.Ii4-

A word that
figures seldom
in the
Braithwaite
lexicon is
'synergy',
yet the
McCormack
DAC-1 and
Digital Drive
do make
music very
effectively
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CLASS-ASTRUGGLF
derivative of that early ( and very
musical) creation to find aniche in
the market. That original 20W
solid-state amplifiers
design was physically very large and
only ahandful were ever built.
are a rare breed
For this review Ihave chosen its
modern TOCA equivalent, the 20W
indeed. Will the TOCA
stereo chassis, priced at £ 1,980 with
astandard anodised alloy fascia, or
start a revolution?
at £ 2,940 for the special edition
(illustrated) enhanced by a thick
fascia of polished granite complete
with gold filled engraving and a
by MARTIN COLLOMS
touch control for power on/off. It
can be ordered in one of seven
grades of granite, from Gaillo
Veniziano to Blue Pearl.
Inputs are phono, (unbalanced);
OCA, which stands for 'Touch
Of Class A' made abig splash
five-way bindings are fitted for
with their inaugural launch at
loudspeaker connection, while mains
the The HiFi Show last September,
input is via a detachable IEC line.
when several factors worked together
Specifications are straightforward:
to create ahigh level of interest. Not
20W into 8ohms, 38W into 4 ohms
the best time perhaps to begin a (still Class A), with atotal standing
business, but here was abrand new
power consumption of approximately
company fielding aformidable team,
500W for both channels.
drawing on the electronic expertise
This gives you an idea of the peak
of
Colin
Wonfor ( Magnum,
efficiency of an SE model, a
Incatech). Then there was the range
theoretical 72W total of Class A
of equipment itself — a series of power into 4 ohms gives afigure of
solid state pre- and power amplifiers
only 14.4%. Class A- B designs
operating in pure Class A. The
generally achieve an efficiency of
primary feature of these amplifiers
between 55 and 65%. An input of
is the use of SE (single ended), that
0.7V into 47k- ohms is said to
is, non push-pull operation, even
give full power, sensitive enough
with the astonishingly weighty and
for passive drive from anormal
hot running 300W monoblocks. One
2V CD player. Peak current is
SE model would have attracted
5A negative, 10A positive, a
significant interest; a set of six
result of the single ended
represented asensation.
topology. Distortion is
These days the spotlight seems to
claimed as 0.1% for
be on valve ( tube) SE amplifiers
15W ( 8 ohms, 1kHz).
offering moderate power and
Damping factor is much
negligible negative feedback, with
higher than the 3-5 of a
transformer coupling at the output
tube
SE
amp;
a
and an inevitably high output
`calculated' figure of 145 is
impedance of typically 2 or 3ohms.
given.
Power is generally low, 8-30W per
Power supplies matter in
channel with the occasional foray to
amplifier
and
the
this
50W, though with quite a few
electrolytics are selected low
percent of distortion at these levels.
series resistance, high efficiency
Solid state ( transistor or FET)
SM (switch made power supply)
single ended amplifiers have been
types. Those located near the hot
known for many years now (Amos
FETs are rated at 105°C, while the
in the mid 1950s and Hiraga in the
rest are 85°C units.
late 1970s, for example) while
A total reservoir of 132,000g is
Nelson Pass (formerly Threshold) is
fitted, ahigh value. The designer has
currently producing aSE short path
taken no chances with the safe
amplifier with FET output under the
operation of the output devices,
Aleph brand.
Where one FET might have done,

Single-ended Class A

..r

Ifirst saw and heard aWonfor SE
Class A design over 20 years ago
now, but it has taken this long for a
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he has used five in parallel and
they're not wimps! The BUK 436
100B FET employed is a 38A,
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AMPLIFIERS
250W unit in its own right. The load
is shared between them, IA standing
current in each. For the constant
current
sources,
individually
calibrated Darlington transistors,
(TIP142) are used, conferring good
stability over wide dynamic swings.
The driver stage is also single
ended while the input is athermally
compensated long tailed pair. A DC
servo maintains alow level of output
offset for this DC coupled design.
SOUND QUALM
Reference amplifiers included Tim
de Paravicini's EAR 859, Naim
NAP250, Audio Research VT150,
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight and
Musical Fidelity A1000, with
Conrad-Johnson PV12 and PF2, and
Audio Research LS5 II preamplification.
When first switched on, the
TOCA 20 was unappetising. It
sounded cold, with a thin grey veil
over the music as well
as alack of depth and
arather mechanical
treble. However
it must be
said that

many amplifiers sound this way even
when warmed up! Our patience was
rewarded in alittle over 15 minutes,
when this SE amplifier threw off its
overcoat and began to dance.
Stretching beyond its specified
20W limit, it played more like a40
watter and with 90dB/W speakers
like the Spendor SP9/1 and Wilson
System V, it produced quite healthy
sound levels. Beyond a gentle ' SE'
type of overload it really hits the
stops with arattling clip sound, Yes,
it will play fairly loud, but there are
limits!
Without hesitation or reservation
this is adamn fine amplifier and one
Iwould be happy to use on sound
quality grounds in its power class. It
was finely balanced, with no
perceptible emphasis or weakness,
just bags of quality.
And those qualities, well, the
treble was just gorgeous. Grainless,
the TOCA 20 gave new meaning to
the terms ` air', ' sparkle' and
'delicacy.'
In past reviews Ihave struggled to
find ways of expressing the subtle
variations heard in this area,
imparted by test amplifiers and
(more often than not) digital replay.
The TOCA treble really proves my
case. It truly is possible to have more
space, more liveliness, more purity
and an exemplary resolution of the
harmonics of natural treble sounds,
small bells, tambourines and fine
cymbal work.
Through the midrange the ' 20 was
essentially neutral, slightly ' cool'
where the SE valve equivalent might
be ' warm'. Yet there was no glare
or up front emphasis associated
with the mid range. In the bass,
the ' 20 was full bodied, went
deep and sounded like a big

THE

MEANS

TO

A

Stretching
beyond its
specified 20W
limit, it played
more like a40
wafter and
with 90dB/W
speakers like
the Spendor
SP9/1 and
Wilson System
V, it produced
quite healthy
sound levels

Si

Going back to the beginnings of amplification,

Photograph shows TOCA SECA 20
in 'special edition' granite-fascia version
Left, transformer coupled output stage; right, TOCA 'sconstant-current,
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asingle triode valve operating in alinear, low
distortion range constituted the first single ended
amplifier ( see over page). If such an amplifier
stage is to used to drive aloudspeaker, it must be
provided with atransformer to match the loudspeaker and
to isolate the DC (
direct current) power supply component
flowing through the valve f. The speaker can only operate on
the AC, ( alternating current), representing the amplified music
signal. The triode may be replaced by a FET with a very
similar circuit ( illustrated below). By using dual or split rail V+
and V- supplies, the DC component goes
to zero and the active device may then be
direct-coupled design
directly coupled to the speaker load,
avoiding the losses due to the output
transformer ( and its high expense). The
power load for the FET is now a constant
current sou:ce, which provides isolation
from power supply poise, reduces distortion
and delivers the steady current through the
FET, its full Class 'A' bias level.

Clearly better.
Like fashions high-end audio cables have come and gone
with the seasons. The philosophy always seemed to be: ' pick
the colours you like'. You choose acable sound' that best
suits your system. Instead, how about an interconnect that

acts like asystem component? A cable that is not euphonic
or coloured' but truly transparent. Transparent cables are
available now and will transform, not colour-up, your system.
Transparent Audio takes the task of interconnecting hi-fi
components seriously. Interconnects are seen as components
in their own right and not apassive bunch of wires. The task?
The interconnect must act as aphase correct low-pass filter.
So Mat's in the box? Every Transparent Cable from the

needs it own unique filter with precision audio components
chosen for sound quality.
Because Transparent Audio uses neutrality and clarity as trie
sonic starting point of all its designs Transparent Cables
sound like the transparent cable regardless of performance
level chosen. All cables use the same high quality materials,
high standard of construction and geometry.
Transparent interconnecting cables from the Basic, Plus,
Super, Ultra and Reference ranges are available in standardphono and balanced (XLR) formats; speaker cables are fitted
with gold-plated spades as standard but banana plugs are
also available.
It's time you heard why Transparent Audio cables are clearly
better. Contact Absolute Sounds for aprice list and details
of Transparent Audio dealers.

PLUS
RIlitSpInnt Cede
musicLink Basic to Reference Series has aModular
Interface Network- -dlow pass filter network that makes
these cables act like acomponent in ahi-fi system. These filters are carefully designed and evaluated in stringent listening
tests to achieve optimum phase and frequency response and
minimum resonance. Each cable type and construction
PLUS

Absolute Sounds Ltd
58 Durham Road • London SW20 ODE
Telephone

081-947 5047

Facsimile

081-879 7962

>

ThinSpeterit

A
EZ IC0 IN

"A superb valve amp,
capable of giving a3D
musical experience, full of
detail, colour and
atmosphere." *****
What HiFi Sep 94

"..the Elektra is excellent and
is worth seeking out."
BRIM
HiFi Choice Sep
94

Contact Kronos Distribution, 35 Farlough Rd, Newmills, Co Tyrone, BT71 4DU. Tel 0868 748632 Fax 0868 748281
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high at rated

Measuring the

power and some

TOCA 20 was
not straight-

level reduction was
necessary to obtain

as fast as aNaim 250, the ' 20's bass

forward. I
expected some

more typical
values of - 70dB or

exceptional

was more than respectably agile, taut

variation from the

sound quality
available...

and tuneful.
And there's more! The TOCA 20
presents afirst rate sound stage with

norm but not to
the degree

0.03%. The 1W
distortion was fine
and was of low

Ihave mixed
feelings about
this SE
amplifier. On
the one hand
we have the

amplifier with a generous power
supply. It had good slam but again
no emphasis or coloration. Here it
has much of the bass quality found
in big imported designs. While not

very good focus, depth bordering on
the excellent, afine recovery of space
and ambience. Sound stage width
was very good, while the excellent
transparency lent a high degree of
clarity, a quality consistent from the
low bass right into the high treble.
Dynamics were well expressed,

experienced.
The maximum
output was right
on the 1%
distortion limit. It
is usual to leave a
1or 1.5dB power
margin to avoid
clipping distortion

harmonic order
(no crossover
effects here!) Even

[Fig .3] revealed

the norm if not a rhythm reference.

It could not reach

On my listening-test marking system,
ascore of 25 placed it firmly in the
top
audiophile
class. Its power is

rated power at

higher frequency
distortion in the

20kHz and could
only raise 32W
into 4ohms for

limited,
but
if
speaker sensitivities
of 93dB or more
are in the frame
then the higher,

1% distortion. On
burst power no
improvement was
found and into 2
ohms only 16W

ANOCE
GRID

LOUDSPEAKER

INPUT

CONCLUSION
have

mixed

feelings about this
SE amplifier.

On

the one hand we
have the exceptional sound quality
available within its working range.
On the other, there's its failure to
meet spec and oddities such as the
clipping anomalies, the shortfall in
rated peak current and the suspicion
that its high frequency stability could
be better. That odd rattle at certain
levels of over-drive was probably
related to the measured anomalies.
Its low efficiency must be taken
into account, and this was the most
power hungry amplifier of this rating

circuit's inability

oscillation at this
high over-drive
level.
Channel

to meet the
specified output

separation was

current. Test

very high,

readings of +5

typically 100dB,

amps and -4

while signal to
noise ratios were

amps on peak
were obtained. In
addition it

output was
satisfactorily low,
16 and 15mV for

ringing was
evoked at certain
power levels and

from the first batch, the test results

loadings.
While the output while the input
impedance was
impedance was a
fairly low at
normal 47k ohm.
A wide flat
typically 0.16

the two channels.
An input of
830mV sufficed
for full power,
186mV for 1W

Business Park,
Somerton, Somerset

ohm, the 8 ohm

frequency response

TOCA has no problems at all, but

damping factor

TAii 6sY

it is now up to the company to

was 50, lower

was obtained for
an 8ohm loading,

Telephone
(01460) 242290

deliver

than specified.

from below 2Hz to

Distortion was

150kHz, -0.5dB.
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meet

AO.

00

Rated PowerS ohms

and load matching advantages of
direct coupled, solid state technique.
In the case of this model, drawn

which

e OOP

Test results

models, but with the load driving

units

intermodulation, 19kHz120kHz tones at rated
power (as Fig 2, but on log scale, to lOOkilz.)

modulation if kept

as good as usual
and transient

clean

Fig 3. TOCA SECA 20: high frequency

fairly low supply

that the stability
margin was not

specification.

556

recovery when
voltage clipped

of exceptional sound quality, one
which does relate to the purity and
natural dynamics of vacuum tube SE

possible. The promise is all there —
on sound quality grounds alone,

,
rfreL
.
i!
5451,,

on the negative

DC offset at the

Ltd, 11 Candor
Court, Somenon

.

intermodulation, 19kHz120kHz tones at rated

of over 93dBW.
Channel balance
was excellent, with

were also signs

Manatacterer
A Touch Of Class A

25 5110

power (normal linear scale display

waveform had
'breaks' (latching
and or oscillation)

[Fig 1]. There

indicate that some tidying up of the
design
is
needed
before
an
unqualified recommendation is

5, 5,

Fig 2. TOCA SECA 20: high frequency

exhibited odd
clipping
behaviour. The

TOCA has shown that the SE
principle can produce an amplifier

SUPPLIER

. 75

satisfactory.
Perhaps slight hiss
or hum might be
audible on more
sensitive speakers

within the secure
operation limits.

Ihave ever encountered.

55

100kHz.
When clipped
hard into 2ohms,

A probable
cause was the

I

Single-ended triode valve circuit

range up to

performance.

effectively lift the

CATHODE

i'liuvertteethimeswe

the second order

the asymmetric
nature of this SE
design was seen in
the differently
shaped and
was possible, a
levelled clipping
reduction in level
of 7dB from the 8 waveform which
was free from
ohm value.

more realistic sound
levels attainable will

ein.4

at -63dB [Fig 2],
while a log scaling

and allow for
supply variations.

MATCHING/
ISOLATING
TRANSFORMER

Fig I. TOCA SECA 20: clipping
performance, waveform into 4 ohm load

at clipping, the
high frequency
intermodulation
distortion was fine

also rhythmically confident, above

especially in the mid, while it was

TOCA SECA 20

MOO ,
Ore

Ne

Fig 4 TOCA SECA 20. frequency response

TOCA SECA 20W
20W;13dBW*

4 ohms
Measured power ( dBW)
Continuous 8ohms 1cf)
Continuous 4ohms both
Burst 10ms
8 ohms

38W:12.8dBW
20Hz
13.1
12.1
—

4
2 ohms
ohms —
—

1kHz
13
12.1
13.0

20kHz
11.2
10.7
—

6.0
12.1 —
—

Output impedance( ohms) 0.14 0.16 0.17
Harmonic distortion
Rated power 8 ohms -42 -34 n/a
At OdBW 8 ohms
-71 -78 -70
Channel separation(dB)
>100 100 90
intermodulation distortion
(19/20kHz 1:1) rated -63dB OdBW-71dB
Peak current via 1 ohm, 2.2pF
2m sec pulse
+ 5A .4A
Signal-to-noise (
full gain) ref OdBW rol full level
22Hz-22kHz
-71dB
-84d8
'A' wtd
-79d8
-92d13
Channel balance
0.05d8
Input impedance
47K ohm
Input sensitivity
186mV IHF, OdBW
830mV for programme clip
DC offset. UR
16mV/15mV
Frequency response
0.5dB < 2Hz to 150kHz;
-3dB < 1Hz to > 200k
Dimensions, ( whd)
455x195x320mm
Typical price ( inc VAT)
11980/12940
'where OdBw .2.83V, or 1W/8ohms
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Does Dolby S make all
the difference?
Kenwood, Sony and
TEAC say yes,
Nakamichi says no.
And then, there is
always DCC...
by PETER 1 COMEAU

CASSETTE DECKS

I

thardly seems possible that we
are
still
considering
using
analogue tape systems for home
recording, when the majority of our
music sources either are, or soon will
be, stored or transmitted on digital
media. But the marketing campaigns
for DCC and MD have yet to
convince
consumers
of
the
superiority of these systems, and
their uptake of either has been small
in the hi-fi world. DAT is
demonstrably superior to the cassette
medium, but remains too expensive
to be considered alongside the decks
we have assembled here.
Analogue cassette design has
fought back against the low-noise
promise of digital media with Dolby
S. First introduced to the mid-price
cassette deck market by Sony with
the TC-K511S [
HFNIRR, Jan ' 94],
Dolby S avoids the compression
effects suffered with of Dolby C,
offering a more open sound with
equally good noise suppression: up
to 20dB extra signal-to-noise ratio.
Here, Sony's new TC-K515S is
lined up against other Dolby S
equipped competitors in the shape
of TEAC V- 2020S and Kenwood
KS-7060S. No high quality cassette
deck test would be complete without
aNakamichi, so we have slotted in
the DR-3 [last tested in Aug '93] for
comparison. And we have also
included aDigital Compact Cassette
recorder, the Technics RS-DC8, in
the listening tests.

counting the gaps to find the nth
track. The usual external timer
facility can be switched between auto
playback or record. If you wish to
operate the Kenwood from your
armchair an optional remote handset
is available for £ 15.
A Dolby button cycles through B,
C and S noise reduction systems,
and the MPX filter is switchable.
Tape set-up of bias calibration is
automatic thanks to ATCS. A touch
on this button sets the tape in
motion and fifteen seconds later it
is rewound ready for recording.
Sensibly, a Preset button can
memorise the calibration setting if
you always use the same type of
tape. Three memories are provided
for the Type I, II and IV tapes, and
selection is automatic.
The fluorescent display includes
atape counter and bar graph of level
graduated from - 30 to + 7dB. The
latter is alittle small for easy plotting
of recording level, but the change
from white to red past the OdB
point, plus a peak hold feature,
helps. With the drawer open the
heads can just be reached with a
cotton bud for cleaning.

SOUND QUALITY
Perfectly at home with metal tape
formulations, the Kenwood excelled
with TDK MA, producing abright
and clear output that came very
close indeed to the input quality.
Dolby S was a necessity here, as
recording levels had to be sustained
well within the OdB peak limit for
KENWOOD KX-7060S
compression
effects
and
HF
Once upon a time pundits used to
distortion to be kept under control.
judge acassette deck mechanism by
Even so the dynamic range was
the
damping
of its
drawer
considered magnificently wide, full
mechanism. Well, they would be
use being made of Dolby S to
foxed by the Kenwood which
reduce background noise levels to
appears to have no eject button
inaudibility at normal listening levels.
anywhere near the drawer. Actually,
One of the advantages of metal
it is part of the transport key layout
on the far right of the fascia, and a tape is its response to transients, and
percussive instruments including
press on the button opens or closes
piano benefited from the crispness
the motorised cassette drawer. The
of attack. With MA's particular
transport buttons themselves are
formulation there was no suggestion
equally unusual. A large play key is
of metal tape's usual glassiness, only
easy to get hold of, but not so the
aslight leanness to the bass region
stop button which is too thin, or the
and a touch of splashiness on
fast wind keys which are demoted to
cymbals hinting at a marginally
the underside of the profiled panel.
Beneath ' Stop' lies an instant one- uptilted response. TDK's SA-X or
Maxell UD or XLII, the best Type
touch record button, and alongside
II results were achieved using
apause button.
straight SA. Again Dolby was
Next to this lies anicely graduated
necessary to reduce noise levels to
record level control which works in
acceptability,
with
Dolby
S
conjunction with asmaller balance
control. There are plenty of facilities
succeeding in allowing recording
levels below OdB peak to achieve a
on offer, ranging from CD Peak
good dynamic range. Here a
Search (which only functions with
restoration of bass warmth helped
suitable Kenwood CD players to
produce a smoother overall sound
find the loudest passage on a CD)
while still maintaining good clarity.
through A to B playback to Index
Scan. Press the latter, plus one of If anything the extreme treble was
thought more bright than the metal
the fast wind keys n times, and the
result, so that cymbals and sibilance
machine searches through the tape
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Fig la. Kenwood KX-7060S: wow and
flutter spectrogram

Fig lb. Kenwood KX-70605: frequency
responses at OdB. From

top, Type IV, Type

II and Type 1tapes

1_ •
.91

Fig lc. Kenwood KX-7060S: frequency
responses at -20dB. From top, Type IV, Type
Il and Type Itapes

responses shows
the accuracy of
alignment with
metal tape
formulations,
maintaining a
smooth
performance at all
levels including
Dolby S
alignments. But
an even smoother
result comes from
the Type II TDK
SA, plus asmall
rise in the bass
output Coupled
with the good
noise figure, this
seems the best
overall tape choice
for this machine.
An excellent
wow and flutter
figure is indicated
by the sharpness
of the
spectrogram, with
small sidebands
showing good
speed stability.
Note the IkHz
channel separation
figure which is
some 3dB worse
than usual for this
class of cassette
deck.

Fig Id. Kenwood KX-7060S: frequency
responses at -20dB with Dolby S. From top,
Type IV, Type II and Type

Test results

Itapes

Kenwood KX-7060S

Replay noise
(Dolby off, ref OdB):
Tape Type I
48dB
Tape Type II52dB
Tape Type IV46dB
Wow and flutter
(DIN peak weighted)
-0.065%
Speed accuracy
0.4% slow
Channel separation.lk/10kHz
40dB/35dB
Total harmonic distortion
(ref 315Hz. OdB)
-45dB
Line input sensitivity/
impedance
80mV/50k-ohms
Line output/Impedance
700mV/2k-ohms
Headphone output/
impedance
1.8mW/8 ohms
Dimensions (whd)
438x125x265mm
Typical retail price inc VAT
£330

Supplier:
Trio-Kenwood
UK Ltd,
Kenwood House,
Dwight Road,
Waeord WD1
8EB.
Tel (01923)
81644
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SONY TC-K515S

LAB REPORT
Taking the -20dB
responses alone
one could hardly
expect aflatter set
of results, either
with or without
Dolby S noise
reduction engaged.
This shows the
accuracy of setup,
particularly in
respect of Dolby
tracking, and also
the efficacy of the
tape calibration
system.
Unfortunately
high frequency
compression sets in
at OdB levels,
hence resulting in
amildly drooping
set of responses
here, perhaps
more severe on
Type IV tapes
than others.
Channel
separation figures
were extremely
good for acassette
machine.
Rather higher
wow and flutter
was measured
than the 511S
even though the
transport seems
essentially the
same. The sharp
peak on the
spectrogram shows
that wow content
is low, so the
figure is worsened
solely by the
random flutter
shown in the
spiky sidebands.

Supplier
Sony UK Ltd,
The Heights,
Brooklands,
Weybridge KT13
OXW.
Tel (01932)
816000
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Fig 2a. Sony TC-K515S: wow and flutter
spectrogram

0.1

,

_
Fig lb. Sony TC-K5I5S: frequency responses
at OdB. From top, Type IV, Type II and
Type Itapes

Fig 2c. Sony TG-K5I5S: frequency responses
at -20dB. From top, Type IV, Type II and
Type Itapes

Fig 2d. Sony TC-K51.5S: frequency responses
at -20dB with Dolby S. From top, Type IV,
TvP. II and Type Itapes

Test results

Sony TC-K515S

Replay noise
(Dolby oft, ref OdB):
Tape Type I
-53dB
Tape Type II
-54dB
Tape Type IV
-52dB
Wow and flatter
(DIN peak weighted)
0.14%
-Speed accuracy
0.08% fast
Channel separatiottlk/10kHz
47dB/32dB
Total harmonic distortion
(ref 315Hz, OdB)
-44dB
Une input sensitivity/
impedance
160mV/47k-ohms
Line output/Impedance
480mV/lk-ohm
Headphone output/
impedance
lmW/32ohms
Dimensions linifidi
430x100x320mm
Typical retail puce inc VAT
£250

were over endowed with crispness.
Unfortunately this performance
was not extended to Type 1ferrics,
which could hold neither the clarity
nor the low noise levels even with
Dolby S engaged. Increased HF
compression here meant a lower
recording level had to be used
peaking at - 3dB, and the dynamic
headroom was severely constrained.
Stereo imagery was considered
open and deep, retaining a good
sense of perspective and ambience
and projecting vocalists well behind
the plane of the speakers. There was,
however, some clumping together of
performers towards the middle of the
soundstage, and some muddling of
.choral vocalists as aresult. Whether

for different tape types, so you will
just have to re-calibrate every time
you insert a new make of tape.
While not automatic, this is an easy
adjustment which has the advantage
of allowing tweaking for the best
sound quality by listening to the offtape monitor.

SOUND QUALITY
Best metal results came from Maxell
Vertex, which
turned in
an
astonishing performance sans Dolby,
allowing clear and crisp transients
with little hint of the usual metal
tape glassiness. Peak recording levels
for this medium were best kept to
+2dB, and here background noise
was considered unobtrusive for rock
this is abetter compromise than the
recordings. Switching in Dolby S,
foreshortened but wider perspectives
however, caused the treble output to
offered by other cassette decks is a be dulled and sound highly metallic,
choice to be made on audition by
with the addition of aglassy sheen
the prospective purchaser.
though, of course, noise levels
disappeared.
SONY TC-K515S
Dropping TDK's SA-X into the
,L ilerally the ' 515 follows the same
Dolby S equation brought welcome
basic format as the previous ' 511
relief from the glassy top, and bias
model, with a centrally-positioned
could be tweaked ever so slightly
mechanism flanked by display and
from the calibrated position to
transport keys to the left and record
ensure optimised HF performance
controls to the right. The cassette
using the off-tape monitor. Keeping
drawer has been updated by
peak levels to OdB still maintained
incorporating aceramic holder and
a virtually silent background on
asorbothane damper. You will have
classical recordings while delivering
to poke around with a cotton bud
crescendi with little hint of
through the open drawer to clean
compression. Bass was characterised
the mechanism and heads. Two
by a little additional warmth in the
motors are used, one DC type
Dolby S position, and the midrange
driving the capstan flywheel and the
was forced somewhat forward in the
second driving the cassette reels.
mix, making the loudest instruments
Transport keys are light touch
dominate the soundstage.
logic type, with alarge play key with
Similar results were obtained from
fast wind keys either side and astop
TDK AR, with the addition of more
button at the end. Smaller Pause,
warmth to the lower mid and greater
Record and Record Mute buttons
compression when recording levels
complete the line-up. Press Play
reached higher than - 3dB peak. Prefollowed by afast wind key and the
recorded tapes, with Dolby B
machine will search for the next
engaged of course, were slightly
track, or skip tracks if the wind key
dulled and the same emphasis to
is pressed more than once. The
midrange and bass was here
fluorescent display contains a bar
exaggerated.
graph of level bisected at OdB and
Stereo imagery was precisely
ranging between - 30dB to + 8dB.
located, but perspectives were
Across to the other side of the
flattened
by
the
midrange
drawer lies a large rotary knob for
forwardness. This latter aspect was
Dolby NR selection between B,C,
the major flaw in the Sony's
and S with a MPX filter switch
otherwise crystal clear rendition.
above. A large graduated record level
Verging on an annoying honky
knob has a smaller balance knob
colouration, the prominence of a
beside.
Beneath these are a narrow band of frequencies within
headphone socket and two knobs for
the vocal range served to disturb the
tape bias calibration. These work in
listener's concentration on the
conjunction with acalibration level
subtler aspects of a musical
mark on the main display. Press the
performance, dragging the attention
calibration button (annoyingly close
always to whatever instrument was
to the tape monitor button) while in
thrust into the foreground.
record mode and adjust the bias
Otherwise the overall balance of
until the 400Hz and 81tElz test tones
the TC-K515S was very natural and
are level, then regulate the bias level
highly realistic, giving few hints with
to set the bar graphs against the
Dolby S selected that an analogue
mark. Unfortunately there are no
tape medium had been used for
graduations for resetting these knobs
music storage. This was aided by
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CASSETTE DECKS
good speed stability allowing piano
recordings to remain very stable with
no
hint
of wow
disturbing
intonation.

TEAC V-2020S
Standing tall, the front panel of the
TEAC is dominated by a large,
central cassette drawer which opens
wide for fairly easy access to the
heads and pinch roller for cleaning.
Sprung loaded clips and rubber
dampers help stabilise the cassette
housing, while the head assembly is
mounted on a diecast zinc- alloy
block. To the left are clearly labelled,
large transport light-touch logic keys
laid out in a sensible pattern.
Beneath these lie the tape monitor
and a Return-to-zero button, plus
an external timer switch for
automatic record or playback.
Over on the right alarge, orange
fluorescent display clearly shows the
recording level with afull width bar
graph calibrated from -40 to + 10dB
with peak hold facility. A dual
ganged record level control is clearly
calibrated, and sits alongside bias
and level controls complete with
markings that allow you to make
notes on the settings for different
tape types. The tape counter can be
switched to show elapsed time in
play and record modes, and the
headphone output has its own level
control.
Setting up tapes for optimum bias
is fairly straightforward. Pressing the
calibration button above the display
provides low and high frequency
tones which are balanced using the
bar graph display. The bias level
control is then adjusted to bring the
bars up to a mark on the display.
Unfortunately the display is not
sensitive enough to show fine
adjustment of bias, and one could
make quite large movements of the
controls before the bars would
change. Final tweaking of the
controls is thus best carried out by
ear, comparing input and output
using the tape monitor button. A
slide switch engages Dolby B, C or
S noise reduction and aMPX filter

only occasionally, resulting in an
average peak level setting of around
-6dB, there were still audible signs
of compression. Obviously Dolby S
was an absolute requirement at such
low recording levels, though this also
served to compress HF transients
even further.
Turning to the high performance
Type Iand Type II tape types found
Maxell UDII to excel in turning out
awide range performance, allowing
higher recording levels without so
much compression. A smattering of
overbright upper midrange was still
evident, however, even when the bias
control was tweaked past the
calibration setting to even out an
over crisp treble output.
Unexpectedly the best overall
result was achieved using Maxell
XLI S Type ICobalt formulation
which provided the extra midrange
warmth necessary to counter an over
enthusiastic top end. Once again the
bias had to be advanced beyond the
recommended setting for an accurate
result on cymbals and sibilance,
though the touch of splashiness in
this area could never be entirely
overcome. Recording without Dolby
gave the best subjective result, as
switching Dolby B or S in served to
flatten the perspective of the stereo
image to an alarming degree. But
'Dolby out' is not arealistic option
with Type Itapes, as the background
noise level is not low enough to
satisfy even on rock recordings.
Between the speakers the TEAC
was capable of holding avery stable
image, once the balance problems
had been sorted out ( see Lab
Report). Ambient clues to the
acoustic of the recording tended to
be glossed over whenever Dolby
noise reduction was engaged, and
the depth of image flattened as a
result. In addition the excesses of the
HF output pushed the sound into
the speakers to the detriment of the
open quality of asource recording.
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Fig 3a. TEAC V-20205: wow and flutter
spectrogram
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Fig 3b. TEAC V-20205: frequency responses
at OdB. From top, Type IV, Type Il and
Type Itapes
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Fig 3c. TEAC V-20205: frequency responses
at -20dB. From top, Type IV, Type II and
Type Itapes
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NAKAMICHI DR-3
This is an entry-level Nakamichi for
those who aspire to abetter class of

cassette deck. Even so there is little
in the way of features to attract the
tape buff. With only two heads there
is
no
provision
for off-tape
monitoring, and the only noise
reduction systems fitted are Dolby
B and C. So why could this deck
possibly be worth the asking price?
For astart you can ask Nakamichi
SOUND QUALITY
to set up the machine for a
First into the tape compartment was
TDK's MA, which turned in a requested tape type, though as
standard the DR- 3seems well suited
disappointing performance in the
to TDK types. You can also be
hands of the TEAC. While bass
assured of some of the flattest
output was thumpingly strong both
frequency responses available from
midrange and treble were rendered
modem analogue cassettes, together
with a thin and over- crisp HF
with a dynamic headroom that
brightness. With peaks striking OdB

is available.
A neat remote handset is supplied
with basic transport and record
functions, plus playback display
blanking which cuts out the
flickering bar graph if you find this
annoying.

TEAC V-2020S

Fig 3d. TEAC V-2020S: frequency responses
at -20dB with Dolby S. From top, Type IV,
Type ll and Type Itapes
Test results

TEAC V-20205

Replay noise
(Dolby off, ref OdB):
-54dB
Tape Type !
-56dB
Tape Type Il
-55dB
Tape Type IV
Wow and flutter
(DIN peak weighted)
0.08%
Speed accuracy
1.8% fast
Channel separation,lk/10kHz
46dB/33dB
Total harmonic distortion
(lei 315Hz, OdB)
-43dB
Une Input sensitivity/
Impedance
100mV/50k-ohms
Une output/Impedance
400mV/12k-ohm
Headphone output/
impedance
0.6mW/Bohms
Oimension& (whd)
435x147x290mm
fypical retail price inc VAT
£380

LA B REPORT
.\
figures
without Dolby
were yen/ good
indeed at around 5.5dB, with Dolby
S typically
improving them by
afurther 20dB.
Despite the falling
pre-recorded
response, the
record?replay
responses were
mildly upulted
towards the treble
region, with Dolby
S exacerbating this
characteristic.
There was ashelf
in level of Ito
2c1B below 100Hz
on all tape types.
Compression effects
at OdB showed
clearly at both
frequency extremes.
Channel balance
showed a2dB
error in level,
giving anoticeable
increase in the left
channel output.
This could easily
be cured by
adjusting the
ganged recording
level controls, but
this should have
been sorted out at
the factory.
Speed stability
was considered
good with very low
wow and only a
few flutter
sidebands, though
pre-recorded tape
listeners should
note the fast speed
setting.

Supplier
TEAC UK Ltd,
Stafford Park 10,
The Croxley
Centre, Watford,
WD1 8YA.
Tel (01923)
819630
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NAKAMICHI DR-3

LAB REPORT
Unusually the
family of responses
looks almost
identical for all
tape types. In
terms of frequency
response there is
little to be gained
from Type IV
tapes over Type
II, and the
maintenance of
linearity continues
with Dolby B
engaged. Bass
output rises below
100Hz, and only
pre-recorded tapes
had the benefit of
alittle extra treble
brightness (which
should help Dolby
B tracking).
Note the
cleanliness and
sharpness of the
wow and flutter
spectrogram,
which really is
exemplary and
fully justifies the
engineering
incorporated in
Nakamichi's
transport.
Noise figures
relative to OdB do
not give the whole
story, as the low
distortion levels
allow an extra 2
to 3dB of level to
be piled on to
Type II tapes.
With the addition
of Dolby B, this
would give a
rypical 67dB
signal to noise
ratio.

Supplier:
B&W
Nakamichi,
Marlborough
Road, Churchill
Industrial Estate,
Lancing BN15
8TR.
Tel (01903)
750750s
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Fig 4a. Nakamichi DR3: wow and flutter
spectrogram

Fig 4b. Nakamichi DR3: frequency
responses at OdB. From top, Type IV, Type
II and Type Itapes

Fig 4c. Nakamichi DR3: frequency responses
at -20dB. From top, Type IV, Type II and
Type Itapes

Fig 4d. Nakamichi DR-3: frequency
responses at -20dB with Dolby B. From top,
Type IV, Type II and Type Itapes

Test results

Nakamlehl DR3

Replay noise
(Dolby off, ref OdB):
Tape Type
-52dB
Tape Type II
-54dB
Tape Type IV
-53dB
Wow and flutter
(DIN peak weighted)
0.045%
-Speed accuracy
0.5% fast
Channel separation. 1, 10kHz
45dB/36dB
Total harmonic distortion
(ref 315Hz, OdB)
-48dB
Une Input sensitivity/
Impedance
50mV/40k-ohms
Line output/Impedance
500mV/2.2k-ohms
Headphone output/
impedance
2mW/8ohms
Dimensions ( whd)
430x100x320mm
Typical retail price inc VAT
£400

squeezes an extra 3dB out of Type
H tapes while still maintaining low
distortion levels.
Secondly you get the benefit of a
full logic controlled Nakamichi
transport, with the assurance of
speed stability and careful tape
handling. The transport keys are
lined up to the right of a bright
orange display, and are tilted
upwards to enable easy use in arack
of equipment. The display is clear
and includes an extended range bar
graph of recording level, which
flashes fast and furiously over a -40
to + 10dB range. Though there is no
peak hold, the elements stay lit long
enough to gauge recording level
.accurately, while reacting fast enough
to give a true indication of the
transient music signal.
Unusually selection of tape type
is left up to the user, there being no
automatic switching. There is no
auto setting of bias either, just abias
knob which has to be tweaked by
ear. Other omissions are no elapsed
time setting for the four digit tape
counter and no music search facility.
This is a bare bones machine
dedicated to straightforward quality
tape recording.
SOUND QUALITY
Though the technical tests indicated
good compatibility with metal tape
such
as
Maxell
Vertex,
the
auditioning showed aslightly dulled
output where the maximum dynamic
range of levels up to + 3dB peak
were used.
Best results here came from TDK
SA-X, which maintained acrisp and
open performance even at these high
peak levels. It was thus possible to
record music of limited dynamic
range such as rock and jazz without
the need for Dolby noise reduction.
But in any case, with this machine,
the use of Dolby B did not bring
with it the usual Dolby disabilities
of a closed in sound and poor
coherency. The only noticeable
artefact is a tendency to push the
sound more into the speakers but,
even so, the stereo image is
remarkably stable with a natural
spread behind the speakers.
Most striking aspects of the
Nakamichi sound were astrong and
extended
bass
output
which
nevertheless showed remarkable
clarity and freedom from overhang.
Thus in combination with excellent
speed stability, the DR- 3 could
maintain the pace of the original
sound as well as delivering the full
power of tympani or bass guitar.
This was managed without sullying
the lower midrange with excessive
warmth, indeed the clarity of the
midrange was considered exemplary
for this class of cassette deck

CONCLUSION
With the increasing use of Dolby S,
and the extended frequency response
available at all recording levels from
the latest tape formulations, the main
limitations
to
cassette
deck
performance now seem to emanate
from the machine electronics. Even
monitoring 'straight through' without
tape showed significant differences
in sound between decks. In fact
there is sometimes agreater disparity
between the sound quality with an
amplifier's tape monitor button
switched in and out than there is
between direct and off tape
monitoring. This is hardly surprising
when the complex circuitry and
extreme equalisation employed in
cassette deck design is mainly
directed at achieving the best
technical results rather than the best
sound quality.
All these decks exhibited audible
problems in one guise or another.
Poor setup for different tape types
should be able to be overcome using

TECHNICS RS-DC8
Do not expect to switch from using
analogue cassette machines and be
immediately familiar with a DCC
front panel. Although roughly the
same transport keys are arrayed
under the clear, fluorescent display
of the Technics, you don't use them
in quite the same way. For example
the fast wind keys are much smaller
than the track skip keys as the latter
are far more useful, but result in a
lot of clanking of the transport and
shuffling of the tape to find the
required track. Stop the machine
after a recording and the tape
continues to revolve for a few
seconds as the track markers are
written and the TOC updated. You
may miss the first few seconds of
music unless you let the machine
mark the beginning of the track first.
The bar graph of input level is
rather different too, being marked
from -40 to OdB. You don't want to
go over OdB on DCC as this results
in gross distortion, so keep average
levels at the -20dB point and peak
at -6dB just in case. When recording
digitally the record level control is
inoperable, as the levels are identical
to those on the CD source.
You can write atext title for the
tape and/or track to show on the
display,
though
without
an
alphanumeric keyboard this is so
long windedthat you probably won't
have the patience to do it. Full
function remote control is included.
SOUND QUALITY
At its best with simpler recorded
arrangements,
the
RS- DC 8
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CASSETTE DECKS
the bias controls, but this does not
allow for EQ alignment and other
design factors which govern the way
cassette formulations are modulated.
Despite
a thoroughly good
showing by the TEAC V-2020S with
regard to transport stability, and an
impressive set of responses over a
wide range of tapes, the overall
subjective results were let down by
an over emphasis of the frequency
extremes. This was found to be
particularly irritating on metal
formulations, while better results
were obtained from the more
mundane tape types leaving only a
slight treble excess to be dealt with.
Kenwood's
KX-7060S
also
excelled in the transport department,
but handled metal tapes very well to
give a strikingly clear result. The
fully automatic tape bias alignment
system worked very well, and the
preset button is a boon, providing
you stick to the tapes we have
recommended here. Other tape types
were not served so well by ACMS.

If you like acrisp, bright sound and
a deep and distant perspective for
the stereo image, the Kenwood
stands out from the crowd.
Following the good results from
the ' 511 in a previous group test,
Sony's TC-K515S was also expected
to do well. While there has been an
improvement in the compatibility
with metal tape formulations, the
Dolby tracking on this particular
model seems to have suffered. More
flutter was measured with this
machine, too, compared to its
forbear, though the effects were
hardly audible. Still yielding the most
natural sounding result and the
smoothest treble performance of all
these Dolby S decks, especially with
TDK SA-X, only the hint of
midrange coloration has deprived it
of an unreserved recommendation.
So perhaps it is not surprising to
find that Nakamichi still leads the
analogue field even without the
benefit of Dolby S. Look inside the
DR- 3 and you get aglimpse of the

compares
favourably
to
the
Nakamichi DR- 3 when recording
and playing back through the
analogue I/O. The differences
concern a total lack of tape
modulation noise from DCC, which
gives an almost ' black' background
against which sonic images stand out
in crystal clear fashion, and a
precision of speed which ensures no
wavering of tone or intonation.
Whereas the criticism of analogue
cassette is concentrated on the tonal
differences and errors in frequency
response and distortion, no such
artefacts disturb the DCC recording.
To all intents and purposes the
balance of sound is identical to the
source. There are, however, changes
in subjective performance which can
be picked out in a blind listening
test. These mainly concern the
prominence of instruments within
the soundstage, and the force of the
musical performance when massed
instruments are involved.
Compared to the DR- 3, simpler
choral arrangements sounded cleaner
and crisper on DCC, but where one
could freely move concentration
from one vocalist to another on the
Nakamichi it was the loudest
performer or group of vocalists
which dominated the attention on
DCC. Move to full orchestra and
the dynamic forces seemed reduced
in size by DCC, while the
Nakamichi held the swell and ebb
of dynamic markings even though
the full crescendi sounded rather
more compressed.
These aspects did not change
when the Technics was optically

linked to a Meridian 500 transport never entirely worked out. The idea
and 563 DAC digital I/O. A- B of PASC is to fool the ear into
thinking that it is hearing a 16-bit
switching on the 563 between CD
and DCC showed no apparent audio system, with the reduction to
change in sound balance, which was 4-bit allowed only by removing socalled ' inaudible' sounds.
a far more impressive result than
It could equally be claimed that
flicking the tape monitor switch on
the amplifier with the DR- 3 as a analogue cassette removes audible
information
due
to
dynamic
source. Even so more leisured
listening to DCC showed that the headroom and distortion limitations.
But at least the analogue tape system
aforementioned diminution of forces
was still evident, so that alarge scale attempts to store the complete audio
choral piece ' lost' some of the waveform, while the wave shape
members of the choir. The stereo output from DCC bears little
resemblance to the original.
image occasionally shifts into the
The order of merit is therefore
speakers too, and this seems highly
dependant upon the ` loudness' of an determined by the best compromise.
instrument at far left or right of the If you need zero background noise,
perfect speed stability and a long
soundstage.
lasting storage format without
deterioration with time then digital
ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL
recording is the answer, and DCC
Much of the performance of Digital
Compact Cassette relies on the here makes a good showing. If you
quality which
implementation of the PASC data want a sound
reduction system. Storage is in the approaches the spirit of the original
form of a 4-bit digital stream on a without emasculating the performance
or the orchestral forces, and
linear tape system which looks all
the world like atarted-up analogue
compatibility
with
commonly
available car and portable machines,
cassette. This was adeliberate part
of the marketing strategy, though the then the analogue cassette still wins
claimed backwards compatibility out. The choice is yours.
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build quality that has gone into
making this the cleanest sounding
deck by far, backed up by chassis
work and transport engineering that
ensure a long lasting and stable
performance. For a basic, no frills
machine this unit takes a lot of
beating in the sound quality stakes.
If you need the extras then its bigger
three-head brother, the DR-2, is the
machine to go for with an even more
advanced performance.
It is possible that, if the marketing
and physical storage aspects of the
new digital media in the form of
DCC and MD have been better
thought out, we should have already
seen the demise of the analogue
cassette deck. But we haven't. In its
latest form, represented by the
Technics RS-DC8, DCC has a lot
to offer in terms of long lasting
sound quality and convenience. But
DCC is obviously still not aformat
that excites the consumer to the
point of purchase. Now if only CDR would get under way...

With the
increasing use
of Dolby S,
and the
extended
frequency
response
available from
the latest tape
formulations,
the main
limitations to
cassette deck
performance
now seem to
emanate from
the machine
electronics

Much of the
performance
of DCC relies
on the
implementati
on of the
PASC data
reduction
system.
Storage is in
the form of a
4- bit digital

Technics second
generation DCC
machine gets the
best from the
new medium
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ertain components — and I
don't mean Golden Turkey
award winners — have this
ability to make you smile. Not just

Then throw in
Class A
operation and
you've instant
credibility
since this
mode of
operation has
been deemed
mandatory for
state of the
art
performance
for adecade
or more. Dig
it: every
amplification
buzz-word in a
single unit.
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the sense of awe you experience
when faced with floor-to- ceiling
speakers or amplifiers which make
the lights dim when switched to 'on'.
No, what I'm talking about are
designs with witty names like
`Ampzilla' or crazed styling like the
MBL 101s. The latest rib-tickler to
set me a-grinnin' is something so
comical, so cute, so likeable and so
covetable that I can't believe it
actually exists.
OTL amplifiers, as your friendly
local valve casualty will tell you, are
the ne plus ultra in tube amp designs,
about as direct asource of power as
you're gonna get, with as little
between you and the actual power
as is possible. Of course, said maven
will also tell you that (with a few
notable exceptions) you can only
drive high impedance/high
sensitivity loads with OTLs,
but, hey, that's why God
invented horns. Add to this
the currently-adored triode
configuration, winning hearts
among the more modish
members
of the
tube
fraternity. Then throw in
Class A operation and you've instant
credibility since this has been
deemed mandatory for state of the
art performance for a decade or
more. Dig it: every amplification
buzz-word in asingle unit.
But also add to this the not
insignificant aspect of adapting said
technology to a single purpose:
driving high impedance headphones.
Hey, we're talking fractions of watts,
right? So if you have amental image
of apair of cans strapped onto the
ass-end of amutha Croft, Futterman
or GRAAF, think again. The
Earmax is as pint-sized as its task.
More specifically, this example of
valve downsizing, while stopping
short of Nuvistors, has afootprint
of only 85x85mm and a height of
90mm.
To put that into perspective, a
half-dozen of ' em are needed to
obscure this page. And yet this tiny
box, fashioned (Ithink) from resin,
contains three valves, a volume
control, gold-plated RCA sockets for
signal-in, a 114M socket for the
headphones and a tiny socket to
accept the juice from an AC-in/ACout mains adaptor, with the

Guaranteed to bring a
smile to audiophile
faces, the Earmax tube
headphone amp carries
every current hi-fi
buzzword

by KEN KESSLER

no means of entry. The review
sample's chassis is in an aqua
blue/green colour, and other hues
like dark gray and purple are also
offered. Suffice to say that everyone
criticised the finish, which is dappled
enough to make it look like aprop
from The Flintstones, but that's
missing the point. We're talking
earthy funk, anachrophilia, acosmic
giggle, Jurassic-ness.
On the sides are the inputs and
outputs, while one comer of the top
plane holds the volume control and
the opposite corner wears the
Earmax badge for US models or the
Brocksieper for European versions.

regulation inside and providing DC
for the tubes. Aah, you're thinking
— the clever dick scaled down the
Earmax by sticking the big bits
outside. Not so. Only after asearch
of six months did the manufacturer

Arranged between them, across the
top in a diagonal and protected by
aclever wire frame are the three dual

Brocksieper's girlfriend) and
begged him to put it into
production. The rest is, as they say,
history.
And so the Earmax was born,
along the way picking up the
aforementioned on/off switch on the
mains adaptor at Huschens's
insistence. Because Herr Brocksieper
is rather, uh, protective of his design,
the circuitry resides inside a resin
casting to which there appears to be

headphones with loads of
200 ohms- 2k- ohms, and I was
warned that my current fave nonelectrostatic, the pocket- money
Grado SR60 which Ilove to pieces,
is too low impedance a model to
work well with the Earmax. Iwas
cautioned that it wouldn't drive the
Grado to sensible levels.
Not so. With the volume control
only aquarter of the way around, I
was nearing my maximum, so Grado

triodes, two AEG mil- spec valves
with numbers removed, flanking a
Mullard M8162/12AT7WA.
managed to source this component,
Apparently, these AEGs are ultrameasuring a mere 85x45x57mm, a rare tubes designed specifically for
small black lump less than
headphone use (read: low noise), but
half the size of the unit Ihave
Ihave no idea why anyone would
to schlep around with my
remove the numbers (nor why
notebook computer And it
anyone ever designed a tube for
bears its own on/off switch!
headphone use). Idon't exactly see
For the truly sad, psychotic
the hi-fi community's industrial spies
audiophile,
like
those
forming aqueue to rip off adesign
commuters who bear a for a headphone amp, so let's be
briefcase full of Walkman Pro
kind and suggest that the numbers
and Stax electrostatic headphones
were shaved off for aesthetic
on the Bullet Train in Japan, a purposes. But I've been assured that
battery power supply is under
E88CC/ECC88/6DJ8 will work in
development. So a hearty ' Smoke
place of the mystery tubes.
that' to those who laughed when I
Scant though the info supplied
said Iwouldn't object to a tubemay be, I've gleaned that the unit
driven portable hi-fi.)
features 'aclassic amplification input
But let's back up a bit to learn
stage followed by a Class A output
how
this
device ' happened'.
stage, practically omitting everything
Apparently, one Herr Brocksieper of between the tubes and your ears.'
Wuppertal in Germany, formerly of The bandwidth is specified as 4Hz
a company called Music
to 1MHz (+/- 3dB) and the
Components and in his midoutput is 100mW/ch. Where
30s, made it as ajoke for his
I part company with the
girlfriend. One thing led to
manufacturer is over the
another and Hart Huschens
unit's
suitability
for
of Audio Advancements in
headphones below 200 ohms
the USA saw it, fell in love
or so.
with it ( the Earmax, not
Earmax is designed for
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headphone owners should try out the
Earmax for themselves. But, in
keeping with the company's wishes,
I also borrowed
Sennheiser's
excellent MD580 and MD320
headphones from the two ends of
that company's range, and Idug out
the Sony cans which came with my
Walkman Pro.
Since the Earmax begs to be fed
signals from equally diminutive
sources, I employed both the
aforementioned
Sony
cassette
recorder and the Technics XP150
personal CD player. What faced me,
desktop, was what must be the most
truly compact yet still audiophilegrade, tube-based personal music
system imaginable, abedside-table
confection for the insatiable purist.
Hey, the only snag is making sure
that you don't stand up and walk off
with the headphones still connected
to the Earmax: it weighs but 360g
(13 ounces).
And you will indeed forget that
you're
wired
for
sound.
If
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transparency is the reward for
shortening the path between source
and listener, then this sucker is
mainlining. Before you say another
word, Iknow that the shortest path
to a Walkman or personal CD
player's signal is via its own
headphone output. But let's face it:
the signal coming from that wee
headphone
output
isn't
as
untrammelled as that which emerges
from the line output because there's
a (probably cheap) volume control
in the signal path. Feed the line
signal instead into the Earmax and
it's ashortcut to heaven.
Regular headphone users, even
those coerced into it because of
spouses or neighbours, know that
there's nowt to touch the intimacy
of direct injection. To say nothing
of eliminating the listening room and
its flaws from your listening pleasure.
Suffice to say, the Earmax allowed
me to hear things via ( familiar)
headphones
which
I never
experienced
via
the
source

SUPPLIER
Distributor
Th,

Club,

PO Box 6477,
London N13 4AY
Telephone
0181-882 2822

hardware's headphone outputs —
especially spatial clues at the
frequency extremes. But do you
really want me to talk about such
concerns using what are in-the-head
sounds which can't possibly operate
in the same manner as asoundstage
created in front of the listener?
Face it: headphone listening, while
clearer, more intimate and more
neutral, has little in common with
the real or (to put it another way)
the out-of-head experience. But I
swear that the Earmax provided a
greater sense of the scale, space and
openness which one would normally
associate only with open-back
electrostatic headphones or proper
loudspeakers out in front. But that's
not what headphone listening is all
about, because the quest for threedimensionality must be abandoned
with in-the-head listening and stay
restricted to in-the-room transducer
systems.
Instead, revel in the Earmax as
you would with any headphone
session:
for
the
detail,
the
transparency,
the
newfound
nakedness the sound displays.
Attack is as quick as that of
electrostatic headphones costing a
thousand pounds or more, these
gains experienced even with the lessexpensive of the two Sennheisers.
Indeed,
using
any
of these
headphones directly into portables
or into the headphone sockets on
integrated amplifiers so compromises
the headphones that Iam glad — in
retrospect — that I've not specialised
in reviewing dynamic headphones
dependent on whatever headphone
output is available. It's only with the
Earmax that I've learned the true
measure of these headphones. Hey,
Ieven A/B'd the Earmax with the
headphones fed directly into some
cherished open-reel tape decks of pro
calibre. Even they sounded muddy
in comparison.
CONCLUSION
The verdict? There's not just one
type of potential customer for this
device, though the temptation is to
suggest it's only of worth to
fastidious, habitual headphone users
unable to stretch to Staxian heights.
True, they'll adore Earmax. But the
other customer? Any reviewer who
ever expects to review dynamic cans.
Oh,
there's
another
likely
candidate for Earmaxing: anyone
who just adores the kind of knickknacks which make guests smile and
ask 'What on earth is that?' and then
beg to borrow it. Believe me, it'll
happen two times out of three. But
be on guard: this sucker fits most
pockets. Via the newly- appointed
UK distributor, the retail price is just
£325 including VAT
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Popworth
Audio Technology

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.
QUAD 77 INTEGRATED AMP - ABSOLUTELY
BRILLIANT!! KRELL KPS 20 ICD PLAYER - THE
BEST ONE BOX CD PLAYER BAR NONE!!

NOW DEMONSTRATING
LINN AXIS/K9 £250
PINK TRIANGLE ANNIVERSARY/SME V/KOETSU RED £ 1995
KEYBROOK SEXTETS £ 895
LFD INTEGRATED 0 £ 295
MICROMEGA T DRIVE/T DAC EX DEM £ 1695
DPA 2005 PRE/2 X 2005 POWER AMPS £995
AUDIO RESEARCH LS3 PREAMP EX DEM £ 995
SONUS FABER MINIMA AMATORS AS NEW £ 1195
WILSON AUDIO SYSTEM V - state of the art speaker system
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7/VT60 - breathtaking sound at such aprice!
MUSICAL FIDELITY - the new ELECTRA series - A1000 looks at bargain prices!
AUDIO RESEARCH CD I/CDT 1
AUDIO ALCHEMY DAC IN THE BOX - staggering sound for £ 199.95
MICROMEGA STAGE - the new concept in upgradeability
ORELLE CD480 - aserious British competitor to the ARCAM
PINK TRIANGLE DA CAPO AND ORDINAL - NOW IN STOCK
THETA DATA BASIC 8, GENERATION V - real high end
TEAC VRDS 7110/20 AND 700 2BOX SYSTEM
SME 20 - the finest engineering with superb sonics
LYRA CLAVIS Mk2 - even better and only £ 995
AUDIO INNOVATIONS ALTO - lovely sound and styling
COPLAND CSAI4 - bargain of the century!!
DPA 200 SERIES PRE/POWER
KRELL KRCIKRC 2preamps with the latest SSERIES power amps - seriously high end - wait till
you see the new KPS digital series
MUSICAL FIDELITY FSERIES - very, very good value
HEYBROOK SEXTET/QUARTET - very room friendly
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS - magic looks and sound
QUAD ESL 63 - we are now main agents for the complete range of QUAD
REL STRATA AND STADIUM SUBWOOFERS
RUARK EQUINOX - furniture for the living room
SONUS FABER - no apologies!! these are our favourites
DEMON DFIO - mini sized components available separately
BOSE LIFESTYLE SYSTEM - almost invisible hi fi!
FULL RANGE OF TRANSPARENT MUSIC WAVE CABLES
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AUDIO RESEARCH V70 EX DEM £ 2995
MERIDIAN MCD CD PLAYER £ 95
MAGNEPLANAR SMGA £ 395
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ORACLE DELPHI MK3/SME V £ 1595
DPA 2005 PREAMP/2 POWER AMPS £ 995
PIONEER CID 800 LASERDISC PLAYER £ 275
KRELL KSL PREAMPLIFIER £ 1750
MICROMEGA T DAC/T DRIVE EX DEM £ 1695
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE IEX DEM £ 395
RUARK SABRE WALNUT £ 295
RUARK BROADSWORDS WALNUT £ 650
LICENSED CREDIT
LFD INTEGRATED 0 £ 295
BROKERS
MAGNUM MPI25 PRE AMP £ 95
MUSICAL FIDELITY FX POWERAMP EX DEM £ 935
MUSICAL FIDELITY PRE3A PREAMP £ 195
HEYBROOK SEXTETS EX DEM £895
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Reintroduced by popular demand! Built to the original
specification.
The relaunched TVA 10 is manufactured to the
uncompromising standards of Quality and Reliability
associated with the Papworth name.
The 50 Watt per channel output from the highly
developed McIntosh circuitry linked with nine section
output transformer, ensures bass control usually
associated with much larger amplifiers.
All U.K. sales enquiries to David Allen
Telephone ( 0223) 247837
Papworth Audio Technology
Papworth Everard, Cambridge • CB3 8RG
Tel: ( 0480) 830345 Fax: ( 0480) 830781

Bury Audio.
Chosen by hand
appreciated by ears.
For the best in Hi- End hi-fi Bury Audio is amust. All the
names stocked are individually chosen to complement one another to
give the best sound in their class. Whether you're after an upgrade or
a full sysytem, we can offer advice and experience together with full
demonstration facilities to ensure you make the right choice. Naturally
we offer afull installation and set-up service
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egend has it that John
Atkinson, my learned and
distinguished predecessor, and
now the editor of Stereophile, helped
usher American high-end audio into
the UK when, in about 1983, he
chose not to buy anew car but spent
the available funds on aKrell KSA50 instead. At that time, the KSA-50
was the only Krell power amplifier
available, Absolute Sounds was the
UK's only 'high-end' distributor, and
most people thought JA was mad.
They thought the same about Jimmy
Hughes, who wrote the first UK
review of the KSA-50 for HiFi
Answers.
A little later, of course, the huge
rated outputs and four-figure price
tags began to seem almost normal.
In his publication International Audio
Review, Peter Moncrieff concluded
an Audio Research amplifier review
with the immortal words ' sell the
Mercedes'. A decade on and I, who
can afford neither car (well, at least,
not aMercedes) nor aKrell product,
have the task of writing about the
direct descendant of that original
Krell model.
When the KSA-50 appeared, it
looked like amonster to most British
hi-fi enthusiasts. (Their idea of abig
amp was aSugden A48.) The KSA50S is the same size as the old ' 50,
but, after adecade in which we have
seen cabin-trunk sized electronics
become the high-iend norm, it looks
almost dinky.
Sticking with old 19in rack
standard width (though with not
even avestigial provision for rackmounting), the KSA-50S measures
216 x 483 x 375mm (hwd). The

distinctive Krell grey, an all-over
finish on the original, now appears
only on two sections of the front
panel: the rest is black. What once
were front panel handles now look
more like off-road fenders: the KSA50S knows how to look after itself.
But the handles on the back are both
functional and necessary: the
amplifier weighs 521b.
Still macho, but avoiding hair-shirt
inconveniences, the £3690 KSA-50S
comes (optionally) with a remote
control handset, a typically robust
piece of Krell metalwork which
duplicates the front panel facilities
of switch-on and bias level metering.
The latter relates to Krell's Sustained
Plateau Biasing, said to provide
Almost the
first thing you
read in the
instruction
book is the
statement
that ' All Krell
amplifiers will
drive the
lowest
impedances
with ease'.
This is a
cornerstone of
Krell's design
philosophy,
and is backed
up by the
power output
specification.
Maximum
current
capability is
quoted at 60A

Class A operation with less power
consumption
and
less
heat
generation than fixed-bias Class A
output stages.
In this proprietary Krell arrangement, the incoming signal is
continuously assessed by a section
called the Anticipator circuit, so that
the output stage bias can be set to
the most appropriate one of three
levels. This circuit, Krell points out,
is many times faster than the output
stage itself, and enables all music
signals to come through in Class A
operation. Front-panel LEDs for
each channel indicate the bias level
in use at any time: these may be
switched off if desired, leaving only
the blue power-on LED visible.
If the signal demands are less than
the bias level provides for more than
15-20 seconds, the bias will drop to
the next level.
Should
the
signal-demand
pàrameters reach apoint where the

heatsink temperature reaches about
80° C, the last level of bias will be
disabled automatically. In this
condition, the actual power output
will remain the same, but only part
of it will be Class A, and the bias
indicator LEDs will go out.
Almost the first thing you read in
the instruction book is the statement
that ' All Krell amplifiers will drive
the lowest impedances with ease'.
This acornerstone of Krell's design
philosophy, and is backed up by the
power output specification, which
for the KSA-50 is 50W into 8ohms,
100W into 4 ohms, 200W into 2
ohms and 400W into 1 ohm.
Maximum current capability is
quoted at 60A.
Balanced operation is offered via
XLR sockets, but single-ended
(phono) inputs are also provided.
Most of the listening was done with
asuitable Krell pre-amplifier (KLS)
in balanced mode.
The speaker terminals (only one
pair per channel) are the expected
chunky Krell binding posts. These,
according to the manual, 'will accept
only a spade lug or ring of proper
inner radius. Bare wire, banana lugs
or pins will not work.' You have
been warned.
SOUND QUALITY
The Krell authority comes, Ithink,
from the combination of an
absolutely correct tonal balance,
smoothness and excellent resolution
of detail throughout the range. Add
this to the foundation of the
tremendous bass control and you
have the real Krell hallmark. Starting
with orchestral music, Ifound that 50 >

Ten years on, Krell still
has a '50' model: and
the KSA-50S is very
much in the grand
tradition
by STEVE

HARRIS
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Now you
can buy
your CDs
at dealer's
cost price
As a member of the WSL
Records at Cost Service you can
buy any brand new CD (
subject
to availability) at cost price plus
a small handling charge of
only 50p.
Now you have no need to shop
around for the best discounts.
Here at last clearly stated are
CDs at the ultimate saving —
The Dealer's cost price.
Only WSL — offering a mail
order service for more than 30
years — can offer you such low
cost listening.
So why not see what savings
you really can make by
checking our prices?

Return the coupon or write to us now and
we'll send you full details of the Records
at Cost Service, together with aspecial
promotional membership offer.
Please send me full details of the new Records at Cost
Service. Without obligation ( 1
enclose two first class stamps
for speedy reply).
Name:
Address:

Postcode .
To: Bill Wilson Wilson Stereo Library
PO Box 32 St. Leonards•on•Sea East Sussex TN38 OLJZ
Telephone: (0424) 718254 Fax: (0424) 718262
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SUPERLATIVE IS STANDARD AT RIVERSIDE HIFI
Products stocked:•Apogee • Arcam • Audio Innovations •
•Audiciab • Audio Research • Aura •
•B8W • Bang & Olufsen • Bose • Castle •
•Clow; • Audio • Copland • Denon •
•Exposure • Jadis • Kef • Krell •
•Meridian • Marantz • Martin Logan •
•Michell • Micromega • *Mission •
•Monitor Audio • Musical Fidelity • NAD •
•Nakamichi • Project • Pioneer •
•QED (Systemline) • Quad • Rotel •
•Sonus Faber • Sony • Tannoy • TDL •
•Theta • Totem • Yamaha •
Accessories from: Audioquest, Beyer,
Cabletalk, Harmonix, Jecklin,
Sennheiser, Stax, Transparent,
van den Hut
INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE ON
SELECTED PRODUCTS
Monitor Audio Studio 50
All monitor audio studio series
on permanent demonstration

422 Richmond Road,
East Twickenham
Middlesex TW1 2EB
at the

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

foot of Richmond Bridge

Tel: 081 892 7613
Fax: 081 892 7749

THE SOUND OF THE
21st CENTURY
The Synergy of Boulder
Amplifiers and Alón
Loudspeakers provide
the performance
window of emotional
involvement with
Boulder AMPLIFIERS
music, virtual images
free as the wind come
to life with anatural
three dimensional feel
that truely suggests
live sound sources, so
important for long
term satisfaction and
enjoyment without
fatigue
LOUDSPEAKERS

VIRTUAL REALITY
3-0UND

ifflee

103a Colney Hatch Lane
Muswell Hill, London NIO 1LR
Tel: 081-883 6068 Fax: 081-883 6142
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MISSION
IMPOSSIBLE
Mission is replacing its
celebrated 760i with a
new easy- on- the-pocket
bookshelf speaker. But
does it measure up?
by

ALVIN

GOLD

y

ou may recall acertain 1960s
TV programme about spies.
Every episode began with our
secret agent hero wandering into
some improbable place to find the
concealed tape recorder which would
brief him on his latest secret mission.
Then the tape would promptly selfdestruct.
Well, our assignment this week is
to review Mission's latest brainwave,
the 731 loudspeaker. The 731 is a
replacement for the 760 series
compacts and you could be forgiven
for thinking that Mission needs yet
another budget 2-way like a camel
needs more flies.
You see, Mission's 760 series has
had critical acclaim on a scale
matched only by its commercial
success, and it's adamned hard act
to follow. Yet here it is, with an
price tag identical to the newly
deleted 760i, and with exterior
dimensions almost unaltered.
Cheap it may be; short of
innovation it isn't. There are even
hints of Epos in this model. The
Epos structure uses tie rods to
sandwich the sides, top and bottom,
giving unusual strength, prestressed
to suppress resonances. This sort of
construction would have been out of
the question on cost grounds here,
yet rather than opt for something
simpler but inferior, Mission seems
to have taken the core idea acouple
of steps further. The 731's back
panel is a one-piece mica loaded
polypropylene moulding with six
deep hollow pillars that extend to
the front of the enclosure.
The bass driver is screwed directly
onto four of them, and the moulded
baffle is screwed down onto extra
mounting points on the same four,
and the two free pillars, clamping
the 15mm high density particle
board carcass in between.
The baffle moulding incorporates
an air-flowed reflex port and the
tweeter, so there is only an indirect
physical path between the two
drivers — afoam gasket isolates the
bass driver from the baffle. As well
as holding it all together, the pillars
also help break up internal standing
waves, which probably explains why
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Physically, a
so little polyester fibre damping has
key design aim
been used internally. The system
uses tagged internal wiring and a throughout has
been low
four element first order ( LF and
energy
HF) crossover centred on 3.1 kHz.
storage.
The tweeter is a ` composite'
Acoustically,
dome, inverted to improve time
alignment, and the bass driver is a the 731 is
coated pulp cone, not some kind of said to have
been optimised
plastic, thank goodness. ( Oops,
shouldn't have said that.)
Physically, a key design aim
throughout has been low energy
storage. Acoustically, the 731 is said
to have been optimised for boundary
use, with the customary inverted
drive unit configuration.
But
positioning is by no means critical,
and I would be happy to use it
without boundary reinforcement,
given tall, solid stands.
At least one dealer whose opinion
Itrust (well, she has great pins) tells
me that the 731 doesn't sell through
on demonstration quite as readily as
its predecessors, and this surprises
me not. In fact Ithink Iwas the one
who suggested that this was probably
the case. The 760 in its various
incarnations always had acrisp, taut
delivery that perceptibly underlined
the
transient
leading
edges,
highlighting the rhythms, and
generally giving it a pacey, agile
quality. The new one is less obvious,
but repays extended listening to an

for boundary
use, with the
customary
inverted drive
unit
configuration.
But positioning
is by no
means critical
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even greater
predecessor.

degree

than

its

recordings are properly realized, with
impressive
depth
and
scale,
The 731 has been revoiced — properties critically dependent on
subtly, but enough for you to notice.
good low-frequency reach.
The new tweeter has aslightly softer,
Yet low-frequency pitch is clear
smoother quality, and is better and true: there is no suggestion of
integrated into the midband which low notes being ' pulled', or of any
is expressive, layered and capable of boominess or lack of control around
spacious and realistically scaled resonance. Although it must be said
stereo soundstaging.
that there is aslightly underdamped
And it seems Mission has pushed quality about the entire region below,
the boundaries back elsewhere too.
say, 150Hz. This probably accounts
Only afool would claim that any 6 for the airy openness of the speaker.
litre box can reproduce real bass in
A look at the numbers tell an even
real quantity, but a number,
more impressive story. Even at its
including the 760 series, were worst the bass is no less deep than
capable of so marshalling their low its predecessor. In fact I'd say that
frequency output that you might the new one goes further, and with
never notice what was missing.
less compression; sensitivity is
The 731 builds impressively on
actually up by about 1.5dB to an
this foundation. Output is -6dB at
impressive 89dB ( for an 8 ohm
57Hz anechoically (alittle better in nominal impedance), which is
room), but even the lowest tuned
exceptional for a speaker so small
percussion comes across well,
and apparently unfettered in the LF
acoustic and electric bass don't department.
disappear, and the known acoustics
So there we have it. Once again
used on EMI, Decca and Nimbus an apparently impossible mission

SUPPLIER
Distributor
'Mission Group
Stone Hill
Stukeley Meadows
Huntingdon
PE18 6ED
Telephone
0480 451 777

MAKERS

successfully accomplished, and all to
the strains of catchy music. The 731
is another essential cheapie from
Azima Towers, thoroughly modern
in conception, but with the science
always subservient to the art. And it
sounds unfailingly musical down to
its bottom washer.
The coup de grace is that there are
similarly voiced matching surround
and centre speakers for those who
want to extend the (unshielded) 731
into AN territory.
SPECIFICATIONS

Type
2 way bass reflex, stand/boundary
Sensitivity
89dB/w
Max SPL pair
103dB
Internal volume
6.3 litres
Nominal impedance
8 ohms
Recommended amplifier power 25 - 75 W/channel
Dimensions
315, 69, 79 ( h xw x d) cm
Finish
Black ash vinyl wrap
Price
£ 130
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on the right recordings the Krell
allowed the system to project an
almost perfect sense of scale.
The apparent size of the orchestra
and of individual instruments was
presented with correctness and those
individual
instruments
were
delineated with superb clarity. That
accuracy of scale could really be
appreciated on a piano concerto
recording, where the soloist's
relationship with the orchestra must
be conveyed correctly.
The Krell's ability to help the
listener hear through complex
textures and pick out individual
instruments was also displayed on
modern rock tracks, which also
showed its true dynamic capabilities.
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As with all Krells in my experience,
the KSA-50S just takes things in its
stride. It lends akind of solid quality
to the reproduction that only comes
with real power and control.
Many reviews have tried to
describe the vice-like 'grip' which a
Krell amplifier exerts on the
speakers, but it would not be too
fanciful to say that this is something
that is felt rather than heard.
What you don't hear, in fact, is
the sound of the speaker wilfully
going its own way.
More difficult is the question of

50S, it seems that the classic Krell
toughness, which used to bring with
it a hint of ' character' in the bass
and lower mid, has been tempered
with real refinement, and the sound
is constantly enlivened by that
striking capacity for detail resolution.
And yet there could have been more
feeling of involvement, more sparkle.

CONCLUSION
There are amplifiers (not necessarily
expensive ones) which can evince
more ` bounce' than a Krell, and
there are amplifiers which can sound
whether, perhaps, the typical Krell
more transparent, even if they do not
sound is too ' controlled'. Listening match the Krell with its apparent
to rock or jazz, it seemed at first wealth of detail.
hard to fault the KSA-50S on
There are also tube amps which
rhythm and pace: the music deliver a midrange magic, even
moved
along romance, which seems quite alien to
purposefully, with a the Krell discipline and concept of
wealth of detail,
excellence. If those other virtues
making the listener define your main criteria, the Krell
confident
that range is not for you.
everything on the
But what the KSA-50S does, it
record was coming does superbly. The KSA-50S instills
through.
Tonal confidence; it never runs out of
balance seemed also steam, it really will drive any load
beyond criticism, without complaining, and it will
with the mid and treble sound convincing. While other
balancing that tight, powerful bass.
amplifiers come and go, a Krell is
With recent models like the KSA- still the business.
1/4
"
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The apparent
size of the
orchestra
and of
individual
instruments
was presented
with
correctness
and the
instruments
were
delineated with
superb
clarity
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GAMMA GEMINI
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
This review is about the Gamma
Gemini, but first afew words about
another amplifier. The Linn Intek is
much reviled. Ken Kessler makes
obscene duck-quacking noises to
express its character. Mathew
Thorne describes it as ' dry and
forward'. Steve Harris just shakes his
head like a man who has seen too
much pain in the world.
On my system the Linn machine
sounds
harsh
and
abrasive;
nonetheless, I'm quite fond of it as
an analytical tool. Listening to
beautiful music on this amp is like
driving at night towards a party
through a snowstorm. Despite the
pleasure and mounting excitement,
it's a nerve fraying experience.
Nonetheless, you do feel the
amplifier is shining its headlights into
that snowstorm, revealing things.
Slice the Intek in half down the
middle (and a lot of people would
like to) and you'd have something
of roughly the same dimensions as
a new British integrated called the
Gamma Gemini. The Gamma is a
promisingly heavy and solid piece of
equipment, in your basic hi-fi black.
It has the minimum of features (just
volume control and input selection)
and only three input options.
And now the big surprise. It's a
tube amp. In fact it's quoted as
being a 12W class A zero feedback
fully regulated DC single-ended
triode design.
After the almost painful angular
precision of the Linn the immediate
effect of this new amplifier was
warmth and funkiness. Where the
music previously seemed to be
echoing in a stone walled canyon
now it was emanating from some
lush swamp. Ifelt I'd stumbled into
a smoky dive where a party was in
full swing. The Individualism of Gil
Evans (
Verve Spanish import; 840
836-2) is horn-rimmed jazz at its
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SX-72 which does something never
achieved in the analogue era; it
disposes of the clicks without cutting
lumps out of the music.
The circuit used in the SX-72 was
previously seen in the Marantz Audio
Computer [reviewed by KK in Nov
1991], a ' statement' product. By
contrast, the SX-72 is a simple
singlefunction black box, and costs
£450. Inside, the signal is converted
from analogue to digital and back
again, with detection and removal of
transient noise signals in between.
To use the SX-72, you need an
amplifier with Tape Out (or 'record')
output sockets to supply aline-level
signal for processing. The SX-72
sends the processed signal back to a
spare linelevel amp input. The large
control knob on the SX-72 is used
to set the gain, by ear and by
reference to two LED peak
indicators, high enough to give a
normal output level from the amp,
but not so high as to overload.
The level of click suppression is
set by `up' and 'down' buttons: an
LED indicates the direction of
change and stops when the extreme
position is reached.
The first thing to note about the
SX-72 is that its ADC/DAC chain
is transparent, or at least transparent
enough. The next thing is that it
actually
works.
Scratch-type
transients are detected and removed,
the threshold being set by the
control, without affecting the
frequency range
or main dynamics
of the
music.
Putting my stylus
at risk, Itried the
SX-72
on
a
couple of absurdly
damaged
discs
which
should
have gone back to
the charity shop
pentode rather than triode design. whence they came, and discovered
that really deep gouges could not be
Point taken, Mohammed.
The Gemini offers a small completely concealed by the SX-72:
footprint with adifficult to beat price it would remove the higher-frequency
if you want to sample the single content but leave audible the lowerended triode experience. And it will frequency, turning aloud crack into
never make you feel like you're a sort of smeary crunch. With
suppression turned up to max and
driving through asnow storm.
filter on, the SX-72 could make a
Andrew Cartmel
really appallingly troddenon record
sound acceptable from the noise
MARANTZ SX-72 CLICK
point of view, but the sound quality
SUPPRESSOR
Like women who forget the pain of became thicker and duller to the
childbirth and remember only the point whether you wondered if it was
worth listening to.
joy of motherhood, analogue
So there are limits. The SX-72
nostalgists forget the pain of
cannot do much for ` noisy' LPs,
scratches, clicks and pops. But
those which have been run with a
revisiting an analogue treasure from
your dusty LP collection may bring wet cleaner, chiselled by adamaged
stylus or otherwise maltreated in
anasty shock: surely that ' clickclicktheir youth. It can do nothing at all
click' wasn't there last time?
But thanks to digital technology for the distortion on peaks for
grooves damaged by mistracking.
and Marantz, we now have the

finest. On the Gemini tube amp
Harry Lookovsky's violin solo on
'Concorde' was no longer presented
with the pinpoint soundstaging of
the Linn but suddenly it had soul. I
wasn't so sure about where the
musicians were standing but
suddenly Ihad aclearer idea of what
they were feeling.
How the hell did Gamma's
Mohammed Bhatti (and his designer
Ellis Brown) pack a bunch of
beautiful GEC valves (two 6BX7s
and three 5687s) into the trim
confines of the Gemini? Here's
lateral thinking for you: the tubes
are mounted sideways, like cigars in
abox. Thus the Gamma Gemini is
bound to appeal to anyone who is
attracted by valves but is put off by
the thought that the amplifiers are
invariably the size of the Russian
tank. On the other hand, these
tightly packed valves do tend to run
a little hot and I couldn't help
wondering if this might reduce the
lifespan of the components.
The Gemini retails for £700,
which Ifelt was abit steep (if it was
£00 I'd consider it something of a
bargain). But Mohammed stresses
that it only costs £ 15 to completely
revalve the amp and also claims that
there is no remotely similar amplifier
anywhere in this price range. So
while the Audio Note Oto SE for
instance is a clearly superior
performer, it does cost £ 1150 (in
the line only configuration) and is a
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Single Ended
Single ended valve mono block power
amplifiers
KT66

£350.00/pair

KT88

£528.75/pair

Valve phono stage MM
-line level only -

£179.00

Valve pre-amplifiers
4* Line level inputs

£243.00

4* Line & MM Phono

£364.00

All units are fully assembled and tested.
Prices include Delivery and VAT

ELVINS DIAMOND I
NEW ... Diamond shaped crystal clear Big sound
deep bass line ... Bright and life like sound ...
Even from the smallest one ... Home trial or no
trial this must be done ... Better price better
design ... Registered design 1994...

2 week money back guarantee
SAE for data sheets

F & S Trading
31 Brooks Road
Sutton Coldfield
West Midlands B72 1HP
Tel: 021-321-3357

For free full colour brochure. Price ksts and news letters

one: 0181 986 845
Elvins Acoustic Technology
12 Brett Road, London.
E8

Definitive Audio Nottingham
Import/Export Tel/Fax: + 44 ( 0)602 813562
Mobile: 0831 726289
,rom last time buyer to seasoned audiophile from budget system to the very high end, definitive audio has always provided
bosh °sorting solutions to the tradrhonal problems of domestic audio

Specialising in low power valve ampliticabon and high sensrbvity loudspeakers. dehnibve audio has, in comunction yeth maear
manufacturers. introduced ground breaking products born £400 fo £ l4
expert and informed guidance phone 0602 813562 Monday-Saturday 9.30-7 00
Agencles include Wade. Micromega. Monarchy, Voyd, Systemdek, Townshend. Homing, Lowther. Vrtavox. Living Voice Bonder
Patrol, Audio Innovations, Impulse, Dak,SME, EMT, Pioneer and other selected brands
Second Hand Goods For Sale
sDenotes lull warranty, carnage extra

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES

Krell ERS 200 power affip Breference pre amp
very unusual opportunity
Tenney Arden Sluelo Monitors 05' Dual
COncentnc 913 dELAY)
sliming Agana) - ex dern
end All Mahogany
Malta 6Iniagrated
IISME b Ando Nole Sew Wnng Harness)
OVoyd 5Reference Oak

Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec, Harmonix,
Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo, Transparent
Van den Hul. VVBT and others
. . . the RIGHT cables
. . in YOUR system
. . . for YOUR ears
. . in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)

CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 081 348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 081-341 9368

Gauss 1502 HE Bullet Tweeter (Pas) 110 (13AV

Pee

RRe

Acousk Energy AEll Rosewood Perfect £650 f1100
eVoyd Vales Mahogany
f650 £960
MK/omega Leader as new
f350 £700
Mudo Inravatons S1000 Pre
£750 £ 1350
Mode Innovabons 5503
£550 £ 1000
rxe (Aran Innovahons SEPOC
f250 £ 50
£5000
Mu& Innovations SW) MCT
1150
f200
f3850
Pnk Tnarole Pil/RB300 as new
MO £850
£ 1555
Krell Pamt Dual Mono pre amp
£850 £
2600
£3600 'Impulse H6 Oali-ex dern
£950 £ 1350

POA f25.000
f1000
0506
f1900
£2500
£950
£2300

f300 £460

Arcam Alpha 5

150E £450

towner dilue unos P1.46. P117, PM2, Pb.44, tal available from stock. Drawings tor all vintage and contempory Lowther designs
ncluding Mini Accosta, TPI and Audio Vector ( including Audio Vector Auditonuml
Vgavox pressure drrvers, cone drivers and Flom dispersive units available from stock
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The Lumley Reference 2is a
statement in loudspeaker design and
will represent areference point for
many years to come.
e—,ss

Compare & Contrast
only at Heatherdale Audio

202 Findon Valley, Worthing,
Sussex BN14 OEJ.

Tel: 0903

872288 or 0860 660001 after hours. Fax: 0903 872234
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Colloms's exhaustive October 1994
review of the Wilson X-1 Grand
SLAMM. Subsequently, I got a
chance to hear the X-1 at aspecial
presentation given by Wilson Audio
staff in the large and comfortable
listening of Ricardo Franassovici, the
UK distributor for Wilson Audio. I
was intrigued to find that the speaker
sounded even better in some ways
than it had done at MC's.
Listening down the room's long
axis allows a listening distance of
around 4m. The speakers were at
least 2m clear of the rear wall, and
at least 1.5 clear of the sides. The
room is irregular and most of the
reflective surfaces are well broken
up. Overall, it has afairly dead but
very comfortable acoustic.
Listening to the X-1 s (with allKrell electronics) Iwas impressed.
There was an even greater sense of
space, an even ` freer' quality to mid
and treble, and that sense of
potentially unlimited bass extension
MORE ON THE WILSON
which is taken for granted in real life
X-1 GRAND SLAMM
Last month's review of the new but is so rare in hi-fi.
The X-1 has aremarkable ability
Wilson System V speaker (which
effectively replaces the WATT to make you forget the room you are
3/Puppy
2)
followed
Martin in. When a rock track was played

And it cannot make abadly-cut fake
stereo reissue sound like a proper
record. But the nerve-wrenching
small clicks and scratches that were
the bane and pain of LP listening
will be miraculously wiped away.
Steve Harris

The Wilson
method of
setting- up is
not based on
any sort of
mumbo-jumbo.
It really is
straightforward
but requires a
lot of care

SUPPLIER

Absolute Sounds Ltd,
58 Durham Road,
London SII720 ODE
Telephone:aid
Tohewn
0181-947

really loudly Ifelt the floor shaking
and realised that it was only the
physical sensation coming through
my feet which made me aware of the
room at all. Mark Goldman of
Wilson said that the set-up
procedure aimed at getting the room
out of the equation, and the
demonstration showed that this really
is possible with the X-1. Even when
playing loud the sound was
completely free of the usual
colouring effects created by speakerroom interaction. This room was a
sympathetic one: but Ithink that the
Wilson approach will get the best
out of most listening environments.
The Wilson method of setting-up
is not based on any sort of mumbojumbo. It really is straightforward,
but requires alot of care. Basically,
you find out how the room is
behaving by listening to it (using a
helper's voice). At the risk of turning
this magazine into HiFi News &
Wilson Audio Review, we intend to
publish the complete Wilson set-up
guide next month. It will be useful
for owners of almost every kind of
speaker. Not just $60,000 ones.
Steve Harris

sidelines

R

egular readers will know of my
interest in using the stereo
`difference-signal' to enhance
ambient spaciousness via rearmounted speakers. This is the
so-called Hafler system, first
proposed by David Hailer 25 years
ago. My reference to it last June
included a passing remark about a
tendency for the forward image to
be disturbed by premature arrival of
the rear sounds. I've now been asked
how this can happen, since the rear
signal
comprises
reverberant
components which are by definition
already delayed.
The answer is that if this signal
represented only such data there
would be no difficulty. But despite
an impression to that effect conveyed
by some audio writers, it doesn't.
The difference-signal is simply a
measure of the ongoing L/R voltage
differential, which is primarily a
reflection of frontal image placement.
This is why its reproduction to the
rear can confuse that image, by
stretching
or
defocusing
it,
depending on the polarity and
proximity of the Haller speakers in
relation to the frontal pair.
True, any signal datum which is
time-delayed
or
phase-shifted
between channels will generate its
own voltage difference, but such
components are frequently little more
than incidental adornments on
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waveforms representing the in-phase
frontal signal.
One paradoxical consequence is
that the perfect stereo programme
for Hafler-style enhancement is a
mere solo instrument set centrally
within areverberant acoustic. Being
in effect a mono source, this
produces no direct L/R amplitude
differential, so the difference-signal
can be allowed full spatial play
without upsetting the frontal image.
This is the one case where that
signal
does
indeed
comprise
untrammelled reverberance; but as
soon as sources move out from
centre- stage they start generating
voltages which eventually dominate
the ambient elements, reducing the
Hafler system's potential.
The term 'ambience' is used here
as ablanket expression covering not
only the natural hall reflections, but
also all the time/phase artefacts
arising from the huge variety of
microphone placings and mixing
arrangements
employed,
with
artificial reverb sometimes thrown in
for good measure.
This quasi-reverberant mix may or
may not blend convincingly with the
venue's own acoustic, but it becomes
an inseparable part of it for Haflerian
purposes. Judged subjectively, the
net useful out-of-phase data is very
unpredictable, as is interaction with
the frontal image in situations (such

as mine) where it isn't possible to
place the rear speakers further away
than the front ones.
I've opted for a phasing regime
which stretches the forward image
laterally rather than dilutes it, but
this is purely amatter of taste.
In any event, while recordings,
systems and listeners produce varying
reactions to the Haller treatment, the
day may come when by some
cunning digital trickery the timedependent IJR differences become
separable from the purely amplitude
ones, and thus be available for an
idealized super-Hafler scheme.
But until then, and in the absence
of amenable domestic geography or
use of atime-delay facility, one ploy
is to confine any difference-signal
activities to below about 1kHz,
where most ambient warmth resides
and stereo dilution is much less
troublesome.
The Fried dual-coil cross-fed LS
arrangement
mentioned
in
September does this,
adding
spaciousness
without
actually
resorting
to
rear
speakers.
Incidentally, Iomitted to explain
then that this scheme is the
brainchild of veteran US audio buff
Charles McShane, whose invention
is known as MARS (McShane
Ambience Retrieval System) and
may soon turn up in the UK.
John Crabbe

One
paradoxical
consequence
is that the
perfect stereo
programme for
Hafler-style
enhancement
is a mere solo
instrument
set centrally
within a
reverberant
acoustic
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II

n case you haven't been following
this series, the objective is to
evolve a system by swapping
components, with the aim at
exploring the concept of system
synergy.
Until now the emphasis has been
on the interaction between the core
components of CD based systems,
namely CD players, amps and
loudspeakers. This month the net is
widened to include the listening
room,
by
trying
out
three
loudspeakers which ' drive' the room
in radically different ways.
First of the three is the two-way
rear-vented Ruark Equinox, which
comes with integrated pedestal
stands-cum-crossover.
Although
relatively compact, this is a high
grade system, easily the most
expensive per unit volume in the
Ruark range. As you'd expect, it
conforms to the approximately
cardoid midband polar response of
atypical box speaker.

Under
consideration
here is the
way these
speakers take
advantage of,
or are
hampered by,
the listening
room and the
crucial role
this plays in
the performance of the
system

Three classy
contenders are (seen
on this page) Ruark
Equinox, Martin
Logan Stylos (above
right): (far tight)
Shahinian Arc
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Next up is the Arc, an 'entry level'
model from New York based
Shaninian. A three way floor
standing system, the Arc has anear
omni-directional radiation pattern
with some forward bias (actually the
aim is to approximate the polar
behaviour of musical instruments,
which begs a question — which
instrument?). Three actively driven
bass units are sited behind the
angled top baffle cover, and alarge

THREE WAY
CONTEST
Spending more on

acoustics are fixed by the room
dimensions, and there is rarely more

speakers could mean

than limited scope for acoustic
treatment, partly because domestic
rooms are typically overdamped
when normally furnished.
The subject under consideration
here is the way these three speakers
take advantage of, or are hampered
by, the listening room and the
crucial role this plays in the
performance of the system.
So, what happened? Well, the
Ruark is more position critical than
the Shaninian, and less so than the
Martin-Logan. It likes to be used
well clear of the side and rear walls,
and toed in. It rewards the user with
a clearly defined area where good
stereo is obtainable, which has

more than upgrading
your image
by ALVIN

GOLD

Wilson special: it was simply its
rightness. It made the music Iwas
listening to sound as it should, which
had the unfortunate side effect of
highlighting the wrongness of
everything that followed.
It even made me reassess some of
the things Ithought Iknew about
familiar products — products like
the Shaninian Arc and the Ruark
Equinox. Now Iknow what you're

thinking, and most of all Iknow
what the manufacturers of these two
products are thinking: how dare I
passive ABR is fitted in the back.
talk about their £ 1000-£2000 or
Finally, we have the Martin-Logan
even £ 3000 efforts in the same
Stylos, atall, slender hybrid, with a breath as the £ 65,000 Grand
30 degree curved ELS diaphragm
SLAMM?
operating above 700Hz, and a
The answer of course is that this
dynamic bass driver to fill in below.
rightness is not strictly
Unlike most dipoles (and most
price linked.
Other
panels and most electrostatics for products which in their
that matter) this is a boundary
own way are just as
design, primarily intended for use
right include Mission
bolted to, or even built into awall.
731
speakers,
the
Of this trio, only the Ruark is
original UK designed
equipped for biamping, and being
Pioneer A400 (now
electrostatic, the Stylos sips electricity
something of a cult hit
abstemiously.
in Japan)
and the

Because amplifier matching was
not the main point of the exercise,
I stuck mainly to the Electrocompaniet pre/power amp previously
described [
HFNIRR, Dec 1994],
though Ialso used another two box
amplifier from Copland that Ihope
to introduce to this series in the not
too distant future. Signal source was
the Pioneer PD-95 CD player.
There was one hiccup. Listening
started only about couple of weeks
after an earballing session with the
Wilson Audio Grand SLAMM, the
rightness of which was still ringing
in my ears, just as agreat concert
can linger in the imagination. It
wasn't polish, sophistication, niceness
or definition or any other such
definable quantity that make the

considerable depth and is wide
enough at typical ranges to give
acceptable stereo for two or three
listeners abreast, sitting or even
standing. The Equinox has a
consistent
and
articulate
presentation, with agenerally neutral
tonal balance (there is just ahint of
shelving down of output above 2k1-[z
or so) and on the whole this is a
genuinely classy act. This said, and

Nakamichi Dragon. Of
course their version of
rightness
is
more
limited; respectively by
bandwidth, by dynamic
range and by the nature
of the medium. The
Grand
SLAMM
is
'right' with the stops
pulled out.
As Martin Logan
points out, the room is
part of the system in its
own right, and therefore
entitled to the same
kind of consideration
you would lavish on
any
other
system
component. Of course,
the major features of the
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although it has greater abilities
overall, the Equinox seems to me to
lack the exquisite balance of the
Templar. It had flaws, sometimes
manifesting as a coarseness with
speech sibilants, and at others as a
suggestion of muddle with complex,
high energy material.
The Shahinian is different.
Notionally best used clear of
obstructions, no attempt appears to
have been made to extend the bass,
and the knee of the bass curve
probably lies around 70-80Hz, which
is bookshelf speaker territory. On
paper acase could be made to push
the Arc towards the back wall, but
Ifound that this didn't work out
very successfully in practice, as it

The Shahinian
is different.
Notionally best
used clear of
obstructions,
na attempt
appears to
have been
made to
extend the
bass, and the
knee of the
bass curve
probably lies
around
70-80Hz

tended to exaggerate the slightly
undamped bass and it made the
system sound alittle shut in.
The Arc's stereo soundstaging is
totally individual. It doesn't image
quite as sharply as the others.
Central voices spread laterally, and
the soundstage is slight defocused.
However the Arc manages to
combine two usually irreconcilable
and attractive qualities: it sounds
open, airy and spacious, and at the
same
times
has
an
almost
architectural solidity that neither of
the other possessed. It has the ability
to construct a soundstage that is
coherent
and
integrated,
yet
completely independent of the
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ungainly,

though

the

almost

voluptuous bass was under better
control.
In both rooms, Icame up with a
compromise optimum distance to
the wall of about 15cm, and an
optimum orientation, where the
forward axes intersect just behind
the listening seat. The Stylos
provides by far the best defined
stereo of the three, with razor sharp
vocal and instrumental positioning,
and atremendous illusion of depth
(though most of it was forward of
the plane of the speakers). But the
effect is hugely dependent on where
you sit; this is ahot seat loudspeaker
par excellence.
Conclusions? The Martin Logan
Stylos, with the largest radiating area,
left me with the unmistakable feeling
that it was really stirring and driving
the air, projecting a sense of ease
and grace at high volume levels that
is probably completely out of tine
with its actual linearity, and a
presence at low levels the others
couldn't touch.
A boundary design, the Stylos is
also critically dependent on setting
up — I'd recommend amicroscope
and callipers to do the job properly.
The Ruark Equinox, which is a
closer to being apoint source, is a
classy but flawed design which lacks
the physical presence of the Martin
Logan. Finally, the neo-omni
Shaninian Arc doesn't have ability
to image with the precision of either
of the others, and it suffers
bandwidth and coloration problems,
but in common with other omnis
over the years, from Sonab to
Canon, there is an engaging airiness
and a surprising lack of fussiness
about choice of rooms.
LOUDSPEAKER UPGRADES
PRICE

PRODUCT
Martin Logan

Ruark Equinox
Shahinian Arc

Stylos

£2495
£750
£
675

worked in my two
rooms however was
interesting. Placing the
speaker with its back
or side to the wall (it
doesn't really matter
which — Iplaced it at
the sides of the room
in my long, narrow
room and backed up
to the wall in my
normally proportioned
room), the mid and
top
snapped
into
focus. Used a meter
away from the wall the
midband sounded more
coloured and slightly

acoustic confines of the room. To
an extent not really apparent with
any of the others, the Arc expands
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the confines of the space it
calls home.
Here is a speaker that
doesn't so much work hand in
hand with the room acoustics
as push them aside. It
sounded extremely consistent
in two different listening areas,
one long and narrow, the
other a typical medium size
room, and was easily the most
comfortable of the three in the
smaller room. The downside
is a lightness of touch in the
bass that makes full blooded
orchestral recordings seem
anaemic in the bass region,
though it remains unusually
good in the midband. It is
also badly let down by a
coarseness in the lower treble,
acolouration that makes many
instruments sound papery.
It is the Martin-Logan that
has the greatest dependency
on the listening room — and
the rest of the system.
Although designed as the
budget Martin-Logan, this is
still a 4 ohm speaker with a
minimum impedance of 2
ohms at 20kHz, and with
sensitivity apparently rather
lower than the specified 88dB/w/mtr.
This said, it matched the test
amplifiers well, giving excellent
results with the Electrocompanient
system, which grows in stature in my
perception each time Iuse it. It was
the speaker that ran out of
headroom first. On the other hand,
the line source electrostatic panel
barely interacts with the floor or
ceiling. It also ' throws' well, giving
an immediate, close sound from
surprisingly long listening distances.
It can also sound overpowering in
smaller rooms
The Stylos is a bold, punchy
design,
with
an
exquisite
transparency, and a subtelty and
expressiveness in the upper midband
that leaves any box speaker (short of
a Wilson) dead in the water.
The way the Stylos
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igh-end audio is at its most
critical juncture: the influx of
low-cost home-cinema products and down-market economic
pressures are at work, while the
broadcasting
and
telecommunications authorities have an eye to
cost of delivery.
Even companies which one might
consider 'hi-fi' are providing digital
technology which actually lowers
performance. There is also athreat
from multi-media and digital video
on CD, carrying data compressed
audio. The promise of a medium
that simultaneously encodes video
and sound, although attractive within
its market sphere, represents data
reduction by the back door; and if

It is time to
advance the
debate, in
order to lobby
the relevant
industrial
forces. Iwant
to present a
vision of digital
audio
uncompromised
by either a
data bottleneck
or an unhealthy
preoccupation
with data
reduction

it becomes commonplace in the
popular music arena, it means a
freezing of sound quality standards
with a commercial inertia that will
be impossible to resist.
The industry has powerful
lobbyists who are advocating data
compressed surround sound, using
for example Dolby AC3 code at
typically 384kbits/s. This will shortly
find its way on to Laserdisc,
replacing one analogue FM carrier.
Yes, you read that correctly, one
analogue channel; sacrificing two
analogue channels could have
achieved asignificantly higher data
rate with less compromise, but ...
Such schemes as Dolby AC3 may
be fine for the movie industry, and
in that sense represent a genuine
advance. But there will also be forces
to move this technology towards
high- end and this I believe is
unwelcome, especially if there is
resistance against higher bit rates.
So how should high-end respond?
There is no doubt that present day
high-end audio remains dominated
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ith buried data channel.

DIGITAL
FRONTIERS
A return from the
abyss: if pure audio is
to have a future, we
need a no- compromise
data format
by MALCOLM HAWKSFORD

by analogue systems and that digital
has yet to fully assert itself as the
definitive
route
to
ultimate
performance. Nevertheless, Ipredict
this will change, as the intelligent
applications of digital technology and
refinements in system design will
eventually win the day. This category
of signal processing should not be
confused with the sound effect
processes found in most home
cinema products which are often
limited by low resolution digital
processing. To add to the confusion,
the well established acronym DSP
to abbreviate digital signal processing
has been adapted to digital soundfield
processing.
THE ACOUSTIC RENAISSANCE FOR
AUDIO
It is sobering to note that as early as
1986, Hiro Negishi of Canon
recognised the value of DSP in
active loudspeaker systems. Canon
financed the development of adigital
loudspeaker
system
at
Essex
University; and Dr Richard Bews
(now running LFD Audio) and
myself were invited to demonstrate
the system at the Canon Research
Centre in Tokyo. Now, Negishi is
again taking alead in the evolution
of audio and has proposed a UK
movement called The Acoustic
Renaissance for Audio (ARA). ARA
is to act as acatalyst to promote and
encourage, amongst manufacturers
and research institutes, the next
evolution in audio.
In this article, and as my
contribution to the ARA movement,
Ishall outline aproposal to extend
the performance boundary of highend equipment so as to offer genuine
improvements in sound quality that

will not be bit limited. This proposal
is not necessarily original as Iam
sure others will be similarly
motivated. However, it is time to
advance the debate, in order to
lobby the relevant industrial forces.
Iwant to present avision of digital
audio uncompromised by either a
data bottleneck or an unhealthy
preoccupation with data reduction.
But first let us briefly review some
alternative schemes, which may be
of relevance to an advanced system
within ARA, and to illustrate some
potential system incompatibilities.
NOISE SHAPING
Now gaining favour is the use of
noise shaping' to improve subjective
dynamic
range,
by
shaping
quantization
noise
against
a
psychoacoustic metric. The basic
scheme is shown in Fig 1, where the
spectral
noise
is
shaped
to
approximate
to
our
hearing
sensitivity at typically the 15 phon
level. This technique is already
popular and is supported by a
number of recording companies
including Sony ( alias Super- Bit
Mapping, SBM).
Basically, a uniform quantizer is
enclosed in an error-feedback loop
(rather like distortion correction
circuits proposed for analogue power
amplifiers 2). The feedback loop
modifies the spectral distribution of
the quantization noise so that the
noise power is minimised in the
region where the ear is most
sensitive, but increased in level in
regions where the ear has low
sensitivity to low-level signals. This
technique can be used either to
extend the dynamic range of a 16bit system, or to allow truncation of
the number of bits from 16 to say
13 or 14 where, by using noise
shaping as shown in Fig 2, a
subjective performance close to 16bit uniform quantization (without
noise shaping) is re-established. The
truncated bits constitute buried data'
and must be pre-coded by apseudorandom sequence to make them
sound like added noise, since a
standard CD player replays all 16
bits. The least significant 2 or 3bits
in the data stream form a buried
data channel, where the buried data
because of its random statistics
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FUTURE FORMATS
that recording density on CD can be
increased probably by four to eight
times in the medium term once the
technology of blue laser is developed
and, in the near term, by more
modest shorter-wavelength lasers'.
Most listeners would agree that one
hour is adequate for a single disc
and that longer times offer little
advantage for the serious listener.
Anyway, the use of buffer memories
and multi-disc technology allows a
seamless transition between discs.
Even if blue laser technology is
problematic, IBM in the USA has
reported progress with multi-layer
CD technology which could offer a
recording density increased maybe
ten times. Itherefore predict that

simultaneously functions as a
subtractive dither. The CD player
replays all 16 bits in the normal way,
but the lower 2 or 3 bits are
channelled to a decoder to extract
the buried data.
By using appropriate coding,
buried data can be used to enhance
performance and yet the data
remains
compatible with the
standard CD format, although the
dynamic range is compromised
compared with anoise-shaped 16 bit
system The proponents' of this
system cite applications that include:
audio
bandwidth
extension
(>221cHz); dynamic range extension;
encoding
of
surround-sound
information; auxiliary data channel
for information; and graphical data.
The
argument
favouring
bandwidth extension using buried
data is that the additional ultrasonic
information requires relatively crude
coding due to both the low energy
and low audible significance given
to this data.
Ironically, such techniques are
moving closer to those achieved in
data reduction schemes and therefore
should be questioned within the
framework of high-end aspirations.
Effectively, when purchasing a CD
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What does the future
hold? Pioneer's
double-speed 96kHz
DAT (above) is one
small pointer to
future possibilities.
Optical disc
developments will
provide ample data
storage

laser disc storage capacity could
increase 50 to 100 times in the next
ten years and will be driven by the
energetic forces at the heart of the
computer
industry.
If
such
predictions are true, data reduction
for high-quality audio is simply
unnecessary. Period. The choice will
it would contain 16-bit numbers, but
the information within the main
be between the highest standards of
recording quality or having for
stereo signal would be compromised,
although additional data would be
example, the whole of Beethoven's
work on asingle disc, but... Would
available from the buried data
you purchase arecording that had
channel, which cunningly manibeen contaminated by data reduction
pulates the balance of performance.
when ano-compromise alternative
Iam sure that we shall see such
exists with options of surround
systems in the future using buried
data technology, as there is a replay? For high-end audio, you
should not have to waste your time
commercial
rationale.
It
is
considering whether claims for in
understood
that
the
Pacific
audibility of a data reduction
Microsonics in the USA uses some
algorithm are valid.
form of buried data in its HDCD
It is time for the high-end industry
system, which promises performance
to contemplate its destiny by
enhancement both in subjective
defining aset of parameters that go
dynamic range and bandwidth
significantly beyond those considered
extension.
Sample
HDCD
theoretically adequate. Of course CD
recordings which Ihave auditioned
data handling compatibility must
(without decoding the extra data)
remain; but the primary source must
are of above average quality and this
be of superlative quality. The main
technology clearly offers one route
features of my proposal are as
forward, though currently restricted
follows:
to two channels.
A problem with any buried data
• Data structure on disc to be
system is that if signal processing is
configurable under program control
performed prior to decoding, then
(stored as a header file on disc)
the buried data is irreversibly lost.
allowing an exchange between number
Although this can be overcome by
of channels, number of bits per channel
using appropriate decoding prior to
and sampling rate.
signal processing, it still may be an
• Each channel to be sampled at a
Achilles heel.
minimum of 96kHz (twice the current
Such systems are compromised:
there will always be questions over professional sampling rate; some master
recorders already operate at this rate).
encoding
artefacts,
depending
• Multi-channel format, where
whether dither is correctly used or
the subjective effects of the coding program code residing on disc assigns
the number of channels (possibly up to
algorithms, or ultimately, whether
six) enabling a compromise between
the psychoacoustic models are
playing time and spatial resolution and
adequate and universal.
recording type.
• Surround encoding to be
A NO-COMPROMISE PROPOSAL
hierarchical to simplify compatibility
The proposal for a new high- end
with varying loudspeaker arrays.
digital storage medium is more
• Transparent data compression' w
radical, as Ibelieve that there should
be part of specification to exploit
be no compromise imposed by
redundancy, but designed to guarantee 106 >
encoding algorithms. It recognises
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The Pan Yu midi,
market (right) and
(below) a view of
Canton's Pearl River

CHINESE
WHISPERS
Golden Hoi Yan
Electrical Plaza
(below) and
delivering TVs via
pushbike (bottom)

M

arco Polo I'm not, so don't
expect tales of opium dens,
rice paddies and roasted
Shar-Pei. China, as you'll see, is
poised to enter the 20th, if not quite
the 21st Century, and with 1.3
billion toy-hungry citizens, it's going
to be amarket like no other.
My reason for visiting Guangzhou
(Canton) was to attend the
Guangdong International
Radio Music Festival ' 94.
This
is
China's
first
mainstream hi-fi show and
— like its name implies —
truly
international.
It
attracted enough different
foreign and local manufacturers and
distributors to fill four floors and just
under 100 rooms, including afloor
just for software sales. To put that
into perspective, the room-count was
only a shade less than that of our
own Ramada Show or, say, a
specialist-hi-fi hotel at a Consumer
Electronics Show in the USA.
Now, bear in mind, too, that the
Guangdong show consisted entirely
of hi-fi exhibitors with but a
smattering of home cinema!karaoke
displays: no cordless
phones,
no
Nintendo,
no
ghetto-blasters, no
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As a vast new market
opens up, mainland
China holds its first
mainstream hi-fi show

by

KEN

KESSLER

when I ufacturers, one from Switzerland, a
the numbers — do not
couple of Yanks. As for the rest,
that this was simply a their sheer conceit will cost them
equivalent of Live ' 94 to
dearly, for the Chinese customers
the size of the throngs.
are going to be captured on afirstit was a pure hi-fi show...
come-first-served basis. And let me
and it attracted over 100,000 visitors.
tell you: these people appreciate the
No trade, no dealers, but members
personal touch. Hey, even I was
of the public. One estimate even put
interviewed by radio and television.
In -Lar, no computers. So --

tell you
imagine
Chinese
explain
Instead,

the number at 180,000 and I'm
tempted to believe it: Ihaven't seen
crowds this size at any pure opento-the-public audio event. It was —
how to put it? — enlightening.
Sadly, the arrogance of Westerners
meant that the number of foreign
manufacturers supporting the show
with their presence could be counted
on two hands: four or five
from the UK, three
from France, one or
two German man-

And you can imagine how they went
ga-ga over Harbeth's Alan Shaw,
who speaks Mandarin. (Which,
incidentally, he used to get me into
trouble in an, er, escort' karaokedisco overpopulated with gorgeous
20-year-old nymphets. Ahem.)
While language proved not to be
a problem — there was always
somebody within earshot who could
translate — it must be said that the
Chinese audiophile has a long way
to go if he or she is not to be ripped
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SHOW REPORT
There are authentic
local brands (left)
but see if you can
spot the counterfeit
Aiwa kit nestling
among the genuine
article (below)

off by bad system combinations or,
worse, completely bogus equipment.
Iwent to the wholesale and retail
equivalents of the Tottenham Court
Road and was staggered by the
profusion of parallel imports, sans
guarantee of course, and the outright
fakes... just like pseudo-Rolexes and
faux Benetton.
Pan Yu's hi-fi district consists of
acouple of roads lined with shops,
ranging from legitimate retailers
selling high-end gear ( including
American products you can't even
buy in the UK) to shabbier
operations filled with what looks like
the unsaleable leftovers of Hong
Kong. Hell, Isaw Infinity speakers
made back in the days of Arnie
Nudell being sold as brand-new, and
Japanese and British electronics so
old that they didn't even have inputs
marked ' CD'. On the other hand,
the kosher stuff included floor-toceiling stacks of TV sets and
laserdisc players for the vast karaoke
market as well as imported tube
gear, electrostatic speakers — you
name it, it's in China.
Why so much karaoke? It was
explained
to
me
thus:
the
government is still nervous about
imported films and music, but
karaoke A/V discs featuring approved
Chinese performers are OK. So in a
sense it's one of the few forms of
entertainment
available
on
a
completely hassle-free basis. And it's
even led to the aforementioned
karaoke-disco
hybrid,
called
`karadisco' for short.
Anyway, Pan Yu's 350 shops shift
in excess of 2,000,000 Hong Kong
dollars worth of gear, day in and day
out —
that's
approximately
£170,000 worth at wholesale prices.
Or over £50,000,000 per annum just
on these two streets. Push-bikes
deliver TV sets by the dozen, there
are massive pro-calibre PA systems
all over the place, JBL has alock on
whole market segments, the Japanese
are there en masse; the place hums,
literally and figuratively.
Brand new is the Golden Hoi Yan
Electrical Plaza, amodern, two-story
collection of shops ranging from
completely kosher, truly high- end
establishments to seedier outfits
selling cheap knock-offs. In the
latter, ' Aiwa' becomes ` Anwa',
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proper single speaker demonstration.
But back to the show. Because I
always work my way from the top of
the hotel downward, in a spiral so
to speak, Ireached the software floor
'Sony' becomes ` Suny', 'Technics'
becomes ` Tenoaics'. Ieven saw a last. My biggest mistake: One
rip-off of aB&W speaker, of amodel exhibitor had cases of Russian and
which doesn't actually exist in B&W American LPs — still sealed — for
60p each, up to around apound. By
form. But it was also explained to
me just how these obvious surrogates the time Igot there, on the second
can exist, and not just because of day, there were only four boxes left,
price (for instance, £380 for apair but Imanaged to find ahandful of
of pseudo B&W 800s). Think about titles for under £4. (Shrink-wrapped
it: if you were shown two Chinese Herman's Hermits! Rick James!
products and only one character was
Squeeze!) The CD selection did little
changed in the Chinese name, would for me, and not just because of the
you know which was genuine and UK-like prices. The selections on
offer seemed to consist of only
which was afake?
Well, English letters look just as three or four genres: classical,
alien to the Chinese who don't read soundtracks, audiophilia and
English, so that the alteration from Chinese pop, none of which do
'Sony' to ` Suny' is easy to miss. Alas, anything for me other than
intellectual property still seems to be loosen my sphincter.
Tell alie: even this show in
too abstract a concept for many in
far-flung China yielded demo
the Far East.
More encouraging were the new favourites which Idid take
wave high- end shops. Encore home along with a tea set
Electrical, which distributes Harbeth, and some snake-bile cough
syrup, including the free CD
Restek, Proton and others, had
shops in both Pan Yu and Golden 'given to all visitors, with
Hoi Yan and were in the middle of tracks from the Chesky,
building ahigh-end listening room RCA, Teldec and EMI
at Hoi Yan during my visit. As well catalogues, among others.
But the real find was agold
as traditional selling methods,
meaning a comparator controlling CD by a (Hong Kong)
Chinese pop songstress whose
fifty or more pairs of speakers,
Encore
had
lush
showrooms name was given to me solely
designed to sell top-flight kit with as 'Miss Ng' because Icouldn't
pronounce it if Itried and the
disc, despite being a Columbia
release, didn't bear her name in
English.
If you want this
absolutely gorgeous sonic
spectacular, find some clever
shop specialising in Hong
Kong releases, who should
order it from Sony Hong
Kong as no. SMLT6038 9 in
the Sony Super Gold CD

Send in the clones:
imitation Technics
products (top) and
fake Sony were in
evidence. But Audio
Definition's
Enterprise (below)
and Quadral's
curved rear channel
speaker (bottom of
the page) were the
real thing
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EXTRACTS FROM RECENT REVIEWS
Its adiamond necklace in aworld of plastic — but without aTiffany price
tag" Eric Braithwaite, HiFi World Sept 1992.
"Clearly then, these LFD components are of an outstanding quality"
Jimmy Hughes, Audiophile, Jan 1993
The placing and scale of each element was near perfect: Dynamics were
also impressive" Malcolm Steward, Audiophile, Sept 1993.
"The result was music making without the HiFi intruding" Peter J
Comeaux, HiFi News, June 1994
"Spirolink I, Spirolink ll and Digilie Copper" HiFi Choice
Recommended, June 1994
"Airoflex, *****rating" What Hi Fi, Feb 1994
"Spiroflex /", HiFi Choice Recommended, Aug 1994
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SHOW REPORT
the treble is handled by Dynaudio's
legendary Esotar T330D tweeter.
Each 1610mm tall column weighs a
hefty 104kg... these Aussies do like
their speakers big.
Keeping my ear to the ground, er,
airwaves, I learned that ProAc,
Harbeth, ATC and anything which
smacks of the BBC had the greatest
credibility among the professionals
in the Chinese hi-fi community,
especially
the
reviewers
and
broadcasters. JBL and Bose appeared
to have the initial grip on the massmarket sector.
But you want to know about the
Chinese gear, right? On the speaker
front Paradise showed a complete
line-up of mini-monitors with
top-loading CD player was on show, stepped baffles and gorgeous burled
walnut finishes, while Shifa had a
as was a special edition Jadis X1
selection of speakers including one
with wooden upper section and the
very latest version of the jaw- with curved sides ála Sonus Faber's
dropping Barclay X1 — confusing Guarneri. Master Audio makes
stuff as the Jadis and Barclay share loudspeaker systems for the Chinese
the same distributor. Which reminds market and drivers for OEM
me: full marks to Monitor Audio for purchase as well.
The range was vast and very highhaving not one but two distributors
in China; nice one, Mo. Bet your tech, with a selection of dome
fax machine caught fire in early tweeters and a range of woofers
including one with a carbon fibre
December. Bolero of Switzerland
cone. Scitech has asmall two-way in
knocked me out with their small
the LS3/5A class, while Gospel
two-way designs, especially the
Focal-tweetered middle model which Audio's Muse division showed a
I've ordered up for review. Restek fascinating two-way transmission line
speaker called the B50 CTL and
brought along the simply gorgeous
chrome-plated system I saw in
measuring only 412x290x270mm
(WDH), with horizontal mounting
Milan, along with an entry level
system all in black; apparently this on stands or for use on abookshelf.
German company now has UK This was the most original of all the
Chinese homegrown designs, and it
distribution so expect a system
review later in the year. Heybrook, sounded mighty fine.
mo, naa agorgeousermumgemirmanumpuut
11111C 1111JUCI 1111V
the Signature system featuring nearly includes floorstanding and bookshelf
two-way systems, bi-wireable and
cubic monoblocks and apre-amp.
looking about as British as it gets.
Air Tight showed the production
version of its classy ATL-10 line pre- Xindak has a range of speakers
obviously inspired by Meridian and
amp, the one with the large round
Celestion, plus an integrated amp
illuminated panel in front, while
Quadral demonstrated a neat which could have come from the
Cambridge area. Xuandu also looks
curved-baffle two-way rear-channel
speaker called the Phase One for to be Anglophilie, with small twosurround- sound
set-ups.
The way systems prominent in its

Collection. It's amind-bender.
Anyway, the top three floors of the
show were filled with Western hi-fi
equipment, the last housing the
local products. Audio Alchemy
unveiled aparallel-import-beater in
the form of silver faceplates for all
its Asian-market wares. Any black
Audio Alchemy turning up in Hong
Kong or China
is therefore
unofficial. The company's amp and
remote control pre- amp sounded
great driving LS3/5As from KEF,
and full marks to Audio Alchemy's
Chinese distributor for fixing the preamp on site when some careless
punter managed to do it some
damage. (These guys are good.)
CEC's neat belt-drive TL3-AD

company chose some unusual grille
fabric which looked like a cross
between Egyptian hieroglyphics and
a Swatch strap. Looking just like a
wooden version of JBL's K2 was
Westlake's Tower 12, probably
designed specifically to take on the
horn-loaded Harman flagship. Price
is HK $ 260,000. And speaking of
awesome
floorstanders,
Audio
Definition of Australia announced a
new top- end model called ' the
Enterprise', to be launched in Las
Vegas. They gave me aworld scoop
by handing over a couple of
transparencies. This handsome beast
features separate enclosures for the
various drivers, the bass drivers being
200mm
metal
alloy
sapphire
sandwich-construction cones while
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10- model line-up.
Other local products included
China's first digital converters, the
18-bit DAC-1 and 20- bit DAC-2
models from Huayon, a couple of
CD players from Tianlang, ME's
550 power amplifier and SGK's
bizarre karaoke mixer. Genesis— no
relation to the American firm — has
a massive 200W power amp and
what is probably China's first homegrown mains filter. Tweaks? Scitech
showed me some off-the-wall digital
filtering box, asort of Chinese jitter
reducer, and the company also
produces acylinder you fit inbetween
the uprights of aspeaker stand, like
aFoundation for example, which is
said to reduce resonances. The
company also produces cables and

An exguinte Retek
system (above), Air
Tight's ATLIO preamp (right) and an
ME-550 power amp
(below right)

Local products
included
China's first
digital
converters, the
18- bit DAC-1
and 20- bit
DAC-2 models
from Huayon,
a nrsearnli....-A.r
tn.O
sovvapru.
\IM

,

players from
Tianlang, ME's
550 power
amplifier and
SGK's bizarre
karaoke mixer

pointy feet. And that's
not all. Nearly the
whole of the 15th floor
of the Landmark Hotel
was filled with valve
amplifier manufacturers
—
filled. And you
thought
that
the
Chinese only made the
actual tubes themselves...

The distinctively
shaped Barclay

Coming in Part II: single-ended triode

211- equipped monoblocks for £850
per pair, a valve amp kit for wa-aay under £ 200, 300B- equipped
integrateds, gorgeous babes in white
ankle socks, mono amps bearing 40
EL34s each...

digital X- Itransport
(above), a Tianlang
CD player (above
that) and the
Westlake Tower 12
and JBL Fighter
,peakers (above
that)
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MAXIM VENGEROV
by

`The only
model Ihave
is of how Isee
myself in
future years
and what I
want to
achieve. Yes, I
am influenced
by great
artists who
have something to say,
but my way is
always flexible
to other
opinions and
ideas'

BILL & GILL NEWMAN

W

ith his film-star good looks
and aconfident professionalism well beyond his 20
years, Maxim Vengerov is the very
model of the modern major virtuoso. Get him started on the subject
of music, and he immediately
comes alive, ingenuously revealing
an impatient energy, easy humour
and boyish enthusiasm which are
most engaging.
Born in Novosibirsk, Siberia, he
moved with his grandparents to
Moscow at the age of 7 to be near
his teacher Galina Turchaninova,
at the Conservatoire. She developed his instinctive playing, allowing him to make music in his own
way while putting him on the right
path. She shared with him her deep
love of the violin, to which his next
teacher Zakhar Bron added agreat
strength of purpose and strong discipline.
In 1985 he took the first prize at
the Polish Junior Wieniawski
Competition in Lublin and made
his recording debut. He was 11,
and although far too young to
compete in the International
Tchaikovsky Competition, he did
take part in the opening concert.
In 1989 the Vengerov family
moved to Germany. He promptly

carried off the Davidoff Prize and
in 1990 swept the board at the
Carl Flesch International Violin
Competition in London. The
Vengerovs have now settled in Tel
Aviv.
Vengerov is now in great
demand and has appeared with an
impressive cross-section of the
world's finest orchestras and conductors. He grins.
`I could play aconcert every day
if Iwanted to, but Idon't want to.
That's too much for ayoung artist
like me. I need to think about
music; to think about life and have
time to enjoy it. Ilove to talk to
people, to get their ideas. During
next year Iwill be taking a little
more time for this, but Iam not
taking acomplete sabbatical. Icannot live without performing on
stage: that is part of my education
too, Ithink!'
Recently he has been averaging
90 concerts ayear, which he agrees
is too many. ' Now Ihave touched
another stratosphere — chamber
music — in which Ican get lost and
forget about everything. It's so
wonderful. Ihave just now started
playing. Ihope to do much more.'
Many young players model their
own style on violinists of the past,
but Vengerov says firmly: ' The
only model Ihave is of how Isee
myself in future years and what I
want to achieve. Yes, Iam influenced by great artists who have
something to say, but my way is
65
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interview
always flexible to other opinions
and ideas'.
Vengerov now records exclusively for Teldec. With some half a
dozen CDs released, does he, like
many other young soloists, prefer
'live' performances over studio
recordings?
'I always prefer live. It is just like
listening to a concert, which is
what artists prefer, even with
things that are not perfect. In the
studio we can clean everything up
and make it all nice and shiny, but
sometimes it is not spontaneous.
Always there is this dilemma. For
me there is no doubt that the
music must be absolutely top-level,
and Ihave my own way of doing
this. First, Ido takes for the music,
then Iclean up the disasters!'
This presupposes a phenomenal
consistency of approach to allow
for overlapping, when he may have
to pick up the same phrasing and
tempo in apiece the next day.
'Yes, sometimes this is a problem but Itry to fix the interpretation for the recording. Itry to stop
the music in terms of development,
if you understand. Of course
though, the day the sessions finished Ithought the Shostakovich
was good, but now Ifeel it really
differently. New ideas are what
make music come alive, so this
makes me happy — even if it is too
late for that particular recording!'
He is always looking for ways to
improve his interpretation. 'There
is no limit. My satisfaction comes
after the concert. Ithink ` Yes, this
is fine for the moment', but Irealize my interpretation will change as
my character develops and Iget
older. This is how it should be.'
How many concertos does he
have in his repertoire? ` Uh, Idon't
know — about twenty?' And how
long does it take to prepare awork?
'In the case of the Shostakovich
Concerto which Ihave just recorded, seven full days of " manual"
work. Normally Idon't work manually. Imake my interpretation
from the score and then the manual work comes just to check the
ideas, to see if everything works.
An idea is only good if it works! If
it does not work, then it is not
valid.'
Such meticulous preparation
must involve a lot of practice.
'When Iwas five or seven, Iwas
practising 7 or 8hours aday, even
9or 10. Childhood was avery hard
time for me, but Igot to a point
where Irealized Idon't have to
work so much. Ican develop in
other ways now as a musician,
because technically Iam well prepared.'
He sees himself as very much
NI•FI NEWS .4 RECORD REVIEW
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doing his own thing musically, as
indeed he did as a boy with
Turchaninova. ' I am doing my
own music again, only now my
teachers are the conductors Iwork
with, and the audiences. Iam like
some machine taking in millions of
ideas and sorting out the best ones
for me.'
COMPETITIONS
What are his feelings on competitions? ' It is true that competitions
have ruined the lives of mature
musicians, but with the young generation it is different. They should
be sufficiently intellectually
equipped and be very talented performers first of all, but they are not
of course presenting their own way
of approaching music. Everyone
knows that when ayoung guy of 17
comes along to play, this will not
be his final interpretation. That is
why competitions are so good for
young players. They get out, they
get recognized, they get a lot of
concerts after that and audiences
grow to love them.
'But competitions are a sport
and music is an art. Art is all about
expressing yourself. It is difficult to
get prepared for this. You can do it
different ways: you can look at
artists and say you like one more
than another, if they convince you.
But Ibelieve you can never really
compare musicians. Competitions
do compare, so this is why they are
not entirely satisfactory. Also
sometimes the jury's decision is not
objective: too political.'
REPERTOIRE
'There are some things at 20 that I
am not prepared to do yet. Many
people would like to push me into
playing the Beethoven Concerto,
for instance. Iam just not feeling
right for this now. Iplay most of
the romantic literature and 20thcentury music like Prokofiev and
Shostakovich, but the Beethoven
Concerto is the deepest ever composed, so Iam planning to do it in
acouple of years' time'.
He feels the same way about
Mozart's last three concertos and
the Bach Sonatas and Partitas. ' I
am responsible for every note,
every phrase when Iam performing. Perhaps Ican say something
new, but if Iam not sure myself,
how can Ipossibly convince anyone else?'
Beyond Prokofiev and Shostakovich of course is Alfred
Schnitldte. ' He is the greatest composer this century, one of the continuations from Shostakovich.
Sofia Gubaidulina also comes from
asimilar root. It's incredible, looking at their compositions: like look-

ing into the 21st-century. Icannot
discuss them now — Ineed more
time to become familiar with them,
but they reflect life nowadays in
Russia, they talk about what's been
happening, the way the composers
are thinking and breathing. Like
artists and poets, Schnittke and
Gubaidulina describe the world
around them.'
What was life like when his family lived in Russia? ` It was quite
easy for us. We had no obligations
to do anything. My mother was not
a member of the Communist
Party, so we were not really influenced by the system. For many
people it was terrible. But what can
you do? If you cannot change it,
you must live with it. Iwas lucky.
As a child, Iwas one of the first
artists allowed to go abroad. Iwas
last in Russia in ' 92, Iwill probably
go again next year. Ilove London
audiences. Ialso love France and
Germany — German audiences are
very understanding, very informed
—
Holland
and
America.
Everywhere you go in the world
they are different.
`The artist is an entertainer.
People come to the concert from
work. They are tired, so we have to
entertain them a little bit, maybe
even make them cry a little bit —
or take a more intellectual
approach; it totally depends which
audience we have in front of us and
which programme we play. I
choose my programme to suit the
mood of the audience. Ido openair concerts sometimes. Iam doing
a concert on the Prinzengraat, the
old canal in Amsterdam with the
beautiful houses. It's a big media
thing. Istand on the podium on
one boat and it will be surrounded
by lots of other little boats full of
the audience. Let's hope the
weather is nice. Ishall play a sort
of romantic virtuoso and light classical sonata programme, certainly
not the six Bach Partitas, but maybe Wieniawski, Sarasate and lots of
encores! A great idea don't you
think?'

'I make my
interpretations from the
score and
then the
manual work
comes just to
check the
ideas, to see if
everything
works. An idea
is only good if
it works!'

Reviewed this
month, Maxim
Vengerov's latest
disc couples the
First Violin
Concertos of
Prokofiev and
Shostakovich.
Rostropovich and
the LSO accompany him. A
bonus disc highlights his
repertoire already
recorded for
Teldec
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classical
ARNOLD:
Symphony 2 Concerto for 2
Pianos ( 3Hands)
AGrand, Grand
Overture L Carnival of Animals
Nettle & Markham
(pnos)IRPOIHandkv

RECORD OF
THE MONTH

Conifer Classics CDCF 240

BEETHOVEN:
Symphony 3, Eroica/
MUSSORGSKY ( arr. RimskyKorsakov): A Night on the Bare
Mountain
LPOI Tennstedt
EMI CDC 555 1862

(
62m

Conifer's Malcolm Arnold series
really does seem to go from
strength to strength. Vernon
Handley presides over a superb
account of the Second Symphony,
surely one of the finest of all postwar British offerings in this form.
Never, in my experience, has the
bleak beauty of Arnold's terse writ-

46 , •

Photo: Richard Faulkner/EM! Classics

photo: Keith Saunderseonifer R

CDs by Klaus Tennstedt are now becoming so rare that they will shortly
acquire acult value. The main work here has been taken from two memorable live performances at the Royal Festival Hall, 1991, which conclusively
proved to doubters like me that there are indeed one or two conductors still
around [ although Tennstedt has recently had to withdraw from conducting]
capable of inspirational readings of the old ` war-horses'.
The Lrozca presents amonumental challenge to performers and
listeners alike. It is not just a
question of what speeds to take
it at. A deep excitement and tension must be established right
from the opening chords, with
the slightest easing of pace to
allow for the lyrical phrasing of
the main subject. Tennstedt's
combination of thrust and
weight here is just right, and as
the movement progresses you
are aware of how much attention
he places on the relation
between rhythmic figures in
strings and winds, with the brass
interjections (often passed over
as incidental by slavish timebeaters) brought in with splitsecond timing. As always with
Tennstedt, his involvement is
total.
The slow movement is very
moving. Simple, poignant,
slightly dry in its phrasing at the
start with a sense of wanting to
build and holding back at the
same time. The LPO strings
phrase as one, the hushed vibrati
distilled and controlled. With the
arrival of the central section the
phrases grow with a new architectural strength, soaring steadily
until that moment when, from
high above the stave, the music
plunges stunningly to lower
strings. This marks the beginning of an extended drama.
Orchestral players must understand the relation between it and
the continuing heart-rending
downward progression to the
coda that follows. Here, it is
played to perfection. You must
refer back to Furtwângler to hear
anything as fine.
Typically, tension and ensemble can go to pieces in ( iii),

resulting in a total disparity
between groups of string and
horn players. Tennstedt recognizes this trap, skirts it with style,
inspiring amusical and technical
standard of which the LPO can
be proud — and there is a correctly chosen tempo for the trio
which does not disrupt the rest.
The Finale carries through the
same formula, broadening wonderfully for the final resplendent
statement of the main theme on
horns. The close of the work carries Beethoven's paradoxical
sense of incompleteness until
summarily dismissed by the glonous climax. Truly a performance of greatness.
Quite why EMI decided on a
studio recording of Mussorgsky's

pot-boiler as a filler only they
can answer. Anyway, Tennstedt
aficionados will certainly not be
disappointed.
[A:19
Bill Newman

Malcolm
Arnold's
Second
Symphony:
'surely one of
the finest of
all postwar
British
offerings in
this form'

Kara Tennstedt's
Eroica' is taken
from concert
performances
with the London
Philharmonic
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(
59m 20s) •

ing been more memorably conveyed than by these artists, and
nowhere is this more evident than
in the remarkable, extended ( iii).
Here is a desolate, far- Northern
landscape which begins with strong
echoes of the similarly uncompromising world of Sibelius's Fourth
and eventually spills over into a
slow march of very Mahlerian
demeanour. Throughout, one can
have nothing but praise for the bite
and concentration of the RPO's
playing, whilst Handley's lucid
direction simply exudes the natural
authority we have now come to
expect. Ido, however, have just
one small query: in ( i), when the
flutes enter in thirds at Fig. C, why
does the principal play an E-natural instead of the marked E-flat? Is
this atangy emendation sanctioned
by Arnold himself (he has, after all,
lent this series his personal imprimatur) or simply amisreading?
Fun is very much the keynote for
the remaining three items. The
spirit of St Trinian's illuminates
the boisterous finale of the delightful Concerto for Three Hands —
small wonder this movement was
immediately encored at the work's
1969 Proms premiere — whilst
both A Grand, Grand Overture and
Carnival of Animals owe their existence to Gerald Hoffnung and his
69

A complete
cycle of the
Beethoven
Piano
Sonatas,
recorded by
Tatiana
Nikolayeva in
the Moscow
Conservatory
hall in 1983,
is under way
on Olympia

mad-cap annual festivals: the former piece especially, which
includes parts for such infamous
extras as three vacuum cleaners, a
floor-polisher and four rifles (and
can boast a gloriously OTT coda
of ludicrous protractedness), is
very silly indeed! A marvellous collection, with stunning Keener/
Tryggvason sonics to match.
[A*:1*1
Andrew Achenbach
BEETHOVEN:
Symphony 3 ` Eroica'
Prussian Staatskapelle Berlin!
Karajan
Koch Schwann 3-1509-2
(
49m 07s)
mono recording from 1944 •
BRUCKNER
Symphony 8 — movts. 2-4
Prussian Staatskapelle Berlin!
Karajan
Koch Schwann 3-1448-2
(
71m 04s)
part mono recording from 1944 •
It makes more sense than may at
first appear to market atruncated
Bruckner Eighth, when Karajan
made three later stereo versions.
Both these Berlin Staatskapelle
recordings date from the period
when ( according to the Roger
Vaughan biography) Karajan was
giving six concerts ayear with the
orchestra — allied bombing raids
permitting! — before making for
hiding in Italy. Tapes from the
Reich Radio Company studios were
taken away by the Russians, along
with the now familiar Furtwängler
material, and released from Moscow
archives in 1990. These were
75cm/sec masters which included
an experimental stereo recording of

Karajan 's _first,
1944, recording of
Beethoven's
Eroica' is issued
on Koch. From
this same period is
an experimental
stereo taping of
part of Bruckner's
Eighth Symphony

the Bruckner finale made on 29th
September 1944— this has appeared
on LP in the Discocorp historic
series [deleted], but theirs was obviously an nth generation copy. The
Koch CD makes far greater impact,
although naturally the quality is
rather vague in stereo information
as such. The image does, however,
open out considerably for this track.
(Dating from June, movts.2 and 3
were mono; 1 is now lost altogether.) Incidentally, some of the
booklet copies have centre spreads
transposed across, je from Bruckner
to Beethoven CD — look to the
French/German for the relevant
missing text.
The Eroica was from May 1944.
It too will fascinate Karajan collectors, as it shows something of his
determination and vehemence,
although already a preoccupation
with surface effect is discernible.
Tempi fluctuate far more than in
the later versions, and this has led
the booklet author to suggest an
emulation of his rival Furtwângler.
(At that time various Nazi factions
aimed to promote either one or the
other conductor.)
Indeed, 'for Karajan enthusiasts'
would be the pragmatic response
to these CDs. But the Bruckner is
too disturbing to leave without a
postscript: it is performed very
much '
à la Leni Riefenstahl' with
playing in the Adagio of the greatest magnificence. (At the beginning
of (iv) the brutish emphasis of the
opening timpani part was to
become a Karajan trait.) One cannot listen to it without musing on
the historical context, without
sensing that — even at that stage in
the war — the subtext is one of
nationalistic supremacy. Is it fanciful to suggest that conductor and
orchestra were doing their bit for
Nazism? No-one doubts that Myra
Hess's National Gallery concerts
were part of the war effort, ageneral mobilising of the spirit!
[H:111

Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN:
Symphony 5
LPOIWelser-Most
EMI CDU 565 3902

(
30m 03s) •

Half an hour's music: aTokyo live
recording to promote a series of
LPO concerts in London ( the
booklet includes four £ 1vouchers)
conducted by Welser-Meist, eulogized in the booklet note. You'd
think they were unveiling a new
star but, wait aminute: this chap's
leaving!
Let's get down to brass tacks.
There is more going for this disc
than against it, even allowing for
faint grain and aslightly grey pallor
70

to the sound. The booklet critique
refers to a brisk pace and consistently taut phrasing, yet there is
not much tautness to begin with,
and as for pace, events have rather
overtaken Welser-Móst. Gardiner
has now entered the fray and given
new meaning to briskness in
Beethoven. No matter. On its own
terms this performance is never less
than good; and from the scherzo
onwards ( no big repeat scheme
here; none in the finale) it is more
than that. But Welser-Miist does
not have everything it takes to
compete successfully with over 70
versions. Carlos Kleiber [ DG]
does. That disc has no coupling —
worse, it's at full price. But
Kleiber's corruscating, searching
performance is of asplendour that
lifts this symphony to an elevated
plane.
[B:1121
Nalen Anthon
BEETHOVEN:
Piano Sonatas 1-3
4-6
L. 11-14
Tatiana Nikolayeva (pno)

7-10

Olympia OCD 561-564
(70m 53s1
62m 32s173m 52sI76m 26s) •
Ever since Olympia's advance publicity heralded the release of the
complete Beethoven sonatas performed live ( Moscow Conservatory,
1983)
by
Tatiana
Nikolayeva, speculation has been
mounting. I was privileged to
attend one of her last London
recording sessions and took the
opportunity to discuss her now
familiar Bach recordings. Their
intense personal conviction and
controlled rubati placed the composer in an uncompromisingly
20th-century setting, triumphantly
dismissing the arguments of period
instrument purists. Sure enough,
the indefatigable Mme Nikolayeva
has now also bequeathed us a
refreshing and challenging style of
Beethoven playing that delights by
its independently free-thinking attitude, its frequent and glorious
throwing of all caution to the
winds.
The three Op.2 Sonatas are a
case in point. Nikolayeva plunges
into the fray with barely controlled
glee to reveal youthful freshness
and charm. While she may linger
slightly to express the clarity of
trills and turns, she maintains a
consistency of tempi fully in keeping with the works' momentum.
The quintessence of the composer's early genius comes in the
Scherzo and Allegro assai of the
Sonata in C. Nikolayeva's masterly
handling of the accented leading
notes and divided chords, and her
graceful phrasing all meet the
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demands of Beethoven's writing.
Op.7 is a stumbling-block with
all pianists. There is simply no
letup: even Sviatoslav Richter in a
studio performance only obtains
total accuracy in ( i) by playing
slightly slower at the expense of
some of the drama. Nikolayeva, to
her credit, surges bravely onwards
regardless of wrong notes, recovers
her equilibrium for the rest of the
sonata and in the process produces
some remarkably musical playing.
All three Op. 10 Sonatas are
most beautifully performed. The
nobility of the Pathétique's slow
movement, together with the passionate outer movements, are very
persuasive. There are some minor
inaccuracies in both the Op.14s
but with playing of this calibre it is
the whole which is important, not
the incidentals.
Vol.4 is very impressive indeed,
containing strong, deeply musical
performances of the Opp.22/26
Sonatas and imaginative ones of
both Op.27s.
In my opinion, live performances
of Beethoven of this calibre are
fully justified. Like Schnabel,
Fischer and Yves Nat, Nikolayeva
is amongst the gods — indeed, she
plays like a man, her interpretations epic in their strength and
power. This marathon series
promises to be a fitting memorial.
[Vols.5-8 are now available too.]
[A:1]
Bill Newman

It is 25 years
since Colin
Davis recorded Berlioz's
The Trojans
for Philips.
How does the
new Decca
set, produced
by Ray
Minshull at
Montreal,
compare?

BERLIOZ:
Les Troyens
Lakes1Voigt1PolletlQuilicolCourtisl
PerraguinlMaurettelAinsley1
PhilippelDubosclBelleaulSchirrerl
Cross/Montréal SO & ChlDutoit
Decca 443 693-2

(
4CDs, 237m 46s) •

Just 25 years have passed since
Philips made the pioneer recording
of The Trojans under Colin Davis,
which has remained until now the
opera's only stereo embodiment.
That epic venture was managed by
Erik Smith at Walthamstow, and
now we have the veteran producer
Ray Minshull's equally grandiose
enterprise assembled at Montreal's
St Eustache, with Charles Dutoit
in commnand of amostly Frenchspeaking cast. The project required
a total of 28 hours of takes spanning nine sessions, with the eventual overlaid and edited recording
paralleling its London predecessor
in offering just under four hours of
music, arranged so that each of the
five acts may be played without a
break.
There had been rumours that
Dutoit's tempi would be disturbingly fast, since he takes slightly less time than Davis despite the
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Concert performances of The
Trojans took
place before the
Decca recording.
Above: Deborah
Voigt and Gary
Lakes. Right: at
the sessions,
Dutoit with
Françoise Pollet

inclusion of two additional items.
These are the Prelude to Acts 3-5
(composed when the opera's
Carthage half was split off in
1863), and the Sinon ` spy'scene
from Act 1which provides arationale for bringing the fateful horse
into Troy. This latter was reluctantly excised by the composer, but
has now been resurrected by
Berlioz scholar Hugh Macdonald.
But even after allowing for these
extras — and for a repeat which
causes one of the ballet dances to
take longer than under Davis
despite going more quickly —
Dutoit is on average only about 5%
faster. In the event, while the occasional passage did strike me as fairly brisk, Inever felt that things
were being rushed.
As for the casting, Gary Lakes as
Aeneas is similar to Jon Vickers in
voice and heroic presence, but is
free of Vickers's brashness and
mostly very fine; Deborah Voigt
makes an effective if perhaps not
steely enough Cassandra; and in
defiance of avoice sometimes criticized for its ' veiled' quality,
Françoise Pollet as Dido moves
from queenly serenity via love and
despair to abandoned rage with
impressive conviction. In the secondary roles, Quilico makes an
excellent Chorebus, Perraguin a
very adequate Anna, and Courtis a
suitably agitated Narbal; but Ifear
that Maurette's Iopas lets things
down in Act 4 with avery uncomfortable pastoral song.
Notwithstanding the work's epic
canvas and vita/ choral constituents, this performance gels
most effectively for me during the
agonized encounters of Cassandra/Chorebus and Dido/ Aeneas
when love is set against ideological
obsession. At these emotional foci
the tension is tremendous, yet
when love meets love in the great
'night of boundless ecstacy' duet,
I'm not sure that Dutoit/Lakes/
Pollet
really
equal
Davis!
VickersNeasey. Likewise, Aeneas's
entry to report Laocodn's death in

Act 1 was given an electrifying
impact by Philips which isn't
matched by Decca, and despite
Dutoit's deft handling of his fine
orchestra and chorus, when it
comes to the cut- and- thrust of
rhythm and phrase Davis remains
the more subtly poised Berliozian
for most of the time.
Sonically, the Montréal choral
blocks are most effectively set out,
and in comparison with Philips's
relatively sinewy orchestral sound,
Decca's Canadian players are given
amore rounded, deeply set character. But the bass-drum is granted
too much licence and the orchestral image is frustratingly narrow.
For the latter, Ipreferred either
headphone listening or an artificially expanded speaker image.
There's also a tendency for vocal
soloists to be slightly underbalanced. Thus having set the level for
a convincing portrayal of chorus
and orchestra during the work's
opening, Cassandra's solo entry
seems too weak. Ican see that this
might symbolize her maverick isolation, and realize (to cite another
instance) that Hylas's nostalgic
song in Act 5 is delivered from
high in a ship's rigging; yet for
domestic listening at aviable overall loudness Iwould have liked
these and several other solos and
duets to be more forwardly placed.
Having said that, Decca's three
lead singers are for most of the
time better than their Philips counterparts, this version is more complete because of the Sinon scene,
instrumentation (including athunder machine) receives more attention, no analogue tape hiss intrudes
during silences, and the four CDs
are priced as three until January
31. My rating is aslightly rose-tinted average, to correspond with
what might have been granted if
judgement were untarnished by a
quarter- century spent with the
Davis version. And my apologies to
Ray Minshull for being so hesitant
about his massive retiring gift to
recorded opera.
[A:1]
John Crabbe

BRAHMS
Piano Concerto No. 2
Elisabeth Leonskaj
KURT MASCIR

72

BRAHMS:
Piano Concerto 2
Elisabeth Leonskaja (pno)ILeipzig
GewandhauslMasur
Teldec 4509-94544-2

(
48m 09s) •

Perhaps it is salutory to misjudge
an artist: Ihave harboured amemory of an unforgivably slipshod
Beethoven Fourth which Leonskaja
gave in the Festival Hall with the
RPO under Masur; but given the
notices for her recent Brahms partnership with Fassbaender, I
approached this live recording
(made exactly a year ago) neutrally. Once past the utilitarian cut of
the opening horn solo — Leipzig's
Trabant to Berlin's Mercedes —
the accompaniment emerges as
easily the finest of Masur's three
recordings ( one from 1975 with
Cécile Ousset, now on Berlin
Classics and worth hearing; a disappointing 1978 Philips with
Mischa Dichter), whilst the solo
playing is magnificent. Leonskaja is
a ' big' player, leonine if you will.
She spent much time in musical
partnership with Richter, and I
think you hear the influence. But it
is not the weight and accuracy
which impresses so much as the
felicity and perceptiveness of
phrase- shaping. All in all, Iam
inclined to put this version alongside the mono Serkin/Ormandy or
the
early
stereo
RichterHaaser/Karajan ( alas, not transferred to CD). The sound, paradoxically, is alittle too ' empty hall'
in character for my taste but largely
fine — although Imust mention a
nasty little glitch 11m 19s into (i):
just where you don't want it! In
(iii) the cellist is Jürnjacob Timm.
He gives a finely gradated solo,

dignified but warm. Ultimately one
comes back to the qualities of the
Gewandhaus-orchester: playing
here like a huge chamber group.
They seem to have acquired anew
freshness under Kurt Masur since
he took on the NY Music
Directorship.
IA(B):1*1 Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS:
Piano Concerto 2 Five Songs
Op.105
Stephen Kovacevich (pno)IAnn
Murray (mez-sop)ILPOI
Sawallisch
EMI CDC 555 2182

(62m 04s) •

Kovacevich asked for the Festival
Hall Steinway for this recording;
presumably he thought it would
add lustre to his performance. I'm
afraid it does not. Unfortunately,
the middle and bass registers of the
RFH Steinway simply do not
match the acoustics of No.1
Studio, Abbey Road.
Brahms's idea was that this concerto, in contrast to his First,
should possess an integrated balance between piano and orchestra,
particularly in (i) where the pianist
takes the initiative. Kovacevich and
Sawallisch start poetically enough,
but within seconds the monster of
aSteinway is braying for supremacy and the whole thing rapidly
develops into a free-for-all.
Kovacevich's holding back of
tempo at the end of the first statement and the orchestra's subsequent entry at the main tempo now
sound contrived. Harmonic overhangs from the keyboard confuse
rather than complement the
orchestral
textures,
and
Kovacevich is inclined to rush his
semi- quaver groupings in the
extended dramatic passage shortly
before the return of the opening
horn subject, and again in the similar section near the end of the
movement.
With ( ii) comes a better understanding of how to proceed. Maybe
it's something to do with the
tighter scoring, or maybe after
hearing the playback of ( i) a hurried compromise was arrived at.
The poetic third movement with its
perfectly balanced cello solo and
exquisitely phrased middle section
duet between piano and winds is
quite beautiful, and the effervescent finale delightfully done with
some Schnabel-like figurations
from the pianist. However, like
several
pianists,
Stephen
Kovacevich, whose career Ihave
followed closely for years, plays the
First Concerto much better than
the Second.
The Five Songs, with their potent

mix of love and grief, are perfectly
suited to Ann Murray's voice and
superb dramatic ability. Kovacevich's partnership is admirable. A
perfectly judged and moving performance.
[B:2]
Bill Newman
BRITTEN:
Quatre Chansons Françaises
Our
Hunting Fathers Les
Illuminations
Serenade
Nocturne 2 Phaedra
Lott (sop)iBryn-Julmni (sop)/
Murray (m-sop)ILangndge (ten) /
Lloyd (hn)IECOPNorthern Sinfl
Bedford
Collins Classics 70372
(2CDs, 127m 09s)

1
110

1991 •

This is an altogether most desirable
set. Iremember being mightily
impressed by Phyllis Bryn-Julson's
fearless realization of the startlingly

original Our Hunting Fathers on its
initial release. The Abbey Road
recording here remains very natural, though the transfer level is
noticeably lower than on any of the
remaining items ( all set down as
recently as July 1994). In both the
exquisite Quatre Chansons Françaises — that a 14- year- old boy
could produce such extraordinarily
accomplished sounds simply beggars belie — and Les Illuminations,
Felicity Lott is at her most commandingly articulate, with Steuart
Bedford and the ECO lending
committed, sharp-etched support.
The delights continue on the
second disc. Philip Langridge
makes an uncommonly intelligent
and technically superior showing in
both the Serenade and Nocturne —
just occasionally in the former, I
craved more of a genuine, earbending pianissimo tone, but otherwise his contribution is irreproachably idiomatic. Again, one is
struck by the perception of
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Two new
recordings of
Brahms's
Second Piano
Concerto —
Elisabeth
Leonskaja's
'leonine'
version is the
one to have.
The Leipzig
Gewandhaus
'seem to have
acquired a
new freshness'
since Kurt
Masur
assumed his
directorship in
New York

photo: Sony Classical

classical
Bedford's attentive, dark- hued
accompaniments: especially true of
the Nocturne, which features asensitive yet virtuosic response from
the Northern Sinfonia (far too seldom encountered on disc). Frank
Lloyd is an immaculate horn
soloist in the Serenade. Collins'
double-pack concludes with agripping account of Phaedra, the dramatic cantata Britten wrote for
Janet Baker right at the end of his
career. This new performance,
with Ann Murray superbly involving in the title-role, fully matches
Dame Janet's world premiere
recording from 1977 [ Decca]
which, of course, also featured
Bedford and the ECO.
With atmospheric sonics, full
texts and exemplary annotations
from Donald Mitchell and Philip
Reed, this set represents yet another unequivocal success in Collins'
valuable Britten series.
[A*/A:1*/1] Andrew Achenbach
ELGAR
The Music Makers
Dream
Children
Elegy iSursum corda
Sospiri El Chanson de matin
Chanson de nuit
Salut d'amour
Jean Rigby (mez-sop)IBBC & Chi
Davis
Tddec 4509-92374-2

(75m 49s) •

Elgar's The Music Makers is still
commonly misunderstood as an
egocentric recollection of past glories, one that was fashioned from
Arthur O'Shaughnessy's ' inferior'
poem of the same name. And yet
even the most cursory glance
beneath the score's ambiguous surface reveals a deeply personal
work, with meaningful self-quotations worked among the stanzas of
apoem that, while hardly the subtlest in the language, taps sources
of pride and doubt that were central to Elgar's view of creativity.
This recourse to earlier themes —
virtually all of the composer's
major works prior to 1912 crop up
somewhere or other — offers cryptic clues as to the composer's state
of mind at any one time, while the
constant oscillation between such
images as dreaming, desolation,
world- losers and - forsakers,
empire's glory, etc is reflected in
music that cries or celebrates,
recoiling into sombre privacy then
bursting forth with genuine but
invariably short-lived confidence.
The quieter music is often ravishingly beautiful ( try Ilm 08s, just
prior to the eighth stanza), the
more assertive moments fiery in
the extreme; and when the finest
and most tender of The Music
Makers' original' themes makes a
heart-rending return [ 29m 56s],
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one realizes that its musical quality
is at least as great as any of the
quotations.
And if you still have your
doubts, then Andrew Davis should
certainly help dispel them. I've yet
to hear amore introspective performance, one that's more tender or
haunting, with superb quiet singing
and an aching identification with
the score's reflective core. OK, it
mightn't have the bludgeoning
ruggedness of Boult; and Jean
Rigby (good though she is) doesn't
quite match Dame Janet Baker for
eloquence; but the overall impression is of heartfelt autobiography
sympathetically realized. Which
hardly leaves room to comment on
a most engaging sequence of
miniatures, with the more extended and mildly disturbing Sursum
corda (
brass, organ and strings)
recalling, at least in part, the questioning spirit of the CD's main
work. Again, Davis's readings
reveal a rare level of insight and a
genuine sense of period. The
orchestra follows him loyally,
although the recordings are less
luminous than some others in this
excellent series.
A most impressive CD, one that
confirms Andrew Davis as perhaps
the most perceptive Elgar conductor currently before the public.
[A:1]
Robert Cowan
JANACEK:
Glagolitic Mass/KODALY: Psalmus
Hungaricus
Kdberg Stene Svens son ColdIPer
Salo (org)ICopenhagen Boys' Chi
Danish Nat RSO & Chi
Mackerras
Chandos CHAN 9310

(
62m 44s) •

This is the first recording of Paul
Wingfield's reconstruction of
Janacek's original version of the
Glagolitic Mass. He has written at
length elsewhere of the differences
between this and the posthumously
published full score in common
use. His notes accompanying this
release are of necessity somewhat
cursory but are enough to alert any
listener familiar with other recordings to the differences. These relate
to instrumentation as well as
rhythm and tempo, and are immediately audible. As reconstructed,
the Mass is a raw and vigorous
masterpiece of even greater originality than usually conceded,
struck through with passages of
unexpected tenderness and simplicity. The sound is rather congested,*unfortunately, and it is perhaps a pity that Czech soloists
could not have been assembled;
some sections and words are hard
to follow in detail, and occasionally

an edgy voice intrudes. But Sir
Charles is a master of this music.
He holds everything together with
great skill and delivers a powerful
and wholly persuasive advocacy for
this ' new' version. Whether it will
displace the ' old' is questionable,
but surely it will be taken up elsewhere. Alongside it, Kodaly's
Magyaresque anniversary celebration of the amalgamation of the
three cities that make up Budapest
sounds decidedly comfortable and
uncontroversial — as indeed it is.
The sound is cleaner, and the
singers and choir appear more at
home than with the unequal
rhythms and tempi of Janacek. A
peaceful end to a turbulent beginning!
[B:2], Kodaly [
A:1].
Kenneth Dommett

On Collins
Classics, a
'most desirable' 2CD set
of Britten's
song- cycles;
and in
Teldec's
'British Line'
series, Elgar's
Music Makers
under Andrew
Davis — ' perhaps the most
perceptive' of
today's Elgar
interpreters

LUTOSLAWSKI:
Symphonies 3' & 4 Les Espaces
du sommeil'
John Shirley-Quirk (bar)ILAPOI
Salonen
Sony Classical CD 66280
(67m 50s) '• 1986 •
Esa-Pekka Salonen's award-winning 1986 coupling of Lutoslawski
3 and Espaces du sommeil were formerly only available on a2CD set,
tethered (rather arbitrarily, Ialways
thought) to the same conductor's
unsubtle Philharmonia account of
Messiaen's Turangalila-Symphony.
So Ifor one certainly welcome this
new arrangement, especially as
both items emerge if anything
more cleanly than they did on that
original CBS issue. Even more
than its superb predecessor, the
Fourth Symphony of 1992 ( and
Lutoslawski's very last work) seems
to build on Poland's great musical
heritage from Chopin through to
Szymanowski. Supremely elegant
in terms of structure and orchestration — Lutoslawski's pallette is a
marvel of richness and subtlyblended colour — here is a gratefully tonal work that undoubtedly
creates an immediate and lasting
impression. Indeed, so compelling
is the symphony's sense of organic
power that it really does seem to
pack an entire world into its uninterrupted 21m span. A masterly
achievement and a fitting swansong to the career of one of this
century's greatest composers.
Salonen's world premiere recording is an enormous success, both
meticulously
prepared
and
superbly dedicated. Outstandingly
refined results, too, from the Sony
engineers. As will be clear by now,
this important release comes highly
recommended.
[A/A*: 11
Andrew Achenbach

Heard at the
Proms, with
Salonen and the
visiting Los
Angeles
Philharmonic,
Lutoslawski's
Fourth
Symphony
(his last work)
is available from
Sony Classical
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MENDELSSOHN:
A Midsummer Night's Dream —
incidental music
Judi Dench (nar)IKathleen Battle
(sop)IFrederica Von Stade (mezsop) / Tanglewood Fest Ch/Boston
SOlOzawa
De 439 897-2

(55m 38s) •

DG's claim ' Complete recording'
is misleading for there are some
cuts: principally the Allegro No.6
(12pp in the Dover Edition); 29
bars before No.3, ' You spotted
snakes'; the latter half of No.4 ( 10
bars); 48 bars from No.8, before
the 'Wedding March'; and half of
No.10 ( 6 bars). These smaller
excisions usually have voices overlapping, and although Dame Judi
Dench takes on various character
parts — including a ' rustic' to tell
of the death of Thisbe — what we
have makes excellent sense, cg with
nothing spoken over the Funeral
March (
quite Mahlerian, as are the
fanfares in No.10, which suggest
his Kagende Lied) but interpolated
speeches: Titania's ' Come now a
roundel'; ' Help me Lysander'
before 5 ( Hermia); ' Her dotage
now Ido begin to pity' ( Oberon);
'The iron tongue of Midnight'
(Theseus) etc.
Puck's words over the last five
bars of the Scherzo and the parts in
2seem alittle rushed (because they
must be accommodated within the
tempo marking), but it is the versespeaking which gives this production distinction — especially in the
spells and the awakening. The
voice overlay is quite well conceived, although this is asomewhat
turbid orchestral recording.
Cutting brass is a recurring problem at Boston, yet with sopranos
and chorus the sound rises to
something more attractive.
Ozawa's presentation of the
music itself is somewhat faceless,
even leaden, by the standards of
van Beinum or Klemperer (cg the
horns' passage in the Nocturne).
And Idemur at Kathleen Battle's
curious ' cotton wool' softness at
'bless this place' [finale] — for me,
out of place! ( I'd rather have my
fairies more ethereally characterized.)
[A(C):2], but narration [ 11.
Christopher Breunig
SCHUBERT:
Favourite Songs
Bryn Terfel (bar)1Malcolm
Martineau (pno)
DC 445 294-2

Judi Dench's
narration adds
distinction to
DG's new ( not
quite complete!)
Mendelssohn
Midsummer
Night's Dream
recording,
with the
Boston SO
under Ozawa.
And Bryn
Terfel's
Schubert
selection
'brims over
with artistic
integrity'

ates his words clearly, he appreciates their meaning, and he interprets both text and music according to his estimation of the composer's intentions. What's unusual
about all that? Such characteristics
could be the stock-in-trade of any
singer. And there was atime when
they were. You could take them for
granted. Not any more — which
makes this an exceptional recital in
more ways than one.
This voice is big, but it is used
with the utmost discretion.
Contrast its amplitude in ` Lachen
und Weinen' to the utter stillness
of the ` Wandrers Nachtlied II'.
The words remain distinct and
there is no loss of focus, not at any
dynamic level. In Martineau,
Terfel seems to have found the
ideal partner, a considerate, adaptive yet thoroughy communicative
musician. There is no finer example of their rapport than ' Du Bist
die Ruh', where Schubert ' is not
singing to an audience, out over
the prompter's box, he is singing
rather to the inner soul' [Dietrich
Fischer-Dieskau]. Tefel and Martineau see it that way too, and the
result is perfection. DG separate
their artists a trifle too widely and
Terfel is moved back and forth a
bit, but this disc brims over with
artistic integrity. Ultimately, that's
what counts.
[B:1*]
Nalen Anthoni
SCHUMANN:
Piano Concerto
Violin Concerto
Martha Argench (pno)1Gulon
Kremer (v1n)1COEIHarnoncourt
Teldec 4509-90696-2

(
62m 34s) •

'I felt as if I'd played aworld premiere' Gidon Kremer said to me
recently, fresh from this, his second

recording of the Violin Concerto,
where Schumann's prescribed
metronome for the finale, crotchet=63, turns his explicit Lebhaft,
doch nicht schnell [
lively, but not
fast] into astately Polonaise. ' Yes,
it is comparatively heavy and slow
— and certainly at odds with the
tempo marking,' Kremer continued, ' but we tried to breathe all the
potential loveliness back into the
music by inflecting the phrases;
and we're convinced that this is
how it should sound.'
Perhaps so, but it does take
some getting used to, mostly
because the violin part — although
spasmodically brilliant — is
exceedingly thin, and the musical
exposition alarmingly repetitive. So
too is the first movement, which
digs its heels in right from the
opening bars and carries on in like
vein for over aquarter of an hour,
relenting only when the pathetically confessional Langsam draws
close to hand. ' Is this music a
symptom?' Iasked Kremer. ` No
it's not' he replied decisively;
'that's a prejudice that still needs
to be overcome. Schumann knew
what he wanted, and Ithink if you
trust him, you'll ultimately agree
that the character and proportions
of the work are just right!'
Certainly the balance of timings
is now far more on apar with those
of the Piano Concerto (at least as
played by Argerich); but I'm still
not sure whether the stamping
emphases that characterize both
outer movements actually work —
time will tell. Kremer himself
weaves his usual tough, sinewy
tone, occasionally touched with
steel (witness the finale's closing
flourish), while Hamoncourt charts
a shapely course through both

Gidon Kremer
and Nikolaus
Harnoncourt
adopt the unexpected metronome
markings left by
Schumann for the
finale of his
Violin Concerto,
on anew Teldec
coupling with
the Chamber
Orchestra of
Europe

(
69m 52s) •

No playing to the gallery here, as
the title might suggest. On the contrary: for sheer intelligence this is
mandatory listening. Terfel enunci74
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Thomas MulleriTchirs

classical
works — more attenuated than
intense, with emphatic accents and
an airbrushed string tone. This latter attribute touches the Piano
Concerto's Intermezzo with particular effectiveness, although whether
the baleful winds (ghosts of Bach)
and bullish tutti are quite what was
intended will be cause for some
heated critical debate. Argerich,
however, gives ahugely commanding account of the solo part: blustery, expressive, occasionally
unsubtle ( some runs are a mite
untidy) but always spontaneous.
Both recordings are live and
reveal the odd balancing anomaly,
but nothing too drastic. This is one
of those ' rogue' releases that
protests its rightness with great
pride and will brook no comparisons: the sort of music- making
that challenges all preconceptions,
and in doing so encourages us to
think afresh about the music. As to
grading, I'll provide one just for
consistency's sake...
[A:1]
Robert Cowan

well with the powerful, concentrated one-movement Piano Sonata of
the following year (perhaps an even
finer achievement: an explosive,
downright work requiring considerable virtuosity from the performer, in the grand manner). And
the little Aria turns out to be an
unexpectedly beguiling lollipop.
Jeremy Filsell is better known as
an organist; this is his debut piano
disc, and his enterprising choice of
programme is matched by an
innate sympathy with the pieces,
and the kind of poise bespeaks
complete ease with their technical
demands. The clear but lively
acoustic of Cranleigh College lends
just enough resonance to give air to
the polyphonic textures.
[A:1]
Calum MacDonald

STEVENS:
Fantasia on Giles Farnaby's
Dreame, Op.22
Sonata, Op.25
Aria/HOWELLS: Three Pieces, Op.14
Gadabout Sonatina
Jeremy Filsell (pno)
Gamut Classics GAM CD 541
(69m 40s) •
Howells's piano music has done
well on CD lately — all the
Howells items on this beautifully
played and recorded disc are duplicated on Margaret Fingerhut's
recent Chandos recital. Still.
Jeremy Filsell brings greater atmosphere and pathos to the big
'Rhapsody', the first of the Op.14
Three Pieces, and more incisive
pointing to the remarkably prickly
and mercurial Sonatina, which
Howells composed in his 80th
year: very much a case of an old
dog effortlessly mastering new
tricks.
In the nature of things, however,
interest will concentrate on the
coupling — and here Filsell has no
rivals. A representative sample of
Bernard Stevens's orchestral,
chamber and choral music has
found its way onto disc, but none
of his piano output till now. Given
that the Fantasy, at least, is awidely admired piece that has achieved
a regular trickle of performances
and broadcasts ever since it was
composed in 1953 for Denis
Matthews, a recording was long
overdue. Its superbly organic counterpoint and natural dignity of
utterance make it something of a
British piano milestone. Its essentially introspective poetry contrasts
HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SHOSTAKOVICH:
Violin Concerto 1/PROKOFIEV:
Violin Concerto 1
Maxim Vengerov (vin) /LSO/
Rostropovich
Teldec 4509-98143-2
(62m 23s plus bonus disc) •
This is amost frustrating release to
review. Prokofiev's First Violin
Concerto is somewhere between
impressionist and late romantic, no
longer startling in its dissonances
but requiring enormous variety of
shading and the strongest element
of mystery to elucidate its manysided subtleties.
After the hushed piano orchestral opening, which straightaway
indicates that Rostropovich is willing to take aback seat, the opening
violin solo sognando is turned into
an operatic aria by Vengerov. I
don't know whether he has listened
to Szigeti and Beecham, the one
for his deliberate absence of
vibrati, the other for the marvellous
shimmering string effects and

'creeping' woodwind interweavings
above. By Fig.2 Vengerov, unable
to contain an ardour to project his
tone like a Heifetz, has forgotten
all about note-values and the composer's careful dynamics. He is
repeatedly too loud (though at one
point too soft!) at important
points, with Rostropovich pulling
on the reins mid-way through, or
startling the woodwind section into
snatching at their forte phrases at
the poco piu mosso. Conductor
and soloist only discover the true
meaning of the music in the coda.
The Scherzo starts well, then
accountably slows up at 28s.
Stern/Ormandy are exemplary at
this point but, again, the Russian
team are good in their coda. They
start the Finale in superb fashion,
Vengerov
phrasing
poignantly, but his steady
ascent at 57 is the sign to
put the brakes on once
more. The final Piu tranquillo is painfully uneven,
with hardly room to take
into account Prokofiev's tiny
ritardando before the close.
Turning
to
the
Shostakovich, after a few
bars Ithought Iwas perhaps
listening to yet another version by David Oistrakh, so
magnificent were both
Vengerov and Rostropovich
in their realization of this
powerful, wonderful score.
Indeed, there is no point in
making detailed comparisons with Oistrakh and
Kogan, or any other more
recent, current versions.
This is playing and interpretation right out of the top drawer
with a recorded balance to match.
[With this issue comes a 37m
bonus CD highlighting previous
Vengerov/Teldec releases.]
Prokofiev [ B:3], Shostakovich
Bill Newman

The first CD of
piano music
by Bernard
Stevens, with
a ' long overdue' recording
of the
Fantasia written in 1953,
is performed
by Jeremy
Filsell. And on
Sony, Lucia
Popp's valedictory ' Four
Last Songs' by
Strauss

Maxim
Vengerov's new
recording of
Shostakovich 's
First Violin
Concerto, with
Rostropovich and
the LSO, renders
comparisons with
David Oistrakh
or Leonid Kogan
irrelevant...

R STRAUSS:
Vier Letzte Lieder
BrentanoLieder
Orchesterlieder
Luau Popp (sop)IEdita Gruberova
(sop)IKarita Mattila (sop)ILSOI
Ti/son Thomas
Sony Classical CD 48242

(
62m 56s) •

In this cleverly conceived compilation of contrasting songs sung by
contrasting sopranos, Michael
Tilson Thomas proves an attentive
accompanist, sounding totally
unembarrassed by the more kitschy
aspects of the worst of the great
song writers. He draws fine playing
from the LSO principals, whose
richness of tone has been finely
captured without ever sounding
fulsome.
75

The orchestra is recessed from
the soloists, whose voices reach us
with clarity but not much bloom.
Gruberova's tone may be spreading these days but her considered
diction and technical command
make for awell-judged account of
the Brentano Songs — which prove
to be an impressive, attractive set.
Vocally, Karita Mattila is now
almost the ideal Straussian soprano, though she offers less rounded
interpretations of her five varied
songs (which include ` Zueignung'
and ` Muttertanderler) than do her
companions.
The third soprano is the late
Lucia Popp, whose performance of
the Four Last Songs is made all the
more poignant by one's knowledge
of her death just six months after
she recorded it. There may be
more stressed tone ( especially
higher up) than in earlier years, but
these remain lovely tokens of an
artist whose personality always
shone through her singing.
IA: 112]
George Hall

jessvc Xorman

R STRAUSS:
Salome
NormartIMonislWittlRaffeinerl
Leech/Dresden Staatskapellel
Ozawa

gives one of her
best performances
on disc, as
Salome (meeting
the almost impossible demands
of Strauss 's
'teenager with the
voice of an
Isolde9

76

Philips 432 153-2

(
2CDs, 103m 02s) •

Isuspect that this new release will
quickly enter the Salome big league
on disc. With its vast and enterprisingly managed orchestral apparatus, its baritone in acistern, and
its assorted groups of Nazarenes
and Jews in addition to the hefty
principal parts, the score cannot be
easy to balance, and the Philips
engineers have surpassed them-

selves with the acoustic of the
Lukaskirche, Dresden ( unlikely
location though it might seem for
such irreligious goings-on — incidentally, the recording was made
as long ago as November 1990).
The substantial tone of the orchestra is commendable, and the
bejewelled sensuality of the score
comes over with irresistible glitter
and panache, while the characters
have been thoughtfully situated
from asound-stage perspective.
None of which would be enough
if the principals themselves were
weak. The outlandish vocal
demands of the title-role (teenager
with the voice of an Isolde) are
almost certainly most likely to be
met in the recording studio. This is
one of Jessye Norman's best performances on disc, her untiring,
voluminous tone suggesting innate
imperiousness, her intelligent
enunciation of the wordy text persuasive; rarely does she give in to
her natural instinct to plaster the
notes with voice, and when she
does unleash her
full forces, the
sound, it has to
be said, is glorious, its refulgence at the top
of the range belying her reputation as a closet
mezzo.
The show gets
off to a good
start with the
ripe lyricism of
Richard Leech's
erotically
charged
Narraboth.
Jochanaan's cistern seems to
have given James
Morris's
tone
added resonance,
and his tabloid
denunciations of
decadent royals
are imposing. On
the receiving end
of these, Walter Raffeiner's Herod
is a tour-de-force, an expressionist
portrait on the verge of disintegrating, and he is well partnered by the
shrilly, matter-of-fact Herodias of
Kerstin Witt.
Ozawa's steady conducting perhaps needs more electricity in
places — though his integrated
performance of the ' Dance of the
Seven Veils' makes it sound less
like Luigini's Ballet Egyptien than
usual. And it's nice to hear the
score as an opera, rather than a
tone- poem with voices, for a
change.
[A*:1*/1 I

George Hall

TCHAIKOVSKY:
Mazeppa
LcijerkusIGorchakovalLarinl
KotschergalDyadkovalStockholm
Royal Opera ChlGothenburg SOI
jiirvi
DG 439 906-2

(
2CDs, 166m 53s) •

With its large-scale evocation of
earlier Russian history as refracted
through the lens of Pushkin,
Mazeppa (1884) might be thought
of as Tchaikovsky's way of demonstrating to the nationalist school
that he too could bring off an
opera in the BorislKhovanshchina
mould. If so, he succeeded brilliantly. Rich in melodic, harmonic
and
colouristic
ingenuities,
Mazeppa has a dynamic and
strongly folk- influenced score,
worlds away from the intimate
scenes of Onegin or the sophisticated psychodrama of The Queen of
Spades. Rarely staged in the West,
it retains a place in the modern
Russian repertoire, and this fine
recording should bring it to amuch
wider public.
Neeme Jârvi has a committed
rather than first-rate orchestra to
hand ( though they make a commendably strong showing), but his
is a fluent and exciting account of
the score nonetheless, highly
responsive to the score's rhythmic
vitality and abundant invention.
He accompanies his uniformly
excellent cast sensitively.
Sergei Leiferkus is in his element
in the role of the unprincipled
Cossack chief, elucidating the
character with insight and authority. In his diversity of tone and ability to reinforce the meaning of
words, his performance recalls
Boris Christoff.
As the misguided Maria, whose
love for Mazeppa proves the undoing of her entire family, Galina
Gorchakova delineates the passionate young woman with a blend of
strength and delicacy, and not so
much as a hint of the dreaded
Slavic wobble. Her much abused
father Kotchubey receives sympathetic treatment in adignified performance from Anatoly Kotscherga, his formidable bass driving
home each and every dramatic
point. The shapely, wide-ranging
mezzo of Larissa Dyadkova is well
deployed
in
the
role
of
Kotchubey's wife Lyobov, while
the tenor heroics of innocent
young Andrey are thrillingly supplied by the healthful tones of
Sergei Larin.
The sound registers as apositive
achievement, with the drama firmly
in focus and the primary colours of
the score gleaming brightly.
1A*:1*/11
George Hall
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Neeme Jârvi
turns his
energies
towards
Tchaikovsky's
neglected
opera
Mazeppa; and
the Philips
team ' surpass
themselves' in
a Dresden
Salome
production
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classical

VERDI:
Otello
DommgolStuderILeiferkuslOrch &
Ch de l'Opera Bastille/Chung
DC 439 805-2

(
2CDs, 131m 57s) •

Domingo's Otello (this is his third
on disc) has changed surprisingly
little over the years. The genuine
nobility and massive anger of his
conception, and the sheer scale of
his singing — at least as it appears
on record — continue to impress,
even though his voice is now beginning to lose quality lower down
(the top, in this role, was never
very comfortable). The ring he
obtains in his upper middle range
is, however, unique today.
Sergei Leiferkus brings an interior nastiness of convincingly
demonic quality to lago, though
his thin, dark tone is scarcely
authentically Italianate, and his
over- employment of sprechgesang
wearing. Cheryl Studer's comprehensive technique and de luxe, if
not ideally ample, tone — her
essential vocal vulnerability in fact
works well here — make her afirstclass Desdemona. She welds the
`Willow Song' and Ave Maria into
the drama as few sopranos do, and
her diction is consistently good.
Ramon Vargas's Cassio lacks brilliance, but the other secondary
roles are finely done.

Myung-Whun
Chung is the
conductor in
DG's new
Otello, with
Domingo and
Studer; on
Sony,
Riccardo Muti
secures ' afine
balance
between
exuberance
and irony' in a
La Scala
version of
Falstaff, taken
from live
performances

Recorded in the Salle Gounod of
the Opera Bastille in June 1993,
the set has clarity and definition in
plenty, with a sense of vast spaces
in the apocalyptic storm scene and
admirable definition of the enormously diverse sonic forces
throughout.
That the orchestral detail is
immaculate is clearly due to
Myung-Whun Chung's skills as an
orchestral trainer ( he will be
missed in Paris), but while his
players may be superior — the
choral tone, however, inclines to
the shallow — his interpretation
lacks weight; everything happens,
but too much passes by without
one being made aware of its
import.
A feature of some textual interest
gives us the vast third-act concertato in the rarely heard revision made
— appropriately enough — for the
opera's Paris premiere in 1894.
[A*:1*/1/2]
George Hall

Toscanini's benchmark account.
The Scala orchestra nevertheless
plays superbly for him.
Juan Pons sounds a comparatively young Falstaff, and avoids
buffoonery in awell-sung interpretation that maintains the knightly
stature of the run-down nobleman.
The negative spirit that is Ford
— Falstaff's antitype — registers
strongly in Roberto Frontali's
solid, hardwood baritone. Daniela
Dessi is in radiant voice as Alice,
while of her fellow conspirators
Delores Ziegler (Meg) has personality and Bernadette Manca di
Nissa (Quickly) mercifully no vulgarity. The Nannetta ( Maureen
O'Flynn) and Fenton ( Ramon
Vargas) make a charming young
couple, while Pistol ( Luigi Roni)
and Bardolph ( Paolo Barbacini)
come over with exceptional vividness in two classic comprimario
portrayals.
[A:11
George Hall

VERDI:
Falstaff
Pons1FrontalilDessilManca di
NissalO'FlynnlVargasIZieglerILa
Scala Ch & Orch IMuti

WE ILL:
Die sieben Todsünden/BERG: Lulu
Suite
Angelina Reaux (sop)/Hudson
ShadINYPOIMasur

Sony Classical CD 58961
(2CDs,122m 34s) live recording •

Teklec 4509-95029-2

The La Scala acoustic has often
proved adifficult one for recording
companies to deal with, but Sony,
who have regularly worked on live
Muti performances at Milan's
holy-of-holies in recent years, are
clearly getting the measure of it.
Certainly the separation of stage
and pit on this set ( recorded in
June 1993) has been very successfully done, and though the bass is a
shade weak the performance generally works well in purely sonic
terms.
Muti's interpretation achieves a
fine balance between exuberance
and irony, though it lacks the
warmth and comic grandeur of
Placido Domingo
'continues to
impress', in his
third recorded
assumption of the
role of Otello

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

(
67m 41s) •

This may be the best Sieben Todsünden (` Seven deadly Sins') since
Lenya ( Idon't know the muchpraised Silja/Dohnanyi version in
the Cleveland Orchestra special
set), and for different reasons from
those which made Lenya's late,
downward-transposed recording a
classic. Reaux and Masur, following recent practice in reinstating
Weill's original high-voice version,
eschew all the blousy Berliner
decadence and nostalgia which so
many performances have wished
onto the work, and present it
straight as Weill at his most ' classical' and razor-edged — near symphonic in stature, growing out of
the lean style of the Second
Symphony and the opera Der
Bürgschaft, its rhythms taut, its
energy dark and subversively
Apollonian. The result is a black
morality indeed. Reaux is in superb
form: the best voice, qua voice, I've
heard in this music since Elise
Ross's; but she is also an accomplished actress, as her ` Nicht War?'
catechisms between the two Annas
immediately demonstrate. She is
matched by a superbly baleful
vocal quartet, one of the best
orchestras to play this music, and
excellent instrumental balances
that emphasize the score's power
and leanness.
The booklet notes from Kim
Kowalke [ Kurt Weill Foundation]
practically guarantee this recordFEBRUARY 1995
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classical
ing's authority. He makes subtle
connections between Weill's work
and Berg's exactly contemporary
Lulu — another ' immorality play'
on the power of sexuality, and
based on Brecht's forerunner
Wedekind. The Lulu Suite (
which
Reaux and Masur gave in the same
concert as the Weill) here seems to
take on a sombre colouring from
the Deadly Sins. There is no doubt
that the overall trajectory of this
magnificently composed yet deeply
disturbed music is atragic one: the
lush orchestration does not, as in,
say, Rattle's account [EMI], drip
poisoned honey. But the Adagio
and Hymn are beautiful (the false
hope of the tonal cadence at bars
89-92 has never sounded more
gorgeous), and Teldec's engineers
elucidate Berg's many- layered
scoring as well as any account I've
heard. A formidable release.
[A:11
Calum MacDonald
SONGS TO POEMS BY
HEINRICH HEINE
MENDELSSOHN: Six Songs/
SCHUBERT: Six Songs/SCHUMANN:
Dichterliebe
Christoph Prégardien (ten)IAndreas
Staier (f-pno)
EMS WM 05472 77319 2 (
56m 52s) •
It is regrettable, but given the
development of the Lied probably
inevitable, that musicians should
have seized on Heine's first collection, the Buch der Lieder, and largely ignored his later, greater verse.
But this recital almost silences such
thoughts: Christoph Prégardien
and Andreas Staier give stylish,
insightful accounts of Schumann's
sixteen songs that make up
Dichterliebe, follow them with six
delightful Mendelssohn settings,
and end with the HeMe songs from
Schwanen-gesang.
The Johann Fritz fortepiano of
c.1823 might be thought inappropriate for the Mendelssohn and
Schumann songs — the piano after
all developed very swiftly in that
period — but its clear, light timbre
in fact suits very well almost all the
Lieder. Only in the sustained low
notes of ' Der Doppelganger' and
the rage of ' Der Atlas' did it seem
overstretched.
Prégardien and his partner
favour rather faster speeds than
Thomas Hampson's in his recent
EMI account of Dichterliebe. The
tenor is, as usual, highly musical,
attentive to note-values, enunciation and meaning. What is missing
is sheer beauty of tone, ease of production with high notes. But one
cannot have everything, and there
is much to be grateful for, whether
in the shaping of Schumann's
NIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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whole cycle, the teamwork in
Mendelssohn's ` Neue Liebe', the
anguish of the Doppelganger's
recognition of his ` Schmerzensgewaft'.
Good, clear recording, full texts,
notes and ( intermittently inadequate) translations.
IA:1/21
Peter Branscombe
IWISH IT SO
Songs with orchestra by Bernstein,
Blitzstein, Sondheim & Weill
Dawn Upshaw (sop)1OrchlStern
Bektra-Nonesuch 7559 79345-2
(44m 25s) •
The appearance here of three songs
by Mark Blitzstein may arouse
expectations. If so, they remain
unsatisfied. Blitzstein, a real- life
Hemingway type macho man [ a
graphic account of his death is
recounted in the Faber Bernstein
biography — Mus Ed], was a
socialist commentator who operated through the medium of opera
and the stage musical. A sound if
limited musician, he could be an
adroit
propagandist.
Dawn
Upshaw eschews this aspect of his
work, appearing to prefer the sentimental side of the postwar
American musical theatre. On the
two occasions — Weill's 'Jenny'
and Bemstein's ' Glitter and be gay'
— when irony or cynicism surface,
we get a most welcome dash of
sour to leaven the sweetness. On
the page the lyrics of most of these
songs are pretty routine, or, like
Sondheim's 'There won't be trumpets', plain mawkish. By dint of
her considerable talent Upshaw
salvages most of them, but the
flavour of marshmallow remains
fairly strong.
IA:11
Kenneth Dommett
CARNAVAL!
French coloratura arias
Sumi Jo (sop)IECOIBonynge
Decca 440 679-2

(
67m 58 ,) •

The recording is delightful: pristine, with a wide range of sound,
and the voice not over-forward in
the overall picture.
The voice itself is afluttery light
soprano (
àla Mady Mesplé), delivering pinpoint accuracy in a pert,
no-nonsense manner. Yet it has
almost no variety of colour, and
while Sumi Jo's technique is a
knockout, and her French good
(without being really idiomatic or
flavoursome), her words are not
always clear.
The repertoire (which might be
categorised as fun, fun and more
fun), finds an affectionate advocate
in Richard Bonynge, while the
ECO is on graceful form. Thirteen

Coloratura
soprano Sumi Jo
sings French arias
'light as tinsel' on
her Decca recital

Vocal recitals
from Kathleen
Battle, Sumi
Jo, Dmitn
Hvorostovsky
and — in a
selection from
American
theatre composers —
Dawn Upshaw

pieces of musical tinsel could prove
too much for asitting, but ahandful at one go can be hugely enjoyable. The ' Valse tyrolienne' from
Offenbach's Un mari a la porte is a
real charmer, gaining in appeal
from Bonynge's lilting accompaniment. As a technical exercise the
Sevillana from Massenet's Don
Cesar de Bazan is a brilliant piece
of singing: but to discover Sumi
Jo's limitations listen, if you can, to
Melba or Galli-Curci in this number: she may have all the notes
(indeed arguably more than
Melba), but she lacks her predecessors' personalities.
Nevertheless, her absolute assurance in a number from Balfe's
French opera Les puits d'amour, her
swaggering manner as Elizabeth I
in Ambroise Thomas's Le Songe
d'une nuit d'été, and her quite sensational display of roulades, broken
chords, arpeggios, scales and all
manner of coloratura campery in
the ' Carnaval de Venise' from
Victor Massé's La Reine Topaze,
fair take the critical breath away.
[A*: 1*/21
George Hall
BEL CANTO
Italian Opera Arias
Kathleen Battle (sop)ILPOI
Campanella
DG 435 866.2

(
56m 04s) •

The diva- they- love- to- hate trips
her way through abundle of Italian
arias, serious and comic, from the
first half of the 19M-century. Her
light, bright tone and musicality
suit them well, though a certain
sameness of dramatic conception
shows her Giulietta, Norina,
79

could sound the same was firmly
killed off by Callas, wasn't it?
Bruno Campanella brings plenty
of style to the accompaniments,
however, which move along nicely.
The singer has been closely recorded, emphasizing her clear diction
and pleasing purity of timbre.
[A:21
George Hall

BEL CANTO ARIAS
Dmitri Hvorostovsky
(bar)1PhilharmonialMmin
Philips 434 912-2

(
52m 08s) •

Very well accompanied by the
Philharmonia under Ion Marin,
who shows much insight into the
style of Rossini, Donizetti and
Bellini, this recital offers some
well-known arias interspersed with
rarities.
Hvorostovsky's voice is a fine
smooth baritone, thick rather than
bright in timbre, and well-suited in
weight to the bel canto repertoire.
The limitation here is that several
of his interpretations have little
light and shade, and are far too allpurpose in approach. (How much
more considered Hvorostovsky's
readings can be when he is singing
in his own language is clear from
his Rachmaninov/Tchaikovsky
songs disc, or his Tchaikovsky
arias, teamed up as they are again
with rather bland Verdi).
This is not to say that there is
nothing to enjoy in his performances: the sheer beauty of his
timbre, arguably one of the best
quality lyric baritone voices around
today, and the exemplary legato
line he draws in, for example, ` Vien
Leonora' ( Donizetti's La favorita)
or ' Resta immobile' (William Tell).
But Figaro's personality number
'Largo al factotum' (The Barber of
Seville) or Enrico's vehement
'Cruda, funesta smania' (
Lucia di
Lammermoor) pale beside many
other versions on disc. In short:
could do better. The English translations of the texts in the booklet
are unfortunate.
[A:113]
George Hall
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RUSSI
LITURGI
CHANTS

ST PETERSBURG CLASSICS

Amina, Linda di Chamounix, and
even the Countess of Folleville
mourning her lost baggage ( in
Rossini's riotous Il viaggio a
Reims), to be very much sisters
under the skin. This is often technically skilled singing, but rarely
dramatically conceived, and the
grand manner is avoided entirely:
the heroic grief of Amenaide, for
instance, praying for the return of
her champion in Rossini's Tancredi,
comes in precisely the same tones
as Don Pasquale's mock bride-to-be
laughing at the whole notion of
courtly love. Surely the idea that all
early- 19th-century Italian heroines

T

antalising auditions of things
to come in the midpriced ' St
Petersburg Classics' series
only makes me more sorry that the
best didn't make it to the first
release. Mazur Media, the enterprising husband- and- wife team
who are still in the process of finding further artists for the series,
linked hands with Sony in the hope
of promoting little-known Russian
and CIS ensembles in the west (the
artists are mostly young); but it
would seem that the record company pushed for the mainstream in
the first batch. It is the sampler
disc [with November's BBC Music
Magazine] which gives ahint of the
treasures in store: aGeorgian male
voice choir singing music of what
turns out ( on a preview tape I
heard) to be an unbelievable variety and richness and their female
counterparts, the Gori Women's
Choir, who create even more weird
and wonderful new sounds on
another future release. The
Georgian link will certainly prove
the most valuable — recordings of
Kancheli symphonies and some
strikingly original string quartets
broaden the canvas still further —
and we're promised more explorations further east.
Still, St Petersburg justifies the
loan of its name to the series in the
first batch. My first big surprise
was to hear just how good the second-fiddle orchestra, the Academic
Symphony Orchestra of the St
Petersbugh Philharmonia, really is
— and it proves it on what looked
set to be the least interesting issue
in the series, a Tchaikovsky Five
rounded off by three numbers from
The Snow Maiden [
CD 46680; 53m
35s]. Principal conductor Alexander Dmitriev toes the Mravinsky
line of Tchaikovsky interpretation
— no protracted pathos, plenty of
forward movement — and where
Mravinsky's 1960 [DG] recording
of the finale sounded horribly
machine- like in the turbulent
action music, this performance
manages far more expressiveness at
high speeds. The sound is that of a
first-rate Russian orchestra: dark,
powerful strings and unashamedly
searing brass — the first-trumpet is

the genuine Soviet article, if you
like that sort of thing ( Idid) —
though the woodwind manage
more accurate intonation than of
old. And so the climaxes, especially
that of the Andante cantabile, carry
tremendous impact. [ The ASO
started as aradio orchestra, surviving the German siege of Leningrad,
and broadcasting the premiere of
Shostakovich's 7th Symphony
(1942). in the early 1970s they
worked — and recorded — under
Temirkanov. Mus Ed] The
recording, too, gives anatural representation of the orchestra,
though as BMG have shown, the
Philharmonic Hall is not naturally
so reverberant (Mazur Media have
installed state-of-the-art equipment
not just here, but also in Tbilisi
and Vilnius). The Snow Maiden
extras are done with care and character: this ' Melodrama' reveals far
more feeling for the shape of the
melancholy phrases than the same
number from the St.Petersburg
Camerata in another issue from the
series. 'The Buffoons' Dance' and
'Entr'acte' have been listed the
wrong way round throughout the
notes.
Otherwise, [
A: 11.
Sound apart, it is difficult to recognise the Rachmaninov Second
Symphony [ CD 57650; 62m 48s] as
hailing from the same team. The
sense of movement is much less
fluid
than
throughout
the
Tchaikovsky — the first-movement
development especially sticks in the
mud — and the orchestral textures
far thinner (certainly nothing to do
with the work itself). No need,
then, for the market to bother with
this one.
[
A: 2/3]
Nor does yet another version of
Rachmaninov's Symphonic Dances
make the recommendable shortlist.
The Novosibirsk Philharmonic and
its hard-working conductor,
Arnold Katz, have proved themselves on tour, and in concert this
would be an impressive enough
performance, albeit one that plays
it straight without seeing much of
the morbid temperament between
the lines. But the recording hails
from the days before first-rate
equipment reached the Philharmonic Hall, and so the woodwind
are garishly spotlit, the brass oddly
brittle. The quick-change idiom of
Stravinsky's jeu de cartes is
uncomfortably laboured; best is an
operatic treatment of the Vocalise
from Nelly Lee, a soprano whose
fine bel canto technique was
acquired at the St Petersburg
Conservatory where, the note tells
us, she is now a ' devoted teacher'.
I'd like to know more. [CD 57600;
64m 36s] [
B/C:2], Vocalise [1].
Top of the smaller ensembles, on
11141 NEWS L RECORD REVIEW
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the evidence of the series so far, is
the St Petersburg String Quartet,
an unsensational but deeply musical team. Tchaikovsky's First
Quartet [ CD 57654; 2CDs, 129m
42s] could do with a little more
lightness of touch to send the
rather plain material soaring, but
there's no doubting the depth of

feeling in the laments of the Third
Quartet — an interpretation to set
alongside the Borodins on EMI.
[A: 1]
Plans include a Shostakovich
cycle, and it should be a relief to
hear the Eighth Quartet returned
to
its
original
format.The
'Chamber Symphony' version
recorded by the St Petersburg
Camerata [
CD 48372; 55m 21s]
matches principal conductor
Saulius Sondeckis's perfectly fine
arrangement with the timpani parts
from the Stasevich transcription;
they seem to me unpleasantly
pointless, never more so than when
accompanying the jabbing protest
against the ' bomber drone' at the
start of (iv). The playing seems to
take its cue from this unnecessarily
weighty addition: no sparks fly in
the Allegretto, and the close recording only emphasizes the leaden
approach. Besides, this is astrange
'In Memoriam' sequence which
sandwiches Hindemith's Trauermusik with Haydn (
illustrated,
incidently, by a photograph of
Berlin laid waste — why not
Leningrad during the siege?): all 13
tracks in the minor key, with only
Shostakovich's Lady Macbeth quotation and afew jolly excursions in
the finale of Haydn's La Passione
Symphony for contrast's sake.
[B/C: 2], with a [
4] for those ravaging timps.
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The Haydn symphony does at least
suggest that Sondeckis and his
young players — fresh from the
Conservatory, now coasting as the
resident orchestra of the newlyrestored Hermitage Theatre —
should be more in their element
with the Paisiello and Cimarosa
operas they plan to resurrect in the
operas' original surroundings.
Much less happy is their superfluous Tchaikovsky/Arensky disc
oddly titled ' Variations on a
Theme by Tchaikovsky' after
Arensky's relatively short tribute
[CD 58976; 62m 43s]. The
Tchaikovsky Serenade is not only
heavy-hearted but subject to some
extraordinary mannerisms on
Sondeckis's part — laboured in the
extreme — and as I've already
pointed out, you only have to set
the Snow Maiden Melodrama
alongside the Dmitriev performance to pinpoint what's wrong.
[B/C: 213]
Worthy intentions surely prompted
the inclusion of the Chamber
Choir ` Lege Artis' [
CD 64091 &
57661; 53m 34s/56m 24s], though
it's lucky for Sony that Russian
liturgical music is selling so well
now. Again, this is ayoung team of
conservatory graduates, though
their problem does not lie where
you might expect it — with the
basses who, while not as steady as
their mature counterparts in the
celebrated Glinka State Choir, still
produce asurprisingly rich sonority
— but with the sopranos, astonishingly unfocused and nearly always
just beneath the notes. This will be
agony for perfect-pitching choral
enthusiasts, though there are many
sequences where the feeling for the
orthodox tradition so long extinguished in Soviet Russia is ample
compensation: Iwas moved and
impressed by the ` Song of the
Cherubim' and the Communion
Sequence in Ippolitov-Ivanov's setting of the Liturgy of St John

Chrysostom. This is premiererecording territory — it was wise of
the
choir
not
to
go
for
Rachmaninov or Tchaikovsky — so
there's all the more reason to chastise the notes here. Sketchy
throughout the series, they only
give us a dictionary-based biography of the composer with no mention of where his liturgical works
occur in his output, and then nothing at all on the music. Worth
investigating.
[
A: 2/(1)]
Finally, a baffling compendium. I
don't know whose idea it was to
promote Zurab Sotkilava as the
Bolshoi's answer to the three
tenors, but it won't wash. He
would surely be an asset to any
repertory company who needed an
Otello on its books — and apparently Verdi's opera has been
recorded in Georgia, at the height
of the civil war, with Sotkilava in
the title-role — but the opera arias
and duets on his recital disc [
CD
57653; 56m 24s] reveal afine voice
rather the worse for wear — no
youthful Lensky this. If only Sony
had instead expanded the spirited
sequence of Russian folksongs,
complete with balalaika orchestra,
then we might have had a worthy
successor to Hvorostovsky's similar
entertainment on Philips. Thus
presented, however, Sotkilava
proves the least of the company's
Georgian assets. Soupy, old-style
Soviet sound confirms the impression of a relic from the bad old
days; and surely the Sadko character impersonated by Sotkilava on
the cover is the Indian Guest, not
the hero as the prominent caption
asserts.
Arias [
B/C: 3], folksongs [1/2].
Presentation, then, will have to
improve; but in spite of all the
qualifications, Ido look forward to
the second batch — and Iwager
that the Rustavi Male Voice
Choir's disc will be abest-seller.
David Nice

Sony's midpriced label St
Petersburg
Classics
introduces a
whole range of
artists
previously
unknown in
the West

The `Lege Artis'
Chamber Choir is
represented on two
CDs of Russian
liturgical music

Among the young
groups appearing
on Sony's new
midpriced label is
the St Petersburg
String Quartet.
Their
Tchaikovsky cycle
is reviewed here
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reflections

ARLATTI
13 Sonatas
Queffélec, piano
4
6N.
>
et

Hugo's words. However, only
one other version of the
Childhood of Christ comes with
filler material [ Munch/RCA,
with the Reiner/Price Nuits

REISSUE OF THE MONTH

qi

SCARLATTI: 12 Keyboard
Sonatas E Fugue K30
Anne Queffélec (pno)
Erato 4509-96960-2
(51m 26s) (8)1970•
This delightful and contrasted collection (several
familiar sonatas: L33, 96,
413, 460) was made in the
year
following
Anne
Queffélec's fifth placing in
the 1969 Leeds Competition — Ihave the BBC's
own LP of those prizewinners (Iimagine quite ararity nowadays), where she
performs L142 and 424;
neither is repeated here.
Her Scarlatti differs from
the obsessively refined
etchings of Horowitz's, but
has zest and eagerness; she
draws a generous, warm
tone from her Steinway; in
K96 (aHorowitz speciality)
the music ripples, the
repeated notes flutter with
romantic yearning. Iam
reminded strongly by the
Fugue
of
those
in
Beethoven's Op.110 sonata. Fine sound.
[A:1 (*)]
Christopher Breunig

BERLIOZ: L'Enfance du
Christ
La Mort de Cléopâtre
La Mort d'Ophélie
Sara la
baigneuse
Méditation
religieuse
Pears/Morison/Cameron/
RouleaulFrostlFleet1Pashley1St
Anthony SingersIGolcisborough
OrchlECOIDavis
Decca 443 461-2
(2CDs, 142m)
e1961, '
68 •
This is a ' Double Decca' version of the reissue package
reviewed in Feb ' 90, the only
change beyond a less bulky
container being a less useful
booklet, which retains the
original essay but omits the
sung texts. Thus listeners with
rusty or no French will be
frustrated to read, for
instance, that the poem used
in Sara the bather is '
mesmerically beautiful', since there is
no means of judging how
Berlioz's music relates to
11141 NEWS a RECORD REVIEW

d'Été], so this Colin Davis collection remains worth serious
consideration. My slight reservations concerning some
aspects of sound quality still
apply, as does a touch of
unease regarding Peter Pears's
Narrator in Childhood, and a
horn-player's slip at the end of
Méditation.
But
Anne
Pashley's Death of Cleopatra
remains one of my favourite
versions despite 27 years of
accrued competition.
[A/B:1/1*/2]
John Crabbe
HANDEL: Ariodante
Baker1MuthisIBum ,wes1
Botoman1Rendall1Ramey1
Oliver/EGO & ChlLeppard
Philips 442 096-2
(3CDs, 139m 08s)
®1978•
Giulio Cesare, Ariodante is not!
But this was Janet Baker's
other great Handelian title
role — ` Dopo notte' became
one of her most brilliant
recital numbers, too — and
Philips's complete recording
merits a warm re- welcome.
Though the plot be fustian
(and what Scot was ever
called Ariodantes?), it has a
basic human core in its lovetriangle and the father-daughter relationship. Handel produced for it one of the richest
of his lighter scores, enlivened
with choruses, dances and
even a scene-painting prelude
to Act 2. The supporting cast
is strong, particularly Edith
Mathis's affecting Ginevra
and Norma Burrowes's supple
Dalinda; Leppard's direction
is lively; and the recording,
though 16 years old, might
have been made yesterday.
There is no serious rival.
[A:1]
Calum MacDonald
HOIST: A Somerset
Rhapsody D Brook Green
SuiteNAUGHAN WILLIAMS:
The Wasps — Aristophanic
Suite
Concerto Grosso/
DELIUS: Air and Dance/ELGAR:
Serenade for strings
Bournemouth Sinf & SOI
Del Mar
EMI CDM 565 1302
(76m I2s)
GD 1968, ' 81•
Outstandingly perceptive
music- making,
accorded
equally exceptional recorded
sound. Del Mar's magical
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realization of Hoist's early
Somerset Rhapsody really does
raise the work to ` minor masterpiece' status, whilst the
present Brook Green Suite, at
once engagingly fresh and
sensitive, is a delight. Both
these offerings, along with a
characterful rendering of
Vaughan Williams's Wasps
Suite, shared a quite exceptional 1981 LP, notable for its
state- of- the- art- of Culverhouse production-values. The
remaining items ( Culverhouse/Eltham) all date from
1967 and also continue to
sound extremely fine, with the
Bournemouth strings producing a rich body of tone in
VW's marvellously inventive
and invigorating Concerto
Grosso. Making its first
appearance on CD, Del Mar's
gloriously idiomatic performance of the Elgar Serenade is
one that Ihave always personally treasured: if there's a
more infinitely touching
essayal
of the
central
Larghetto, do let me know! An
irresistible mid-price reissue,
truly one of the highlights of
EMI's admirable ' British
Composers' series.
[A*/A: 1*1
Andrew Achenbach
MOZART: String Quartets
K387 & 421
K428, 464,
Fragment 1(72
Emerson Qt
DG 439 861-2 & 439 914-2
(56m 32s/63m 23s)
e1991 •
You may question the definition of chamber music as the
Emerson Quartet plays the
rising motifs, two bars into
K387(ii). Admittedly, Mozart's markings, p alternating
with f, appear inconducive to
seamless lines. But these players do not even attempt a
solution, going instead for the
maximum of contrasts. The
resultant ' peak and trough'
effect is unpleasant.
Imagine this in alarge concert hall, where most quartets
are now obliged to play.
Exciting perhaps, the tone no
doubt projected into the
innermost recesses of the
auditorium; but the intimacy
of the medium goes by the
board. Otto Jahn's description
of K421 as ' an affecting
expression of melancholy'
holds no water here. The
Emersons take a grim, hard
view of the work. It is unsettling to hear them overlooking

the enormous capacity of
stringed instruments to produce the acutest mutations of
colour and nuance. Fortes are
not leant into: they stab the
air. Pianissimi have no soft
expectancy. The palette is
monochromatic.
But there is a surprise: the
trio of ( iii) is not brusquely
snapped at, as might be
expected. The Emersons find
grace which they extend to
K428 as well; and there is a
distinct improvement, at any
rate in the first three movts,
whilst K464(i) is accorded a
sensitive, considerate interpretation. But aggressiveness is
never far from these players
and is exacerbated by a close
balance that stresses separation rather than integration.
The image, clearly etched,
sugests a microphone to each
instrument. Listen in vain,
therefore, for the homogenized expressivity of, say, the
Budapest [Sony]. But they are
of abygone era, and we live in
an infnitely coarser age; the
Emersons largely reflect our
mores. The Chilingirian
Quartet [ CRD] transcend
them, and get a lot closer to
Mozart.
[B/C:2/3]

Nalen Anthoni

MOZART: Thamos, Kiinig in
Agypten Li Der Schauspieldirektor
PenylMühlelvan Altenalvan
der KamplCollegium
Vocale/Netherlands Chamber
ChINadorILakilHampsonlvan
der KamplConcertgebouwl
Harnoncourt
Teldec 4509-95979-2
(64m 44s)
10980, ' 86
This recording of the incidental music to Kânig Thamos
dates from 1980, that of the
music for the comedy Der
Schauspieldirektor came out on
a CD with Salieri's Prima la
musica in 1986. The new pairing is welcome, with sterling
accounts of some wonderful
music. However, the excessively reverberant recording
muffles some of the detail;
and in the case of Thamos, the
new Gardiner version is not
only even better musically but
he includes Mozart's revisions
in an appendix, as well as the
original numbers. For anyone
wanting to add these two
important works to a collection, however, the Teldec is
certainly agood buy.
[B:1]
Peter Branscombe
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rock/pop/jazz
PHIL ALVIN
COUNTY FAIR 2000
Hightone HCD8056
(55m 59s). •
Robert Plant
wondering why the
people at Polygram
couldn't find a
picture of
Jimmy Page

JIMMY PAGE AND
ROBERT PLANT
NO QUARTER
Fontana 526362-2
(79m 40s) •
Despite the lack of John Paul
Jones and despite not being
genuinely ' unplugged' (that
is, live and acoustic in
MTV's studio-of-choice) this
will be awell-deserved smash
kit. Page and Plant have
reworked a bunch of Zep
classics and thrown in afew
new titles, proving that, yes,
the Zepworks are truly
timeless and do transcend the
merely metallic. But we knew
that. This set shows that Zep
succeeded not only because
of stellar showmanship and
peerless craft but because
the
music
was
simply
magnificent. To hear, 20years- on, those genuinely
'heavy' songs interwoven
with
Middle
Eastern
instrumentation and have
them still succeed is quite a
testimony. Sadly, though, this
PC World Music lark was
rendered passé roughly ten
minutes after the first poor
schmuck opened the first
copy of Brian Jones Presents
the Pipes of Pan At joujouka.
And the all-new songs,
especially the irritating ' City
Don't Cry', undermine any
notion that you can go home
again. But, just because it
finally happened it's [A*:1].
Ken Kessler
So Jimbo and Bob have
followed the path of Bing
and Bob and headed on the
Road
To
Morocco.
Interesting. And even when
not involved with their own
particular version of the
Marrakesh excess, they've
hauled in an Egyptian
orchestra to assist on MTV
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reruns of such Zep specials
as The Battle of Evermore'.
Commendable, because man
cannot live on retread alone,
and it would have been not
only easy but downright
pointless to re-create (nearacoustically or otherwise) all
that
had
gone
before.
Sometimes the attempted
fusion becomes confusion
and, in the case of ` No
Quarter' ends in such amess
that
you'd
expect
the
perpetrators
to
be
immediately shipped out to
a desert fort under Sgt
Markoff.
But generally,
things are never less than
interesting.
[B:2]
Fred Dellar

Phil and Dave Alvin are best
known as the core of LA's
premier roots-rock combo, The
Blasters, but this is the crazier
brother, Phil, trawling through
his own personal love affair
with the whole history of black
music, delving into blues
(urban and folk), soul, gospel,
ragtime and more. And it's
glorious. Whether sparring with
Billy Boy Arnold on the
stomping ' Wreck Your V-8
Ford' or larking to the beats of
tap-dancer Fayard Nicholas's
flashing feet on Low Down
Rhythm,
Alvin
delivers
unfailingly good vibes. Three
cuts call on the aid and succour
of The Faultline Syncopators;
The Blasters are present
(although they could never be
correct) for two; and there's
even adeliciously sleazy medley
of ' Old
Rugged
Cross/Ankh/Didn't He Ramble'
on
which
Phil
sounds
thoroughly at home with The
Dirty Dozen Brass Band. Good
time music from a master of
the art.
[A:111

Johnny Black

Neither Fred nor Ken are
exactly overwhelmed, are
they? So what do other critics
say? The Observer feels that
Plant's vocals retain some of
their old majesty, but Page's
quicksilver touch on guitar
has fled him.' Mojo's verdict
is ' One dud, ten familiar
songs given vital new breath
and three new numbers
pointing Page and Plant
where they ought to go next'.
Just six out of ten from Vox,
who reckon ' the new material
sounds bland but the live
stuff proves they're still
capable of being monstrously
heavy.' Select magazine gives
three out of five and praises
its ' startling
Arabianflavoured re-workings of Zep
classics'. Do you begin to get
the feeling that No Quarter
is only about half as good as
it should be? Personally, I
wouldn't even be as generous
as most of my esteemed
colleagues. Half as good?
No, quarter. But if Icared
a fig for Zep in the first
place, I'd want to own it.
[B:2]
Johnny Black
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ambient armchair. Indeed, their
themes recall much of what
Sinead O'Connor has been
saying since day one. War's hell
(especially when it's on your
doorstep), child killing's not so
good, and suchlike. Thankfully,
Dolores also finds the time to
love a little and that's when
things are at their best. Pastel
pop with a jingle-jangle.
Doncha just wanna put your
arms around it?
IA:1]

Fred Dellar

FAIRPORT
CONVENTION
JEWEL IN THE CROWN
Woodworm Records WR023 CD
(60m 07s) •
However much they might hate
to admit it, The Fairports have
become one of Britain's more
respectable institutions. So
maybe they've passed their high
water mark, but they never
deliver less than top quality
craftsmanship, with enough
spark to show they're a long
way from the end of the road
yet. With the redoubtable Dave
Pegg helming the ship, this
latest
sally
finds
them
cherrypicicing the best from the
cream of contemporary British
folk songwriters (Steve Tilson,
Ralph McTell, Clive Gregson
etc), not to mention an
unexpected delight in the shape
of a tasty Leonard Cohen
cover. Simon Nicol is in good
voice, Martin Allcock delivers
some tasty arrangements and

THE CRANBERRIES
NO NEED TO ARGUE
Island CID 8029
(50m 36s) •
Really, it's all down to Dolores
O'Riordan's oddly Gaelic yodel
of a voice. Then, you knew
that, didn't you? You and two
million Americans who bought
their debut purely because her
voice is just the kind of folkrock thing to warm softly- lit
lounges
at
appropriate
moments.
Not that The
Cranberries are aiming at the

Ric Sanders' fiddle weaves
mellifluously through it all.
Lovely stuff. See you at
Cropredy in August?
[A:1]
Johnny Black
BUTCH HANCOCK
EATS AWAY THE NIGHT
Glitterhouse GRCD 341
(51m 28s) •
Flashback. Joe Ely once led the
finest country-rock band to ever
emerge from Texas. They failed
to appeal to purists ( a fine
performance
at
Wembley
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country

festival

met

with

apathy) but they so influenced
those
without
hearing
difficulties that The Clash asked
Ely to open for them on a
major tour. Now read on.
Butch Hancock, one of the Ely
band's main songwriters, has
linked with accordionist Ponty
Bone and guitarist Jesse Taylor
(both Ely stalwarts) and a
clutch of other worthies to
revive such old friends as
'Boxcars' and ` If You Were A
Bluebird' along with less
familiars, like the cheesy
rockabilly ' Baby Be Mine', the
even-rockin"Welcome To The
Real World Kid' and the
obligatory Texan waltz ' Eileen'.
Hancock's no match for Ely as
asinger but, even so, this is a
welcome new chapter to the
story.
IA:1/21

is

Gillan's version

of The

Honeydrippers, an homage to
the great rock and soul of the
early 1960s recorded only
because the original Javelins
regretted having nothing on
tape
from
their
earlier
incarnation. And it's a real
hoot, with Gillan sounding like
he's having fun, no tight-jeans,
Spinal-Tapped angst here,
while the group powers through
'Can I Get A Witness',
'Money', ' Roll
Over
Beethoven', ' Rave On' and
other chestnuts. File alongside
the Canvey Island All-Stars.
1I3:11
Ken Kessler

Fred Dellar

THE JAVELINS
RAVING...WITH THE JAVELINS
RPM RPM132
(34m 48s •
This will surely challenge the
resolve
of
Deep
Purple
completists because — Gillan
or no Gillan — it ain't your
standard HM fare. As with the
remnants of the Quarrymen,
who reformed after 35-plus
years, the Javelins were also lost
in the mists of time, but have
decided 32 years on to give it
another go. And what you get

Big news: a brand new
Buddy Guy! Slippin' /n
(Silvenone ORE CD 5330)
has had some rough press,
but Ican't see it: it's terrific.
Funky, soulful, with plenty
of edge — it's easy to hear
why Clapton rates BG as a
deity. At the opposite end of
the scale is the bitter Drink
Small, whose Electric Blues
Doctor (
Mapleshade 018320)
is riddled with digs at BB
King, Small considering
himself a rival. Yeah, right,
and I've got Stephen King

NICK LOWE
THE IMPOSSIBLE BIRD
Demon Fiendcd575
(40m 34s) •
Nick Lowe — genius or
journeyman? Was a time I'd
have leaned towards the former
but, over the years it seems to
me the man's muse has largely
moseyed, leaving him retreading
former glories and playing safe.

worried. Small is ahalf-talent
with real hang-ups and a
lack of respect for the blues'
greatest ambassador; a pity
Mapleshade
wasted
its
recording skills on this putt.
Another audiophile label is
the source for one of this
month's better titles, Come
To Find by Doug MacLeod
with Charlie Musselwhite
(AudioQuest AQCD10270).
Purist stuff, and as rootsy as
it gets, but with nothing
precious about it, especially
because MacLeod is so
engaging. Musselwhite has
another album all to himself,
entitled
The Harmonica
According
To... (
Blind
Pig/Topic BPCD50160),
first released in 1978 but
finally available on CD.
Along with the late Paul
Butterfield, CM showed
white audiences what a
virtuoso instrument the blues
harp can be. A veritable

Too often now his songs and
delivery sound more like a
parody of his heroes rather than
the homage he evidently
intends. The plodding 'Trail Of
Tears', the soapy ' True Love
Travels On A Gravel Road',
and the self-pitying ' Where's
My Everything?'
all
just
overstep the boundary between
tastefully understated and
vacantly
cliched.
There's
certainly nothing here to

Willie Nelson
contemplates the
healing hands of
time and large tax
payoffs

compare with ' So It Goes',
'Breaking Glass' or ' Endless
Sleep' but, on the other hand,
there's nothing to make you hit
the
stop
button
either,
especially if you're trucking
along the motorway late at
night, where it's as pleasant a
way as any to keep you left of
the line. But I'd expect more of
agenius.
1A:21

Johnny Black

WILLIE NELSON
HEALING HANDS OF TIME
Liberty 8-30402-2
(37m 45s) •
treat. Also something of a a
treat is the Memphis Sheiks'
Slow-Cooked Pig Meat (
Inside
Memphis IS04940), perfectly
recreated swampy blues that
twangs in best Delta fashion.
More modern is Debbie
Davies' second album, Loose
Tonight
(
Blind
Pig/Topic
BPCD50150). Not quite
ready for prime time — she's
no challenge yet for Bonnie
Rain — but Davies is one to
watch and could eventually be
adistaff Stevie Ray. Blind Pig
has also issued That's When I
Know (
BPCD50140) by Eddie
C Campbell, a hot guitarist
who hung with Magic Sam;
his latest is an electric feast for
axe fetishists.
Ken Kessler

New label, old idea. Willie does
his ' Stardust' oldies thing yet
again, in the company of the
lushest of lush string orchestras.
Of course he wobbles and
wavers throughout, and lacks
the range needed to tackle such
as Jerome Kern's ' All The
Things You Are' but the onetime Nashville outlaw is old
enough to remember how
Walter Huston pulled the novoice, all aged charm trick on
'September Song' way back
when, and wise enough to
repeat it here. But do we really
need further versions of Willie's
own ' Funny How Time Slips
Away', ' Night
Life'
and
'Crazy'? Perhaps only the IRS
can answer that with any degree
of certainty.
[A:21
Fred DeIlar
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FRANK SINATRA

DAN PENN
DO RIGHT MAN
Sire 9362-45519-2

DUETS 2
Capitol CDEST 2245
(37m I7s)
•
(51m 02s) •

Never mind the width, feel the
quality, on this brief return to
the studios for Dan Penn, an
outstanding Memphis singersongwriter whose first (and last)
solo outing was in 1973. Penn
is,
undeniably,
a better
songwriter than he is a singer
but don't let that put you off.
Backed here by the Muscle
Shoals veterans, including Dan
Penn's writing partner Spooner
Oldham, and with legendary
Memphis Horns leader Wayne
Jackson (Al Green, Booker T)
on trumpet fronting the brass
section, Penn pours his heart
into his own songs. That means
the acknowledged classics, ' Do
Right Woman', ' I'm Your
Puppet' and ' Dark End Of The
Street', but it's encouraging to
hear him invest relatively
unknown material like ` Zero
Willpower' and ' He'll Take
Care Of You' with the same
world-weary passion. This Penn
is indeed mightier.
[A:1]
Johnny Black

partners heard but not seen.
This time around, Steve
Lawrence and Edie Gorme
grab the honours for an
invigorating job on 'Where Or
When'; Steve Wonder and
Gladys Knight ensure that
'Once In My Life' doesn't
disappear down the dumper;
Arturo Sandoval compensates
for Chrissie Hynde's lacklustre
vocal by blowing invigorating
trumpet on 'Luck Be A Lady',
and Frank Jr. turns ' My Kind
of Town' into areal curio by

RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER

Everybody's favourite acappella
group, back with another
oddball mix of covers. This
time the quartet has accessed
the
catalogues
of Percy
Mayfield, the Troggs, Sam
Cooke and early supporter
Frank Zappa, among others.
Their reworking of Zappa's
'Lucille Has Messed My Mind
Up' shows just how much
Frank's R&B roots were in
synch with this outfit, while a
killer performance of Willie
Dixon's ' Little Red Rooster'
suggests that the Persuasions
could embark on acareer as the
world's first instrument-free
blues zone. But the best is
saved for last, a version of
'Love Is All Around' which
should be force-fed to Wet Wet
Wet if only to demonstrate to
that lame band just how wellchosen was their name. A treat
from start to finish, but since
the pleasure here depends on
the unadorned voices filling the
space in front of you, Iwish
producer Ron Levy had let
them stand more than an inch
apart.
[B:1***1
Ken Kessler
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Naimcd005
(71m I7s) •

Frank's second pally-up with

THE PERSUASIONS
Bullseye Blues/Topic CDBB 9556
(45m 50s) •

CHARLIE HADEN
PRIVATE COLLECTION NO 1

sounding just like his father in
better times. Elsewhere, Jimmy
Buffett, Patti LaBelle, Jon
Secada,
Linda
Ronstadt,
Antonio Carlos Jobim, Willie
Nelson
and
more
cope
reasonably well. The only total
failure is a duet with Neil
Diamond on ` The House I
Live In', a dated song about
America and democracy that
even John Wayne might have
had qualms about recording.
[A*:2] Fred 'Stellar' Dellar
UNITED FUTURE
ORGANISATION
NO SOUND IS TOO TABOO
Brownswood/Talkin' Loud 522271-2
(54m 12s) •
Japanese-based purveyors of
jazz-dance, UFO fulfil the
dreams of those whose lives
revolve around laser-lit raves,
but also provide enough
exhibits from the jazz museum
to keep true believers from the
beat ' n' bop brigade hanging
on. ' Stolen Moments', for
instance, samples the Oliver
Nelson track of that title. Mark
Murphy (arguably the finest
jazz singer extant) donates the
Kerouac-angled rap that is
'Future Light' while saxman

FEBRUARY 19141

PRIVATE COLLECTION NO 2
Naimcd006
(74m 41s) •
Audiophile recordings fall
into two categories, neither
of them good. Either they're
dubiously remastered classics
of
yesteryear (Mobile
Fidelity) or they're impeccably recorded but musically
uninspired ( Sheffield Lab,
Mapleshade). At least, that's
what Ithought of audiophile
recordings before this one
arrived in the post. In fact,
my prejudices began to melt
away as soon as Isaw the
name of the artist here.
Charlie Haden is about as
authentic a contemporary
jazz musician as you could
hope for and Julian Vereker
of Naim devoted seven years
of delicate negotiations to
getting the majors to allow a
small label to release this
material. And it's wonderful
stuff. Vereker and engineer
Ken Christianson
have
come up with splendidly and
simply recorded performances by avirtuoso quartet.
(Two quartets, actually since
the drummer changes on
Private Collection No. 2 —
from Billy Higgins to Paul
Motian.) All the musicians
distinguish
themselves
throughout two bumper
length CDs, as nn the
version of ` Passport' by

Steve Williamson and singer
Cleveland
Watkiss (both
familiar to the Ronnie Scott's
crowd) contribute to the
sometimes bewildering array of
sounds that stem from the
mind of Raphael Sebbag, the
Moroccan-born, Paris- raised,
Tokyo resident who fronts the
trio. If eclecticism appeals to
you, aclose encounter with this
particular UFO could prove
beneficial
[A:112]
Fred Dellar
WEEN
CHOCOLATE AND CHEESE
Flying Nun FNCD 314
(54m 57s) •
New Jersey's bizarre Ween
brothers are back with their
most polished offering yet,

Charlie
Parker,
where
Higgins's hypnotic rhythms
could
show
today's
tribal/jungle whippersnappers
a thing or two. Or on
'Misery' where the silken
intricacies
of
Alan
Broadbent's piano trades off
with Ernie Watts's sax. In
fact, Watts is almost as
much the star here as
Charlie Haden; when he
solos on Haden's ' Bay City'
it's like the sun coming out.
But the steady heartbeat of
the quartet is always Haden's
bass, as it ranges from the
subliminally subtle to the
chunky sound sculptures of
Omette Coleman's ` Lonely
Woman'. This is real jazz,
subtle,
demanding
and
imaginative, played by world
class musicians and recorded
by audiophiles who know
what they're doing. If you're
a jazz fiend or just a hi-fi
lover with an interest in jazz,
then you're in for atreat.
Andrew Cartmel

Charlie Haden
makes audiophile
label debut

touching a number of... well,
actually, pounding the living
daylights out of a number of
sacred cows. Musically, they're
devastating, with an ability to
morph through a bewildering
variety of styles from HM to
Zappaesque weirdosity to Sly
Stone- like ballads. Behind a
grossly sexist (and clever) front
cover, they deal seriously and
sensitively with everything from
AIDS to loneliness, religion,
animal experiments and, most
tellingly of all, spinal meningitis.
That's the one with the kid's
voice asking his mum why the
doctors want to see his spine.
It makes me feel the suffering
involved, in a way that no
number of TV d .umentaries
ever could.
[A:11
Johnny Black
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and
somehow
gets
freeimprovisors
like
Phil
Wachsmann (violin) and Irene
Schweizer (piano) to play it.
When the band wants to funk
there is a trenchancy that
classical dabblers like Steve
Martland would give their eyeteeth for. Because there's no

THELONIOUS MONK
THE COMPLETE BLUE NOTE
RECORDINGS
BLUE NOTE CDP 7243 830363 25
(4CDs, 207m 44s) •
Monk was alate-comer to the
recording studio. When Blue
Note signed him in 1947 his
sheaf
of
awe-inspiring
compositions was among the
most
compacted
musical
thought ever copyrighted as
'tunes'.
Monk
upset
conventional wisdom about the
bifurcation of intellect from the
dancing feet, constructing
abstractions that swing like the
clappers. Art Blakey was his
perfect drummer, meshing with
Monk's satisfying perversities
with aprecision that would be
chilling if it were not so
generously extrovert. Volume
one is all Blakey, and is
indispensable (previously issued
as Genius Of Modern Music
Vol 1). Max Roach and
Shadow Wilson were no
slouches
either.
Michael
Cuscuna favours programming
tracks in the order they were
recorded, which often (fifteen
'alternates' here) means hearing
a theme recapitulated only to
be reprised.
I find that
irritating. As he says, you can
always program your own
order, but somehow Inever do.
Packaging is thoughtful and the
booklet thorough. For my
money, though, Ipreferred the
original presentation: the two
volumes of Genius and the Live
At The Five Spot (
lo fi with

nod to anew-age ethic (or sales
strategies) there is always an
edge to the sounds that pricks
the
ears
up.
Excellently
recorded, this robust music
always has asense of direction.
I'm not sure I'd want all FMP
releases to sound like this, but
intriguing none the less.
[A*:11
Ben Watson
SIPHO GUMEDE
DOWN FREEDOM AVENUE
B&W MUSIC BW051
(59m I4s) •

Thelonius Monk showing today's young people how a baseball cap should be worn

John Coltrane in 1957, a tape
'discovered' in 1993). The
latter's been re- mastered ' 1/2
step' lower, but this makes little
appreciable difference (the pitch
is now ' corrects but the sound
a fraction harsher). New
additions are a session with
Milt Jackson from 1948 (three
out of eight tracks ruined by
diabolical
vocals
courtesy
Kenny ' Pancho' Hagood) and
a couple of 1957 tracks with
Sonny Rollins. If you want all
the Blue Notes in abox, here
they are: beginners should seek
out the Genius volumes, or

B

lue Note used to be
the Rolls Royce of jazz
labels; it is now just a
badge to stick on any vehicle,
cheapened by the strategies
of its corporate master
Capitol/EMI. Founded in
1939 by Nazi-refugee Alfred
Lion, Blue Note's albums
were distinguished by paid
rehearsals (which meant both
adventure
and
group
coherence),
Rudy
Van
Gelder's engineering genius
(and
musical
ear
for
microphone placement) and
Reid
Miles'
innovative,
influential cover designs.
Thick vinyl, informative (and
argumentative) sleevenotes,
great music. The collector's
wet dream. The mid-80s jazz
revival
saw
the
label
relaunched, its roster an
uneasy alliance between the
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oldguard (Jackie McLean,
McCoy Tyner, Cecil Taylor)
and lightweight, TV-friendly
entertainers like Stanley
Jordan and Bobby McFerrin
(these latter didn't sell much
anyway). Real new talent
occasionally surfaces — Geri
Allen, Cassandra Wilson —
but the A&R people have
neither
Alfred
Lion's
commitment nor perspective
(that torch has passed to
Giovanni Bonandrini at Black
Saint). Now the Blue Note
logo is plastered on just about
any ' jazz' Capitol/EMI want
to shove on the racks.
Putting the Blue Note seal
on, for example, scrapings
from the acid-jazz barrel
benefits no-one. As a name
for recycling old hammondorgan groovers, Acid Jazz was
appropriate, and I've enjoyed

indeed
any
later
Monk
(contrary to myth, the Blue
Note sessions were just astart;
an auspicious start, but not the
whole story).
[A/H:1*1
Ben Watson
COWWS QUINTET
GROOVES ' N LOOPS
FMP C059
(7lin Is) •
Postmodemism penetrates even
FMP, the German bastion of
intemperate free jazz. Rudiger
Carl ingests minimalism, surfrock and country into his music

several Acid Jazz collections.
But the denizens of the Wag
Club now have the ear of the
corporates, and are in charge
of reissuing the likes of Lou
Donaldson (The Righteous
Reed 7243 8 307240), Big
John Patton (The Organization 7243 8 307240),
Jimmy McGriff (
Pullin' Out
The Stops 7243 8 307240)
and Cannonball Adderley
(Deep
Groove
7243
8
307240). The sleevenotes
sneer at purists who decry
jazz populism, but on some
of this the purists may have
a point. Adderley's ' party'
records sound pretty crap
away from the club ( and
weren't recorded for Blue
Note anyway; two somewhat
self-consciously 'funky' tracks
here come from Capitol's
Country Preacher (
7243 8

In the 1960s, South African
exiles — Chris MacGregor,
Dudu Pukwana, Johnny Dyani,
Louis
Moholo (the
sole
survivor) — injected aheady
vitality into London jazz. Their
influence showed up in the
most unlikely places ( Rip Rig
& Panic, Derek Bailey). Now
that South Africa has been
declared kosher, here come the
pinks. Whatever individuality
Gumede ever had has been
stifled by standard 1990s studio
sound. The sleevenotes' grand
statements about freedom and
progress are certainly not
reflected in this soporific, FMoriented music.
[A:21
Ben Watson

30452), while Donaldson's
funk is what you play when
you run out of James Brown
and Jimmy Castor Bunch
records. McGriff is always a
good bet, but only a couple
of these tracks were actually
Blue Note productions. You
might forgive such undignified cashing- in if Blue
Note was fostering jazz with
the proceeds, but they now
have legends McCoy Tyner
(Coltrane's
pianist)
and
Bobby Hutcherson (Dolphy's
vibeist) producing frighteningly vapid dinner- music
(Manhattan Moods, 7243 8
284230). Sonny Fortune's
Four In
One
(
7243
8
282430),
a competent,
neoclassical run-through of
Monk tunes, does a little to
redress the balance.
Ben Watson

8,7

THE ALLMAN
BROTHERS
BROTHERS & SISTERS

REG DWIGHT
REG DWIGHT'S PIANO GOES
POP

Mobile Fidelity WU 617
(38m 32s) •

rpm RP81142

MFSL's third Allman Brothers
Ultradisc release is the first the
band issued after the death of
Duane. Gone are the almost
free-form jams, this set bearing
seven complete tracks —
which would have constituted
a double LP for the band in
their days of 13 minute guitar
breaks. Whatever, the release
proved that the band had survived in a fashion, and it
remains a fine example of
Southern 70s rock.
[
A:1]

(
57m) •

What a scream — Elton John
before superstardom, doing
cover versions of the hits of the
day for budget record labels'
cash-in albums. ' Spirit In The
Sky', ' Yellow River', ' Come
and Get It', ` Neanderthal
Man' — EJ would probably
like to have this one stopped,
but he shouldn't: it's unmistakably Elton and not bad at
all. Now when do we get the
David Bowie equivalent?
[A/B:2]

BUDDY RICH BIG BAND
BUDDY & SOUL

FAIRGROUND
ATTRACTION
THE COLLECTION

BG0 BGOCD23

RCA 74321 23251 2

(
40m 33s) •

Hypocritical in retrospect,
given his early hatred for rock
music, but by the late 1960s
Rich must have realised that
being a purist snob/jazz tosser
did nothing for his coffers.
This live set from the Whiskey
A Go-Go features covers of no
less that two Doors songs and
other attempts at being ` pop'.
Typically sad jazzer sell-out,
but it sounds incredible,
hence...
[
A*:1/4]
THE CADETS/THE JACKS
THE CADETS MEET THE JACKS
— STRANDED IN THE JUNGLE
Ace CDCHD 534

(
65m 29s) •

Prime vocal group singing
from two interrelated outfits
— essentially one group
recording under two names —
and responsible for a hit with
their cover of the title track
and other witty sides worthy of
the Coasters. Vintage rock ' n'
roll which could humiliate
Boyz II Men.
[ B:1]
THE CRICKETS
SOMETHING OLD, SOMETHING
NEW...
BG0 BGOCD242

(40m 23s) •

One of the band's better postHolly efforts, mainly covers
but with afew originals added
for good measure. Six bonus
tracks from the later Rock
Reflections compilation make
this set a particular bargain,
the rest of that album having
been culled from Something
Old in the first place. Quality
pop from the early 1960s, but
primarily for collectors and
completists.
[
A/B:21
90

(58m 32s) •
For a group that only lasted
for two albums and acouple of
singles, a 'best of seems like a
foolish conceit. But this collection does actually contain
some of the sweetest, most
truly musical pop of the past
ten years. Think of it as an
excuse to remind yourself of
what was lost when the group
split. And if you think that
Sinead O'Connor is aheavensent voice wasted on an idiot,
then what do you make of the
angel- throated Eddi Reader,
who redefines ' flake'? What a
shocking waste.
[A*:11
THE FIREBALLS
THE BEST OF THE FIREBALLS'
VOCALS
Ace CDCHD 468

(
69m 06s) •

Thirty tracks from the group
Norman Petty used to pad out
the posthumous Buddy Holly
releases. But these were no
mere also-rans; the Fireballs
were true professionals and
with vocalist Jimmy Gilmer
were a top-notch early 1960s
rock outfit. The immortal
'Sugar Shack' appears here in
its undiluted form, but the
surfeit of Holly covers sticks in
the throat. [ A/B:2]
ARETHA FRANKLIN
QUEEN OF SOUL
Rhino/Atlantic 8122-71396-2
(75m 22s) •
The world isn't exactly short
of Aretha ` Best Ofs', but this
one complements the recent
post-Atlantic set by containing

nearly all of her major successes from 1967-73, two dozen
hits including such solid
delights as ' Respect', 'Think',
'Chain Of Fools' and other
gem quality soul diamonds
which no-one can ever hope to
better. If you lack some Aretha
in your library, go for this one
— it's a joy from start to finish, so good that the title
seems like understatement.
[A/A*: 11
RONNIE HAWKINS &
THE HAWKS
THE ROULETTE YEARS
Sequel NED CD 266
(2CDs, 139m 41s) •
Sorely- needed double CD
containing all of Ronnie's rock
'n' roll output for Roulette,
including his work with the
Hawks... later to become the
Band. Except-ional mix of
covers and originals dealing
with aplethora of early styles,
proving that Hawkins was an
archetypal journeyman rocker.
A magnificent effort, superbly
packaged and annotated to
anorak standards. And about
time, too.
[
A/B:112]
INKS
GREATEST HITS
Mercury 526 230-2

(
67m 37s) •

Easily justified 18- track set
from one of Australia's most
successful and long-lived ( 17
years!) outfits. Extensive if
hard-to-read liner notes, some
new material and the simply
exquisite ' Need You Tonight'.
[A:1/2]

sassy soul, Ms Jackson having
predated all of the current
distaff gangstas by two
decades. True, her best number — ' My Man, A Sweet
Man' — is hardly a feminist
tract and it's as clean as soap.
But then you didn't expect her
odes to cunnilingus to reach
the charts, did you? [
A/B:1/2]
BB KING
KING OF THE BLUES
Pickwick PWKS 4211
(60m Ois) •
Budget priced 20-tracker containing a load of early King
treasures. Both parts of ' Sweet
Sixteen', ' Sweet Little Angel',
`Ten Long Years', ' I've Got A
Right to Love My Baby' and
more. Sublime blues.
[B/C:1/11
LED ZEPPELIN
IN THROUGH THE OUT DOOR
Swan Song 7567-92443-2
(42m 37à) •
Completing the run of individually- parcelled, remastered
Led Zeps, the 1979 release
first marketed with achoice of
brown-paper-wrapped sleeves.
'All My Love', ' Hot Dog',
`South Bound Suarez'... even
so-so Zep is miles beyond the
competition.
IA:1]
JOHN MAYALL
BLUESBREAKERS WITH ERIC
CLAPTON
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 616
(37m 30s) •

Another Jackson two-on-one,
abrace of albums recorded for
Wand in 1963 and 1965, again
filled with smooth and seductive crooning suitable for
lounges from Vegas to New
York. Buy it just for the take
of ' IJust Don't Know What
To Do With Myself. [
A/B:1]

Probably the most important
British (white) blues album of
all time, this is the 1966 milestone which introduced apostYardbird Eric Clapton to the
world. Purists like Steve Harris
might detest such tampering
with aholy genre, but Mayall's
versions of ` Steppin' Out',
'Hideaway', ` Ramblin' On My
Mind' and other blues classics
probably did more to spread
the word than any other
release ever. A most worthy
candidate for gilding. [
A/B:1]

MILLIE JACKSON
21 OF THE BEST

DON MCLEAN
TAPESTRY

Southbound/Ace CDSEWD 100
(79m I6s) •

BG0 BGOC D232

CHUCK JACKSON
ENCORE!/MR EVERYTHING
Kent CDKEND 110

(
62m 42s) •

After the flood of Millie reissues, a single CD containing
the cream; as such it's an ideal
way to learn why Ace was so
keen to restore her entire
canon to the racks. This is

(
42m 21s) •

From 1971, just before
McLean drove us all nuts with
'American Pie' and before
Carole King would appropriate the title for a multi-platinum album; this probably
didn't even reach copper. A
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reissues
signpost toward the gentle
singer- songwriter stuff for
which he was known beyond
his paean to dead rockers.
[A:1/21
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CLYDE MePHATRIER
DEEP SEA BAU
Sequel RSACD 812

(
46m 13s`

After stints with the Dominoes
and the Drifters, McPhatter —
possibly the most influential
black vocalist prior to the
emergence of Sam Cooke —
issued a number of sides for
Atlantic. This CD contains 19
performances recorded for
Jerry Wexler and Ahmet
Ertegun, precursors to soul
which link the myriad strands
of early rock ' n' roll to gospel,
straight R&B and pop.
McPhatter was a master,
another who died and too
damned young.
[
A/B:1/1*]

the album this is a must for
collectors. Fortunately, they
resisted a scratch ' n' sniff
cover bearing essence de pieds.
[A/B:1/2]
JOE TURNER
BIG JOE RIDES AGAIN
GREATEST HITS

THE MOVE
MESSAGE FROM THE COUNTRY
BCC MOCD238

Sequel RMCD 809 & 810
(41m 48s/58m 07s) al

(
41m 12s) •

Finally, a British CD of the
Move's final album. Important
one, this, as it heralded the
birth of ELO, one of the most
important of the 1970s stadium bands, while it allowed the
Move to disperse in style. ' Ella
James', 'The Words of Aaron',
the title track — aclassic ' lost
album' and rock eclecticism at
its finest.
[
A/B:11
LOU RAWLS
FOR YOU MY LOVE

JOE TURNER

Capitol Jazz 7243 828979 2
(44m Ols) •

C-5 Records C5HCD 618 6619
(54m 48s/55m 08s) •

FINEOALLS' VOCALS

EMI 7243 829665 2
(54m 12à) •
Terrific 19- track rarities collection ( over half of it never
issued before) which is so
good and unthrowaway that it
could fool you into thinking
that it's the band's next regu-
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Absolutely classic boogie woogie from amaster, one so truly
inimitable and inventive that
he's credited as one of the
daddies of rock ' n' roll. Rides
Again is the stupendous 1960
Atlantic album featuring Joe
doing his bluesy thing with
musicians like
Coleman
Hawkins and Pete Johnson,
while the hits set is an expanded version containing 21
superlative performances from
1951-8, also for Atlantic.
[A*: 1 ] [ A/B/C: 1/11
THE VENTURES
WALK DON'T RUN/THE
VENTURES
ANOTHER SMASH!!!/THE
COLOURFUL VENTURES

Smooth as silk: 14 tracks
(including the previously unissued ' That's Your Red
Wagon') which Rawls recorded in 1964 with Benny Carter
and 1968 with Benny Golson.
Exquisite jazz vocals, Rawls at
his peak and backed with perfect arrangements. ' Whispering Grass', `Just Squeeze Me
and other immortal tracks.
[A*: 11
RED HOT CHILI
PEPPERS
OUT IN LA

best to showcase legendary
bluesmen. This set of mid 1950s recordings for famed
talent spotters Ahmet and
Nesuhi Ertegun allows TBone Walker to stretch out in
a decent studio with Earl
SANDIE SHAW
Palmer, Barney Kessel and
LOVE ME, PLEASE LOVE ME
other top-notch studio wizrpm RPM 124
(
52m 52s) •
ards. A number of his classic
Another Shaw set for corntracks re-recorded but sounding just fine. Seductive, urbane
pletists hitting the shops just
blues from the man who put
as she chooses to rerecord her
electric guitar on the map.
hits. This disc completes the
[A:11
reissuing
of
her
post Eurovision 1960s material,
RON WOOD
and shows that — bare feet
I'VE GOT MY OWN ALBUM TO
and weird behaviour aside —
DO
she could sing. With both
NOW LOOK
sides of four singles added to

lar release. Hard-edged indiepunkfunk including bizarre
covers of Hendrix, Monk, Sly
and Stevie Wonder plus gritty
originals. A howler.
[
A/B:11

FEBRUARY 1995

A pair of two-on-ones giving
you more Ventures than you'll
ever need. All- instrumental,
loads of covers, the odd hit —
this is cliché twang par excellence. Buy ' em just to irritate
fans of the dire Shadows, who
were unfit to carry this group's
plectrums. [ A/B:2/3]
T-BONE WALKER
T-BONE BLUES
Sequel RASCD 811

(
47m 57s)

Long before there were
albums like The Healer,
Atlantic Records was doing its

Warner 936245692 & 456933-2
(47m 30s/47m 10s) 01•
Wood's first two solos, cut
between his departure from
the Faces and entry to the
Stones. Keith Richard features
on both, so everyone knew
what was coming, and these
form a perfect stylistic link
between the two bands. Loose
rock as only Woody can do it.
Both discs should have
renewed life if Black Crowes
fans get to hear ' em.
[A/B:1/2]
VARIOUS
YOU CAN'T HURRY LOVE —
THE MOTOWN COVERS ALBUM
Stateside EMI 7243 831625 29
(68m I9s) •
No doubt about it — this'll
sell like ice cream in July.
Eighteen Motown masterpieces covered and turned into
hits all over again by the likes
of Phil Collins, UB40, Kim
Wilde, James Taylor, George
Michael, The Beat, Rod
Stewart and others. Nice, but
not really a substitute for the
genuine soul of the original
article.
[
A:1/21
VARIOUS
DREAM BABES VOLUME ONE:
AM IDREAMING?
rpm RPM 137

(
58m 24s) •

Tenty-four bee- hived 1960s
gems from mainly one- hit
wonders: Peanut, Carole
Deene, Beryl Marsden, Cindy
Williams, Sandra Browne and
other pathetic Cilla wannabees. But, as ever, rpm. has
filled a ' much-needed void'. In
case you're wonderin what
were Whigfield's and Shampoo's precedents...
[A/B/C:1/213]
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Hotline.c
081 569 5802
081 952 5535
071 497 1346

Sundays

Mail Order
Worldwide

1984 -1994

Bargains!
was now save
Rotel RA 930 AX MKI amp
Rotel RA 935 BX MKI amp

£ £
170 120

£
50

200

130

70

Rotel RCD 945 AX CD Player 230

140

90

Infinity Ref 10 Speakers

200

140

was now save
£ £ £
‘/Ni Speaker Package
2Pairs B & W Team and a
B & W Centrale
Tannoy D500 (ex demo)
(Black / Walnut)

430 300 130

1470 1200 270

60
Harman tiardon I,S0500

Mission 760i Speaker/
Atacama SE 24 Stands

Speakers
200

150

300

200 100

460

350 110

50
NAD 705 Reciever (graded)

Mordaunt Short MS10 Speakers/
Target HS 20 Stands

Mission 7601 Speakers

200

150

50
Castle Howard (graded)

1000 800 200

claim £50 voucher against any other

KEF 105/3 Black Spkrs

2295 1500 795

purchase.

KEF 105/3 Rosewood Spkrs 2395 1500 895

Canon S30 Speaker

180

lecial
Marantz PM44SE1 amplifier
Marantz CD52SEll CD Player
Mission 760i Speaker

was

now

save

£630 £430

£200

Limited stock. Offer good until stocks last. Not with any other offers or promotions. E. & O. E.

Audio Visual Specialists • Demonstration Rooms
45 High Street, Hounslow,

173 Station Road, Edgware,

18 Monmouth Street, * Covent Gdn.,

Middlesex TW3 1RH

Middlesex HA8 7JX

London WC2H 9HB

(ià 081 569 5802
Fax: 081 569 6353

©081 952 5535 © 071 497 1346
Fax: 081 951 5864

Fax: 071 497 9205
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GOOD
111+H
GUIDE
Welcome to The Good Hi -Fi Guide, HFNIRR's selective
directory to the hi-fi products which in our experience
provide the best performance and value for money. In the
following pages you will find technical details, review
comments on sound quality and matching, performance
and value ratings and supplier contact numbers for more
than 200 hi-fi separates priced at between £ 100 and £2000.

FEBRUARY

1 995

The Marantz CD 7211 Special Edition still features the
traditional Marantz sound, being warm and beguiling,
but has more detall and a brighter top end than its
predecessor. The soundstage is both intimate and room
filling. Features the FTS facility.
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Each entry
in The Good
Hi Fi Guide
includes a
listing of the
main technical
specifications
and facilities
where
appropriate,
as well as a
succinct
summary of
the sound
quality, based
on review
experience

All prices given
are typical UK
retail prices
including VAT,
but these are
subject to
fluctuation
and, in any
case, do not
necessarily
provide any
indication of
overseas
prices

All the products included in this guide
output signal, which may give a
meet at least abasic standard of hisubtle improvement of sound on
fi performance. Those which are
some recordings.
above average are given a rating for
Optical outputs: refers to Toslink or
performance with a maximum of
other standard connection for optical
three stars for subjective sound
transmission of digital data.
quality, this viewed in ' absolute'
Wired digital outputs: normally via
terms, that is to say without refingle RCA phono jacks, these proerence to price. These ratings do not
vide digital signals for conversion by
take into account other factors such
aseparate DAC unit.
as facilities, cosmetic appeal or convenience of use.
AMPLIFIERS
Ratings for better- than- average
Power output: figure given is manuvalue are also given with amaximum
Iacturer's spec for RMS output per
of three stars and are based on a charm n 8ohm load, both channels
comparative assessment in terms of
driven.
sound quality versus price. Other facLine inputs: the number of inputs
tors relevant to the final performance
available to accommodate CD
of a system ( for example, in ampliplayer, tape, tuner and other ` line
fiers, maximum power output) are
level' sources.
taken into account but the subjecPhono inin: LP disc or `phono' input
tive sound quality obtainable from the
for conventional ' moving-magnet'
product ( with suitably- matching
cartridges. Will usually also suit
ancillaries) is the over-riding con'high- output moving-coil' models,
sideration.
though matching may not be ideal.
Where the product has been the
Phono m-c: LP disc or `phono' input
subject of a published review in
for normal (low output) moving-coil
HFN/RR, the relevant issue date is
cartridges.
given in abbreviated form (figures for
Tape monitor when recording via the
month/year). Where no date is given,
amplifier's ' record out' sockets, this
the sound quality description and ratswitch allows the user to listen to the
ing is still based on evaluation by
output from the tape recorder itself,
HFN/RR staff or contributors, even
not just to the source being recordthough no review has been published.
ed. 'Tape monitor' can also be used
to connect other processing units
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
between the amp's input and output.
DAC type: figures ' I ' 18' or ' 20'
Pre-amp: indicates a separate pre= proprietary 16-, 18- or 20-bit digamplifier or control unit, for connecital-to- analogue converters; BS =
tion to a separate power amplifier
Bitstream (Philips PDM); PWM =
which in turn can be connected to
Pulse Width Modulation (Matsuthe speakers.
shita); DS = Delta Sigma (Crystal).
Power-amp: a separate power
Note that the CD audio data is
amplifier needs a pre-amplifier for
always 16-bit irrespective of the use
input switching and level (volume)
of different digital word lengths in
control. Where both are indicated,
the conversion process.
the entry refers to a pre-/power
Remote control: '
key' = numeric
amplifier combination; where neither
keypad for direct entry of track
is indicated, the entry refers to anornumbers.
mal single-box ' integrated' amp.
Remote volume: where present, this

Supplier details
are given for the
manufacturer or
for the UK
distributor where
appropriate. The
supplier of any
product should
be able to
provide further
technical
information on
request, and
should also be
able to provide
you with the
name ofyour
nearest dealer.
94

is almost invariably actuated by a
pair of buttons for 'up' and ` down'.
(An exception is Quad's remote,
which has arotary volume control.)
Separate transport: unit containing
the CD player mechanism and giving digital signal output. A separate
DAC unit is needed to convert these
to an analogue audio signal for
amplification.
Separate DAC unit: unit providing
digital- to- analogue conversion for
signals from atransport unit. (Where
both are indicated, the entry refers
to a combination of two units: if
neither is indicated, the entry refers
to an ordinary ' single-box' player.)
Programmable: indicates ability to
play tracks in apre-arranged order
or combination. Programming facilities vary in scope and complexity.
Phase reverse: indicates provision of
aswitch to invert the polarity of the

Speaker outlets: the number of pairs
of speakers that may be connected
to the amplifier at once. (Note that
multiple speakers will make proportionately greater demands on the
amplifier's power capability.)
Tone controls: indicates the presence
of bass and treble controls, which
some listeners find useful but which
tend to be regarded as unnecessary
by hi-fi enthusiasts.
Headphones: indicates the presence
ol a headphone socket, usually a
standard 6.5mm ('/ iil) stereo jack.

should produce more powerful or
deeper bass, but the actual result is
dependent on the design as awhole.
Sensitivity: indicates how loud the
speaker will go for a given power
input. Unusually low sensitivity
means that alarge amplifier will be
necessary for good results.
Amplifier power ( max): normally the
safe maximum input the speaker will
stand continuously, but this need not
rule out the (sensible) use of amplifiers of higher rated power.
Bass extension: the practical lower
limit of the speaker's frequency
response, although this may be
extended further by room effects.
Recommended position: close proximity to walls ( or other room
boundaries) will increase bass output. The bass response of speakers
intended for ' wall' or ' free space'
mounting will have been designed
to account for this.
Finish: most speakers are built from
particle board veneered with real
wood (' wood') or a synthetic wrap
('vinyl'): the latter can still give a
convincing wood appearance. MP =
moulded plastic.
Dimensions given for speakers do not
include stands where these are
separate items.
TUNERS
Number of presets: with even more
lt.N1 stations available, adecent number of pre-sets is now becoming
more of anecessity than aluxury.
Pre-set scan: allows the user to select
astation quickly by scanning through
the pre-set frequencies hearing afew
seconds of each.
Wavebands: hi-fi tuners provide
VHF/FM reception (' F'), while
many offer medium wave AM (' M')
and some have long wave AM (' L').
Signal strength meter: auseful facility, provided that it is accurately calibrated.
Manual tuning: traditional rotary
control knob (K) or ` up' and 'down'
but tons ( B).
ROS facilities: options, based on data
transmitted, include labelling for programme type (' PTY') and advanced
Enhanced Other Networks (EON).
Automatic tuning: finds stations by
sLanninu 111,2 band.

LOUDSPEAKERS
Drive units ( number): there may be

Remote control: usually provided
among the facilities on a ' system
remote', which will also operate
all the other components in a
manufacturer's system.
Mono button: manual over- ride of
the usual auto switching which

advantages in the use of three or
more units, but the great majority of
hi-fi speakers are two-way designs
using a small treble unit or ' tweeter' with a larger cone unit for bass
and mid frequencies.
Bass unit size: bigger driver cones

receives stereo broadcasts above a
certain signal strength threshold.
IF bandwidth: switching the IF (Intermediate Frequency) bandwidth
inside the tuner to ' narrow' gives
better selectivity when required to
reject interfering adjacent stations.
HI-FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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CD players
Aiwa XC-300

Assembled in Wales, the XC-300 performed well in its price group with
afocused and detailed projection of vocals. There was only mild
emphasis of sibilants.

Arcam Alpha One

MR Cambridge

£450

0223861550

A warm, full-bodied and natural 'British sound' quality, plus attentiongrabbing liveliness and coherence: but could 'close in' and harden on
orchestral crescendos of other complex material

MR Cambridge

High levels of transparency give an open and detailed performance.
Ideal upgrade for many CO players. Only alack of total refinement
betrays its budget nature.

Audiolab 8000 DAC(93)

Cambridge Systems Technology

£750

True to the Audiolab house sound, refined and finely detailed.
Redesigned with DAC7 DIA, gives sharply defined imagery and a
greater feeling of clarity than before, if slightly cool overall.

Audio Synthesis DAX
£1995
Audio Note DAC 3
£1650
AVI S2000MC
£999
Denon DCD 825
£220

86W Loudspeakers UK Sales

Audio Synthesis

061-434 0126

Uses latest Ultra Analog 20-bit DAC to produce areference class
product. Aneutral tonal balance benefits from high levels of clarity.
AT&T glass optical link abonus. Amazing value in kit form.

Audio Note Ltd

AV International Ltd

Hayden Laboratories

Apant killer', with that elusinve 'open' qualify rare in budget players: you
could listen through the equipment to become fully involved in the
music. Treble bright, but not fatiguingy so.

Denon DCD-1290

Hayden Laboratories

Lively and engaging, with superb dynamics and good 'slam' on
percussion: good delicacy in the mid and treble on simple recordings
but coarsens somewhat on complex tracks.

Harman -Kardon HD7525 Harman Audio UK

*

*

**

*

*

***
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20

10
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20
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JVC XL-Z464

JVC UK Ltd

£200

Smooth and civilised with fine tonal balance. High degree of warmth
and full extended bass output. Flattened stereo perspective and slight
raucousness on string sound.

•

•

20

•

•

10

* *

93

081 207 5050

Smooth, and at first hearing too laid-back for some, nonetheless a
very entertaining player. with lean bass and acoherent performance
throughout.

RLS

Yes

•

•

30

5

•

4

94

081 450 3282

Ltd

Marantz CD63

Marantz HiFi Ltd

£250

Lean, quick and precise with lively sound, but atreble which can be too
sharp on some discs. Given high marks for its rhythmical abilities, this
was while using alternatives to the uninspired cables supplied.

Marantz CD72 II SE

Marantz HiFi Ltd

£700

Retains 'old style' Marantz sound, warm and beguiling (as opposed to
the leaner, 'faster' C063) but stronger detail and brighter top than the
old '72SE: aclose but room-filling soundstage. Has FTS.

Meridian 500/563

Meridian Audio Ltd

•

•

10
93

•

BS

•

20

10

* * * *

93

0753 680868
BS

Yes

•

•

30

No • •

* *

5
94

0753 680868

BS Key •

•

•

12

* *

94

0480 434334

Exceptional levels of musical detail are combined with rhythmic
expression in this combination. The 602/606 sounded sterile and
explict in comparison.

Micromega UK

PEM Key •

0753 680868

Full and warm-sounding, still with Bitstream 'niceness' and astrong
bass quality. But recent competitors have caught up with Marantz in
terms of detail retrieval.

DS

•

•

•

20

•

•

•

1

* **

94

081 502 1416

Excellent value. the Microdac remains one of the most successful parts
of Micromega's 'baby' system. and will perform very well with ahigh
quality transport.
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12

0753 888447

£500
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•

Key •

0753 888447

£330

23-19
(

92
DS

0753 888447

Able to substain listener involvement quite well. the Denon has firm
and well defined bass, good definition in the midrange and good
stereo focus: just alittle bright in the treble.

Micromega Microdac

**

10

0453 752656

Abalanced, well proportioned and 'correct* sound, not possessing
notable bite or attack but capable of exquisite detail and ambience.
Impeccable lab measurements.

£270

£975/695

•

0273 220511

Open, transparent with alush midband and Me euphony of atriode amplifier,
though only after replacement of output coupling capacitor. Abulky design
whe has some erts, notably a100ohm Metrical input impedance.

Moronic

24

0903 750750

Congenial-sounding and listenable player based on Philips 600
series: presenting acoherent musical picture, the Aura is smooth and
polished rather than spectacular

Hayden Laboratories

Marantz CD52 Il SE

•

Key

0480 52521

Denon DCD-890

£300

‹
t
ee

0494 441736

£200

£400

9,

0223 861550

Wealth of detail retrieval, astonishing dynamics and musical verve and
gusto from multi-bit DAC. Forms abelievable acoustic from broad and
deep stereo image. Mid power reduction.

Audio Alchemy DAC in Box Path Premier

Aura CD 50

e
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081 897 7000

£150

Arcam Alpha 5
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Micromega Variodac

Micromega UK

£599

Variable output version of the Microdac. with abuilt-In remote
control line pre-amp and 99 step volume control plus switching
options. Sound quality is not compromised.

Mission Cyrus DAD7
£800

Mission Group

081 502 1416

Discmaster/Dacmaster
£1800

Somewhat system-dependent, but when well-matchedawell-projected.
detailed and immediate sound. subject to some electronic hardness. Adding a
PSX to the DAC improves an otherwise average stereo focus and bass definition

Musical Fidelity FCD

Musical Fidelity Ltd

Musical Fidelity CDT

Musical Fidelity
Elektra E600
£600
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7
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Key •
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081 900 2866

BS • •

•

16

•

•

•

•

2

94

081 900 2866

Valve output stages are the distinctive feature of this player. which
has asmooth midband. and agenerally laidback sound. Bass is rich
and plentiful,

Musical Fidelity Ltd

•

0480 451777

Long-awaited CD component of the 'F' Series. Offers grace, clarity
and poise. In its element with small-scale material. Neutral top-end
combines with warm if not over-deep bass.

Musical Fidelity Ltd

•

93

in Mission's half-width mag-alloy case, top loading but fairly easy to
use. Good rhythmic qualities seemed the result of its last1 emphasised midrange: less well suited to classical music.

Mission Group

£519

•

0480 451777

Mission Cyrus

£1500

BS Yes

24

9
92

081 900 2866

With admirable resolution in the midband. and the ability to
successfully unravel dense musical textures, the NAD is only
compromised by acertain lack of bass slam.

BS Key

•

•

•

12
94

NAD 502

NAD Marketing Ltd

£230

With admirable resolution in the midband. and the ability to
successhilly unravel dense musical textures, the NAD is only
compromised by acertain lack of bass 'slam'.

Orelle C0160

Orelle Electronics

£749

Philips-based, this player offers strong qualities of pace, rhythm and
timing, while the well balanced midrange is almost totally
devoid of the fabled 'multi-bit' glare.

Orelle CD480

°retie Electronics

£399

081 343 3240

Possinsing asimilar vivacity to Meridian's 5001
563 combination. this one-box
player brings music to life, successfully concentrating on the coherence afilie
sound although with aslight loss of bass articulacy and top-end detail

£170

Top of abudget range with Bilstream Continuous Calibration' DAC On ce
warmed-up. gave slightly recessed soundstaging with anatural 'easy listening'
tonal balance: but veiled and lacking dynamics.

Pioneer High Fidelity (08) Ltd

£350

Highly revealing and articulate exhibiting outstanding musical detail
Exciting transient attack and dynamic range. Upper harmonic
enhancement gives a 'different' treble quality from normal CO players.

Pink Triangle Ordinal

Pink Triangle

£790

Pink Triangle finally goes digital with aDAC allowing plug-in filters:
18, 20 or 22-bit. This gives various levels of performance and allows
athree-pronged approach to entice every potential customer.

QED Digit Reference

QED Audio Products Ltd

£825
Ratel RCD 965BX
£300
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0276 451166

ADigit with two power supplies enclosed in afull-size chromefronted box. Highly detailed, and dynamic, agenuinely high grade
decoder at avery modest price.
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0480 52561

Quad's second CD model. and agreat improvement on the averagesounding 66. Balanced, civilised and detailed without loss of
brilliance and dynamics.

Gamepath Ltd

21

081 689 2166

Pioneer PD-S802

Quad Electroacoustics Ltd

•

081 810 9388

Philips Consumer Electronics

Quad 67

Yes

081 810 9388

Philips CD740

£399

BS

BS

Yes

•

99

•

4
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0908 317707

Hotel's second generation Bitstream player (7323 based) could give
arose-tinted view of the music, but the overall impression was one
of good transparency.

Betel RCD 965BX Discrete Gamepath Ltd
0908 317707
£375
Starkly explicit, with crystal-clear transparency and sparkling transidents. With its UK-built output stage. this player can be delicate or harsh.
depending on the quality of the recording. but always musically exciting.

Sony CDP-411

Sony Consumer Products

£200

Clear and crisp midrange with forward treble and reticent bass
warmth. Stable stereo focus but limited recovery of ambience,
Incisive attack fo guitar and synthesizer. Percussion lacks weight.
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0784 467000

Sony CDPX-303ES

Sony Consumer Products

£550

Sony's new Score dither scheme seems to have influenced the
sound of this player, which is capable of striking spatial presentation
and excellent detail.

PLM Key •
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Sugden SOD-1/SDA-1
£1544
TEAC VRDS-7
£599

JE Sugden & Co Ltd

TEAC UK Lid

e
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•

5

Studio-machine look-alike. with Teac's VRDS transport at its heart. the
'7 is highly explicit and detailed at the frequency extremes, but is less
coherent in the midrange when it comes to more complex pieces

TEAC UK Lid

Arather distant and reticent quality with an almost naturally deep
soundstage is combined with atight rather than weighty bass: not
particularly strong on dynamics.

Technics SL-PS740A

Panasonic UK

16

Yes

•

•

•

20

0344 853214

Stunning stereo image. Rich and slightly mid-forward nature enhances
vocals but brightens string sound with an uneven texture. Full and
rounded bass with weighty low frequency 'grunt'.

Panasonic UK

£420

Technics has added Virtual Battery Operation to this MASH DACequipped player, resulting in acoherent, warm, well balanced sound free
from harshness. Not as rhythmically assertive as competitor designs'.

Theta Data Basic

Absoluto Sounds

£2250

Presents complex sound-pictures to form alucid and intelligible
account of events. Up among the best, with solid and authoritative
bass, this is asemi-affordable version of the Data 11.
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Celestion International Ltd

This minimalist integrated amplifier, equipped with separate
record/playback controls, presents music in an upbeat, well projected
manner, but sometimes with flattened perspectives.

Adcom GFP555 /GFA545 Celestion International Ltd

t
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•

c

0473 723131
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•

5

1

6

Middle-weight, mid-priced, user-friendly tweak-free set-up. Lacking
the slam and sheer drive from US offerings it has more kick than

Portfolio Marketing
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0223 861550

Very smooth treble and characteristics that allow easy matching to
other components. Bass is firmly controlled but slightly overdamped.
Becomes coarse and muddled at high power levels.

Arcam Delta 290

AU Cambridge

£450

Remote control integrated with smooth, detailed performance and
adequate power output Remote facilities match rest of Delta range.
Phono section is £'50 extra.
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0223 861550

Arcam Delta 120 Mk11

AU Cambridge

£550

Bridgeable, bi-wire terminals, well made and undercuts most of
competition Partners most equipment well. Sounds clean. neutral
and lively.

Audiolab 8000A

Cambridge Systems Technology

£450

Classic British integrated, refined over many years. The sound has
areal cleanliness and no lack of detail: ambience and stereo depth are
very good. Now has more rivals, though.

Audiolab 8000C/800OP
£1100

Cambridge Systems Technology

0223 861550
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0480 52521

Leaning in the direction of euphony and HF sweetness, the power
amp mirrors the pre-amplifier; good detail, control and consistency
tempered with mild restraint. Good value.

Audion 300B

Mema UK Ltd

£995

Low power. no feedback valve power amp design with variable gain.
Realism could be uncanny with some live recordings. Firm deep bass
and plenty of

Audio Research PH1

Absoluta Sounds Ltd
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0273 202637
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081 947 5047

Matching the superb LS2 line-only pre-amp, this phono
amplifier/equalizer unit also provided very fine results and will suit
most cartridges.

Aura VA50

B&W Nakamichi

£250

Neutral-sounding in control with awide range of loudspeakers. but
ashade 'mechanical' and leaden at very low frequencies: the mid and
top lack 1(11V-IPVPI resolution.

FEBRUARY 1995

**

0494 890277

Cool running tube amp, lacking utter finesse and unlimited dynamics
of super amps; but it is capable of vintage midband. digital-era
precision and the feel of classic tube masterpieces.

A&R Cambridge

**

0473 723131

many British designs. It is never ruffled, it knows its limitations.
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£349

£1650
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081 947 5047

Adcom GCA-510

£230

6
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Amplifiers

Arcam Alpha 5

**

0923 819630

Technics SL-PS840

AMC 3030
£340

.?

0923 819630

£770

£998

e e

0924 404088

Well matched combination based on TDA 1541 16-bit technology.
with CDM9 transport mechanism. The SDA-1 DAC was particularly
liked for its rhythmic qualities.

TEAC VR-DS10

£250

cr e ‘.
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e

CD players

0903 750750
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Amplifiers
Aura VA100
£300

AVI S2000A/MP
£1499/£799

Bit wNakamichl

0903 750750

An agile, muscular sound. Phono stage is excellent, and the amp is
capable of a 'big' sound, only slightly lacking in subtlety. Slight hum
was sometimes audible on test.
AVI International

66

250

£3000

Valve pre-power combo from Denmark. Pre-amp has guts, control
Qo
and astounding detail but free from glare yet with the faintest hint of "
solid-state. Power-amp is beautifully self-effacing.

Copland CSA14

Absolute Sounds Ltd

£999

Mid-priced valve/solid-state hybrid integrated from Denmark. Has
Copland's traditional delicate, coherent and powerful sound, if
restrained and polite. Rare package which softens at high levels.

Cyrus III
£499

Mission Group

This remote controlled, half-width, microprocessor governed amplifier, upgradeable
through the addition of remote power supply. The integrated amplifier's dry, forward
midband is reigned in by the PSX power supply Winch achieves abetter balance.

UK-tweaked integrated with great clarity, deep bass losing alittle
weight. Capable of reproducing every nuance in an open manner
suggesting amore upmarket pedigree.

Denon PMA350 II

Hayden Laboratories

£220

Articulate and refined clarity. Powerful, expansive and warm bass
output with good dynamics. Wide and deep soundstage with rich
ambience. Sound closes in and hardens at high levels.
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081 361 6734

Exposure XVII/XVIII

Exposure Electronics

£1525

High-end British combination which makes music athrill. Sets the foot
tapping, head nodding and feet dancing. Minimal colorations include
aslightly dull treble, but with amarvellously coherent midband.

Harman Kardon HK6150

Harman Audio UK
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081 207 5050

Lively, pleasant and natural-sounding on line-level sources with a
slight thickening of the bass. Very good phono stage, even if bass6
30
lacked delicacy. Pleasant and un fatiguing.

Harman Kardon HK1400

Harman Audio UK

£399

Everything is laid bare, by this clean-sounding, sometimes overcritical
amplifier. Its high-level driving capability reflects the emphasis on
high power supply reservoir capacitance in the robust design.

JVC AX-662

JVC UK Ltd

£280

Big, powerful amplifier with lots of features. 'Differential' CD input
reaps benefits of good detail rendition and aclear 30 soundstage.
Sound closes in and hardens at high levels.
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081 450 3282

LFD Zero

LED Audio

£479

Clarity and palpable stereo depth combine to give this last sounding
amplifier the degree of bite normally associated with pricier designs.
Mosfets and solid core technologies are combined to good effect.

Linn LK100

Linn Products Ltd

£498

Compact, rugged and very well made, this stereo power amp, did not
score particularly well in MC's listening tests. It was thought to lend
a 'dry' effect, with aslight loss of ambience.
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041 644 5111

Linn Kairn

Linn Products Ltd

£1398

Linn's versatile remote-control pre-amp sounded pure and well
controlled on line sources, but with some loss of 'air' in the treble.
The LP disc sound was not thought exceptional.
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Marantz PM44SE

Marantz HI-FI Ltd

£200

Strong midrange balance with startling detail retrieval. Woolly and
muddled bass, coarse string sound and tinselly treble from CD input;
phono input fares better. Imprecise stereo.
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0753 680868

Michell Argo/Alecto

Michell Engineering Ltd

£1879

Aesthetically stunning pre-/power ampler featuring non metal casework.
upgradeable pre-amp power supply and low-noise integrated circuitry. Its
valve-like, transparent midrange and treble solid blends with apowerful bass.
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081 -953 0771

Meridian 605

Meridian Audio Ltd

£925

This monoblock power amp was 'alarge step forward' for MC. It
simply sounded 'more like the original, not the world's biggest
amplifier in power or current, but areference performer.

98

70

The minimalist design of this amp ranges from its four source selection
50
to discrete component, simple signal path circuitry. It sounds dynamically
and spatially wide-ranging, though atouch edgy with phono signals.

Musical Fidelity Ltd

•

0480 451777

£160

MF Preampgyphoon

6

081 947 5047

Hayden Laboratories

£568

•

081 947 5047

Denon PMA250 III

£199

1

•

94

Absolute Sounds Ltd

EMF Audio

•

0453 765682

Aneat, well-screened, advanced seven-source line level pre-amp and
rugged, powerful stereo power amp, which, in combination, sound as
clean as awhistle, capturing fortissimo bravura without losing control.

Copland 301/504

EME Sequel
£350
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081 900 2866

Very different from MF's first product, The Preamp is fundamentally
musical if alittle rough round the edges. With the Typhoon it can
produce solid bass, aclear midband, and fast, fatigue-free treble.
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Amplifiers
MF Preamp 8/MA65

Musical Fidelity Ltd

£1174

Pre-amp 8has asomewhat soft bass and slight lack of overall
tranparency — but crisp treble detail. MA65 is workmanlike, and is
as good as, if not better than. the MA50.

081 900 2866

Musical Fidelity A1000

Musical Fidelity Lid

£1400

Abigger Al with more grunt and high-standard finish. Good imaging,
focus, depth and width. Transparency and detail very good, as was
the bass which had slam and articulation.

65

Latest version of the 1985 original, and asonic improvement: more
transparent. deeper soundstage. sharper and more incisive. The Al
still captivates with its natural, unforced, unmuddled sound quality.

NAD 302
£180

NAD Marketing Lid

4

More articulate than its predecessor, plus extra input and improved
fascia. Easy on the ear sound, free of the grit and grain which dog
many cheap amps. Agood buy but nothing startling.

NAD Marketing Lid

£240

Delicate, light touch that brings out intensity of musical performance.
Neutral midrange clarity, finely structured bass and smooth yet
sparkling treble. Coherent, dynamic presentation

Naim Nait 3
£499
Onix 0A21S/SOAP2
£700
Onix 0A24/0A401
£800
Papworth TVA50
£1425
Orelle SC2000/SP150

The combination performed very well The NAC 82 offers the luxury of
awell-thought-out remote control plus agood slice of the rhythmic
performance of Nainfs flagship amplifiers.

Naim Audio

0722 332266

Encapsulates all the famous Naim qualities: vibrant, strong rhythmical
and adry and analytical bass. Less revealing of minute detail and not
as precise in imagery as some rivals.

Onix Electronics

Firm, dry and tight bass with plenty of weight and scale, while the
midrange has neutrality and realism. The SOAP 2power supply helps
with difficult loads.

Onix Electronics

£250
Quad 606 ( II)
£690

On its disc inputs the pre-amp was well liked, though it had aslight
glaze or hardness in the treble, while the 0A401 lacked bass slam,
with abalance on the bright side: could be fatiguing.

Papworlh Audio Technology

Orelle Electronics

Lid
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0276 4511666

Remote controlled active/passive line level pre-amp lis impressive performance
belies unprepossessing. small plastic case. In passive mode it maintained a
sharp stereo focus and clean bass. Switching to active mode added bass punch.

Quad Elecfroacoustics

•

92

Bright, sharp and transparent upper midrange. Open and wide stereo
A,
soundstage that exceeds speaker boundaries. Lack of bass warmth. '1'
1
Restricted musical dynamics.
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0480 52561

From the most famous name in British electronics comes aMk11
version, providing agenuine improvement in sound quality over the
original. Supremely competent, if not ahigh-end audiophile unit.

Gamepath Lid

Rotel RC980/1098013X
£800

Gamepath Ltd
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0980 317707

An endearingly clear midrange, with every detail standing out from a
'black' background. However, vocals could seem afinte muddled due
to alower midrange coloration.
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0438 740953

This low-feedback design produced an exceptionally musical
performance: bags of fruity character, with awarm and rich bass,
inviting midrange and smooth and sparkling treble.

FEBRUARY 1995

•

0753 789789

Immediate and tactile presentation. Highly revealing nature ruthless to
recording and source equipment characteristics. Striking dynamic
range and fast transient capability. Vibrant and exciting.
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0753 789789

£225

£549

**

081 810 9388

While the old A-300 was alittle too analytical for low cost ancillaries
the A300X is open and pure, with afine midband. soft and easy on
the ear. Good match for budget CD players.

Shearne Audio

**

0480 830345

Adescendant of the original TVA valve design (via Mentmore), this
stereo power amp provides 'vintage' tube sound. The midband is
sublime and the Papworth is warm, lush and big-sounding.

Rotel RA9358X

Shearne Phase 2

5

0273 517358

Pioneer

QED Vector

•

0273 517358

Pioneer A300X

£300

•

0722 332266

Lacks the transistor edge of other rivals: airy, open and communicative, adab hand at the minutiae of aperformance, though large-scale
orchestral music sometimes lacks expression.

Pioneer A-400X

3

081 343 3240

£998.00

£230

•

93

081 343 3240

NAD 304

£3779 00

•

081-900 2866

£329

Naim Audio

•

93

warm characterful sound. The F15, 100W stereo hybrid, has fine detail
recovery. Both are stylish and competent

Naim NAC 82/NAP 180

•

•

081 900 2866

081 900 2866
Musical Fidelity F22/F15 Musical Fidelity Lid
£1188
The F22 all-tube remote control pre-amp for line level sources with

Musical Fidelity Al MkIll Musical Fidelity Ltd
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Amplifiers
Sonic Frontiers SFL-1
£1295
Sonic Frontiers SFS -40
£1495
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MPI Electronic UK Ltd

061 777 8522

The line-only tube pre-amp offered really low noise and aneutral
sound quality. Just ahint of warmth and avery slight woolliness at
the bottom end, but with effortless rhythm and subtlety.

MP! Electronic UK Ltd

6

45

JE Sugden & Co Ltd

Not upset by difficult loudspeaker loads provided it was not pushed ,5
too near to its limits, this solid-state amplifier was reminiscent of the
best features of 'valve sound', friendly and forgiving
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0924 404088

Technics SUA700

Technics

£250

Handles all types of music with panache and high degree of control.
But never fully lets go. As the SU600 but with more power and
remote. Has fine balance of musical attributes and versatility.
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0932 850361

Compact integrated tube amplifier with an excellent phono stage which
produced good results from LP. There was, however ahint of ahaze or
veil on demanding CD textures.

Tube Technology Unisis Tube Technology
0932 850361
£1399
This two-box tube pre-amp gave pretty convincing results. Agood,
deep, clear bottom end and sweet midrange were combined with a
slightly bright treble.

Trilogy 901

Trilogy Audio Systems

£625

The Trilogy tube power-amp has aglorious, tactile three-dimensional
midband and treble. The bass is just dry enough to sound wellbalanced on most modern recordings.
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Loudspeakers
Acoustic Energy

£764

Difficult-to-credit levels of detail, and freedom from dynamic
compression, characterise these state of the art metal dome/cone
miniatures. Require expensive dedicated stands and lots of power.
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081 840 6305

Arcam Delta 2

AU Cambridge

£300

Firm, positive-sounding design with bold bass and mid and afirm
grip on musical architecture. Little loss of refinement considering
size and works best positioned away from arear wall.
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ATC SCM10

ATC Loudspeaker Technology Ltd

£995

Small but heavy true 'mini-monitor' that offers natural balance, good
integration and atruly three-dimensional image. Needs hefty
amplification but responds with awide dynamic range.

ATC SCM2OT

ATC Loudspeaker Technology Ltd

£1999

Exceptionally analytical midband and overall neutral balance allied
to stunning dynamics and remarkably well controlled bass. Needs
medium to large room for aspacious and convincing sonic picture.

B&W 600.1

B&W Loudspeakers

2
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Refined musical balance, neutral string tone and very explicit treble
detail. Mild lower midrange coloration and articulate, but not 'quick',
bass. Open and airy soundstage.

B&W 2003

B&W Loudspeakers Ltd

£200

This tall stand-mounting speaker is prominent in both bass and treble
which emphasises background hiss and sibilance. Perhaps balanced
for aGerman audience? Mild midrange coloration.
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B&W 620.1

B&W Loudspeakers Ltd

£400

High sensitivity, full bodied. strong lower midrange and impressive
bass control, articulate and with genuine extension. Good dynamics
and stereo imagery and sparkling treble clarity.

B&W Matrix 805

li&W Loudspeakers Ltd

£845

Compact studio monitor suitable for medium or medium/high volume
monitoring. Refined, excellent imagery and lack of compression are
key characteristics. Ultra-heavy, non-resonant enclosures.
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Canon S-50

Canon Audio Ltd

£350

Designed to produce good stereo over wide listening area using
reflected sound from upward-facing unit. Unfortunately highly
coloured with poor treble clarity and dull presence range.
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Castle Chester

Castle Acoustics Ltd

£650

With quarter-wave bass loading, this large speaker could sound airy,
detailed, dynamic and agile, but needs careful set-up and choice of
ancillaries.
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Sugden A21aP

£1310

•

061 777 8522

Not as lush and warm as older valve designs, this model still offers
exceptional detail and transparency, though subjectively it does not
seem very powerful.

Tube Technology Prophet Tube Technology

•

1

110

89

8

100 Wall

V

310x250 dia

9
91

0756 795333
2

165

90

8

100 Free

W

915x230x250

7
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Loudspeakers
Castle Howard
1099.9O

Celestion 1
£110

4
1

ce e
Castle Acoustics Ltd

2 300

90

8

Celestion 300

Celestion International Ltd

£1099

Remarkably extended LF extension from transmission line loading.
Clean and well balanced but not rhythmically fast: best suited to
classical material. Mid can appear cloudy and mid-treble hard'.

94

2

105

86

8

50

Wall

V

274x160x215

Celestion 5II

Celestion International Ltd

£219

Epos Acoustics

£395

Very low coloration and top-rate clarity and dynamics from aclassbeating midrange, joined seamlessly to asmooth, sweet treble
Bass can be alittle soft and slow but has sufficient power.

Epos ES14

Epos Acoustics

Coodmans Loudspeakers

£169

Good value for money speaker, if lacking overall quality. Finesse is not
astrong point here, with colorations and distortion evident. Poor
soundstaging. Punch and loudness may suit the rock listemer.

Harbeth Acoustics

£499

Classic mini-monitor design functions well as home miniature with
highly realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance. Needs
expensive amplification to avoid treble 'sizzle'.

Herbed!! Acoustics

£479

Speech and solo piano are outstanding. treble is smooth and natural
and the delicate midrange well matched to arich upper bass. Extreme
low bass is lacking and good amplification is needed.

Combining high quality drive units from Harman's Audax factory, this
can sound exciting and dramatic. Transient attack and life are
commendable, but mild colorations intrude on the transparency.

Heybrook Solo

Heybrook HiFi Ltd

High resolution and coherent midband offering unusually clear insights
into dense and complex musical events. Treble is not ideally smooth
or sweet and bass needs close wall-mounting and good stands.

Infinity Reference 20

Gelman, Ltd

£135

The free-flowing midrange is afeature of a 'soft' but natural
presentation. Stereo image is airy and open, portraying good depth
and height. Classical music flows well.

KEF 103/4

KEF Audio

£2095
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2

140

86

8
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Wall VAN
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12
93

0622 672261

Remarkably smooth, neutral, sweet and creamy and sounding well
balanced at low or high listening levels. Bass lacks punch; midband
loses life and energy. Easy listening but soft dynamic expression.

4

160

91

4

100 Free

W

900x215x305

9

**

93

0662 672261

Highly revealing and inherently truthfuL Concentric driver principle
maintains excellent soundstaging, while coupled cavity bass ensures
good dynamics. Refined and rich sound.

FEBRUARY 1906

75

081 207 5050

Very clean at high listening levels with alean and dry bass that has
excellent tunefulness and timing. Open and vital midrange with
exquisite detail partnered by transparent and sweet treble.

KEF Audio

8

0908 317707

Compact system that goes loud and belies its size. Neutral balance,
good LF extension and smooth treble but some colorations of the
wooden and cardboardy type intrude.

JPW Loudspeakers

KEF 105/3

88

0752 731313

JPIAI Sonata

£1199

130

0752 731313

£189

Harman Audio UK

2

081 207 5050

Particularly well balanced bass and midband which offers space.
depth and excellent resolution. Pitch and timing are of high order;
treble can be slightly brittle. Needs dedicated stands.

£1995

10
92

0444 440955

£259

JBL T12000

970x210x326

0444 440955

Harbeth P3

£230

W

0705 492777

Harbeth BBC LS3/5A

Fi Ltd
Heybrook HB1 Series 3 Heybrook Hi-

120 Free

0705 407722

Goodmans Mezzo

£200

8

0705 407722

The original Epos model, which (perhaps deservedly) because it is
almost acult product, produces natural sound through simple,
thoughtful design.

Harman Kardon LS 0300 Harman Audio UK

84

0473 723131

Refined and capable performer with tight and controlled bass power.
Clear, detailed and spacious mid with delightfully natural vocal
qualities. Some wiriness to string sound and mild treble hardening.

Epos ES11

£585

165

0473 723131

Warm and coloured lower midrange and blowsy. ill-defined bass is
disappointing. Treble smoothness and clarity are to ahigh standard.
Coloration adds honk' to male vocals.

Celestion International Ltd

2

0473 723131

Powerful bass performance and strong midrange presence gives
impressive results. Efficiency is good for size and flatters budget
amplifiers. Bass is lumpy and poorly defined below 150Hz.

Celeslion 7II

11

92

0473 723131

£130

£170

e

0473 723131

Needs close wall mounting to augment bass output. Natural and unassuming midrange blends well with smooth treble from titanium metal

Celestion International Ltd

tq'

1045x260x410 4

100 FreeW

dome tweeter. Lush bass warmth countered by upper mid emphasis.

Celestion 3II

oe'

0756 795333

Very natural sound with articulate bass, evenly balanced tonal quality
and well-focused stereo from this unusual three-way quarter-wave
loaded, floorstanding design. Efficient, dynamic and involving.

Celestion International Ltd
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Loudspeakers
KEF 010

KEF Audio

£200

Uni0implementation in abudget design. A 'speakerish' sound with
throbbing and pulsating bass which was ill-defined. Wooden
colorations mar the sound of aflat image.

KEF Audio

£419

Well
Uni0design that produces aclean and open sound.
somewhat dry in the bass, with high sensitivity and an easy amplifier
loading characteristic.

£569
KEF K120
£169
KEF K160
£329

KEF Audio

Midland Radio Supplies

A 'hooligan' of aspeaker - loud, solid and palpable. High listening
levels yield avast acoustic presence with abright sheen. Unrefined,
vulgar and coarse but great fun at 116dB max!

Midland Radio Supplies

£1430

Horn loading provides 35Hz from adesign dating back to 1947. High
efficiency provides ear-splitting levels. Mid and treble are smooth and
clear but some colorations. Exciting, powerful, dynamic on rock

Linaeum LFX

Absolute Sounds Ltd

£650

Big soundstage and magical coherence throughout mid and treble
belie the tiny size. Bass is restricted and needs apowerful amp; treble
is incredibly revealing yet ultra smooth. Aclassy mini.

Absolute Sounds Ltd

Quasi-ribbon tweeter gives crisp, articulate upper mid and anatural,
full balance to lively and dynamic midrange. Bass is compromised by
panel size and lacks extension. Big stereo spread and depth.

Meridian Argent 1
£995
Mission 7601SE
£150

Mission Group

Small speaker with big speaker sound. Upper bass has fullness in balance which has tilt through the midband. Also, reticence and nasality
in very top end. Midband is pushy and deep bass missing.

Mission 753

Mission Group

Neutral and well balanced with clean, sharply defined transients and
striking dynamic presentation. Good bass extension and 'wallop
Crisp, lightweight mid and treble with mild hardness.

M A Monitor 1Gold

Monitor Audio Ltd

£470
Haim SBL
£2250
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8

70 Free

W

240x152x160

8
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2

165

8

100 Free

V

402x200x267

4

0223 242898
90

94

0223 242898

Well balanced with the exception of absence of low bass. Sparkling.
informative treble out-performs rest of frequency range Some
midrange boxiness but otherwise neutral and smooth presentation.

Rain; Audio

100 Wall

0223 242898

Designed by Robin Marshall (ex-Epos), this vinyl-wrapped speaker utilises
new driver technology to deliver detailed treble and taut strong and lively
bass. See-through clarity, albeit some nasality in the midband

Monitor Audio 14 Gold II Monitor Audio Ltd

6

0480 451777

Lively and informative miniature. Singing voices reproduced with
good expression. Transients are crisply rendered. Stereo is well
focused. Limited bass and modest maximum sound level.

Monitor Audio Ltd

88

0480 451777

£700

£249

160

0480 451777

Biwire version of the 760i comes on song. Neutral midband and treble, yet overwarm and little bass extension. Musical virtuosity
combines with good detail and coherent midrange.

Mission 751

Monitor Audio MA201

2

0480 434334

£300

£190

2
92

081 947 5047

Asymmetric shape and rounded edges reduce resonances and diffraction. More admirable than likeable. Lucid and transparent, with abalance that favours the treble.

Mission Electronics

479x246x274

081 947 5047

Crisp electrostatic character blends perfectly with well-tuned moving
coil bass. Free from coloration but listening axis highly critical. Lacks
air and sparkle in upper treble. Some midrange glare.

Meridian Audio Ltd

V

041 644 5111

Floor-standing version of Linn Kan with commensurately deeper bass.
Sound remains dry and forward to afault, but careful choice of system
components can bring rewards.

Absolute Sounds Ltd

100 Both

081 947 5047

Magnepan SMGb

£2000

8

021 430 7817

£890
Martin Logan Aerius

90

021 430 7817

Klipsch Forte

Linn Products Ltd

2 200

0622 672261

Disappointing muddy and congested midrange displays serious boxy
'wardrobe' coloration. Heavy and slow bass robs music of rythmn and
dynamics. Stereo depth poorer than average.

£870

£2000

S'

0622 672261

Kilpsch Heresy

Linn Kaber

,s,e ..,
e,,,,-e ,
e
•,.e
-e ,,,,
o•
e, .%.z>

0622 672261

Smooth and well balanced, tidy and inoffensive. Lack of incisive
midrange detail. Pleasant treble balanced well for CD but vocal
sibilance shows arough edge. Musically uninvolving.

KEF Audio

ee

0622 672261

Quick, detailed and firm bass is allied to anatural, open and articulate
mid. Treble below par with scratchy string tone and loss of
transparency. Stable stereo focus but lacks musical excitement.

KEF Audio

•

3\

0622 672261

KEF 060

KEF 080

e e.

„

e

e

3

165

88

8

120 Free

W

760x203x238

4
91

0722 332266

Exceptionally good at leading edge definition and bass and treble
transparency. Some cone-type vocal coloration. Active version brings
tremendous clarity and precision with superb dynamics.
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Loudspeakers
OreIle Orator
£699

e

Orelie

Philips Consumer Electronics

£1300

'Digital active loudspeaker displaying fine tonal balance and low
coloration. Relatively weak, dynamically false bass. Lack of musical
drive and rhythm. Bland and mildly compressed.

2

Rogers LS2A/II

Rogers LS4A/II
£300

170

88

8

100 Free

W

400x230x290

11

081 689 4444

Rega Research

3

132

Free

W

575x220x325

4
93

0702 333071

Swisstone

2

100

86

6

80

Wall

W

295x180x200

12
93

081 640 2172

Refined and capable transducer with aseamless mid/treble transition.
Bass lacks power and extension but is highly tuneful. Very involving
musically. Lively and rhythmically dynamic.

£230

,.§e
‘

93

Large sound is achieved by an open and spacious midband. Bright,
analytical performance with just-adequate bass, at least for small
rooms. Low coloration allows transients to 'cut loose'.

£230

•cs

081-8109388

OreIle's first speaker is an honest-sounding design, capable of a
tuneful bass: the midband is anatural extension of this, while the
treble has fine qualities. Active crossover and pedestal will follow.

Philips DSS 930

Rega Kyte

e

Swisstone

2

160 86.5

8

100 Free

V

356x236x208

**

**

**

**

081 640 2172

Clean and clear with excellent upper midrange detail resolution. Tonal
colours are naturally and vividly presented. Fine stereo focus and

2 210

88

8

100 Free

V

430x255x245

2

87

8

100 Free

V

475x245x252

imaging. Bass breathes naturally nearer to rear wall.

Rogers Studio 5
£699.90
Rogers Studio 7
£880

Swisstone

081 640 2172

Refined and smooth, the Studio 5's strongest suit is its imaging. While
bass was well extended, it was less forceful than others. Unobtrusive
in size, build and character, should suit many systems.

Swisstone

170

081 640 2172

Delightfully smooth mid and treble, with free and spacious stereo
image. Very transparent and 'open' with low coloration throughout

2 210

89

8

150 Free

W

635x305x305

3 210

85

4 250 Free

W

1040x250x350

mid and treble. Bass firmness depends on stand choice.

Rogers P24a
£1800

Swisstone

Ruark Acoustics Ltd

£699

Clarity and articulation are of high order. Impressive extension and
tunefulness from controlled bass. Midrange can become shrill at very
high SPLs. Presence and vitality are plus points.

Roark Acoustics Ltd

£1749

First in anew range of stylish speakers. Fell into set-and-forget category. Real high end at asensible price from aBritish company. Sounds
warm, cuddly, natural and life-like while being smooth, and sweet.

Sequence 30

Sequence Loudspeakers

£250

Slim panels to hang on the wall or stand on the floor. Strong bass and
afast treble. Midband is smooth with mild tendency towards spit. Best
when levels kept in moderation.

Shahinian Arc

Pear Audio

**
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841W Loudspeakers

3

6

150 Both

700x360x250

4

100 Free

450x195x340

**

0903 750750

Eye-catching satellite and subwoofer combo with bright, detailed
midrange, sparkling treble and firm, if not particularly tuneful, bass.
Lower midrange is slightly muddled by subwoofer.

HORN

IMMORTAL

*

0268 728890

Semi-omni dispersion gives believable images over wide listening area
Seductive sound comes from asolid, architectural bass which is
matched to an open, dynamic mid/top.

£300

*

0268 728890

Ruark Equinox

Solid Ovale

6
93

081 640 2172

An even frequency response is aligned to extended bass giving an
impression of smoothness and refinement. Stereo resolution is weak
and cluttered. Colorations intrude and dynamics are constrained.

Ruark Talisman

£1675

5
94

1

2

130

88

11
92

LOUDSPEAKERS

SOUND FORESIGHT

39C11°

¡rear KLIPSCH for yourself jg: Avon 0934 520248/0272 686005. Bucks 0296 28790. Cheshire 0925 828900. Cornwall 0209 612260. Hants 0730 895194.
Herts 0923 856497. Kent 0303 256860. London (W1) 071 486 8262. (NW3) 071 431 7423. (NW6) 071 794 7848. Middx 081 892 7613. N. Ireland 0232 403634.
Northants 0604 37871. Notteincs 0777 870372. Oxon 0865 247783. Scotland 0381 620655. Suffolk 0284 724337. Sussex 0903 872288. Wales 0978 364500/0745
343060. W. Mida 021 429 2811/455 0667/742 0254/354 2311,0203 525200. Worcs 0384 444184. Yorks 0302 781387. UK Distributor 021 430 7817
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Loudspeakers
Spendor BBC LS3/5A

0323 843474
Classic mini-monitor design functions well as home miniature with
highly realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance. Needs
expensive amplification to avoid treble sizzle.

Spendor SP2/3

Spendor Audio Systems Ltd

Tannoy 605 II
£170

Evolved from the SP2, and thereby from the famed BC1. Spendor's new version of classic BBC construction has improved on the articulacy of the SP2,
with excellently-integrated treble. A big-sounding monitor guate speaker

Tannoy Ltd

Mk II version of this six-sided design has awarm balance, slightly dull
with amidrange response dip. Bass from port makes rhythmic timing
less easy to follow. Good stereo spread and focus.

Tannoy Ltd

Very detailed midrange and treble with seamless integration. Bass
is fight and well controlled. Imaging is pinpoint; treble smooth and
grainless. Speech can take on aslightly phasey quality.

Tannoy 0700
£2100

Tannoy Ltd

TOI 0.5
£500

TUL Electronics Ltd

Fine dynamics and high sound levels are allied to deep and controlled
bass with real slam. Mid can sound forward and treble grainy, both
ameliorated by good amplification and careful positioning.

Transmission line bass has very good weight. power and slam. Tonal
balance teeters on the edge of brightness. Careful matching and
positioning allows good bass to treble transition and avoids fizz.

TDL Electronics Ltd

£1500

Eminently smooth and civilised with exceptional bandwidth offering
good neutrality and low listening fatigue. Bass can be overpowering
and slow but is terrifically extended. Too polite for rock.

£400
Thiel CS1.2
£1219
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Largest of the RTL models,it is well balanced with smoothly integrated
upper midrange and treble matched by adeeply extended, if not ideally
controlled bass. But hollow nature predominates, obscuring detail.

MP! Electronic UK Ltd

50

0494 441191

Floor-standing member of the RTL range. Against the wall the lower
octaves warmed. But the bass was not the typically exaggerated
transmission line lumpiness Accommodates wide range of music.

TUL

8

0494 441191

The smallest of TDL's RTL range sounded rather torced, leaving the
midrange reticent. Evidence of transmission line qualities shone
through though from this small box, but sibilence was enhanced.

TUL

130 82.5

0494 441191

Power-hungry transmission line offering transparency and air with
bass performance exceptional for the price. Higher- efficiency polyprop
version is £700.

TUL

2

0494 441191

TDL Studio 4

¡DL RTL3

•

0236 420199

TUL Electronics Ltd

£300

e

0236 420199

TDL Studio 1M
£899

TDL RTL2

T

0236 420199
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Tannoy 607
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Spendor Audio Systems Lid
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061 777 8522

Ultrasmooth, un fussy and musical with arich bass that is solid and
taut. No rough edges to sound and highly transparent to musical
Expansive stereo image. Can lack incisiveness
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Tuners
Accuphase1108
£1599

Alfil Electronics Ltd

061 777 8522

Exceptional sound quality combined with excellent standard of
design and mechanical construction plus near perfect lab results.
One of the best audiophile tuners.

Arcam 150 TV Tuner

A&R Cambridge

£230

Versatile stereo television tuner producing high grade video and
Nicam audio. An audiophile product finished to the usual high standard. Now abargain.

Arcam Delta 280

MR Cambridge

£350

More neutral than the Alpha, more refined and less cluttered sound.
Stereo image alittle narrow and shut in. Extended top, clean mid
and warm bass.
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Audiolab 80007

Cambridge Systems Technology

£700

Sound inspires confidence, natural yet maintaining apower and
translucence that reveals awealth of depth and detail. Vivid
stereo and unsurpassed bass quality.

Aura TU-50

B&W Loudspeakers UK Sales

£300

Agood starting point it ranks among the best in the price range.
Audibly favouring non-classical material, it has solid bass, good
stereo but dull on some live material.
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Tuners
Denon TU260

Hayden Laboratories

£120

Basic design producing good, open sound with excellent ambient
detail from classical recordings. Good sense of width and depth
despite depression in mid-treble.

Denon TU58ORD

Hayden Laboratories

£220

Denon's first ROS tuner works well, given astrong signal. Sounds
natural and detailed with good bass weight. Treble is clear and precise, midrange free of blemishes. Handles most programme types.

Harman Kardon HK9400

Harman Audio UK

Ç'300

Kenwood KT-3050L
£170

Linn Kremlin
£1779
Marantz ST-721
£299.90
Nakamichi ST-2
£400

(Mix Electronics

Hand-built, well thought out design which benefits from external
SOAP psu. Aserious audiophile tuner with unusual tuning modes:
hard to beat.

Quad 66FM
£532
Ratel RT-950BX
£225

Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd
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ABritish winner usable only with Ouad's system remote. Good,
strong bass lines, natural mid and smooth, velvety treble helped
convey good stereo.

Gamepath

5
91

0273 517358

Well thought out competent tuner with high level of ROS facilities.
Alively bass added warmth while the mid tended towards dullness,
resulting in amediocre sound.

Quad Electroacoustics Ltd

•

0903 750750

Ergonomic exterior plus good construction produce open, spacious
and well detailed sound. Good bass and treble extension but lack
of image depth.

£420

£200

•

0753 680868

(Mix BWD-1

Pioneer F301-RDS

•

041 644 5111

Easy-going sound, plenty of detail in awide soundstage with good
depth. Mellowness to the spoken word. Amusical winner with basic
WS: good scale and decent weight.

&SW Loudspeakers UK Sales Ltd

B

0923 816444

Highly engineered, highly priced all-British design. Lack of strong
driving bass and shallow soundstage hard to forgive at this level, but
otherwise agood performance.

Maraniz Hi-Fl Ltd

MLF

081 207 5050

Kenwood's first ROS tuner is up with most good Japanese designs.
Awarm balance aids speech. On music too the Kenwood sings, with
good imaging in awide soundstage. Tight bass and detailed top.

Linn Products Lid

20

0753 888447

Poor relation to TU9600 which will fit happily into moderately priced
systems. Muted ambience and lightweight bass adisappointment
in agenerally competent design.

Trio Kenwood UK
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Mixed FM performance. Voices closed in and nasal. Large classical
forces appeared ragged and muddled lacking depth and lucidity.
Rock and pop well presented.

Sony ST-505ES

Sony Consumer Products UK

£250

Sony packs alot into this advanced ROS tuner. The sound is fullbodied and rounded with good definition. Stereo image is superb,
the soundstage three-dimensional. Bass is tight, treble first-rate.
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Yamaha TX-67ORDS

Yamaha Electronics UK Ltd

£240

Yamaha's first ROS tuner, with optional remote control. Awell-balanced sound, controlled bass, good dynamics and solid imaging.
Includes agood MW section, too.
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*Anyone who is
interested in hearing
this technology and
missed the
demonstration at the
Ramada Hotel can
contact Bill Huston
(0206) 872925) at
Essex University,
where we can
arrange afurther
demonstration w
show you the
potential of this
approach
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no loss of audio data.
• Data channel for carrying
information on recording.
• Block addresses to enable data to
be transferred to local memory in bursts,
thus allowing auniformly &died buffer
at the DAC to eliminate jitter, also to
give rapid access to data.
• Pseudo random coding of data
both on disc and in transmission
channel to eliminate correlation with
jitter and audio data when data is
transferred in continuous mode [6].
• Optional sub-woofer channel
carrying up to six low-frequency signals,
but format assignable under programme
control.

floated this proposal to several
manufacturers and the concept was
warmly received. Several thought
there was currently little originality
within the industry, and that an
engine for change was essential.
Others, such as Audio Physic
(Germany) and Are Mo (Norway)
already recognise the importance of
DSP when applied intelligently to
the enhancement of loudspeakers;
Author as a boy, with home made recorder!

implied that the process is reversible
and therefore transparent. Such
systems potentially save data and
• Auxiliary channel, to contain the
represent a more logical way to
data that would be buried data on a extend the bandwidth, as the audio
CD mastered with this process. This
data is seamless and does not require
would enable flexible compatibility with
complicated algorithms to reformat
recordings such as HDCD but give the
an approximation to the original
option of transcoding between main
audio signal.
recording and buried data.
I am also excited about the
• Format to include the use of 5, 8 opportunities of multi-channel
and 12in laser discs so that in the short surround sound. While at the 1994
term there will be adequate data
High-End show in Frankfurt Iwas
capacity for the highest spatial resolution
fortunate to audition afive-channel,
format (buying 12in discs is more
discrete recording (44kHz sampling,
satisMng than trying to read the labels
16-bit per channel, using a fiveon end-mounted CDs!)
loudspeaker layout as shown in Fig
• Identification of pigments for laser
3). The reproduced soundfield was
disc that are transparent only to laser of excellent quality and appeared
wavelength to reduce scattered light
considerably more tolerant of
artefacts.
listening position than standard
• System to be linked to an
stereo.
advanced study program to research the
My vision, therefore is of asuper
methods of encoding, noise shaping and high-definition digital format that is
amove to true three-dimensional sound.
designed to meet the highest
demands of the audiophile; a
Ibelieve that the future of highmedium that will allow the art of
end audio is to use audio data in its
surround recording to develop such
purest state, that is, uncompromised
that
precise
and
integrated
by data reduction and (more
soundfields can be re-constructed.
controversially) by band limitation.
There are schools of thought that
ARA CONSORTIUM FOR HIGHeven 96kHz is inadequate, so coding
DEFINITION DIGITAL AUDIO
flexibility is important.
Within the ARA movement, I
The storage medium should also
propose, a consortium could coaddress the problem of correlated
operate on bringing an advanced
jitter that can arise in standard
digital storage system to the market
SPDIF interfaces (although anew
place. It should reflect both the
standard would be required) 6.This
hardware manufactures and the
will be even more critical in high
specialist record labels. I have
resolution systems. In the future,
warmed to the idea of the 12in
data capacity on optical disc will not
music disc, but in a robust digital
impose asevere limit, thus extending
format.
the bandwidth to —40kHz and
I would like to recommend to
removing the coloration imposed by
specialized
audiophile
record
near-brickwall filters at the audio
manufacturers that they introduce a
band edge is desirable. There is
quality label of ' No data reduction
growing evidence that ultrasonic
(NDR)'. This would reflect both the
information present in audio
storage format and any processing
transients is necessary to create that
performed within the recording chain
final level of realism.
prior to final mastering. Iwould be
However, Ido advocate the use
pleased to have dialogue with
of data compression of the lossless
interested parties to this suggestion
variety'. Because of the low energy
and to consider overviewing the
of ultrasonic information, lossless
process.High-end audio should
encryption can be made very efficient
become adesignated data reduction
in asystem using extended sampling
free zone.
rates as there is considerable intersample correlation. By lossless, it is

while in the UK, Bob Stuart of
Meridian
has
gained
world
recognition for pioneering the
commercial introduction of digital
and active loudspeakers. At last
year's Hi-Fi Show in London, Dr
Richard Greenfield and I again
demonstrated the advantages of DSP
to fine-tune the performance of an
audio system*.
Although DSP can improve sound
reproduction and move closer to the
performance envelope dictated by
CD, we believe there is room for
improvement which can only be
addressed
by
a
strategic
advancement in technology. Pioneer
is to be congratulated by introducing
products such as the double-speed
DAT machine that gives atantalising
image of what a no compromise
system
could
offer
and
for
experimenting with adouble sample
rate CD'. However, this is still
inadequate. The future must
encompass aquality surround sound
carrier where each channel encodes
to
exemplary
performance
unimpeded by data reduction.
My case is that, amongst the
proliferation
of systems
now
advocating data reduction, aparallel
niche market must exist. A highresolution format would fuel the
high-end community, endowing it
with a distinct identity elevated
above its present MOR position.
From amusical perspective, it would

move the frontiers to where exquisite
performance could be anticipated
both in the dynamic portrayal of
sound
and
the
accurate
representation of athree-dimensional
sound field. High-end audio, by its
nature, should accommodate a
degree of over-engineering and
challenge present standards. It
should not be constrained by bit
limitation or psychoacoustic theories
that are only approximations to the
complex operation of the ear and
brain, coloured by conclusions
drawn
from
existing
and
compromised technology. It is time
for achange, and to move beyond a
pre-occupation with pseudo scientific
artefacts. ARA will promote the
general awareness and acceptance of
surround sound. Let us grasp this
opportunity and complement it with
In Frankfurt, and also at the AES
a definitive and flexible format for
convention in San Francisco, I high-definition digital audio.
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'I enjoyed
ruining a
pair of
Quad II
power
amplifiers
and would
recommend
it to anyone,
particularly
those who
relish the
combined
sensations
of pain ( hot
solder), fear
(330V HT)
and humility
(ridicule by
friends)'
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QUAD MAN OUT
Dear Sir, Irecently had the opportunity to buy apair of original
Quad II amps secondhand and I
leapt at the chance.
Halfway down the M6, however,
doubts set in. It suddenly occurred
to me that this was the last place on
earth Iwanted to be.
A clear blue sky, complete with
sun; Arvo Part straining to be heard
above the road and the wind and
the dog barking. Sweat pouring into
the eyes, etc. A 450-mile round trip
for acouple of 1950s Quad Ils and
an elegant, but useless (?) control
unit — all covered in the special
English kind of grime that only 40
years of dead skin cells, animal hair
and vapourised sausage-fat can produce. In fact I'd been dreaming of
this opportunity for years — several
'hi-fi' magazine articles can't be
wrong, right?
After the doubts, the guilt.
Promising the bloke's father in-law
who bought them in 1959 that I'd
'look after them'; ripping out the
beautiful silk-wound looms of lovingly-routed wire and
dismembering the polished bakelite
sockets. This was bad enough, but
spraying the chassis gold! And then
replacing the guts with ugly, bent
bits of ' OFC' and huge, yellow
capacitors. I'll never get to heaven,
that's for sure. The nice thing
about valves, though, is that idiots
like me can't get inside them —
everything has to be designed
underneath, around and about
them. The KT66s just sit there and
glow like 1940s New York skyscrapers whatever you do (well,
nearly). Final touch is abrace of
eye-catching blue LEDs to set
things off very nicely, especially if
you turn the lights off!
Sit back and listen to the aforementioned monster capacitors
soften up. Read (turn the lights
back on!) the instruction manual,
complete with quaint circuit diagrams and assurances that these
machines ' are suitable for reliable
use under any climatic conditions'
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(strange, far-seeing creatures they
were, these fellows from The
Acoustical Mnfr. Co. Huntington).
Doubts vanish. Guilt gives way to
lust. It's lovely liquid midrange and
pure trebles. I'm proud dammit!
The Celestion ribbons seem to have
fallen in love, and even the cones
(in use below 900Hz) say abig
hello — provided, that is, you don't
turn it up too loud. Then things fall
apart abit. No great fuss or anything, mind you, it's just that you
become aware that they gently lose
control completely and the stage
disappears from in front of you.
These are high sort of, let-it-allhang-out levels, though.
So I've now got this £ 1000+
modern EL34-based valve amp
(resembling Battersea power station
according to my Dad) snarling
across the living room floor at two,
small (and heavy) but perfectly
formed Quads resembling 40
Benson & Hedges. They see the big
one off with respect to instrumental
timbre, subtlety and clarity in the
presentation of arealistic acoustic,
but they just can't handle the
Turangalila Symphony at the bumshaking SPLs required. And you
can forget Hendrix...
The answer, of course, is to use
these lovely creatures to drive highefficiency loudspeakers.
OK, here it is: in post-holocaust
2052 the spaceman comes back to
Earth when the Becquerels die
down abit. He wants to know
what this guy (why is it always guys,
guys?) doing with apiece of carbon
following arotating plastic groove,
sending an analogue signal to floors
full of electric light bulbs, producing vast amounts of heat and atotal
of about 25 watts into huge boxes
of air, polymer cones and strips of
foil? The answer is that the resolution and subtlety of the human ear
is probably beyond even his measuring capabilities, and as we're
finding out now, new technology is
no substitute for good design.
Ienjoyed ruining apair of Quad
II power amplifiers and would recommend it to anyone, particularly
those of us who relish the combined
sensations of pain (hot solder), fear
(330V HT) and humility (ridicule
by friends etc). Don't be put off by
the odd Brazilian boffin [
HFNIRR
July 1993] rambling on about rolloffs and whatever, or Chris
Beeching's expert-sounding enthusiasms [
HFNIRR Sept 1992 and
April 1993]. He was pleased to
announce that the longest internal
connection was 4.5cm. Iwas
pleased that they were making
music and Iwasn't pushing up
daisies! Get some and do it NOW!
Matthew Thorne, Liverpool

JACOB'S CLUB
Dear Sir, It is always apleasure for
me to learn that more music by
Gordon Jacob has been released on
CD, and so Bill Newman's recent
review [
HFNIRR Oct 1994] of
Jacob's Wind Band Symphony
AD78 was welcome reading. Iagree
whole-heartedly that Jacob has been
unfairly neglected, although recently Icounted some 20 or 30 works
that have been in (and out) of the
catalogues over the past 25 years or
so, which was rather more than I
had originally estimated.
In the review of the Symphony
AD78, Bill Newman tends to suggest, by use of the phrase ' adapting
his music for any number of different instrumental combinations' that
the symphony is itself and arrangement of some other piece written
for another instrumental group. Let
me assure him that the Symphony
AD78 is in it's original form. Ithink
Mr Newman was actually saying
that Jacob's genius was in writing
appropriate music for various
instrumental groups.
On one of my visits to Gordon
Jacob, in 1978, he told me of the
symphony and of its first performance in Birmingham, which Iduly
attended. There was an optional
part for organ, which was used at
that performance. The concert also
included Jacobs's Original Suite for
Military Band. (
Jacob told me that
the publishers had insisted on
inserting the word ' original'!)
During the interval at that concert while we were queuing for
coffee, Gordon was busily signing
programmes for some of the audience. He turned to me and said
'this reminds me astory of Sir
Malcolm Sargent. In the green
room after aconcert his secretary
informed him that his autograph
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reviewed by English speakers

The Alicante sbig fluid, wide-ranging and open prsentation lets the music speak for
itself"

E

Jonathan Kettle. AUDIOPHILE November 1993

S

"The Titus E has an absolutely riveting sound with openness and rhythmic drive."
WHAT HI-FI?. March 1993

N

"The lcares are last and enthusiastic: there's nothing twee or laid-back about their
presentation of music - whether reserved classical or high energy rock." ,
WHAT HI- Fl. October 1992

o

AND AS FOR THE AMPLIFIER...
"The Triangle TE60...has very clean treble.. separation is first class...bass is
outstanding...an excellent product. A super little amphfiér, nicely styled and beautifully o
finished."
Jimmy Hughes. AUDIOPHILE. March 1994
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Triangle loudspeakers cost from as little as £365 TE60 Integrated Amplifier £ 549 for more details phone Ortolan UK ( 0753-889949) or Kronos ( 08687-486

SPL 1. Kit £ 196

Catalogue of
DRIVE UNITS KITS

11 Itr. Reflex using Morel Drive Units
available on request
Loudspeaker Design
18mm MDF Flat Pack Cabs, air
Cookbook £ 23.45
cored Ind. SOLON CAPS
"I haven't heard any ready built near field monitor th tcomes
close to these for anything close to the price"
Recording Musician
"The speakers cost about half the price of a comparable pair"
Daily Telegraph

SPL. Satellite Kit £ 172
litre Enclosure Reflex using Morel magnetically
shielded Drive Units
12mm MDF Flat Pack Cabs of highest quality

ATC Kits Active or Passive
ATC Sanctioned Kits 55 and 110 litres
25mm MDF Flat Pack Cabs
ATCK 50 55LTR
Passive £ 1850 Active £2895
ATCK 100 110LTR
Passive £ 1950 Active £2995
"Rare opportunity to be able to buy a pedigree
product for the price of a mongrel" Audio Media

Four Dem Rooms • Tuesday to Saturday opening
OVER 30 KITS TO DEM
Free catalogue on request

WilmsloW

Audio
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VACUUM TUBES are BACK...
and they sound BETTER THAN EVER!
Glass Audio

is aquarterly journal designed for dedicated music lovers
who've always known tube equipment sounds better than solid state.

The artides have special emphasis on construction with projects ranging
from simple modifications of existing equipment, to restorations, to
construction of the most sophisticated designs available today. The
projects include schematics, parts lists and instructions. Two issues per
year also feature aworld directory of international tube dealers and
manufacturers.
Here's asampling of recent articles: ST- 70 with Solid-State Regulation,
Rebuilding Tube Amps, An Electrostatic headphone Amp, Greening the
Re Vox G36, Restore your Scott Tuner, Soh Start for Tubes, 70 Watts of
McIntosh Power, Output Transformerless Amp, Vacuum Tube Voltage
Regulator plus Vacuum Tube AC Feedback Amps.

We don't expect everyone to subscribe—
Just those who savor a taste for warm, satisfying tube sound.
Please enter my airmaied subecricêpn far

0 Two years (8 issues) at $50 d1) 352211114)1
U One year (
4Issues) at $ 30
Charge to my LI VISA LI Mastercard UBill me
Remit in US S, drown on US bank Allow up to 6weeks for delivery.
CARD NO

EXP

NAME

DEPT HEN, Wellington Close,
Parkgate Industrial Estate,
Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 8XL
Tel: 01565 650605 Fax: 01565 650080

All major Credit Cards accepted

VISA

DCPRESS

STREET
CITY

DOUHTRY

POSTAL CODE

PO BOX 178, DEPT HN3 Peterborough, NH 03458-0176 USA FAX (803) 924-9487
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views too
was required. " Send them in, two
at atime," said Sargent. " But Sir
Malcolm," replied the secretary,
"there is only one!"
Gordon Jacob was amodest,
charming man and wrote alot of
attractive music. He was not concerned with stretching the art of
music to the limits.
His music is always well constructed, infectious, witty and
reflective or wistful. It deserves
greater popularity and Ican recommend it as aperfect antidote to the
dismal murmurings of the current
new wave of minimalists!
Dr GR Ogram, Stafford

'I did enjoy
the early
days of hi-fi
with the
likes of
Leak,
Williamson
and of
course the
early Quads.
Valve amps
are still
hard to
beat'

LOW DOWN ON AUNTIE'S BOTTOM
Dear Sir, Iam writing about the
very interesting article by Ken
Kessler on the sub-woofer for the
ubiquitous LS3/5A. Ihave been a
hi-fi addict for some 40 years and
have owned apair of LS3/5As for
the past 14 years. Istill love 'em
and think they are still the best neutral speakers around. My music is
mainly classical but do enjoy the
odd rock music.
The introduction of the Rogers
AB- 1will no doubt generate considerable interest among those
LS3/5A owners who have always
looked for abit more in the lower
frequency regions.
Ihave been using aREL
Acoustics sub-woofer for the past
three years along with my LS3/5As
and have no complaints whatsoever. A fair bit of experimenting
was necessary using the comprehensive level and filter controls on
the REL. The results are stunning;
Inow hear and FEEL bass down to
30Hz and depending on your room
acoustics abit lower than that!
The comment by Ken on the
perceived ' severe discontinuity'
when using LS3/5As is not apparent with the REL, although careful
setting up of the sound system is of
course essential.
Istill enjoy reading HFNIRR but
did enjoy the early days of hi-fi with
the likes of Leak, Williamson and of
course the early Quads. Valve amps
are still hard to beat!
Alan Hird, Kincardineshire
IN GRAPHIC DETAIL
Dear Sir, S Bradshaw [
HFNIRR
Sept 1994] raises some interesting
points in his description of the
effects of his modification to his
Castle Conway Speakers. The
effects of ' back EMF' (particularly
from the bass driver) and driver
eddy current have been noted elsewhere but without prompting much
research.
However, S Bradshaw does not
mention whether he/she altered the
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other component values of the low
pass section of the crossover. If
not, the impedance seen by the
crossover at 750Hz will have been
greatly altered by this modification.
This will result in alarge change in
the frequency and phase response
particularly in the octave centred
on 750Hz. The nature of this alteration will depend largely on
whether it is an even or odd order
filter and the specific crossover
design in question. Naturally this
alone will have agreat influence on
reproduced music.
The bass unit loading of adriver
is also affected by the resistances
connected to it. Ample data is
available to calculate the effects of
the output impedance of the power
amplifier connected to the bass
unit, and also to account for the
effect on the bass loading and
response of the crossover network.
In particular designers usually
account for the resistance at the
bass resonant frequency of the
series inductor(s) of the low pass
filter in the calculation of the system Q, and hence the bass response
and group delay of aloudspeaker.
It is equally straightforward to
calculate the damping effect of a
resistor in parallel with the bass
unit. The graphs show the bass
response of adriver familiar to most
readers in both closed (' infinite baffle') and vented (ported)
enclosures. The effect of a20 ohm
resistor in parallel with the bass
unit in asealed box system is
shown in figure 1; curve 4. The
effect of aparallel 20 ohm resistor
with the bass driver in aported
enclosure is shown if figure 2; curve
2. The curves are normalised and
do not illustrate the power dissipation of the resistor.
Lowering system ' Q' towards 0.5
has been shown to improve perceived bass definition and speed
(easily confirmed when playing with
KEF's Kube), which may account
for some of the particular differences noted by S Bradshaw.
It is possible to eliminate the bass
response effect of the parallel resistor by reducing box volume until
the Q of the new arrangement is
equal to the original system Q. The
crossover values can also be
changed (using the same bands and
quality of components) to equalise
the frequency responses. A useful
comparison between the ' naked'
and ' shunted' bass drivers can then
be made which would highlight any
effect which the parallel resistor has
on back EMF and eddy current.
Bass driver back EMF and very
non linear eddy current can travel
around the crossover network and
even reappear apparently as tweeter

distortion. Reducing this effect is
one of the major benefits of biwiring. In fifteen years of
experimentation with different (and
sometimes extraordinary) crossover
topologies Icontinue to identify
more problems than Isolve. Cheap
high DC resistance components are
surprisingly far less prone to these
problems than their more transparent expensive counterparts, but
have obvious disadvantages.
It would seem that active drive
(to the bass section at least) would
be the best solution. Ican assure S
Bradshaw that there are many other
equally convincing arguments in
favour of this seemingly extravagant
path; but ultimately it really is the
way to go.
Mark Wheeler, Derby
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Why don't more of our readers send us graphs?
Mark Wheeler's Figure

1 (top) and 2 (above)

HOME ENTERTAINMENT (NOT)
Dear Sir, What's happening to
HFNIRR? My favourite hi-fi magazine is now reviewing home theatre
products!
Things have gone too far when
the Proceed PAV processor turns
up on the front cover and feature
[November 1994].
Thank goodness for the Wilson
Benesch review (now there's a feature review if ever Isaw one).
M G Miles, Oxon
TRACKING ERROR
Dear Sir, To Mr Benet [
HFNIRR
Oct 1994] Iwould say that Iam
one of those ' pop-orientated imbeciles, who do not need indexing...'
on CD players. In fact Ihave an
extremely simple solution. Ijust
bump the needle on to the required
track.
K Holland, Glasgow
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WHO SAYS YOU CAN TRUST A BADA DEALER?
HOMES ft GARDENS:
"A tried and tested way of finding
trustworthy dealers.. . BADA
whose members are specialist
Hi Fi Dealers."

VOX MAGAZINE:
"You can be confident that BADA
members are reputable,
financially sound businesses
which will sell you hi-fi in a
professional manner."

BRITISH AUDIO DEALERS ASSOCIATION

GRAMOPHONE:
"Over 100 member shops ... from
Aberdeen to Plymouth . . . Helping
customers to identify, clarify and satisfy
their needs through the demonstration
of suitable hi-fi products."

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

CHOOSE YOUR HI-FI FROM A DEALER Y01.1 CAN TRUST
Write for aFREE Fact Sheet, BADA benefits and fun members list to P.O. Box 229, London N1 7UU. Tel: 0171 226 4044 Fax: 0171 359 7620

BERKSHIRE
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QUALITY HI- Fl
AT ITS VERY BEST
A rcam,

AudioLab, Beyer, B&W,
Celestion, Exposure, Kef,
Meridian, Michell, Nakamichi,
Philips, Quad, Rega, Roksan,
Rotel, Royd, Sennheiscr, S. M . E. ,
Sony, Stax, Yamaha

READING HI-FI
CENTRE
4QUEENS WALK
BROAD STREET MALL
READING RG I7QF
TEL: (0734) 585463

Air Tangent: Apogee: Audio Research: Classe:
Copland: Davidson Roth: Densen: Jadis: Koetsu:
Krell: Lineaum: Martin Logan: Micro Seiki:
Mirage: Morel: Musical Fidelity: PS Audio:
Sonus Faber: Target: Theta: Wilson
Siltech and Transparent Cables: WBT

AUDIO às
ILLUSION
23 LANGLEY BROOM, LANGLEY
BERKSHIRE. SU 8NB
'Near Slouch: 2mho. from June. 5Mil
Tel: ( 07531 5.12761/108M 665662

*Free Delivery
fr Pan Exchange
7Day Excite'',

ezets
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DEALER FOR ATC, AVI,
AMESON COOPER, GROOVE TUBES,
SPENDOR AND KLIPSCH

o
...e.
o

•HIGH END HIFI EQUIPMENT
SERVICED OR REPAIRED •
•VINTAGE & MODERN VALVE
EQUIPMENT ASPECIALITY •
•QUAD AND LEAK VALVE TUNERS
SERVICED & ALIGNED •
•KIT BUILDING SERVICE •
•VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES AND
OVER 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE •

o

o
ny

4,o

een%

b

r
eee
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55 Main St Blackrock Dublin Tel 2889449/2888477
Fax 2834887 - Open Tue/Set 10AM-6PM, Thur/Fri
Open
Closed Monday

ad _

Peocestie nemertsion

Experience the best Hi Fi & AV Products
Amrita Audio, AVI, NVA, Monitor Audio, Marantz, Rate!,
NAD, System Audio, Densen, Denon, Polk Audio, and more.
Part exchange welcome

EAST

MIDLANDS

Home Dens.

too

ON ERS. FOR Mt SIR ION Latt

CDS BY POST x DELETIONS/SECOND-HAND
BUY OR EXCHANGE * REGULAR LISTS
EXCITING REPERTOIRE * CD-SEARCH ADS
COMPOSER/REPERTOIRE GUIDE
TELEPHONE HELPLINE - and much more
Please write or phone for latest lists and free information pack:
ALTERNATIVE CLASSICS (Dept.HF)
PO BOX 14, KINGS WOOD, BRISTOL 13515 5QE
TEL: 0272 373974

TO ADVERTISE
IN THIS
SECTION
CONTACT

081-686
2599
Ext: 447
II o

CLEARSOUND

3DEM ROOMS

ALTERNATI% I: CLASSICS
Mt SIR'

We Never Compromise On Quality

*Free Installation

BRISTOL

HI

EIRE

PHONE RHYL (0745) 343 060

Horning hours: 10.00am • 10110pm Mon • Sal
Sunda, h, arrangement

Kt •

CHESHIRE

Now playing -

The Sound
of Music!

16 Idrone Lane, Rear of Main Street,
Blackrock, Co Dublin
Tel: 2884612
Fax: 2833521

ES

The cast includes - Arcam, Audiolab,
Chord Co, Creek, Cyrus, Denon, Epos,
Heybrook, Linn, Marantz, Mission,
NAD, Naim, Nakamichi, Rega, Rotel,
TDL & other selected brands.

SE

X

. . sounds
outstanding
AKAI • ALPHASON • ATICAM•
BANG & OLUFSEN
B & W • BOSE • CELESTION DUAL • HARMAN KARDON •
IMARANTZ • MORDAUNT-SHORT
NAD • NAKAMICHI•
PIONEER • QUAD' • RUARK
SONY • YAMAHA

(not all stocked at both branches).

qOpong and Saffron Walden only

iniisic,i1
6Hotel Street, Letcester
0533 623754

uxpc.miuric(

,

148 HIGH STREET EPPING ESSEX • TEL- (09921 574242
26 KING STREET • SAFFRON WALDEN • ESSEX • TEL . (07991523728
70SOUDI STREET • WSHOPS STORMS° • HEMS • TEL: (02791 656401

32 Gold Street, Northampton
0604 37871

GREATER LONDON

ops,

Front End Problems?

beeDP.or,o,
MOo sc) _ eoes
teS\ON,1\1‘

soued advice

then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg

Street, toureotougne121_4lb
Otstte

4f

le 0509\ 2. 105

\COMM\
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%
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Cie OPE.leit,
Cite .

to get the best — listen to my Koetsuand-Decca-eater. Also agents for Croft.
Sugden, Thorens, Pentachord Speakers
and Nottingham Analogue,
plus cartridge re-tipping service

081-688 6565
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SPECIALIST
GREATER MANCHESTER

LANCASHIRE

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

LINN...Naim...Rega...Arcam...Rotel...Royd
Shahinian...Dynavector...Mission...Marantz
Nakamichi...Celestion...Denon...Micromega
Sagel•slievviyIta

MONITOR
SOUND

&

The Old School,
School Road, Brecon Ash
u tj Near Norwich, Norfolk
"vir Tel: (0508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk

▪ TECHNICS U SONY U PIONEER
• PANASONIC II KEN WOOD II DUAL

Arcam, Audio Innovations, Nakamichi,
Naim, Denon, Creek, Epos, AudioLab,
TDL, Heybrook, Rotel, Soundstyle,
Micromega, Royd, Chord Co & others.

▪ AIWA U CASTLE U NAOMI»

14 Shaw Rd (0161 6332602)
(near MUMPS station)

▪ MARANTZ U SPENDOR U THORENS U ARCAM U ROTEL

14 Stockport Rd (0161 428 7887)
(at the end of the High Street)

CHEADLE

NORFOLK

14kri er
ÉpeciAtit,

AUDIO COUNSEL

OLDHAM

GUIDE

U WHARFEDALE U DENON III YAMAHA U

TANNOY

• PHILIPS COU CELESTION U ROGERS U MORDAUNT SHORT

Tuesday-Saturday 10-5.30 (8.00 Thursday)

• MONITOR AUDIO U JPWU TOLU AND MANY MORE
BIG DISCOUNT • TWO YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI- Fl
EXCELLENT COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS
PRIVATE LISTENING ROOM • FREE HOME INSTALLATION

HAMPSHIRE

CHORLEY (0257) 271935

NORTH

WALES

54 Chapel Street, Chorley

LONDON

MANA(
• ' ASTI.E. - ALCHEMIST • AI . BAR RY - AUDIO INNOVATIONS
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SIISSION.SIUSICAL
OMIT • KLIPSCH.
DECAPO.M.CIS.SPEAKELS
IA RA CARTRIDGES.
DRAMS HEYBRDOK

It 1bIPSIIIRI.
,,
U

HOME DEM

AUDIO SYNTHESIS ACOUSTIC ENERGY
W ADIA, MICROMEGA, STAGE, DAC-IN-A-ROX,
TICIL,SME,TEAC,
YETIS II. APOGEE

mi.o.

Aiwa, Arcam. Audio Technic& B&W, Bose. Canon.
Castle. CelestIon, Cyrus, Jamo. Marantz, Michell,
Micromega, Monster, Mordaunt Short, Musical Fidelity,
NAD, Nakamichi, Project, Quad, Radford, Rega, Rogers.
Rotel, Royd, Ruark, Spendor, Tannoy, Target, Thorens,
Wharfedale, Yamaha

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

0

a
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171
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ORANGES
& LEMONS

0730 — 895194 ...c.c....mow,

VALVE SPECIAIISTS ON A SLPF.HIOR LEVEL
Alt1110A11111 MY

THE HI- Fl CENTRE IN
WREXHAM

THE INNOVATIVE
AUDIONISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER

te

FOR OPENING HOURS .;,..
AND APPOINTAIPsTS
PLEASE RINC
9
Elllenn.7pnt
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ACTON GATE AUDIO

Demonstration Rooms Available
Mail Order aSpeciality
Digital Radio Satellite
AV Specialist

El 4RUABON ROAD, WREXHAM
TEL: 0978 364500

071-924 2040/3665

ThAr NAD TRIFOO-A1.111A.SON-11(88-118fllNW
.

61/63 \VERBS

ROAD,

SWII

studio

HEREFORDSHIRE

!SOUTH

ENGLISH

Ç
Choose from

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

audio

the finest

BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO

•HiFi
•Home Cinema
•TV & Video

NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

****CYRUS CENTRE****
Pink Triangle. Audion. Systemdek. Heybrook
Michi. Kef Reference, Micromega, Nakamichi.
Chord. Arcam. Musical Fidelity. Rogers. Nad
Rotel, Denon. Tannoy, Marantz. Mission, Stax
Dual. TM_ Albany. JPW. Celestion. Kos. SMR.
Ruark. Moth. Audio Technica.Sugden, Exposure and other,

BADA BONDED DEALER
I..oRi: A x ROAD

corr A GE LoNnoN Nv,

II 071 024 8855

FAX 071 M124 , 31

,

I

Anatog Audio

Free installations; Credit facilities; Service Dept.

Mon-Sat 9.30 — 5.30

(HiFi Specialists)

37 Whitecross Road. Hereford (0432) 355081

849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 081 445 3267
SALE NOW ON

Excellent Listening Facilities
\ ..1..ate night Wednesday - 8.00 pm . Closed Mondays• Free Parkin2)

Slot List ot lull range ot speaker, and
electronics tor all Major ManutaclUrers
Please phone for details.

MERSEYSIDE & WIRRAL
BETTER HI—FI
Th

E

Finance

Naim Rega
Arcam Kef
Linn Royd
Micromega
Audiolab

REAL

plus many more
16 COOK STREET
LIVERPOOL L29RF
Z

I

SOUTH WEST & WALES

fvEr-irf
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eig

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd. (0273) 609431
EASTBOURNE Green St. (0323) 731336
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd (0705) 663604

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ

HERTFORDSHIRE

HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

COAST

We.11 pew For, &

serve excellent coffee

051 227 5007 total
"Oursatisfaction
aim is your..

HI Fl

V'audio

SPECIALIST ADVICE ON
AND AUDIO VISUAL
Acoustic Energy. Mon. AMC, Analogue Electronics. ATC.
Audio Innovations, Audiomeca, Audio Technica, AVI, Cadence
Valve, Chord Amps. Electrocompaniet. Exposure. Goldring.
Harman-Kardon, Heybrook. Jamo, LFD. Lyra, Michell. Ortofon.
Perception, Pink Triangle. Ruark. REL. Sansui. SME ( inc 20A),
Sonic Link. Stax. Sugden. Sumiko. Townsend. Wadia
Demonstration by appointment only: WE ARE NOT A SHOP!
Visits in South West can be arranged.
36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol/S9 IEJ. Tel: 102721 686005
III
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STAFFORDSHIRE
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Audio Jnnovations, Drupulse

Definitive Audio

rr

for acarefully considered approach to the
assembly of high performance audio systems

(11

Demonstrations by appointment, please ring.
Home demos throughout Sussex and the South
Late opening Overseas enquiries welcome.
Access, Visa
Brighton: ( 0273) 208649
\',

S.M.E., Ortofon

WEST

SUFFOLK
alp/rasan opollo otocamo audio innovations melon nude, note
dpo Lae, helms heybrook impulse ivry. • i• ... • r • • t • •
rrucrornego morel ortolan pierre lurne i
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tr 081-567 8703
ACOUSTIC ENERGY. AMC, AUDIO INNOVATIONS. AUDIO LAB, AURA.
BOO, BOW. CANON, CASTLE, CHORD CO., CYRUS, DENON, DUAL,
EVOLUTION, JPW, KEF, MARANTZ, MICROMEGA, MISSION, MONITOR
AUDIO, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NAKAMICHI. ONIX, QUAD, REL,
REVOLVER. ROGERS. ROTEL, ROYD. SOUNDSTYLE, SYSTEMDEK,
TARGET, TF_AC, THORENS, VAN DEN HUL 8, OTHERS

Closed Wednesday

S

,neatt‘62:2;;206:jt'io'nr
d von oen hul yoyd
audio', audio note oudioguest
os pie. kor kinshow lyro mat michell
micro
pierre Line prolect proiekt ged royd sonic link
sound
soundstyle ster ling sugden surniko towns/rend tr'chord
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ul voyd home demonstrations e, 1, ',Inge valve/transistor,
analogue/digital nice people peculiar odw •• •
sou
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27 BOND STREET. EALING W5

Two demonstration rooms. Fee local delivery &
installation. Repairs & Service.
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THE MOST EXCLUSIVE
INDEPENDENT 11I-F1 STUDIO

GODSTONE 0883 744755

45 High St., Godstone, Surrey RH9 8LS I

easy access makes it so much
more exciting choosing your hifi from the finest audio products
available.
Open six days aweek. Enquiries
welcome for interest free (APR
0% written details on request).
Evening demonstrations by
appointment.
Just off the High Street (sharing
Asda car park), Bloxwich,
Walsall, West Midlands.
(Ample free parking)
(OFF M6 JUNCTION 10)

p
ow,bd-i-,
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Jun call et Dr pinine for aileneennearion

ACOUSTIC ENERGY • ALEMA • AURA • ARCAM •
AUDIOLAB • AUDIO ALCHEMY • AUDIO QUEST • BOSE. B&W
•CABLETALK • CHORD • CYRUS • DPA. • EPOS • EXPOSURE •
INFINITY • JPW • KEF REFERENCE • LYRA • MARANTZ • MERIDAN
•MISSION • MOTH • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAKAMICHI • ORTOFON
•PROJECT • QUAD • ROKSAN • ROGERS • ROTEL • SPENDOR •
SUMIKO • SYSTEMDEK • TDL • TOWNSEND • TRIANGLE •
THORENS • TUBE TECHNOLOGY • VAN DEN HUL •
131
VANDERSTEF.N • YAMAHA* YBA •

34
"Zte"a"e

All major ordir cards melcome

WELL ENGINEERED PRODUCTS FOR
ACCURATE SOUND REPRODUCTION FROM:
ORTOFON, OED, QUAD, RHOS, SENNHEISER, SEQUENCE DESIGN, S.M.E.,
SPENDOR, TARGET, TN, TDL, THORENS, TRIOLOGY (
VALVE) etc., Keith Monks

n

(Written details on request)

WORCESTERSHIRE
LYNDEN AUDIO

(THE AUDIOPHILE RETREAT)
Exclusive Midlands Audio Synthesis Consultants.
Audio Physic. Adyton. Essex Audio, LFD. Sequence Design Wall
Speakers. Harman Kardon, JBL, REL. etc. Specialist Engineenng
Dept offers Custom Design and Up-grades. all Kits ( inc valves)
built to Customers requirements.
Audio Visual a pleasure - good coffee!
Open Tues Sat 10am-5pm evenings by appointment

Please telephone: 0527-873766 for afriendly chat!

YORKSHIRE

Audio Reflections
DISCOVER ACCURACY IN FIDELITY
On permanent demonstration exclusively in Yorkshire and the North
East of England—AT* SCM10, SCM20, SCM20 Tower, SCSISOA end
SCM100A. ATC, AV International Bryston Amplifiers Castle York Chester &
Howard. Concordant, Chameleon Amps Chord SPM Power Amplifiers.
Equinox. Harbeth Acoustics. JPW. Sequence Loudspeakers /
Absents, Mehell
Gyrodec. Merv. Ortofon premier range. Rotel. Sanwa re/menee grade fully
balanced CD players and integrated amplifiers. SME, Spend«, Target. TRAC.
Townshend Seismic Sink 0 E D. van den Nul The First & The Second Cables
Demonstrations by arrangement in LEEDS. or in your own home without
obligation For funher details contact JOHN BLEAKLEY. Phone/Fax
Leeds (05321 528850 (
evening calls welcome)
Part Exchange and Second Hand Equipment available.

TEACD

Penectly Balanced Sound

MICHI

spendor cjit
çe

FIVE WAYS HI- FIDELITY LTD (
Est. 19721
12 ISLINGTON ROW, EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM BIS I
LD.
02 1-455 0667 (( We MOIDAYS)

WEST

/
ACOUSTIC

CHORD')
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ewomeeas *
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BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

W ould

you like to hear more',

0051
4.4...atioce

PROJ ECTS
Retailers of quality audio equipment

7 St. Pancras. Chichester. West Sussex P019 ISJ
Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays
112

AR ARCAM AUDIOLAB AUDIOOLIEST BE VER CANON
CELESTION CYRUS DENON DUAL EXPOSURE HARMON
KARDON. INFINITY KEF LUXMAN MARANTZ MERIDIAN
MICHELL MISSION MONITOR AUDIO MORDAUNT- SHORT
MUSICAL FIDELITY NAKAMICHI ONIX PINK TRIANGLE
PROAC RE VOS REVOLVER ROGERS ROKSAN ROTEL RUARK
SANSUI SENNHEISER SYSTEMDEK TECHNICS
WHARFEDALE YAMAHA
Open Tues, Weds, Thurs 10.30-6.00,
Friday 10.30-8.00 Saturday 10.30-5.00
351 HAGLEY ROAD, EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM
B17 80L 021-429 2811
156/7, LOWER HIGH STREET,
STOURBRIDGE. 0384-444184
93-95 HOBS MOAT ROAD SOLIHULL.
B92 8JL. 021-742 0254
VISA
* Credit facilities *

Record during Machine

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega.
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 0273 775978

rf
e)i_A

Tel: (0922)493499-473499

ARCAN, ATC, AUDIOOUEST, AUDIO TECHNIEA, AVI, BAYER, CABLE TALK,
CASTLE, CHORD, 021 (VALVE), DEMON, DUAL, KIRSCH, MICHELL, NAKAMICHI,

SUSSEX

MUSIC MATTERS
THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

II he internal atmosphere and

Y

OUAD
AUDIOLAB
TUBE TECHNOLOGY
BRiiM
MUSICAL FIDELITY
TOI, TANNOY
KEF, DENON
Y.
KANKAMICHI
THORENS
TARGET
NG
MARANT2
MICHELL
SENNHEISER
MEYER HEADPHONES
JPW, SOUND
ORGANISATION,
SOUNDSTYLE TRIPODS, eleAwLeir
VAN DEN HULL, BOSE

rf
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CLASSIFIED
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 65p per word ( private), minimum £ 17.00 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £3.00
extra. Trade rates 75p per word, minimum £21.00 inc. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in April issue must reach these
offices by 8th February 1995 addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.

FOR SALE - Private

FOR SALE - Private

FOR SALE - Private

HELIUS CYALENE ARM , boxed, instructions,
excellent. Audionote silver wired £ 580. Torlyte
stand £60. Stereo metet Mandrake interconnect c./w
W.B.T.
Phono plugs £ 350.
Tel: ( 0932)
349314/343813.
B17
LINN AXIS TURNTABLE complete with Linn
cartridge, little used, £ 250. Tel: (0760) 337984
(Norfolk).
I7B
MERIDIAN 208, 204MK2, 209, MF 140, Celestion
SL12Si, Audioplan/Kimber cabling. This system was
developed at huge cost (£4500 plus) with detailed
component damping and screening resulting
performance far, far in excess of its specification.
Emigration so sale £ 1800. Tel: 0171-823 1557 26B
AUDIO SYNTHESIS two box UltraAnalogue
DAC, real high end performance at a realistic price
(£750). Audio Research BL1 balanced line driver
(£300). Both boxed and less than 1year old. Tel:
(0353) 777106.
20.15E

CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 10 pre premier
11 power, as new, 9 month little use £5200. Premier
7B pre amp £ 7000. ATC SCM20 rosewood 2
months £950. Krell KSA 250B mint one year old
£3750. Apogee Duetta Signatures £2500. DAX
£2000. Tel: (0706) 813987.
B2I
MISSION 753 SPEAKERS, Rosewood finish,
£425. Tel: 051-334 1964 (Wirral).
I7B

AUDIO RESEARCH SPIO (Mk2) £995 and D70
(Mk2) £695. Also Linn with Ittok and Koetsu Black
(offers). Altec Lansing speakers Model 14 Monitors
(offers). Tel: (0344) 27245 evenings.
I7B

FOR SALE - Trade

HI -Fl

HI -FI

LOUDSPEAKERS
BOUGHT & SOLD
ACOUSTIC ENERGY • ATC • B&W
CELESTION • ENSEMBLE • EPOS • JBL
LINAEUM • LINN • MARTIN LOGAN
MISSION • MONITOR AUDIO • MOREL
NEAT • TANNOY • TDL • THIEL • TOTEM
-ALSO ACOUSTIC FOAM TILES
DEMONSTRATION BY APPOINTMENT
ADVICE ANYTIME ON:

0181 948 5568

e

£899.99

KRELL MDA300 POWER AMPS.
Mint
condition with remaining warranty. £6600 ono. Tel:
Tim 071-437 8408, home 071-483 2985.
178

MARK LEVINSON NO. 27 AMP £2700; ML 28
preamp with phono stage £ 1900 both £ 4100.
Conrad Johnson Premier 11 amps £2100 or 2 for
£3900. Mission 770 speakers £ 300 with stands.
Tara ("Space and Time" 2 pairs of speaker cables 8'
long £ 150 each pair or £250 for both.Call (0344)
844 876.
30.55B

NAIM 32.5 AND NEW BOXED NAP140 £ 575.
Tel: (0272) 568376.
17B
CONRAD JOHNSON PV ELEVEN all valve
phono equipped preamp. Very late model, exquisite
sound £890 (£2200). Arcam 170 Mark III transport
with AT & T £450 (£850). Audio Synthesis Ultra
Analogue DAC AT & T £595 (£ 1600). Tel 081-659
9538.
22.10B

GALE
GS401A
LEAD
LINED
LOUDSPEAKERS with stands, attractive black and
chrome. Unmarked and boxed £ 500 ono.
Southampton (0703) 814233.

DPA (DELTEC) PDM 1Series 1DAC £ 160. Tel:
Mike (0684) 561526 (6pm - 9pm) (0684) 892722
(daytime).
178

FOR SALE - Trade

FOR SALE - Trade

Inaccessible accessories
by post.

TO
ADVERTISE

If you can't get to us, we'll get our accessories to you.

IN THIS

Arcam, Audio Technica, Penon, Dynavec-tor, Goldring,
Lyra, Ortofon, Sumiko. CABLES; Audioquest, Cable Talk Goertz,
Heybrook, lxos, Kimber, Kontak LED, Monster, Ortofon, Precious
Metals, QED, Sonic Link, Van den Hull, XLO. TANDS' Alphason,
Apollo, Atacama, Sound Organisation, Sounds Style, Stands Unique,
Target HEADPHONES' Beyer, Sennheiser, Stax. ACCESSORIES*, Audio
Technica, Audioquest, BIB, Discwasher, Goldring, Hunt, Ixos, Kontak.
Last, Michell, Milty, Moth, Nagoaka, Pixall, QED, Shure, Townshend.
N I AFU LRANGE OF QUALITY E
QUIPMENT AVAILABLE. S
EE OUR MAIN ADYERTISMENT.
CARTRIDGES

B

URY
A UDIO
TEL & FAX: 0284 724337

Tel:
/7B

CHURCHGATE STREET,
BURY Si. EDMUNDS,
IP 33 IRG .
MOBILE: 0850 565693UFFOLK S
47

SPACE
PLEASE
PHONE
081 686 2599
EXT 447

THE MINSTREL BY QUANTUM AUDIO LTD
30 Watt, Ultra Linear, integrated, hybrid, valve, line level amplifier
You must hear this amplifier, your ears will convince you of its sonic
superiority.
"There is nothing whimsical about the sound, the Minstrel is promoted as
quick and dynamic. It is, but it could equally have been called solid and
meaty. This is a big hearted amplifier, which can put on a surprising burst of
volts and amps when pushed, and quickly too, when the pushing is done by
a piano recording or something similarly percussive.
Iwas surprised, even shocked by the Minstrel's dynamic range, which is
utterly convincing and un tube like, yet the delicacy and fine detail of
Debussy or Ravel orchestral music is beautifully handled. A real mailed fist in
a velvet-glove type performance." Alvin Gold, Hi Fi Choice, October 1994.
For further details, dealer lists and demonstration appointments, contact the producers:

Quantum Audio Ltd., PO Box 26, 1 Oliphant Drive, Kilmarnock, Scotland KA3 7JA.
Tel: ( 01563) 571122 Fax: ( 01563) 571133
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE - Trade

FOR SALE - Trade

FOR SALE - Trade

THIS MONTHS SMALL SELECTION OF

HQ VINYL & GOLD CDs
MOBILE FIDELITY: 200gm HQ SUPER VINYL £22
ALL AVAILABLE ON 24ct GOLD CD

MANHATTAN TRANSFER- Extensions
MUDDY WATERS- Folk Singer
PINK FLOYD-Atom Heart Mother
EMERSON LAKE & PALMER-Tarkus
ALAN PARSONS PROJECT-Tales Of Mystery & Imagination
THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET - Blues At Carnegie Hall
STAN GETZ & JOAO GILBERTO - Getz & Gilberto
TRAFFIC - Low Spark Of High Heeled Boys
JOHN HIATT - Bring The Family
JEAN MICHEL JARRE - Oxygene
THE MOODY BLUES - On The Threshold Of A Dream
QUEEN - The Game

£22
Simply Amazing £22
£22
£22
£22
£22
£22
£22
New Release
£22
New Release
Available soon
Available soon

£22
£22
£22

JEAN MICHEL JARRE - OXYGENE
200 gm HO SUPER VINYL £22
GOLD GAIN SYSTEM CD £ 24

ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS: 180gm HQ & GOLD CD

RCA LIVING STEREO, EMI VERVE,
DECCA, DCC, ANALOGUE
PRODUCTION
PLUS MANY MORE RARE REISSUES
ON VIRGIN VINYL.
For full catalogue sent stamps
to the value of £ 1.00 to:

DISCOVERY: HQ ALL ANALOGUE VIRGIN VINYL LPs
ARTHUR LOUIS & ERIC CLAPTON - Knockin' On Heaven's Door

Impulse Loudspeakers,
FREEPOST ( LON1134),
London SE21 8BR
FESSARAC AUDIO NEW GYRODEC

ART PEPPER • 11
180 gm HO VINYL 8. GOLD LTD ED CD £ 25

power

supply

Ire- amp. Tamp 60 monoblocks now on demonstration.
or the best of British high- end call Walton Scott Howard

1966.

X28.50u

Absolute Tune-ups
Absolute

ioutids

qualified engineer ,.tan

Originally only released in Japan, now available in the UK tor the list ferne ever see below

MUDDY WATERS - Folk Singer

DECCA: 180 gm HQ VIRGIN VINYL LPs

mid priced phono box and pre- amp now available, Tap- A

Ltd. for details. Mon- Fri on 081-568

no,

fr r
,.ur

any high-end equipment n
undertake rebuilds with selected'
II
components and can also otter a valve
matching service. E‘pect only the hest.
modify or re- align

Absolute Sounds
Tel 081-947 5047 Fax 081-879 7962

SXL
SXL
SXL
SXL
SXL
SXL
SXL

2011
2110
2114
2136
2246
2266
2289

STRAVINSKY - Petrushka (Ansermet)
£25
SCHUBERT - The Trout Quintet (Vienna Octet/Curzon) £25
TCHAIKOVSKY - Piano Concerto No. 1 (VPO/Curzon) £25
DEBUSSY - La Boite A Joujoux/Printemps (Ansermet)
f25
MENDELSSOHN IN SCOTLAND - Symphony No. 3 ( LSO/Maag) £25
ROSSINI OVERTURES ( LSO/Pienno Gamba)
£25
DVORAK - Symphony No 5, From The New World ( Kertesz) £25

SXL

6355

ALBENIZ - Suite Espagnola ( Raphael Fruhbeck De Burgos) £25

RR
RR

57
58

JOHN RUTTER - Requiem
POMP & PIPES ( Fernnell)

CROSSOVER NETWORKS —
Active & Passive Components,
Accessories, Solen Polypropylene Caps
AUDIO ANIATEI lt PUBLICATIONS
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook
& NEW ' Recipes' Book
Back Issues of Speaker Builder
Audio Amateur & Glass Audio

Full details from
FALCON ACOUSTICS LTD
(Dept H.F.N) Tabor House, Mulbarton,
Norfolk NR14 8JT ( 01508) 578272

HDCD
HDCD

£13
£13

LP
2LP

£15
f25

111

INIE1S joe

POSII
MOW mat.,

SHEFFIELD LABS: 180 gm HQ VINYL DIRECT To DISC
LAB
LAB
LAB

18
19
22

STFtAUSS & DVORAK - Romantic Music For Violin & Piano £ 17
SCHUBERT - Sonata In A Major ( Jerome Rose)
£ 17
MOZART/GRIEG - Serenade No. 11/Four Lyric Pieces ( CSVV) £ 17

fithr mew

ARTHUR LOUIS & ERIC CLAPTON
KNOCKIN' ON HEAVENS DOOR
HO PURE ANALOGUE LP £ 18

DCC: LIMITED EDITION 24ct GOLD CDs
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
Outstanding
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
Limited Edition f24
£24
£24
£24
£24
New release
£24

CREAM-Fresh Cream
THE EAGLES- Hotel California
JONI MITCHELL-Court & Spark
RAY CHARLES- Ingredients For Soul
THE DOORS- LA Woman
BEACH BOYS-Pet Sounds
JOHN COLTRANE-Soultrane
JACKSON BROVVNE-The Pretender
VVES MONTGOMERY-Gm Out Of My Head
RAY CHARLES-Ray Charles & Betty Carter
MILES DAVIS-Relaxin .
SINATRA-Duets
ART PEPPER-Gettin' Together
PAT BENATAR-In The Heat Of The Night
SONNY ROLLIN-Md The Contemporary Leaders

Send for your FREE price list PL23
Just send alarge S.A.E.
(36p stamp) or $2bill (air) overseas
SYSTEM DESIGNS (
Total Kits):
Focal, KEF Constructor, Seas, etc
DRIVE UNITS FOCAL, KEF,
Audax, Coles, Peerless, Seas,
Tonegen Ribbon, Scanspeak, etc.
Also Disco Units

trili t011s

£18
£18

REFERENCE: HQ PURE ANALOGUE LPs & HDCDs

„reeFaIcon DIY
SXL 2289 DVORAK - SYMPHONY No. 5
HO 180 gm VINYL £ 25

BILL EVANS TRIO-Portrait In Jazz
STAN GETZ & CHATLIE BYRD - Jazz Samba

MOBILE FIDELITY: 24ct GOLD LTD.ED. CDs
HERE IS A VERY SMALL SELECTION OF THE HUNDREDS OF TITLES AVALIABLE

PINK FLOYD-Dark Side Of The Moon
PINK FLOYD-Meddle
PINK FLOYD - The Wall ( 2CD)
Out of print
STING-Dream Of The Blue Turtles
SANTANAAbrasas
ERIC CLAPTON-Slowhand
ROY ORBISON-Mystery Girl
ARETHA FRANKLIN- INever Loved A Man The Way ILove You
DOMINGO/PAVAROTTI/CARRERAS-The Three Tenors
QUEEN-News Of The World
HFNA/A*
JOHN MELLENCAMP - Scarecrow
QUEEN - The Game
New release
STEVE WINWOOD - Back In The High Life
New release
THE MOODY BLUES - On The Threshold Of A Dream
New release
JOHN MAYALL & ERIC CLAPTON - Blues Breakers
New release
XTC - SKYLARKING

AUDIOPHILE INTERNATIONAL LTD.
P.O. BOX 303, CHOBHAM, WOKING, SURREY, GU24 BYP.

£24
£24
£70
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
f24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24

BLUES BREAKERS

JOHN MAYALL
WITH ERIC CLAPTON

JOHN MAYALL & ERIC CLAPTON
BLUES BREAKERS
GOLD GAIN SYSTEM CO £24

TO ORDER VISA/ACCESS CALL: +44 ( 0)276855578
+44 0 276 855580
OR FAX 24 HOURS .

FOR OUR HUGE 50 PAGE CATALOGUE. 8. TO JOIN OUR MAILING LIST,

SEND A £ 2 STAMP ( OVERSEAS 5x IRC's) ORDERS OVER £ 35 FROM THIS ADVERT RECEIVE A FREE CATALOGUE PEP £ 3 FIRST LP 75P EACH
ADDITIONAL. £ 2 FIRST CD 50P EACH ADDITONAL

II I

£25
£25
A Classic
£25
£25
£25
£25
Suberb
£25
£25
New Release £25
New Release £25
HQ LP
£25
Aluminum CD £15

SONNY ROLLINS - Way Out West
BILL EVANS TRIO - Waltz For Debby
ART PEPER - Meets The Rythm Section
BEN VVEBSTER - Live At The Renassance
ART PEPPER - Smack Up
BENNY CARTER - Jazz Giant
LIGHTNIN' HOPKINS - Goin' Away
DUKE ELLINGTON - This One's For Blanton
ART PEPPER + 11
RALPH SUTTON - Partners In Crime
JIMMY ROGERS - Blue Bird ( HFN - A" 1)
JIMMY ROGERS - Blue Bird ( HFN - A*1)

(
FIRST CLASS RECORDED SUPER PACKED)

OVERSEAS RATES - PLEASE CALL

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE — Trade
CELESTION SL600 si
MISSION 753 black
IMPULSE H2's
JPW MINIMS
INFINITY IRS BETA
EPOS ES 14 + stds
LINN SARA + stds
SNELL JII's and stds
MERIDIAN D6000 (active)
TOTEM + FOUNDATION stds
PROAC EBS + stds
SD ACOUSTICS SD5
APOGEE CENTAURS

mint s/h £595
mint s/h £550
mint s/h £ 1650
as new £60
mint s/h £4995
as new £450
VGC £200
mint s/h £650
as new £5995
mint s/h £895
mint s/h £995
mint s/h £850
mint s/h £ 1195

MERIDIAN 200/203 dac 5
MERIDIAN 200/203 dac 7
MERIDIAN 200/263 Delta/Sigma
WADIA 7+9 tran/dac
WADIA 8transport
WADIA 3200 transport
MERIDIAN 206B
DPA TI/PDMI m
AUDIO NOT
WADIA 64
DPA PD

FOR SALE — Trade
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1st Audio
AUDIO RESEARCH D115
AUDIO RESEARCH D70 mk11
NESTOROV1C Al 150W valve monoblks
JADIS DEFY 7
NAIM NAP 135 monoblocks
AUDION 300B SILVER KNIGHTS
QUICKSILVER monoblocks
CONRAD
NSON MF2
KRELL K
KRELL K
MUSICAL
SER

FOR SALE — Trade

mint s/h
mint s/h
mint

hi

CHOICE fi

Have Moved

mint s/h £59
'ts/h £6

You said — "We can't get through"
So we added more lines
You said — "
Things get sold before publication"
So we introduced "The Hi Fi Exchange"
You said —" We like the service"
We made it better
3DEMONSTRATION ROOMS, MORE EQUIPMENT
081 392 1959
081 392 1963
081 392 1994

The NORFOLK/SUFFOLK High End Dealer

audible difference
DISS, NORFOLK

Audio Research Audion(Alema) ART Audio lue Audio Innovations
Audio Note AVI CHORD Copland DAWN AUDIO
dpa
EAR
Impulse
Wad Audio
Kinshaw Perception
Linaeum Lyra LFD Audio
Magnepan
Micromega
neat Ore/le Pink mangle
ROKSAN
SNE
Sones Fabe
Tube Technology
van den Hul
Tuesday to Friday, 12 to 9pm, Saturday 9to 5pm
Please ring for an appointment or achat 0379 740227

3W0013M S311:11110N3 1VN0I.LVNH]INi a30vw.

If you like the hi-fi equipment you have but want a
better performance, don't change It - UPGRADE ITI

1.096LL
II•1
u!•4141 'SO - 0d9CAD ileolD '(NH) 141 ouPoimall

You can build better than you can buy and we offer
kits, parts and instructions for anything from simple
components upgrades to complete rebuilds, plus kits
to build high end equipment from scratch.
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New upgrading service
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BANDOR LOUDSPEAKERS
11%1 I-, 01 .111. tRI)
RF 101 UTION % RN
FAST AND DETAILED URI% ERS 111 BANDOR

(E MOO

uo9elosi

MOU ' W/09'93 JO) Sae

The

Upgrades to: Audio Research, Celestion, KEF, Krell,
Linn, Meridian, Naim, Nytech, Quad, Leak, Radford . . .
etc.
SEND NOW FOR FULL DETAILS AND ACOPY OF OUR NEW 1993
AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS CATALOGUE NO. 2.

WJB auol Jomis mod my am • welsits Id -!
H

To cover postage Europe 5 x IMCs, World 9 x1MCs, or
quote your credit card number (Visa or Mastercard only).
UK - free.

Z11:13H 3A01

STOP PRESS NEWS: We now have two "LISTENING
ROOMS" where our equipment can be auditioned.

inoA epeJ6dn oj auntie; eImo 1,upeau

BANDOLINE 20 (
bass response to 20 Hz)
BANDOLINE (down to 30 Hz)
Transmission Line KITS exploits the unique
performances of BANDOR 150mm ( 8') &
50mm ( 2") aluminium anodised coned drivers
Bandor Development Studio, II Penfold Cottages, G, Bow
Penfold Lane, Holmer Green, Buck. HPIS 6XR
nao
Tel/Fax: ( 0494 714050
Brochures available

If you are daunted at the prospect of taking the lid off
your prized possession, send it to us and we can do
the upgrade for you. We will advise and can afford.
We have a secure, low cost collection and delivery
service within the UK.

ul3i SWp

oipne

u6reoweo

Ask to hear our new Integrated Amplifier!
PHONE: Jim Kempton in Bromley on 081 697 4912
David Smith in Birmingham on 021 382 8615
Russ
Andrews

111

RATA
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal,
Westmoreland, LA8 9AS
Telephone: 0539 823247

PRINTED UPSIDE DOWN AT ADVERTISERS REQUEST

SPEAll ER
Company

The Number one company for D.I.Y.
loudspeaker constructors
Just pick up the phone or drop us a line for our
comprehensive loudspeaker catalogue. The catalogue
contains Drive units, components,damping materials,
and a large range of accessories, in fact everything you
need to build an excellent pair of speakers.

Catalogue £ 1export £2refundable on purchase
Unit 9Waterside Mill Waterside
Macclesfield Cheshire SK 11 7HG
Tel: 0625-500507
Fax: 0625-500508
1-11-Fl NEWS 8i RECORD REVIEW

FEBRUARY 95
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Long known as specialists in rare tube brands. Billington Export introduces anew line ol rremium ,gradc dues to fill ihe ricreasing demand for hard-to-find tubes!
Bll.LINGTON GOLD features specially tested valves selected for long life, low microphons and low noise. Versions with Eold plated pins including E8 ICC, E82CC.
;CC. E88CC are available as well as grey pin versions of 6L6GC. I
2A17. I2AU7, 12/d7, DG732,ECC81, ECC82.EèC83, EF86. ELM. EL84. KT66. KT88 etc.
BILLINGTON GOLD brand comes from avariety of countries around the world.
We have carefully chosen the best manufacturer for each type. with an emphasis on the highest audio quality, and product reliability.
We also stock one million valves by Brimar. GE USA, GEC UK. Mallard. Russia/Soviek, Tesla. Tungsram and other rare brands is well as sockets and CRTs.

Billington Export Limited

1E Gillmans Trading Estate, Billinghurst, Sussex RHI4 9EZ UK
Te l
ephone: (01403)784961 Fax: (01403) 783519
Please ask for our free 40 page valve catalogue
•
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CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE — Trade

FOR SALE — Trade

FOR SALE — Trade
HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
Sale
MENTOR TURNTABLE 1. ARM GRAPHITE PLATTER OECCA
01W
CRYSTAL SIGNATURE TABLE 10P TURNTABLE BREVAR 8ARM
T
,R
.
.
MERIDIAN 2114 TUNER MINI
£ 95
MARX LEVINSON NO 26 PRE AMP WILY BALANCEO MINT
£2995
MARK LEVINSON NO 38 PRE AMP WILY BALANCED RINI
[2995
MARK LEVINSON NO 235 POWER AMP BALANCEO MINT
5995
ROWLAND MOOEL ONE POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
£ 1795
TUBA TECHNOLOGY GENESIS VALUE MONO AMPS MINT
( 1495
SONUS FABER EXTREMAS ASURDS WALIII11 MINI
£ 795
WILSON WATT OPUPPY SPEAKERS PLANO BUCK MINT
(6195
PROAC RESPONSE 5SPEAXERS BLACK ASH me
(gm
PROAC RESPONSE 3SPEAKERS OAK MINI
£ 395
IANNOY 0700 SPEAKERS WALNUT MINI
01395
101 MONITOR SPEASERS TEAK MINT
[995
SOTA COSMOS VACUM PUTTER MINT
us%
SOTA STAR SAMBRE 3SME KM ARM MINT
01250
SPI IP/V19 TURNIADLE MAT TRIPLANAR O MINT
01795
CRYSTAL REFERENCE WAILMOUNI DECK RARE MINT
01199
NAKAMICHI OMS 7E CO PLAYER VGC
0795
NMUMICHI CATE REMOTE CONTROL PREAMP VGC
[995
NAXAMICHI PPE POWER AMP MINI
MX
GRYPHON STD Enrmow PREAMP BALANCEO MINT
5 995
REF 105 3SPEAKERS BLACK ASH MINT
El 395
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI SPEAKERS A5091105 MINT
["795
OUAD ESI 61 SPEANERS BUCK ASH LATEST MINT
LI 595
WHEATON TRIPUILAR MK 2& MK 3ARMS FROM
595
SYRINX P113 ARM MINT
£250
CLEARAUDIO INSIOVR CARTRIDGE MINT
Et 999
MERIDIAN 200 TRANSPORT 262 DELIA SIGMA MINT
G395
MERIDIAN 602 TRANSPORT 606 MK 2DAG MINT
EI 595
MARMITE CD12 ITS EDMON CD PLAYER, BALANCED MINT
01 495
TEAC PIS TRANSPORT D10 SAC MINT
LI 195
CAMBRIDGE CDT HEAVILY MODIFIED MINT
£1295
CAAIBRIOGE COI CD PLAYER MINT
0795
ROKSAN OPT TRANSPORT MINT
0795
MICROMEGA TRIO CD MAYER MINT
02 495
MICROMEGA DUO CO TRANSPORT MINT
01095
DRIGHTEND AUDIO OSMAN° DAL MINT
0595
WADIA X32 DAC MINT
595
CONRAD JOHNSON SONOGRAPE SDI CO PLAYER MODIFIES
[325
8 0BEOGRAM COX CO PLAYER MINT
[ 180
CITATION 11 TUNER AMERICAN ORIGINAL MINT
0299
KENWOOD KAN MOO AV AMP Mir
599
MITOSIS ICARUS INTFRGRATE0 AMP MINI
(595
RESTEIT CHALLENGER INTERGRATED AMP MINT
MARK LEVINSON MIT MOP MINT
02495
MARK LEVINSON MI5 PREAMP MINT
C2 995
AUDIO RESEARCH ISO PREAMP MINI
01595
AUDIO RESEARCH SPI 1MA 2PREAMP BLACK OR SILVER 51014
01995
AUDIO RESEARCH SP14 BLACK PREAMP MINI
T' 9%
AUDIO RESEARCH SPIS REVISION ABALA/ICED BLACK MINI
TT 195
COUNTERPOINT SA11 LITIESIAGE .5SAN PHONOSIAGE SUPERB PROP
REMOTE CONTROL MIGHT SPLIT MINT
16 995
SURER SEER 11111 MK 3PREMAP. CHROME BALANCED MINT
03995
BURMESTER 848 ?RUMP CHROME BILUUICED MINT
0795
PINK TRIANGLE PIP MAO VISHAY 3BOX PREAMP MINT
CT 795
MELDS 122B VALVE PREAAIP BALANCED MINT
II 695
[WICK SILVER PREAMP VALVE BUCK MINT
01150
CART 55005 PREAMP PHONO KPROCESSOR MINI
595
AUDIONOTI M7 MONA SILVER EVERYTHING MORT
02 250
MUSICAL FIDELITY 3A PREAMP MINT
525
MUSICAL FIDELITY MATS RUMP MINT
(495
MERIDIAN MI DSP PREAMP. BALANCED MINT
[ 1.995
MEUXOS CHARISMA PREM4P. CHROME MINI
595
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 3C PREAMP MINT
01 495
SUGOEN AU51C PREAMP 2BOX AVONDALE MINI
595
KUM SK5A PREAMP MINI
51 495
LYNX PULSAR PRIA POWER MINI
0795
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800 PRE & POWER MODIFIED
0795
AUDIO RESEARCH 070 MAO POWER AMP MINT
[195
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 31 POWER AMP MINT
01 595
AUDIO RESEARCH MISS REF VALVE MONO AMPSILACK
[29%
AUDIO RESEARCH M300 MX 2VALVE MONO AMPS BLACK
04 995
CARY 082 4.4191 POW AMP II wATTS TRIODE MINT
595
CARY MOB VALVE MONO AMPS 40 WATTS TRIODE kiert
(2995
COUNTERPOINT 564 Oh MONO POWER AMPS VGC
02 995
CONRAD JOHNSON MV75 VALVE AMP MINT
El 195
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIERE 4VALVE AMP MINI
( 1995
DYNACO ST70 SERIES OVIUVEVAEP
f695
MARA LEVINSON MU REFERENCE MONOS. BALANCED
n995
MARK LEVINSON ML3 STEREO POWER AMP MINT
04 500
MASA LEVINSON No 20 MONO POWER AMP. BALANCED MINT
05 995
NAG MOIS STEREO POWER AMP MINT
SIlAS
NAG 1401 CLASSA MONO POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
04 995
MITOSIS IRAMIS MAO POWER AMP CHROME MINI
0995
OCTAVE RESEARCH OBI POWER AMP HOC
0 795
MERIDIAN 605 MONO AMPS BALANCED MINT
till
RESTEK EXPONENT GERMANY'S TOP REFERENCE MONO POWER AMPS
BLACK OR CHROME BALANCED MINI
07 495
QUICKSILVER SILVER MONOS. AIM VALVES MINT
CI 759
ROWLAND ROOM 3MONO AMPS BLACK BALANCED MINI
02 495
NESTROVIC Al VALVE POWER AMPS BALANCED MINI
[ 1.795
AUDIOPIAN KONTRAST OSPEAKERS. ROSEWOOD MINT
LI 595
APOGEE CENTAUR MINOR SPEAKERS GREY MINI
0595
APOGEE CALIPER SIGNATURE SPEAKERS ANTHRACITE MINI
( 1.995
APOGEE DUETIA SIGNATURE SPEAKERS. ANTHRACITE MINI
f2 750
APOGEE SCINTILLA SPEAKERS 1OHM GREY GOOD
595
APOGEE DIVA SPEAKERS DAN CROSSOVER. TAUPE MINI
FM 995
CABOSSE IROISE MC SPEANERS CHERRYWOOD MINT
11 995
DYNAUDIO FACETTE SPEAKERS. CNERRYWOOD SOC
11 200
DYNAUDIO CONSFOUENCE SPEAKERS. CHERRYIV000 SIMPLY STUNNING LOOKS.
SUPERB SOUND MINT
210.250
CELLO MOTE SPEAILERS OM TWIN MOUNTED PAIR ON GRANITE
SUNOS NY MARK LEVINSON. SUPERB VGC
06 500
OUNTECH CROWN PRINCE SPEAKERS BLACK VGC
03995
EQUATION 2E110 SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK MINT
595
CONRAD JOHNSON SYTHESIS REFERENCE SYSTEM 4TOWER SPEAKER
SYSTEM IN OAK VISUALLY STUNNING MINT
03 995
GENESIS 11300 SPEASERS 8STANDS. PIANO BUCK MINI
f1395
MARTIN LOGAN CISI SPf AXERS. WALNUT VGC
fI495
MARTIN LOGAN MONO LINTH SPEAKERS. OAK MINT
03 495
MERIDIAN ARGENT 3SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MINT
595
MERIDIAN DOM ACTIVE DIGITAL SPEAKERS MINI
OE 503
EA WACTIVE 1SPEAKERS OAK WITH STAND MINI
0190
MERIDIAN M30 ACTIVE SPEAKERS. BLACK STANDS MINT
L595
POSSELT ALBATROSS SPEAKERS PIANO BUCK MINI
[ 1.495
SMELL Al SPEAKERS WALNUT VGC
02200
SMELL A3 SPEMERS WALNUT MINT
04 495
SOUNDLAB DYNASTAT SPEAKERS SAN MINT
f1995
SUMO ARIAS PANEL SPEAKERS. OAN VGC
01.495
DIAMOND ACOUSTIC REF 2SPEAKERS ISTANDS. OAK.
[995
AIREMIGENI ?ILINEAR AIR ARM AUTO HINT
( 1995
ORACLE DELPHI NM TURNTABLE SMEIV ARM ONE SKIER
WIRED PLUS OK/APING TROUGH MINT
( 7395
HELIUS VALUE ARM AUSIONOIE WIRE() MINT
(795
MCA VID RATER BUNCH OUTPuT MIII
(2.995
PENN TRIANGLE DE CAPO OAC Mae
01 195
CHORD 1200 POWER IMP BLACK MINI
II 995
MUSICAL FIDELITY DIGILK DAC M1111
[ 195
SMELL CSPEAKERS IVAINUI NMI
01 295
Kiel NSA 100 Ma POIRRIXP NWT
£16%

LOI
03.395
£6450
595
06 000
03995
[ 7150
03 150
(2600
06 900
Ti 3000
03 C65
5065
07 100
( I995
scum
04 400
s'und [I400
stand [3350
stand
C2 50D
shind
tl 500
stand
5500
stand
LI 700
stand
LS 000
stina
02195
Azderno
CI 175
stand
(
2.(oo
stand
02295
stand [460
stand
5000
evIerno
01 290
; ham
5 300
stand
01 000
'
Ara
C2 300
111450
Floone
stand
01 500
Staol
07 195
stand £4495
OW
01 750
stand
01 000
stand
02 COO
1.0475
1900
snarl
0425
stand
0650
seam'
0799
Lund
595
hew
0799
sTand
05 800
snand
CB 800
seed
f2.798
Cana
L5.600
sited
03 300
stand
CT COO
stand
stand
demo
stand
Owl
stand
shand
stand
stand
stand
stone
oro.
stand
stand

saw] (12 600
stand
51 000
stmd
01 650
staM
04590
mOemor
DNS
Ilea
[1.750
0.dano
5.250
stand
0819
stanO
000
snual
0I 203
'Man [2750
exlemo
01500
shard
el 603
stano
0719
eel (2LSO
1119
51.450
snarl
CI 400
stand £ 1629
staml
5 600
sited
LI 000
shan.I
072095
eotlero
LI 400
ex-deme
04 300
Vet
0919
stud
C2 5193
Om. [5.000
stand
07150
stand
011MO
stand
CI 250
stand [ 11.000
eAlenv
5019
eolleme
015057
ex0enw
SI 5011
Nand
04 500
ex-denw
SI«
eo-derno 012 000
exOrno
T2 250
srtund
ta 000
stand
06190
stand (2.8%
stand
II 341
stand
El 998
stunt
05 490
sMand
05.0011
Stand
015 COO
eprlemo
02 700
e4-demo£2700
eldemo

017000

stand
stand
ex.demo

513 OW
08 500
OF 300

snana
LS 000
ex-demo
CI 895
stand
El 000
stand
CB 000
Ne.
[ 1.495
eA-derno
51500
stand£1 400
stand
01 TOO
1,5400 (2.0:0
stand
L4 995
stand
5 931
shed
21MO
stand
12995
stand
5.250
stand
stand
12 POO
stand [ 1MO
eo-oerno
03995
4,Cenou.
CI 500
stand
0319
snore
5407
stand
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rs or HIGH END CARTRIDGES AVAILA81 E RING FOR DETAILS
ALL ITEMS GUARANTEED. — ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION 0438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON -SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
tlopi

IIh

WANTED!!!
(Triode Tubes)
DA30, PX25, 4300A/B, Ed,
ADI, RS237, WE300B,
274A/B ETC.

(Turn Tables)
Garrad 301
EMT 927
With replacement parts

TRIODE SUPPLY JAPAN
FAX: 81-44-511-3492
TEL: 81-44-511-6343
1-101 227 Kasimada Saiwaiku
Kawasakisi Kanagawaken Japan

SERVICES

'Lockwood Audio

FIROH to the latest DIGITAL LASERDISC

THE
AUTHORISED TAWCYL

THE Service Specialists
From early VALVES We'll happily re- align your

SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS

Our facilities are already used by Broadcasters, Recording
Studios & leading Manufacturers.
II you've aqualityequipment problem
call us today

DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers ttelcome by appoinunent
Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 I
WE
gm Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +4410) 181 207 5283

REVOX • TEAC • QUAD • ROGERS • RADFORD
TRESHAM • KEN WOOD • ALTOBASS • TASCAM
PIONEER ( LASERDISC & HI-FI) YAMAHA etc.

AUDIO LABORATORIES ( LEEDS)
0113 2440378
=}

THE ORIGINAL CLASSIC TURNTABLE
SPECIALISTS
CONNOISSEUR GARRARD GOLDRING,LENCO
ORTOFON : SWORE : SME : THORENS
All available Genurne spares and our own re manufacture of obsolete Pans
Serveng and Overhauls to original technical specitcahons
NO DUBIOUS ' IMPROVEMENTS'.
NO HARMFUL MODIFICATIONS'
Cartridges 8. Styli, correct radius diamonds. for
71E early LP records

TECHNICAL & GENERAL
P.O. Boo 53, Crowborough TN6 2BY Tel 08 92 65 45 34

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS
SECTION PLEASE
CONTACT
081-686 2599 EXT. 447
HI-FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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SIFTED

S

INTERNATIONAL,

FOR SALE — Trade

.
4

.W((f/,4? :Pt(' —

...Leo Analogue
Ve• Productions;
lee
CBS/ Sony
S—
Mastersound; Mobile
Fidelity; Reference
( le
Recording: Sheffield Lab;
Chesky; Proprios; East Wind;
Three Blind Mice; Concord; RCA Living
Stereo (Classic Records); DMP; Delos,
Decca Original & Reissues; CMP; M & K:
Bainbridge; Telarc; Waterlily; EMI; Klavier; Hyperion;
Ryko; American Gramaphone; European Pressings:
Opus 3; Chandos; Blue Note; Audioquest; Cardas, DCC:
Clarity; Columbia; Discovery; Fantasy: Hearts Of Space:
Mercury Living Presence; OJC; Steeplechase; Super
Analogue Disc; Vanguard Classics; Vital; Wilson; Alligator:
BIS; Capri; Delmark; Denon; Donan; ECM; Elektra; EMI:
EPIC; Hamionia Mundi: In & Out; Island; London; Linn:
Lyrita; Mapleshade; MCA; North Star Records; Polygram;
Polydor; Gemini; Quartet; GAP; Hungaroton; Jeton; Klimo;
MA Recordings; Albany; India Navigation: History Of
Recorded Sound; Blind Pig; Minor; Gecko; Gift Horse:
Catalogue $5.
Kamer; Rhino; Rounder...

fr~d

This months pre-owned bargains
Magnum Reference 300 pre-amp
Magnum Reference Int, amp
Audio Innovations 1st Audio
Audio Innovations 1000 pre-amp

£325
£299
£995
£995

Audio Innovations 200 power amp
£295
Audio Innovations 300 int amp £295
Linn LPI 2
£395
Wadia X32 DAC
£795
Sony 702 DA(
£795
Magneplanar TympandIV speakers £2495
Music Fidelity Al 00 Power amp
£250
OUAD 44/405-2
£350
Audio Innovations 800MC Transformer £ 120

%

£1500
£1895
£795
£650
£995
£1200
£275
£1295
£995
£995
£1500
£2500
£795
£1200

Tannoy Buckinghams
Audio Research SP9 ( Black)
Una LP12/SME/OrTMC20 cartridge
Audionote ANJ speakers
Apogee Centaur Minor loudspeakers
TER Reference Monitors
Linn Sara speakers
Diamond Acoustic Ref.2s inc.stands
Meridian 605 mono amps ( pair)
Meridian ( 0208 CD player/pre-amp
138W 802 Pro.monitors ( new/boxed)
Nakamichi 1000 ZXL cassette deck ( rare)
Magnet= SMGb speakers (new unopened)
Mon 2reference monitors

Information/ Order:

VISA SWITCH MASTERCARD WELCOME
We take part exchange on new and used stock
202 FINDON RD, WORTHING, SUSSEX BN14 OEJ.
Tel; 0903-872288 or 0860-660001 after hours. Fax; 0903-872234.

M ADISOUND

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

(913) 825-8609
Fax: (
9131825-0156
Box 2043. Salina, KS 67402-2043. U SA

ÁS

I

A

PROVIDES

SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGH-

TO

EST Q UALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.

polyç*.1.;, i11k7MPI
S

Sods. Inductors
Clustasuroukpoly caps

ADVERTI SE

DAVIS M AUD IO

IN

e

THI S

Careless cable choices can strangle
your excellent system. The Cable
Company

database,

based

on

feed-

back from thousands of US home cable
trials, can tell you what cables will work

SECTI ON

best in your system.

CO NTACT

081-686

SEND $ 5.00 FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICES. FAX US YOUR
ORDER WITH M ASTERCARD OR V ISA,
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
Call, write or fax for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 fax (215) 297-8661
box 579, point pleasant, pa 18950

Madlsound Speaker Components
(8608 University Green)
Box 44283
Madison, WI 53744-4283 U.
S.
A
Voice: 608-831-3433
Fax: 608-831-3771

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

It coumalt1

yoga.

You're already obsessed with aucho Are
ahands-on approach Start off simple

Try

2599
EXT. 447

you ready for a little expeornentatron 7
- put together your own cables, apply

dampening material to a chassis And then it happens • the DIY bug bias
Order The Parts Connection 1995 Catalog 8 Resource Guide and we'll be
there to support your first steps

loaded

towards

DIY audio

It's an entertaining read

with invaluable resources, how-to information. premium

parts,

audiophile -grade

upgrade and complete kits to get you on your way

Simply send £ 7 and mailing intormation to receive the 1995 Catalog
8 Resource Guide

as well as a Drscount Coupon worth $ 10 oll a purchase over

$100 or $25 oft a purchase over $250.. Do it today - then do it yoursell
or $ 10 US, or credait,,mdb rnformation
'closcount coupon values are in?.1Sn e.all '
a
cr
'
s
2790 Brighton Road, OakvrIle
Ontario. Canada Lei 51, 1
Toll Fn. Order Una 1-SO0-769-0747
(U.S. & Conocia only)
el ( 905) 829.5858

F:1,1105102 ,15388

4819 392 BIM

THE PARTS
CONNECTION

HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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PUBLICATIONS
BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed-fellows, but
were both full of ideas and opinions which
influenced their music and helped to shape the Romantic
Age. The thought, beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in high praised biographies-with-a-difference
by one-time HFNIRR Editor John Crabbe, Hector BerliozRomantic and Beethoven's Empire of the Mind are
available from bookshops at £6.95 each, and if your
stockist doesn't have copies on his shelves, tell him that
each can be ordered from Messrs Kahn & Averill. Or you
could try your local library. Either way, they make an
intriguing read. (
XIS).
FOC
Oc).
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AUDIO NOTE

AUDIO COMPONENTS

PARTS titz

PRICE

LIST

AUDIO NOTE AUDIO COMPONENTS PARTS & PRICELIST
The increase in interest in all things single-ended, especially the node non-feedback variety, is now so great that even the mainstream valve manufacturers are about to follow suit. so if you are looking for asingle-ended product beware of the false prophet, who speaks of things
he did not believe in. until it becomes financially expedient or downright necessary to have asingle-ended amplifier in the program. So whether you are building asingle-ended amplifier yourself, or looking to buy amanufactured single ended product please remember that it
was AUDIO NOTE, who. in the face of the usual industry hype about continual 'progress', brought this technology to the attention of press. public and general audio industry alike, not because awould lend aquick buce to the purse, but because we firmly believe that it is a
superior way of amplifying any music sIgnal, and therefore deserves to be resurrected as the preferred technology for anyone who want the genuine aesthetics and beauty of real music reproduced ro their home.
Now that we stand on the boundary of this, the brave ' new world of 1920's circuitry, we note with interest the number of manufacturers who have manufactured valve amplifiers for many years. but who only now have *discovered' the value of the single ended stage, and who in
the past have been the strongest proponents of the high power ' high quality' valve amplifier. watch Mem, as they now, for commercial gain embrace the world of high loudspeaker efficiency and single-ended triode amplification and then draw your own conclusions about their
sincerity and competence in overall knowledge of the technology of Audio. AUDIO NOTE were first and remains the last word in sonic query if you appreciate music properly reproduced.
To enhance your ability to design and manufacture your own special version of any of the single-ended circuits being discussed, whether old or new, we will continue to expand on what is already the most extensrve range of ultra hlgh quality components that the discerning ' dospecially
n-yourself'made
valveitems
amplifier
like ceramic
enthusiast
valve
canbases
use to
with
construct
either silver
any single-ended
or gold plated
or pins,
( shame
paper
on you!)
in oil aluminium
push pull amplifier.
foil signalwhether
capacitors,
node
copper
or pentode.
By silverAllfoilof signal
these capacitors.
parts are used
Black
in Gate
various
graphrte
models
electrolytic
of the manufactured
capacitors. acid/corrosive-free
line of Pe AUDIO Non
silver amplifiers
solder, copper
. These
andcomponents
silver wiredinclude
audio output
mostly
transformers, non-magnetic tantalum resistors. non-magnetic RCA and speaker terminals, valves and many other useful bits and pieces for upgrading old or constructing new valve amplifiers.
All onus are excluding UK VAT at 17 50% which, if you live inside the EEC, UK VAT will be added to your purchase, after the adchtron of postage and packing costs.
We accept VISA, Mastercard, Access. Diners. and Amex, to pay this way, we will need your address, card no with start and expiry dates, you can also pay by bankers draft Euro cheque or cheques drawn on aUK bank account Please note that there is aminimum charge on
credit card transactions of £20.00.
Delivery is normally about 14 days from receipt of cleared funds, but please allow up to 60 days for some items, if not stock at the time of order.
If any of you reading this have possession of any books which contain information relevant to the subject of Audio Design and which would be useful to share with others, please let us know either by fax or telephone, there is an award of L2D00 ( payable in valves or other bits.
postfree) to anybody who sends us abook which contains useful information about valve amplifier design or theory.
CIRCUITS. VALVE DATA & BASIC TECHNICAL INFORMATION
If you would like some suggestions which to base afuture project around, then we shall be happy to provide you with acircuit pack containing good circuits like ONGAKU. KEGON/KASSAI, NEIRO, GAKU-ON plus several other power amplifier circuits and the M7Tube preamplifier.
in
UDS. Intematronal
which is theResponse
best pre-amplifier
Coupons or
circuit
International
we have come
moneyacross
orders.Just
as they
sendcost
astamped
more toself-addressed
cash than theirA4-sue
value. envelope, together %nth 500 pounds in small denomination UK stamps, or if you live outside the UK USS15.00 in S bills will do, please do not send Bankers Draft
We can also supply aset of data sheets for the most commonly used valves, ECC82. ECC88/6922. 12AY7/6072A, 7025/12AX7WAIECC83. 6SN7, 300B, 211A/T4C, 845. EL34/6CAZ 2A3. 604, 5U4G, GZ34/5AR4, EL84/6805. 6V6GT. 61.6G, 5881/616INGC/KT66. Again send a
stamped see-addressed A4 envelope together with £4.00 in small denomination stamps or if outside the UK another USS15.00 will suffice.
Since nothing really exists which gives areasonable background tO the subfeCt of valve amplifier circuit design, Guy Adams and Ihave written and assembled anumber of arbcles and extracts from old books which grve some background to the subject. do not expect to become
an instant expert but it will serve as auseful reference. for the beginner as well as the more advanced, we have expanded this info-pack to include even more useful information, so if you have already bought the old pack, just send 2.00
£
or USS5.00. For the full pack asmall
charge is required, this time £7.00, in small denommatron UK stamps with astamped sen addressed envelope, or outside the UK. please send USS25.00.
We do accept aUK cheque or bankers draft in Pound Sterling for the above charges as well, just convert the ASS amounts to Sterling at $ 1.60 to the Pound. and then round up to nearest $500.
NEW DIRECT HEATED TRIODE!
It is not every day that you can announce the arrival of anew triode, this courageous endeavour is designed and made in the Czech Republic by abrilliant young engineer, Alesa Vaic. the VV3C1B is compatible with the 3008, but in circuits designed specially for it, it will yield
30-50% higher power! As can be expected the W3OB will not be cheap, at probably £300.00 each plus VAT. Life expectancy is minimum 10.000 hours at maximum power, guaranteed for 2.000 hours or 1year. Full specifications available on request, please enclose astamped
addressed envelope.
SOUND PRACTICES
If you are seriously interested in the subject of valve amplifier design, without the usual preconceived notions of what is 'good' amplifier design and technology ( the traditional view, which has brought us the blessings of the transistor amplifier, has obviously disqualified itself
quite monumentally!), then SOUND PRACTICES is the magazrne to read, here you will find articles about design parameters. DIY articles for amplifiers and speakers, reviews of new and old, in other words the very sublects that none of the selfserving, advertising led traditional
press will touch as they do not enhance the business of their normal advertisers. You can buy SOUND PRACTICES from us at £5.00 per copy (there are currently 5 issues available) or by subscription from SOUND PRACTICES, P.O. Box 180562. Austin TX 78718. USA. A regular
modern
By
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world
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should
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the following articles Orfeo 211 review by
Marmo/Jelasi. Mohan PP 2A3 by Diego Nardi, Kit Fever, Single-Ended Me, Almost affordable SE kits by Seth Goodwin, comparison between the AES SE- 1and Audio Note AN Kit One, Meet the 2A3, Vacuum Tube Shunt Regulators by John Camille. the 71A line stage and tapered
pipe speakers by J. C. Mornsson. A tube Output Stage for the DUC in the Box by Mike van Evers and last but not least Ohms Law by Cathode Ray! And with luck Vinny Gallo compares Levinson digital to the EMT 927 turntable, which should prove to be aclasse!! Much good
and informative reading as usual, again f5.00 4an A4 size, stamped self-addressed envelope if you I've in the UK or USS10O0 and asen addressed envelope if you live abroad.
POSITIVE FEEDBACK
This is one type of feedback that we are not entirely agent! Posree Feedback is the club magazine for the Oregon Triode Society with aspirations towards greatness, not unlike the great underground magazines of the 1970s. It is aquarterly publication of zany, controversial
commentary, by in-house writers, members. as well as various industry doyens on the subjects of music. audro, technology and the quest for musical satisfaction, Ifor one, think it is an excellent read and provides agood alternative view to most of the established press which
tends to view the world in the context of what new products is available right now, without giving much perspective backwards. Positive Feedback latest issue is just off the press and is available at £6.00 per issue.
COMPLETE KITS
At the current moment the following kits are under development, and should be available during 1995, the sequence of introduction may be different from the number, we have the KIT THREE available for shipment now.
KIT TWO
6550 single-ended. 15 watts Class A. on astereo chassis, expected cost £599.00 mot VAT. Delivery Oct. 1994.
KIT THREE
3008 parallel single-ended, mono chassis. 16/17 watts Class A. cost ci.450.00 Incl. VAT.
KIT FOUR
606 push pull. 10 watts Class A, stereo chassis, expected cost E179.00 incl. VAT. delivery Dec 1994.
KIT FIVE
211 single-ended. 15 watts Class A. mono chassis, expected cost f2,250.00 Incl. VAT, delivery Jan/Feb 1995. We hope!
KIT SIX
3008 single-ended. 7/8 watts Class A. stereo chassis, expected cost f499.00 including valves and VAT, this will be our Sntryporrrt or *gateway' to single-ended Mode bliss or rock and roll, it you prefer, Available November/December 1994
refunded
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AUDIO NOTE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
We are in the process or building up four separate ranges of Audio Note output transformers, in order to offer the best possible outputs al different price points, they will fall into four categories:
A) Economy range, where the price/qualify relationship is carefully calculated to ensure audio query in acompact package, initially we will only be offering 3 single-ended output transformers in this range, push-pull outputs are under development, but do not expect to see any
on this side of Chnstmas
B Mid-price range, which are the output transformers already on offer, we have made acouple of additions to the range, since the last list.
C High Quality range. this will be arange of double C-core outputs for single-ended circuits exclusively. no push-pull outputs will be offered. unless demand requires it Again 3offerings initially.
D Super High Ouety range, all-seer wired outputs of the best possible quality, when Isay best possible, Ido not mean to say that these silver outputs will be as good as the silver output transformers handwound by Audio Note in Japan they won't but then again they do not
carry the price tag ether!
The quality criteria for group A are 20Hz to 20KHz - 1to 11/2dB. they are IE cored with silicon steel laminations and are supplied with frames and solder tags, which will allow good audio quality at the cost. The main cost saving being the use of asmaller core, specified to the
exact power level required. rather than overspecnying by 50 or 100%. as we do on Group Et the winding quality and copper wire is the same.
Group B are typically 20Hz to 40KHz minus 1.5dB, IE cored with high quality silicon steel laminations. wound with oxygen- free copper wire and supplied with either bell-ends or frames always with flying leads.
Group C are typically 12Hz to 70KHz minus 1.5dB. stripwound double C-cores with the best available silicon steel lamination, these outputs will compare more than favourably with the best available types from days gone by and from other current sources like Partridge, Tango,
Tamura etc.
Group 0 use Audio Note silver wire. need Isay more??
SPECIFICATIONS
PP e Push- Pull PPP 4Parallel Push- Pull. SE eSingleended. PSE 4 Single-ended Parallel. UL signifies 43% ultrafinear taps, as ageneral rule we do not condone the use of UL-taps, as we consider these detriment to sound quality. - Dynaco replacement.
All primary impedances are calculated for Class A operation, with the main consideration given to maximum dynamic power transfer ability and minimum distortion, rather than meaningless steady stale sine- or squarewave conditions
All our single-ended output transformers are angappert and the maximum standing current allowed before saturation is shown in column 5.
All our output transformers are tested to insulation levels of minimum 3.000 volts. all 211/845 outputs are insulated to 510 flash, every transformer is tested to this level of insulation
We generally overspecify our transformers by 50% power in Push-Pull ( which means that atransformer stated as 25 watts will allow about 35-38 wart peaks, our single-ended outputs are generally over specified by 100% which means that they will instantaneously allow peaks
of double the given maximum power through undistorted. Ibis is necessary due to the better clipping behaviour of the single-ended stage
We do not give any further technical information on our output transformers, as we do not wish to take part in technical competitions, our products are designed to criteria which are and will be understood once they are listened to!
In addition to the output transformers offered below, we offer adesign service, where we can supply almost any requirement for weleband transformers, whether for microphones, moving coil cartndges, line input, phase splItter. Interstages. driver or power output. we design
and manufacture prototypes in-house, the cost for the paper design is f.200.00, prototype cost is calculated on aper case basis. We can also produce production quanbes
Sizes are given as Width/Height/Depth. where depth is the depth of the coil itself and width is the length of the core.
AUDIO NOTE AUDIO OUALITY OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Grote A
Singleended OulputS
Mat CI APower
PnmSec imp
Saenaged vahe
300W2A3,
684G
15 watts
2K5 - 4/8 Ohms
1931Mg62/845
20 watts
2K - 4.8 Ohms
3008/M3/684G
20 watts
1K25-41 Ohms
Singe-ended Cone
Group B
atax 01 APower
Porn.Sw Imp
Sunned vate
ELBS4CLBEeN6
20 vans
2K6 - 4/8 Ohms
25 watts
2K5 - 41 Ohms
300123,
61346
»watts
EL344CA7
1K5 - 41 Ohms
2430840
30 watts
1K25 - 4
,
8Ohms
5981/KT66
30 warts
20 - am Ohms
211Art4C
30 watts
roc -agonis
211A1401345
50 watts
itie - 4/8 Ohms
3005
845
211/VT4C
EL34/655MKT98
300M2A3/6134G
6L6G
NEW SE Product

50 vans
50 wanS
75wans
20 watts
75 wens
30 yes

1K25 - 41 Ohms
2K5 - 4/8 Ohms
5K - 4,1 Ohms
3K - 41 Ohms
DM - orait 6Ohms
fit - 41 Ohms

65501188
Group 8
PushPull Circuits
EL134/ECL86/6V6
EL34/6L66/5881
206E14000B
K18&6550
[L341166/5881
845
KT88.6550
KT88,6550
Group C
Single ended only

60 vans

2K3 - 4/8 Ohms

15 watts
25 wans
30 watts
50 watts
50 watts
50 watts
60 watts
103 wafts

8K - 4/8 Ohms
6K - 4/8 Ohms
5K - 4/8 Ohms
6K6 - 4/8 Ohms
3e - 4/8 Ohms
6K8 - 4/8 Ohms
4K3 - 4n3/6 owns
2K2 - 4/8/16 Ohms

2K5 - 441/16 Ohms
10K - Irtiff 6Ohms
1K25 - 4406 Ohrns

3006303/9040
25 watts
21iniT4-C/1345
50 ens
3P3B
50 watt
Group D
Pure Saver Wired Outputs

See-WeeM

Max CurrentPree Ex UK At

8047118mm

SuwWee
117x98e3Omm
117x96x9Onin
11503..95mm
98x82e35mm
115x98e35mm
117x98x103nim
112x134x150mm
135x115x1 25mm
137x114,130mm
137,115x145mm
117x98x92mm
117x98x9Ornm
11548/95mm

90mA SE
100mA SE
150mA SE

4450
73.50
84 50

Ile CorrentPro Cu UK VAT
110mA PSE
87.00
90mA SE
9130
180mA PSE
rum
130mA PSE
9700
140mA PSE
105.00
150mA SE
114 CO
150mA SE
124.00
180mA PSE
151.00
180m9 PSE
17200
240mA PSE
237.00
130mA SE
10400
90mA SE
102 50
140mA Si
107.00
110mA PSE

123.00

80x67‘68mm
88.73110mm
81,75x8Omm
108x91x90mm
98x82.83mrn
10841.90mm
125100113mm
150x 147x 118mm

PP
PP
PP
PP
PPP
PP
Ut PP
UL PPiPPP

42 00
59 DO
63 00
73 00
74 00
11400
Ill 00.
15440

165a148x 140nm
165x110x 138mm

93ne SE
150mA SE
180mA PSE

360 00
410 00
396.00

300B2A3$846
25 watts
21(5 - AEI Ohms
117496,90mm
90mA SE
1445 00
211/04.C/845
50 watts
MK - VW Ohms
11241344150mm
150mA SE
1.975.00
Me AUDIO NOTE srvor wired outputs listed here are designed and made in the oc . we can supply the AUDIO
NOIE Japan manufactured outputs tor the ONGMW or Me KEGON, but the are exceptenally expense. as you
woue expect from items that take upwards from 100 nours each to nee, hr example an output transfomer for
an ONGAKU costs C16.500.00
AUDIO NOTE CHOKES 8INDUCTORS
Value
See
0514 100mA
3H/t00mA
3W750mA ter ONGAIMiCir
5H/50mA
5H/400mA
1011/125mA
63x74x76
10R20OrmA
98x65x83 mm
20F1/50mA
68.51,58 mm
Otter values can be supplied to order ask for quote

Price Ex UK VAT
18.00
14 00
24 00
2100
31 00
26 00
33 00
24 DO

60010 NOTE MAWS TRANSFORKIERS
This range relates to our Misled products. mens translOimers re notoriously amneux tems to offer as the
number e Peelle°. or HT and Hhater lobes are almost endless We have added mains transformers for
making replicas or the KA.SSAI and ONGAKU. as there has been considerable call for nee. hkemse we are
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preparing mains transformers tor me wear demnbed in Sound Practices Issue r, we shall continue to expand
Me range as opportunities and our expenence with your requirements improve
Primly Voltage
SeCOndary HT Windings
Secondary Heater Windings
Price Ex UK VAT
Ov/100v/110v/120v
Ov - 230v at 35OrnA . 1 .6v M 1Amp
34 00
Ow220vf230440v
315v-00.15v at 4Amp
120W110W100W0e
Oh - 230v at 04 Amp
Dv- 12 fiv arty
41 00
Crid1(104/110w120v
315v- 3.15v al 4Amp
120r/110v/100v/Ov
300v - Dv - 300v et 60ne
126v - Ov at 15A
46 00
100v/110v/120v
63v - Oval 600ne
for 1.17TubePreamp
OW100v/110v/120v
Or/100v/110v/1200
0v/100v/110v/120v
Dv/100v/110v/120v
120W110v/100e0/
6v/100v/110v/120v
120v/110W100v/i/
Ov/100W110W1204
120W110v/100vAtir
woo too*,

Ov

290v at 40mA

310v- 244-0,244y-310v at
Ov - 920v at 160mA
1500-150, at 50mA
390v-Ov-390v at 200mA
170v at 50mA
425v-Ov-425v at 2280A

12001e/100v/0c
100v/110v/120v

380a-Ox-390e al 20Orre

120villOwlOOMEN
1011110v/120v

380eVo - 380v Cr ?C0mA

vorth 5011 choke input finer
12 6v Ave 151I
2600
Ov - 63v at 360mA
315,0,3 15v a: 45Amp
72 50
3201A
12 6v at 15Amp
010v at 4Amp. Ov-6.3v at
98 DO
15A. Dv - 5v all SA
315v-Ov-3 15v at 1.2 Amp. 7v
86 70
at 3A 7v at 3A. 5v al 2A
3.15v-0.-115v at 25A
95 60
70A-Ov at 2A. 7.0v-Ov at 2A. for KIT ONE EClI
5.0v-IN at 30,
THREE MONO channel
3.15v-ox-315y at 75DmA
170-0v at 5OrnA. 7Ou0e at
107 00
39, 7.-v-Ov at 3A, 5m0v at
2k
3.15m0y-3.15c at 1.2A
150v4v at 15Ornk 10v-Ov
325A. 10,0v it 3.250.

For KASSAI replica
137 00

5v-Ov it 3A. 5v-Cre at 3A.
For ONGAKU replica
5v-Ov at 3A. Su-0v al 3A
63v-Ov-6 3, at 125A
We also have amains transfonnerichoke be or the WE91 power amplifier as shown in Sound Practices. mis
comPned with our single-ended output transformers wnh 3KOhm primary impedance will make avery fine
replica of Ors classic amplifier total cost 0420 40 per set
We now also have the leaky to make airy miens transformer to your specification as long as you order minimum
2pos hey can be suppled vie Soldedags ffying ems, trames or bentres Ase tor quote
On amore general note it is important to understand the the speciairsed nature of the design and manufacture
ol transtormers for 41,110 equipment. In most industrul applications the main crdena are COSt. weght Or
lOngewly an audio mains transformer als0 flaS to have pond regulation under load. must run cool, and generate
no mechanical noise or vibration produce no excessive stray magret fields etc etc . apretty tall order when
one considers Mat the cost also has to be reasonable So no matter where you order your mains transformer
remember that it should conform to ne above cntena so specify Ms when you order As ageneral rule we do
not recommend polled transformers as tests have shown these to sound less clear han unp011ed equivalents ,
AUDIO NOTE PAPER IN OIL SIGNAL CAPACITORS
These handmade signal capacnors re sonicany superior to any of me pasto m otle Dane ,yens we have come
aCrOSS rr you have never experienced the differenCe Mat areally good paper/0:1 fettled« can Make in avane
amplifier. then you realty should try Our specially made Renal caps have alife. colour. Lack of harshness and
evenness of dynamic behaviour across the frequency range. tech is guaranteed to brighten up your dayi
Recommended as replacements hr Old and nee valve amplifiers alike land even in he odd transistor aMplifierl.
and essential for (illY proWCIS in line way environmental Standards all AUDIO NOTE woe nod caPacitom
contain only noncoec biodegradable vegetable oll the paper is aspecelly treated and impregnated by amethod
Mat enhances longevity and sound quality to ensure optimum performance all round As you will s.ee we are
slowly incorporating solid 99 99% pure silver readouts on Om range or paper in on capantors as *oil. in
COMMOn with the cooper and silver foil Noes There are several new values available. including the 22m1/50
use caps made tor speaker crossovers and me 056mF/200 von surtable for solid state amps
value
DC Voltage
Sire
Price ex UK VAT
22mF
50 von
21x9mm
11 65
056mF
200 von
25x36mm
465
0015mF
400 volt
21580m
2.85
o022mF
400 von siNer leadoweres
350180m
445
0047mF
41Xl volt
32411mm
410
008214
400 volt
33x1Imm
4.25
012mF
400 von
33x14mm
475
015mF
400 von elver leadouPeres
34x16mot
6.65

0Ille
0.22m,
033rrd
15mF
0.0015mF
0022mF
0 (133mF
0056mF
0056mF
0060mF
0065mF
0068mF
0071mF
0072mF
0073mF
0.074150
007550
0078mF
0.082mF
0ImF
°IMF
0.??mF
027mF
033mF
035mF
039n1F
047mF
0.22mF
0Hoe
12mF
022mF
022mF

400 volt
400 von
400 volt
400 von
630 von
630 yoll Silver learlo.awdeS
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 von
630 von
630 volt
630 me
630 et
630 volt
630 volt

32x16mm
35x18mm
43z18mm
70/24mm
17x9rnm
20,10mm
32xlImm
33x15mm
33x14mm
33.14mm
33x16mm
33x16mm
33x16mm
3.3x16mm
33x16mm
33.16mm
33x16mm
33x16mm

515
5B5
6.75
14.95
285
445
375
4.25
425
125
425
4.25
435
435
435
435
435
435

630 volt
630 von
630 en
630 von silver lead-out mres
630 volt
630 volt
630 voit
630 volt
K30000srioerAad-oalwires
1000 von
woo et
1000 volt
1600 volt
2000 volt

3351850m
34xitimm
43418mm
52x19mm
53x22mm
52x22mm
43x25mm
52.26mm
52x26mrn
56.26mm
61,26mm
72x4Ornm
60x26mm
70x29mm

455
665
545
7.25
6.15
7.25
745
765
eas
6.95
11.65
1675
965
11.5S

All AUDIO NOTE paper in on signal capenors are ear type We are preparing arange Of very small wheel
value paper in oil capacnors at tie moment mn admen to the above The range of AUDIO NOTE paper in on
signal Catiacitors is steadily expanding. so ask for talueS Mal you do not see
AUDIO NOTE PAPER IN OIL COPPER 1SILVER FOIL SIGNAL CAPACITORS
We are ninety developing two runner ranges of caper in on capacitors where instead of using aluminium ton
as in the above paper caps, in the first range we use an oxygen free COPPer toil en,99 99% Pure Solid siner
lead out wires these copper foil paper seal capaclors are considerably better han Ile standard offerings
SeCOndly tO bodge' the price-wally gap between the more startled Pee.' cats and he Jana.. handmade
Silver foil signal capacitors we we be offering our own 99 99% pure silver toil signal capacnors whet are
pretty staggering in gun, even it Ihave to say this myself an I
am the only ore whO las heard the saMpleS
su farl the silver toil COOS voll also have solid elver Had-our vnres To sun teh Mere will be atex
yeesrvoitages of each macabre
AUDIO NOTE COPPER FOIL PAPER IN OIL CAPACITORS
Value
DC Voltage
0047mF
630 volt
0lmF
015mF
630 volt
022mF
630 volt
047mF
630 ye
ImF
630 von
AUDIO NOTE SILVER FOIL PAPER 111 OIL CAPACITORS
0047mF
630 von
0te
630 von
0.15mF
630 e
022mF
630 von
0.47mF
630 e
imF
630 et
AUD10 NOTE SILVER FOIL SIGNAL CAPACITORS

Srte
78416mm
33422mm
35,22 mm
56425mm
56438mm
65x44mm

Price es UK VAT
12.35
14.65
16.45
19.75
27A5
46 85

14x46mm
16.146mm
22x36mm
19446mm
25x46rnm
38445mm

41.00
74.00
101.00
135.00
196.00
4136.65

Best signal capacitors available, deny really speaks for itsee. used in amplifiers like ONGAKU. KEGON. SAMON and INTrube Silver, handmade in very ended duanbheS at Audio Notes Swart), in Tokyo Jaw, These
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capacrtors use ahne orner tAlo clialecInc and are manufactured usina considerable tension on the loir and
thalectnc to pe ne best pose* contact and Me 0650500700, internai MON.
Value
DC Voilage
Post ex UK VAT
001mF
500 volt
177.00
0uni
500 von
211.75
005ni
54)0 volt
34675
0ImF
500 von
645.75
02rnF
MO von
996.75

8
Mn
8
pon
9-pin
9-pin
9-on
9-pn
9.pn
9- tun

AUDIO NOTE PAPER IN OIL RESERVOIR CAPACITORS
Marnry loo use on « tee power ermites. Sot tuve other uses
Value
DC Volte).
2mF
400 volt
2mF
630 volt
2mF
1000 von
2mF
1600 von
4mF
1000 volt
4mf
2500 volt
1CMF
1000 volt
1200
1000 volt
12mF
1600 volt
12roF
Daxooll

Topcap
For 807 pentode etc
You 0505000110 stan your proect rail less
Mal grade' cernons valve bases
Type
Mounting
8-psnonoEL34 6550.1(166. 6L6G
9-pn B9 for ECC83. ECC88. 5687. 6350. etc

Site
Pou ex
30.4045.5rnm
35x45x72mm
45.45x72mm
50x70x72mm
45545500100001
70x70x120mm
70x100x100mm
70x100x120mm
100x100x120mm
1505136522100101

UK VAT
26 75
33 65
41 75
45 95
49 95
265 75
*. 75
13995
136.75
959.75

AUDIO NOTE ACIDS CHLORIDE FREE SILVER SOLDER
The bel solde we have been able to fond. does not contammate the ronchon. Misti over tune ,couses ronchon
reestance used in an ore amplohers from OTO to Me GAIW-ON
Weghthleasure
Pnce ex UK VAT
59 grammes or about 9metre 10101 durneter
19 95
1kio roll of 1mm diameter
210 65
AUDIO NOTE CABLES 8WIRES
We are proue to offer Ine AUDIO NDTE range ol 690 m'atm copper and Srlver COU, SPeaker and sonne
Misti depeneng on Me overall once of the promet. vall do rustse to any tufr system, regardless of pown
Sola 99 99% Pure AUDIO NOTE Silver Me.
Gauge
Insolation Matenal
Doce per Meter Ex UK VAT
005mm
Polyurethane
16 75
02mm
Polyurethane
22 75
035mm
ML
24 95
06nen
ML
27 85
0emm
ML
31 75
ML
36 75
trnm
The above sole sWer rares are sortable Mr inductors for speaker crossovers both actwe and passe0 o.for
menul winng In Iowa*. emparera etc
AUDIO NOTE COAX INTERCONNECT GABLES
TypeeColour cale
Construction
Prse per Stereo Meter Ex UK Vat
AN-Ayeti.
symmet.i 66 colorer le cou
15 32
ANCred
symmetncal OFHC corner re com
2897
AN.5 clark grey vath yellow stripe symmet.i 99 99% skier Mt cou
PA 25
AN-Vs'Iwo grey vath yellon stnpe symmetrical 99 99% Uvule cou
£ 15235
ANNK elver grey
symmetncal 99 99% sole, Irtz coax
382 98
Ir nnicammended to use ne ',neutron', s'Iwo rares in Oc AUDIO NOTE coax cables as Internai wonng cable.
lIso »ut we 00 in amibien hke the ONGAKU. M7Tobe etc
AUDIO NOTE SPEAKER 8WIRING GABLES
Typetolour code
Construction
P. per Monos Moteo Ex UK VAT
AN Dgreen
$ingle core 66 copper sPukrig mong
615
AN- 8brie Ode «mono
double strand. screened AN $peaker mon
1231
AN.L due black venue double strand. screened 66 In, copper speaker vars
25 11
AN-SP s'Ive
single cors 15 Strand 99 99% elver le speakeo wee
106.38
Mi-SPx sdver
single cors 20 strand 99 99% s'Iwo le speaker rare
382.98
PTFE Insulated Sinter Ptated Cooper Wees
We can also monde less expenswe imam rares tor hard vanna osons Mese PTFE Insulated $ont, OMM cooper rares are 19 strand of 015mm voire and come rtep« black brut pInAred,grner, orange. violet whrte
and refflote they cool £ 150 per meter many calmir
AUDIO NOTE HIGH OUALITY STEPPED ATTENUATOFIS USWITCHES
These handmade attenuators and swdches are manufactured by afnend of Mr Kondo of AUDIO NOTE. and represent Me best ¡valable volume contre and entelles you can use In your pre-amplifer he attenuator OAR
steps and 00th sihrenrhodom plated contacts/brushes made wnh an array of mmalurn film feston. The winches Mature elver plated oreoSsots and sert Guang amen
Type
Value
Pnce Ex UK VAT
Stereo Potemhometer/Anenuator
50KOhms
198.75
Stereo PotenhometenAttenuator
100K0nros
207.75
2Channel untel,
6- way arhusuble
78.75
4Channe $emai
6- way achustable
101. 75

AUDIO NOTE GABLES & WIRES
We are proud to otter the AUDIO NOTE range of high qualrty copper and errer coax speaker and vanna cabres
«loch dependong on the overall price of the pipe 01,11 do Justice to any hon System n'alma of finCe
Sole 99 99% Pure AUDIO NOTE Solver WIre
Gauge
Insulabon Matenal
Pnce per Meter Ex UK VAT
005frern
Polymethane
1675
02mon
Polyurethane
2275
0350101
ML
2463
05rnrn
ML
2785
08mm
ML
31.75
imm
ML
36.75
The above sole solver *Ires are sortable for Inductors tor speaker crossovers, both actwe and passwe or for
attentai m'Ag on mourons amplifers etc
AUDIO NOTE COAX INTERCONNECT GABLES
Type/Colour code
Construchon
PnCe Cer Stereo Meter Ex UK VAT
AN-4yellow
syrnmetncal EN cOPPeo le ceak
15 32
Ml.Crte
sYmmetrical OFHC «OMM le COU
29 79
dark grey vath 70160.0010,99
symmetncal 99 99% elver le cou
AN-VMer grey with yellow slope
symrretneal 99 99% skier 450 coax
ANNK ulve grey
syneremcal 99 99% sinter le coax
382 98

81 25
152 35

Irlo recommended lo use the Interner lm Muer rares In the AUDIO NOTE cou cabres as ntereal «mg catie.
is «Rat we do in amphhers lobe the ONGAI(U. M7Tube etc
AUDIO NOTE SPEAKER 6WIRING CABLES
TYPeColour code
Construction
P. per Monoo Meter Ex UK VAT
ANDgreen
son« cote 66 corme ,SPeakag mn.;
685
AN- 8due volade «tag
double strand. screened 61 speaker me
12 34
AN- Lblue black writmg
double strand screened 641 le capper speaker rare
25 11
A.N.SP elver
ongle core 15 strand 9993% M U le speaker sore
106 38
AN-SPx solver
single core 20 strand 99 99% elver le speaker rare
382 98
Put Insulated Silver Plated Corner Vines
We cm also prowde less expenswe «mg tiares tor hard vanne aucuns, Mes. PTFE Insulated saur prame capo« rares are 19 strand of 015mm mre and come in brou, black. Sloe. Pak. red. green, orange motel wbrte
and oeil/white. they cost £150 per meteo any colin"
AUDIO NOTE HIGH GARLITO STEPPED ATTENUATORS 8SWITCHES
Duse handmade anerwators and Senties are manufactured by afrond of litr Rondo of AUDIO NOTE, and tepresent the best «arable volume contre and syntches you can ose In Four prelmploher. the Muta n48
steps and eh sohernmakim plated contactsbnishes made wrth an array of tantalum film resistors The miches feature s'ove plated contacts and sert Meeting atm
TYPe
Value
Pnce Ex UK VAT
Stereo PotennometerAttenuator
50450110e
198 75
Stereo Polentemeter Attenuator
1001(Ohms
207 75
2Channel selon
6- way achustable
7175
4Channel switch
6-wav &dg:stable
101.75
AUDIO NOTE HIGH OUALITY CERAMIC VALVE BASES
All of our valve bases are or tne hignest possible qualny made Irom steakte ana using roe lest metal pans from
alloys erra retaln mer sonna tension around the valve pn tor longer They are recommended as upgrades to
most oid valve empiles ami snouki be an essentral pan ot any (110 promet
yee
4.mn Uso for 300132A3/01A
pn UX1 Or 3008/1.31301A
1.pin UX4 WE-type for 300132A1101A
4
pin UX4 WE-type woth bayonet mountmg
4pon Jumbo 4for 211NT4C/845
5-pallY5 for 807
Chassis
7
pon 87 for 654 062 PCB
7-pn 87 lof 604. 0A2 PCB
7
pon 87 lot 604. 002 Cluses from above
7
pro 87 lof 6X4 082 Chassis horn above
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Momerie
Chues
Cluses
Chassis
Chases
Chase. 0th bayonet
Gold
S.her
Gold
Pym
Gord

Platon Prse Ex UK VAT
Gold
825
N01HOI
725
Save ,
14 75
5/ver
6595
Saveremorne
159 95
975
615
785
675
675

FEBRUARY 0995

U8X for 1034.
UEIX for EL34.
019 lor 00083.
89 for ECC83.
89 for FCC83,
19 for ECC83,
89 for ECC83.
B9 tor ECC83.

6550. 5U4G, 5234. 61.6G. etc
6550, SUIG, GZ34. 6L6G. etc
ECC88, 5687. 6350. etc
ECC843. 5687. 6350. etc
ECCE/. 5687. 6350. etc etc
ECCLM. 5687. 6350. etc es
ECC88. 5687. 6350. etc etc
ECC,88, 5687. 6350, etc etc

Cluses
Chassa
PCB
PCB
Chases
GUS.*
Chasse
Chassis

from
frOrn
from
trorn

above
above
below
below

Sther
Goa
Silver
Gold
Save,
Gold
Gilde
Gord

565
865
385
575
445
675
495
715

teckel
975
overall cost. and for this purpose we can otler the lol
Prse Ex UK VAT
Cluses wrth Machel
etc.

145
Chues vnth shroud

Value
Tolerance
Phu Excl VAT
479
5%
0.86
1009
5%
0.86
IKO
5%
016
0102
5%
036
15K
5%
132
2511
5%
122
1369
5%
1.24
1K5
5%
1.24
IK8
5%
1.24
ng Mea- More'values
ealues won be added over the next 6mutins. logette, van, some non-Inductive mrsexinds!

1.85

AUDIO NOTE CERMAIC STAND-OFFS
In mont N'Omed valve power amplifiers Its frequentry thfficult to get the HT Md heater rads property suspended and separated. salety and neatly from the chases, this especully apples when budding mortiers usina
tote realry mon voltage directly heated modes Ide Olt, VIA-C, 845. 849, 304TL, 08080 etc When Penang
teston Ide Mn. n imponant to «aromate sunable Uyout from lOe stan. and the AUDIO NOTE stand-on
should te mOre Or lesS mandatory In that context They are screv-in type eh steante insulator ana biner a
wrapround turned 'head on the single way verso,' or separated solder slots on the munr-way versions
lote No
Nimber cl Tags
Heghtlength
Solder Connechon
Chas. Fmng
Pnce Ex UK VAT
AN-421
25 5mm
Wrap- round
Screw-,nbort
141
»4-422
17 Imm
Wrap- round
Scnew-on bolt
141
AN-423
22 eren
Solder sMt
Screv-in
141
AN-152
MIUStable. 17mm
Solder slots
Dual bort screem
242
AN-453
Adiustable. 24100
Solder sbts
Dual bon screwm
305
AN.455
Adjuge*. 32mm
Solder slots
Dual bort screivm
404
ANA58
Admstable, 5800101
Solder slots
Dual bort screwm
579
AN-460
S
ArlfuStable. 72mm
Solder slots
Dual bol $crewin
731
»d-476
25mrnA5mrn
Solder slots
Screwin bolts
535
AN-479
25mm/665mm
Solder sials
Screwin bols
753

Wattage
6Watt
6watt
6watt
6watt
6wan
6watt
9wan

BLACK GATE ELECTRON TRANSFER, High Performance. Graphde Electrolytoc Capot.
There are very few audro parts that promose aguaranteed omprovement when replacing practrcally any other part, but tills os wfur the BLACK GATE capecotors actually do ExchangIng any
electrolytic capacrtor anywhere In tbe CIrCort 01 an amplifier or in the CFOSSOM 00 0speaker Will
greatly Improve sound quality We are working on some guidellnes as to where how and winch
types of Black Gates to use on cloneront circuits. the fast such teChrucal guidelines lo avarlable
now and is called ' Improving your CD- Player' and can be obtamed by sending astamped
addressed envelope to us requesting thrs leaflet All AUDIO NOTE Level 2Spnature products
use Black Gate Electron Transfer
0011041 signal/power supply rochons
It is very Important to note that all BLACK GATE capacdors take tome to charge- up or stabdise.
when lioso put in CirCud. depending on type and » plut« this ' maturing .tome can be between
100 and 300 hours. Black Gate cal' Mn the Along process', see enclosed hst of avartable values. We eel. however. 0000 !ha prOcess takes longer, ho hum!
We are about to stOCk the cobre range of values on the enclosed hst, so aseparate onces! Is
attacned to the hst of Black Gate program avadable Ask us to send you thrs Int as OiS too long
100 an advertrsement, wherefore Vos not Included in full Agam, as always we appreciate a
stamped self addressed envelope
Value
Volage
6G- Type
Suggested Use
Price Ex UK VAT
47mF
25volt
PK
Anywhere
165
33re
350011
PK
A
n
n
y%
wh
h
'
e
'
re
e
1.75
A
les
047mF
500011
PK

Proleol

I
mF
500011
2.2mF
50volt
3.3mF
50500
4.7mF
50050
lOre
50000
22mF
50000
100mF
50voll
100mF
100von
1000mF
16000
1000mF
50volt
220mF
16000
470mF
16000
220000F
160011
10.000mF
60000
4700mF
160011
47mF . 47mF soo,on-550v
100mF • 100mF500volt-550v
10001F
5000011-550v
220nIF .. 220mF3500011-400v
100mF • 100mF3500011-400v
22mF
350000
150mF
350vott
220mF
06000
1000mF
50volt
2200mF
35volt
2200mF
630011
22mF
505011
47mF
500510
1rriF
50volt
495
4.7mF
50000
10mF
50volt
47mF
50voll
100mF
50,00
6.8mF
50500
10mF
50volt
2201F
60000
4701F
51500E
47rof
50000
220mF
63006
I
DOrnF
160011
470mF
16.000
4700mF
35von
47mF
50000
1000mF
50000
2200mF
100000
In our component list you voll
sues, best usage etc.
Lastly, we can supply arange
ondustnal grade. il you like

RESISTORS
We endeavour to stock the entre 012 range of all the ditterent rnakes of reestors that we stock except the very
[must ohms values. Mach are extremely costly as arule 010000110071 values below 10 Ohms or aime
3M3 111011st we always try to have every single 012 valve in stock. thn unnot be guaranteed delwery, especully
on the Motos and tantalum f1kb embus can be very long indeed hovever ence most are used In our productron of handed products. Mere SAI generalry be stock avadable within 4weeks

FERRITE RINGS
ln many systems, especially ones tien(' transistor based ampleatum. there Is oleo aproblem
of incoming RF mirung loto the feedback roof,, especially trom connected CD- players. clamping
ferrite rings around the catde between Me CD-transport and the DAC or the output of Me DAC
or CD- player and the pre.ampldier Input yelds surpneng results
Aset of hom Ferrite rings costs £850

BEYSCHLAG
We offer Mme dalot,/ leves of reestor qualrty all are 1%. stanum yeti the Beyschlag metalfilm, whse are
sIghtly magnets ¡as are the vast retord,
/of Pte( makes of metal film reestorst but nonetheless very good
soundong as used on all our Ulteade amplifiers up to and IncludIng qualny Level 3. Me MEISHUIP3/P4, 3008
no- feedback Mode amehers
EleysclUag 1wan I% reestors up to 500101m. £011. above 500kOhm £013 each

AUDIO NOTE COMPLETE KITS
As mentroned geler, we are developng arange cd complete MM, to gove those of you who
have the aborrty, but do not have the tome to develop apromet f
rom the ground, so to speak ln
order fo be able to offer the best possrble quality - pnce relatronshrp, the lots we Ofter vall be
good bass circuits, woth no- trolls power supplies and components all lots have Input volurne
control to allow use of asingle source. lobe CD- player direct In

HOLCO
Bette, sound qualny can be achieved *el Me H2. 1won. to. nonmagnets resistors.which we regard as the
best Mdristral grade oneUndm resntors avadable They have one small drawback, as they are dune Irae and
require carelul handling.
not bend the legs too close to ole body. they may become norsy

KIT ONE
Based around the oustly famous 30013 directly heated Mode, we see (Ms lut as the ontroduchon
to real Auch° Amplification, as it covers all the Important aspects of desogn necessary. Sonore Ended, No- Feedback, Class A. Drrectly Heated Triode, to become amernber of this exclueve
club of empoter,
Oit One has one 30013 per channel runrung at 420 volts mn, 75mA current ganng 110 watts of
he cleanest power you will ever hear. the Input stage consats Of a6SN7GT wrth a5687 double
Mode d'ove, stage running In SFIPP. The power supply Is acapacrtorchoke-capacitor woth a
SUAG HT rectifier. the Malus are AC heated Component qually is saouler to our Level 2finished products, AUDIO NOTE paper In cul signal capacdors. Beyschlag 1watt 1% muaitilm
reestors. good qualrty electrorylics ( sorry NO Black Gales.) and asimple attractive stereo cluses in grey paintwork. Protecting caver is extra
Pose f750.00 mal VAT, which includes all valves ¡ yes. also the 2x3006 needed) but not
postage/packing which to UK customers is ( 12 00. topcover Is £99 00 extra The Kit One is
available now.

AUDIO NOTE SOLE TED AUDIO VALVES
Our valves are selected noon the best annal* sources and are tested to the same stnngent standards thet we
apply In the produchOn of our own amplders they toll ordo two calegones. standard Preston nems ana rsoe,
mostly NOS ¡ New Old St.) valves «t'eh are no longer in produchon We have compiled aspecal hg ot the
NOS 'lems. ranch rs avarlable on moue heure the valves on ths hst are NOT cheap
Standard Stock Items.
Tyr. No
Type
Pnce Ex UK VAT
ECC83S12AX7VIN7025
double node
295
E88CC/6922/DJ8WA7308
double traie
3.95
EF816267/Z729
pentode
2.45
ECC82,12AU76814a
double Mode. 1111 spec
595
6917GT
double Mode U8X base
1.75
6SL7GT
double Mode USO base
265
55.07
pentode
175
56871VA
double mode very powerfur
455
double triode
475
Gasowa
EL846805
small power pentode
1.55
EL8461/6805WA
mail power pentode ral spec verson
451
60607
small power pentode
245
€4..66
.ed.e power pentode
2.75
5881/KT665L6WGC
medium power tetrorle
4.51
6CA7/EL34 Fat Bon!
power tetrode
8.85
EL346
Paver pentode
6.45
6550MT88
large power tetrode
12.45
6033
powertul mouler ingrectly bute] Mode
24.65
6AS7,60130
$trong regulator. Indrectly heated Mode
6.45
243 4
pin
duectly heated smaller power Mode
17.95
3008
Perey .10 power M.
5795
VAIC W308
*moly heated power triode
30001
5U4G
HT-rechter
3.25
50351
AT-rectifier
225
5V401
HT-rechher
225
GZ1VSAR4
HT-rechher
875
6%4
HT-rectrhe, ery good for pre-amplifers. 7
pon bau
265
605
IIT-rectote. very good for pre-amphlers 8Power impétrer !mat.
ends. U8X base
265
Please note our 30085 are manufactured in China by Gold Dragon/Shuguang. but are tested In noose under real
«long condrbons to parameters somurhat rnore stnngent than Is °Meneau done No !hm do not sound que
as goal as onmnal WE 30013s Of SIC 4311380.101 do they carry the saine premium price Muse consideo the
followong unless you have absoluten tons or money or you happen to have Item your ans do not conseder
ongrnal 3008s. tt is nmost cases lar hem to mest the money in more permanent futures ot the amphher
proect hke better output transformer0. better egnal caps or resistors or the 11e, valves wear out. better qualny
passive components lest Apan of onorst WE 30385 cost at least £ 1.200 on agood Clay. thmk in terms of an
overall P. comPromse you un get Serre febulauS Modem pannes for me <Inférence on cost bereen a
pair of Chinese 30013s and the orignal WE. and in many cases Me Improvement in sound quality greater than
Ile WE 3008s will contnbute. AND Me comaltunon to sound Is permanent consider that wfen you plan your

HOLCO RESISTORS TYPE H2 5OPPIA COST
f3 06 each from 190 to 590. £089 each from 591 Io 1999, £036 sac), from 20Ohni 230kOhm. £041 each
from 231kOhm tolklOhm. £102 eachhornIMI to 2M0. £ 1.24 each Nom 2M1 to 4MCI. and £221 each horn
4M1 to 5M0
SHoNKOH TANTALUM FILM RESISTORS
This ndehnitery, the best SoundIng resstor avadabie. orge? the VISHAY, whah may be OS In high feedback
trangstor amphhers. but In our (renon pude uncomplimentary to Me pualnes of real Aurno Amplificabon e
drrectly healed Mode amplders runnmg reedback free In singleended Class AI, 15,5 swhere you end need the
tantalum film resalo, for the best results
The 1,2 watt Shmkoh untalum reestors are nonmagnets 0000307725 each
Some values are ova/able in 1sien han Shinkoh at £460 eath. 1st Of stock avadable
AUDIO NOTE 1WATT TANTALUM RESISTORS
Up to now tte tantalum 111m reestors have been extremery ensuit to get, however after much persuasion ana
auront ameemum quantity guarantee front AVOID NOTE UK the manufacturers have agreed ta olden the range
Of irz watt ax rentroduce the Iwatt range MO tecomes an exclusive range for AUDIO NOTE. we couder
th* to be aragot breakthrough since mthout areasonable range of values at the 1watt 00109 015 pretty Orthcurt to get the very best out of
best cocons As wrth most handmade spacukst dems, Man covers must on
this lig. dekvery can he plate long on some valuen. so be Mare,te un or le value snot In Stock
The AUDIO NOTE 1wan 1% tantalum resstor values are £370 each
We shall now be workng on belon 2and 3Wan tantalum entes made avaeble as «II. and who knows
pennes we w,ll be able lo budd amplders In a114101 ,10e that have all tantalum resistors 0all pets of the Cd con
AUDIO NOTE PRECISION CAREIONFILM RESISTORS
In arkhhon to the non-magneta tantalum resstors we are gang to stock arange of preceon goldeted [Monte ruses. in many caus the carbonhlm resistor IS Preferable nyou 40e hot% an amPlMe ,Use 0000
Pd ormet. like for pampre the WE91 or anode, mant of sinter ontage We shall be stoclung values sortable
fer MW= hke Me WE91 n1? and 1van values. these resestors are nie especully tor us Werner manufacturer
They cost for the 12 watt
£330 each
1watt
£485 exil
2watt £689 each
HIGH WATTAGE WIREWOUND RESISTORS
As anew nem we shall start onenng arange ot 2-15 wan mrewound resmors, ive shah be Marino min asmall
range and expanding das we go along. at the moment Me followmg is avadable, all these reestors are 5% toierance and gLued

PK
PK
PK
PK
PK
PK
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
surge SIQ-Type
surgeSda-Type
surge SKa-Type
surge SIQ-Type
surge SIQ-Type
VO-Type
VO-Type
OK-Type
OK-Type
FK-Type
FK-Type
C-Type
C-Type
6Sones

Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere

1.12
1.23
1.38
1.68
1.87
268

Anywhere

547

A nwhe
A
nM
yh erre

775
8.22
2455
415

Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
PL%
sm
ero
eothong
A
PSU filer capacrtor
PSU filer capacnor
PSU filler capacnor

13
6 14
35
5
234.65
2425
10
85
1.. 95
95
9
72
2.675
5

PSU filer
PSU
04990100
capacrtor

75 35
Decouplong or filter capacitor
18.95
Enter capacitor
67 85
Ultra Mw ESR melon comparable Io film caps9 95
As above use anywhere
4395
As above use anywhere
58 55
As above use anywhere
98 85
For aucuns with DC potentiel dollerence
207
For onces with DC potentml dofference
3.35
Becter tor use In negatwe feedback amas etc

N-Senes
as above
575
NSerres
as above
695
NSerres
as above
13 75
N- Series
as above
18.95
Brpolar
For loudspeaker crossover networks
8.95
Bipolar
as above
1015
Bipolar
as above
17 45
Brpolar
as above
27.95
6G- NO Type For PSU decouplong
1215
60- NU Type For super low none PSUs
11.85
BG-N Type For super low none PSUs
2415
6G- N Type as above
28.95
BG-N Type as above
20045
8G -1 TM as above
6.65
130-N Type as above
9995
6G- N Type as above
423 35
bond alosting ol all aunaie Black Gate values tooether with their
of more modestly priced components, girl good quahly Sum more

KIT TOND
Kit Two Matures asonore 6550WA Soviet, tetrodes runmng II Songle-Ended rnode, rama
some 17 watts of pure Class A. valve rectrhed HT for the output stage, $tereo chases. and
6SN7GT input and 5814a/ECC82 SRPP Onver stage. componentry and chas. 101 One
Pace £69900 incl VAT Includes valves, but not postage/paclung. COM Is mea at £99 00
Available in November 1994.
KIT THREE
On Three features 2x30013 per channel running 00 single-ended parallel yieldong 16/17 watts on
pure Class A. this kit os on two mono chassis' with valve rectified HT strophes, no vogoul feedbaCk, dt'US a65N/GT double triode as Input valve and apair of 5687 double Modes running
in SFIPP as drivers
The KIT THREE is essentMlly amono versoon of the OIT ONE won, double the power. Ill same
component choices and on two Phases' Instead of one
The KIT THREE costs £ 1.450.00 and Is avanable now
Write W.
AUDIO NOTE ( UK) Ltd. Unit 1, Block C. Hove Bueness Centre, Fontholl Road, Hove. East Sussex
893 6560, England. Telephone •44 0273 220511, fax .44 0273 731498 Dorect Une Io sales
044 0273 885511.
HUNGARY please contact. Merlon Audio, 54, U Raday fs, 2. H-1092 Budapest, HUNGARY.
Tei/Fax. 01 215-2612.
HOLLAND please comact. de Jong Components, 2Reggestraat. NI- 5704 MT Helmond, Tel
04920 14661 Fax 14773.
USA please contact. Angela Instruments, 10830 Guilford Road, Sude 309, Annapolis Junchon,
MD 20701 Tel: 301 725 0451, Far 301 725 8823
PO 29091994.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates:

NEWS

Trade:
75p per
word.
Min £ 21.00

Private:
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
65p per
(These rates are
word
Box No's:
inclusive of VAT)
Min £ 17.00 £ 3.00 extra

RR;OREVIEW

Debit my credit card account ( tick as approporiate)

Card Expiry Date

VISA

i.

A=nd11
EXPRESS

Credit Card No:

Signature

To: HI- Fl NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
the heading

insertions under

Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to

LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE,
CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required? Yes

No .

If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.
Name

Address

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

FEBRUARY 95

Let Sir John Gielgud, John Wallace and
Kenneth Branagh test your hi-fi?
Reference-standard recordings on
Test Disc III feature John Wallace
(top left) in Vivaldi, fireworks and
music from the ' Symphony for the
Spire' with Kenneth Branagh
(centre) as Henry V, and SiCohn
Gielgud (top right)in 'Peter and the
Wolf'. Pure percussion sounds are
heard in aspecialty commissioned
work performed by Prince Consort
Percussion: session producer Alan
Wiltshire is seen (far right) with
Tony Bridge, editing at Finesplice.
You'll also hear aHarrier jump jet
taking off and Mike Skeet closing his
famous Garage Door! Test Disc Ill
also includes the LEDR ` height' test
for stereo imaging/room diagnostics,
an RSS ' super stereo' demonstration,
plus afull range of computergenerated test signals.
PHOTO CREDITS: FRITZ CURZON, THE
PRINCE'S TRUST. VIRGIN CLASSICS,
BRITISH AEROSPACE, RENAISSANCE
FILMS PLC, PC HENDERSON LTD

ORDER FORM
Please send me
copies of
TEST DISC IH at £ 12.95 each
1enclose remittance of £

NAME

(caps pleac)

ADDRESS

CI Ienclose POIChequeI.440*
D / wish to pay by AccessIVisalDiners1
Amex"
My card number is

11 1111 1111 1111
Expiry date

Signature
Please send orders to HFNIRR
Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford,
MK40 1YH. Chequesshould be made
payable to HFNIRR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject to availability
Accessories Club hotfine
0234 741152
Non UK sales VAT free but where
applicable subject to additional carriage
charges.
Photoçopies or this form are accept:Mi. E.Naui

'Please delete as necessur,

WARNING: this disc
contains high recorded levels
which may cause damage to certain
combinations of equipment if played
at high volume settings.

MONITOR AUDIO GROUP

GOLD CONE
TECHNOLOGY
QUALITY
SOUND

à

Number
MONITOR AUDIO LTD - UNIT 34, CLIFTON RD,
CAMBRIDGE CB1 4ZW
TEL: 01223 246344 FAX: 01223 214532

